THE DIRTY DEEDS OF SILICON VALLEY
Don’t Fall For Their Hype And PR BS. Here is a look behind their curtain...

Figure 1: Mark Zuckerberg and "The Paypal Mafia" pledged to operate as a secret organized crime entity
The Dirty Deeds Of Silicon Valley

Volume One

A detailed look at the people who run political bribery schemes in big tech

By Westin Parker

Draft 1.4 – Sneak Peek - Stay Tuned For Future Revisions
When people think about electoral bribery and political corruption, they probably can’t imagine anything more than a man passing a manila envelope of cash to another man under a table at a funky diner.

In fact, modern bribery involves every other form of hidden payola except the envelope-under-the-table. The tricks of corruption have evolved. This book is dedicated to exposing those tactics, which are destroying America. Every citizen suffers when their elected and appointed public officials sell the government like it was a garage sale.

That is going to change. I swear to you, based on new open-source forensics software and millions of voters using the internet: “Deeds done in the dark will always come to light”

I knew Mayor’s of San Francisco and their families, U.S. Senators and their families, Senior White House executives and their families and the people that bribed them. Most of the tech oligarchs and politicians who spend billions of dollars controlling the media to create a facade of kindly altruism around themselves are murdering, lying, sick, thieving sociopaths. Their dirty deeds don’t come-dirt-cheap. Their dirty deeds involve trillions of dollars of dirty money taken from taxpayers pockets!

Should federal law enforcement bosses at the West Coast SEC, FTC, FBI, DOJ, and other offices, be arrested for refusing to arrest crooks Elon Musk, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, etc.? Thousands of reports of crimes against these tech mobsters have been filed yet they get “protection” instead of “prosecution”!

The lawyers at the “corporate cover-up” crooked law firms of Perkins Coie, Mofo, Covington & Burling, and Wilson Sonsini certainly should be arrested for making the law take a right-turn straight up Satan’s anus.

The dirty tricks operatives Steve Westly, Steve Spinner, David Plouffe, et al, certainly deserve some federal prison pick-up-the-soap time.

If you doubt or deny any of these facts, please meet us at 450 Golden Gate Ave, on the 13th Floor in the investigator’s conference room to present any facts you may have. On a live global web broadcast at that location, we accept any challenge to the veracity of these claims. If you can supply credible evidence that any assertion in here is either 1.) not true or 2.) intentioned parody that is not parody, then we will remove the assertion.

In intimate detail, here is how the crooks operate:
“FU” was his motto. Cook, Jobs cabin boy replacement, is now under investigation for lying about the huge drop in demand for iPhones.

Figure 2: Steve Jobs was exposed putting hit jobs on competitors in the DOJ 'No Poaching' Lawsuit and his staff called him an "asshole"
News and Congressional report sources are used in this report, those sections are copyrighted per each original author. Fair Use, Public WIKI rights, Public Domain, U.S. First Amendment Rights, Freedom of the Press, SLAPP, EU Press rights, UN Press Rights, and associated rights, are claimed and enforced. Some contributors did not want to be named in this report.

This book is cooperatively, interactively, collaboratively, authored by the individuals who witnessed these crimes, the reporters who documented these crimes, the public who suffered from these crimes and the investigators who investigators these crimes. A special thanks to the tipsters and whistle-blowers inside the White House, The FBI, The Department of Energy and City Hall’s who made this all possible.

The best punishment for these bastards is to make their companies and assets lose billions of dollars in stock value by using news media, CIA and forensic tactics. The main weapon that is being used is: THE TRUTH! It is the one thing they fear most!

Please re-post this file on torrent sites, blogs, and your website to help all members of the public get involved in the interdiction of the crooks mentioned herein.
SCUMBAGS

While certain names (like Steven Chu, Larry Page, David Dummond, Lachlan Seward, Andy Rubin, Jeffrey Epstein, Elon Musk, Nicholas Guido Denton, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve Spinner, Steve Westly, Tim Draper, Vinod Khosla, Harvey Weinstein, Eric Schmidt, etc.) stick out in the current news when the topic of ‘creepy asshole tech mobsters’ comes up, one name sticks out more than others.

A darling of the Silicon Valley oligarchs is Tesla Motors. We will ‘pick on’ them, first, because Musk and his Cartel have been so audacious in their corruption. They have bribed almost as many public officials as Google, in order to keep a lid on things. They are the poster child of dirty deeds and payola. Tesla Motors has been accused of being a front for economic, social, political, moral and ethical crimes masquerading under the facade of “an altruistic ‘clean-tech’ company”, in order to discourage circumspection. The sketchiest things about Tesla and Elon Musk include:

- The origins of Tesla and why Elon Musk had nothing to do with creating Tesla Motors and how he thieved the company from Marty, the actual founder
- The relationship between Tesla owners and senior White House staff
- The relationship between Tesla owners and Department of Energy staff who had ownership in Tesla
- The relationship between Tesla owners and yuppie spy agency ‘In-Q-Tel’, many of whom now work for Musk
- The relationship between Tesla owners and political campaign financiers
- The fact that the ‘Silk Road’ murder and drug trafficking site was founded at Musk’s SpaceX company and Musk like the lead programmer of ‘Silk Road’. In-Q-Tel is deep in Musk operations, In-Q-Tel was caught with 4 tons of cocaine on it’s airplanes. Drug user Musk and drugs seem to go hand-in-hand.
- The dirty quid pro quo relationship between Tesla owners and Google, especially Eric Schmidt, Musk bromance Larry Page and Google investors
- The relationship between Tesla owners and Goldman Sachs
- The relationship between Tesla owners and Russian oligarch “business men”
- The relationship between Tesla owners and media outlets such as Think Progress, New America Foundation, ALICE, Media Matters, Gawker Media, Google, and related information control consortium’s
- The relationship between Tesla owners and John Doerr’s Kleiner Perkins Company
- The relationship between Tesla owners, the National Venture Capitol Association, the Silicon Valley
Cartel and the coordinated venture capital “Black-listing” of Tesla competitors

- The relationship between Tesla owners and Troll Farm services that provide “click-farm”, “meat-puppet”, “sock-puppet”, “fake likes” and automated contrived social media

- The deaths, and traumatic injuries, of Tesla Motor's staff, investors, investigators and customers

- The war profiteering, and lobbied invasion efforts, by Tesla investors, for Afghanistan, Bolivian and other foreign rare earth mining contracts

- The details of the political campaign kick-backs, and the pay-offs of gratis taxpayer cash, tax credits, real estate, government contracts, write-offs, stock warrants, and other payola as criminally “unjust rewards”

- The known, and covered-up, dangers of toxic vapors, fires and explosions of lithium ion batteries

- The relationship between Tesla owners and Dianne Feinstein, her husband Richard Blum, and Harry Reid

- How specific government officials took extraordinary steps to sabotage the business competitors of their campaign financiers.

- The charges and lawsuits against Elon Musk, and Tesla Motors for Fraud, by wives, employees, founders, supplies, investors and others

- Recent leaks and disclosures

- Potential criminal charges against the suspects and the financial relationships of all suspects

- Systemized corruption and kick-back programs within state, and federal, agencies

- Covered up defects in the Tesla cars: handles, hackers crashing cars, heaters, chassis, chargers, vampire power, etc. The Lemon Law lawsuits

- Cover-ups created to protect political officials who benefited from stock, campaign support and other perks

- The planting of “Moles” and the operation of sabotage efforts against multiple competitors by Tesla staff

- The huge numbers of famous people that went to work for Musk and then quietly quit when they saw behind the curtain


- Who, knew what, and when they knew it about corruption by Elon Musk, Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank and the Silicon Valley oligarch Cartel

The evidence contained in this, and related reports proves, beyond a doubt, that Silicon Valley
investors, owners and government employees engaged in felony-class crimes in a coordinated, RICO and anti-trust law violating manner.
SLOW DRIP INFILTRATION

Tesla Motor’s history can be described as a roller coaster. There have been many ups and downs, including a near death experience in late 2008. I, and my associates, are focused on seeing Tesla Motors indicted for RICO, Anti-trust and other corruption crimes. Much of this data was provided by ex-Tesla employees, founders and senior executives. Tesla Motors started out as one thing and was slowly taken over and turned into a political tool for an entirely different thing.

The forbidden Tesla timeline that Elon Musk does not want you to see:

1880
Detroit Electric sells Electric cars commercially across the USA

1900
38 percent of US automobiles are powered by electricity, but as Henry Ford designed the much cheaper T-Ford, the electric cars began to disappear.

1970
The price of gasoline hits record because of a series of energy crises, so the interest in electric cars increased again.

1971
June, Elon Musk was born.

1996
General Motors produced an electric car called EV1 and leased it to customers.

1999
Elon Musk sold his company Zip2 and made $22 million. He founded X.com that would become PayPal.
2002

October. Ebay, owned by Pierre Omidyar (Who finances Gawker Media and the Intercept) acquired PayPal and Elon Musk made $165 million.

2003

General Motors canceled the lease program and removed the last EV1 from the streets. They said they couldn't sell enough of the cars to make the EV1 profitable.

July. Martin Eberhard and Marc Tarpenning founded and incorporated Tesla Motors. They had earlier made a feasibility study to see if they could make an electric car. They now made a feasibility study together with AC Propulsion to see if the batteries would work.

November. The 2 employees searched for a partner to build the rest of the car. Lotus became their choice. Lotus engineers, from England, agree to provide chassis of car.

2004

February. Ian Wright, who had met Martin Eberhard while on a plane, joined the company. They finished business plan 1.0. Ian later leaves Tesla in disgust when he realizes what they are up to

March. Starting a car company is expensive, so they began to look for outside investors. Silicon Valley VC's discuss having Elon Musk take-over Tesla and get rid of the founders

As of this date CIA, NSA, DIA, FBI, OSC, and other agencies, are now recording all communications between all Silicon Valley VC's and technology companies. Those recordings still exist today.

April. Series A funding where Elon Musk was the main investor. Elon Musk had earlier aligned with JB Straubel who had friends at AC Propulsion, and the company told Elon Musk to contact Tesla. Other investors included SDL Ventures and Compass Technology Partners. JB Straubel joined the company as employee number 5.

May. An early styling study began at Tesla.

June. A technology implementation study began. Afghanistan lithium contracts for Tesla's batteries are, by now, fully controlled by White House financiers.

July. Tesla had 9 employees and moved to an office in San Carlos, California. They also made a "mule" which is a car that doesn't reproduce but you can see if the concept works. To design Mule 1 they bought an old Lotus Elise.

October. The 15 employees began to design the drivetrain component.

November. They installed the drivetrain in the Mule 1 but company engineers say the entire system needs a re-design as it is “unsafe”.

December. Tesla couldn't use the same design as the Lotus Elise, so they had a contest where Barney Hatt made the best design by copying most of the Lotus Elise.
2005

January. They made a 1/4 scale model in clay of the design Barney Hatt had made. Tesla had now 18 employees and they also took out Mule 1 for a test drive.

February. The now 23 employee strong company needed more money, so they made a series B funding. Not only Elon Musk invested more money, but also Valor Equity Partners. Tesla also opened an office in UK close to the Lotus office.

April-June. Tesla made a full-scale model in clay of the Tesla Roadster.

July. With 38 employees, they now tested a plastic model of the Roadster in a wind tunnel. It had problems with vector dynamics

August. Some of the 41 employees began developing a motor.

December. 63 employees and they began to build the Mule 2 in fiberglass.

2006

January. A drivable Tesla Mule 2 was finished. It has many technical problems and it is illegal to drive it on the road.

April. The engineers thought the Roadster was finished so they made 10 engineering prototypes (EP), which compared to a Mule can (in theory) be produced.

May. 92 employees and they finished the first EP, called EP 1. Tesla raised a series C round led by Vantage Point Partners and Elon Musk.

July. Almost no-one knew that Tesla existed, until now when Tesla showed EP 1 and EP 2 in Santa Monica, California.

August. 100 employees. Tesla crash tests and technical reports reveal fire dangers. Tesla senior staff orders the reports shredded. them. Tesla had earlier crashed a few virtual cars, but they needed to know if the computers models were accurate. They also began to show the Roadster at events to market it.

August. Elon Musk, John Doerr, Rahm Emanuel, Robert Gibbs and David Axelrod discuss a quid-pro-quo scheme to advance money for the Presidential and Senate campaigns and get paid back in spades from TARP and Dept. of Energy "Loans", tax credits, stock perks and monopolies.

September. 120 employees. They made more tests, including radiated emissions and susceptibility testing. EMF emissions during charging were high and those reports were ordered shredded

October. They made a durability test, which consists of driving the Roadster on a cobblestone racetrack. The idea is to simulate 100,000 miles in 6 months. It would have taken much longer time to drive the same distance on a smooth road. Tesla realized that their computer models were inaccurate - the Roadster's transmission didn't survive the durability test.

November. 144 employees, and more tests, including driving through a saltwater bath.

December. They showed the EP 2 at the Los Angeles Auto Show.
2007

January. Tesla brought the Roadster to Arvidsjaur, Sweden, to see if it could survive winter conditions.

February. 205 employees. Tesla began to build a validation prototype (VP), where they took everything they learned from the engineering prototype. Tesla says it will build a $35 million plant in Albuquerque, to produce the Model S. They lied.

March. 230 employees and they finished the VP 1. Tesla senior staff and investors intensify private discussion with Dianne Feinstein and Richard Blum, who turn out to be the owners, managers, builders, staffing providers for Tesla's and Solyndra's land deals as well as the Senate and White House manipulators who rigged government funding for Tesla.

April. Raised more money - a series D round led by Elon Musk, Technology Partners, and Vantage Point.

June. Tesla's motor factory in Taiwan was finished and it began producing parts.

July. A new transmission was ready to try but tests showed that it had mounting issues.

August. Tesla finished the VP 10. CEO Martin Eberhard was forced out and replaced by Tesla investor Michael Marks, who would work as an interim-CEO until Tesla found a long-term CEO.

September. Tesla delayed the launch of the Roadster because they needed more time to test its durability.

October. It turned out that also the new transmission failed in the durability test. Tesla needed yet another transmission.

November. Martin Eberhard is fully forced out of the company after confronting Elon Musk regarding Musk's manipulations.

December. Interim CEO Michael Marks see the lies and leaves and is replaced by interim CEO Ze'ev Drori. Bernard Tse is contracted, by Tesla, to hide the Tesla battery explosion documents that have been uncovered.

December. Tesla says it will build it's factory in Southern California. They lied. The locals in Southern California say they felt “used” by Elon Musk in order to manipulate state and federal taxpayer dollar pitches.

As of this date: John Doerr/Kleiner Perkins, Eric Schmidt/Google, Elon Musk/Steve Jurvetson and Rahm Emanuel, Robert Gibbs, David Plouffe and other White House staff had an integrated stock, lobbying, profit and pass-along benefits and resources structure established between all of them.

2008

January. 260 employees. The VPs survived the new tests, so the Roadster was finished - except for the transmission. Tesla accountants notify Musk of impending bankruptcy

March. Tesla began production of the Roadster.

April. Tesla can't get fleet orders or sell. Bankruptcy imminent. Short term cash put in by a idge
financing led by Elon Musk and Valor Equity Partners.

**May.** Opened a retail store in Los Angeles, and they also finished a new transmission.

**June.** Opened a second retail store in Menlo Park, California, and they also delivered the first Roadster to the customers. Marc Tarpenning is sickened by the Musk plot and resigns from Tesla after getting a payout to keep quiet. The Model S was announced in a press release.

**August.** Franz von Holzhausen joined Tesla Motors as Chief Designer

**October.** Elon Musk became the CEO so as to control all information in and out of Tesla and prevent disclosure of organized crime funding. Tesla bankrupt on paper but cooking books to hide financial disaster.

**October.** Tesla tells White House and DOE, In writing, it will sell 200,000 cars by 2010. Competing applicants all say that only 10,000 to 50,000 electric cars can be sold by then. First hard evidence of Tesla “cooking the books” found.

**December.** White House staff order Dept. of Energy to only fund companies from their "special list" of campaign backers

**December.** Google investors and executives become key shareholders in Tesla and agree to control all media to benefit Tesla

**December.** Tesla says it will build it's factory in San Jose, CA. It lied and it is discovered that all of the different failed factory location announcements have to do with Dianne Feinstein's husband's screwed up real estate deals.

**November.** Tesla revealed it had requested about $400 million in loans for the Model S and powertrain manufacturing, under the Department of Energy's Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing (ATVM) program.

**2009**

**March.** Tesla unveiled two Model S prototypes at the Los Angeles headquarters of Tesla CEO Elon Musk's other startup, SpaceX. Tesla had decided to build a design studio at the factory. Tesla began taking reservations for the Model S. More than 500 people reserved a car in the first week.

**June.** Tesla gets approval for $465 million in low-interest loans from the Department of Energy in exchange for campaign funding provided by Tesla and Google VC's. Tesla has written over 30 lies in its Dept. of Energy Application, which Steven Chu is aware of, yet ignores, at White House request.

**2010**

**January.** Tesla registered for an initial public offering of stock. Tesla uses "free" taxpayer loan to exploit taxpayer dollars to fake the value of it's stock while also receiving free tax credits which it sells at a profit in exchange for campaign funds, thus fully qualifying as an organized crime operation.

**February.** Dianne Feinstein and Her real estate mogul husband execute profit stock calls on the Solyndra and NUMMI/Tesla factory properties for personal profit in exchange for campaign funding
May. Tesla bought NUMMI with taxpayer money - the former Toyota and General Motors factory in Fremont (manipulated by Feinstein), California, for $42 million. Toyota Motor and Tesla announced they will cooperate on electric vehicle development. Toyota purchased Tesla shares.

June. 800 employees. Tesla shares began trading on the Nasdaq Stock Exchange. They gained 40.5 percent.

2011

Tesla works closely with Eric Holder to avoid public investigations

2012

January. Tesla ended production of the Roadster to focus on the Model S. The roadster had already had multiple lithium battery fires which were covered up according to Tesla's Bernard Tse.

February. Tesla revealed the Model X - a small SUV and says it will go on sale in early 2014.

June. 2000 employees. The Model S was officially launched at the Fremont factory. Retail deliveries of the Model S started in the United States.

September. Unveiled the Supercharger network.

2013

May. 4000 employees.

August. First Model S in Europe. Tesla formalizes relationship with Panasonic for batteries even as Panasonic is being charged with organized crime, price fixing, dumping and the deaths of thousands of factory workers and nearby neighbors to the factories. Tesla/Panasonic “Gigafactory” plan charged with exploiting Mexican workers with lethal work environment, toxic poisoning, nearby dangers to towns.

September. Shadow team of special investigators document over 30 federal crimes that Tesla, and Tesla investors, engaged in. Federal law enforcement is ordered to: "Leave Tesla alone, for now" by White House staff.

Musk is caught on recorded audio and video admitting that Tesla was broke when it applied for Dept. of Energy funds, thus breaking the Section 136 federal law for the ATVM and LGP loans.

Hackers designate Tesla as The most easily hacked car in the world. Fears of eavesdropping and forced battery overload attacks. Chinese hackers have already penetrated all of the Model S Tesla's.

As of this date; 4 top Tesla staff and 6 related reporters and partners had died mysteriously.

2014

Chinese hackers have now fully scoured all of the servers of Silicon Valley technology companies and VC's. They learn about major Cisco vulnerabilities and use these back-doors to penetrate a large portion of the State and federal agencies of the USA.

Musk now has multiple people from In-Q-Tel working for him. In-Q-Tel is revealed as being involved
in the drug trade including a seizure of 5 tons of cocaine on it's airplanes. Musk silent partner Eric Schmidt is helping fund, and promote, In-Q-Tel. The head of the largest digital drug Cartel: Silk Road, is found to be working for both Musk and Eric Schmidt. Comparisons between the Delorean cocaine issues and the Tesla drug issues are examined.

2015

Elon Musk is forced to take out loans from the same corrupt bankers he has been working with all this time because they are the only ones who are willing to participate. Musk launches a number of funding efforts as minimal demand for his products along with an extensive list of technical defects and explosions hits hard.

Multiple former employees are now leaking the dirt on Tesla. One is arrested, others turn states evidence, or whistle-blowers.

Musk announces that his toxic Nevada lithium ion factory, created with Senator Harry Reid, will try to dig up some lithium, from some nearby holes in Nevada, in order to try to distract from the fact that the majority of his lithium was always planned to come from countries his investors wanted invaded.

2020

As of this year, Elon Musk has had more PR and Marketing staff quit, or get fired, than almost any other company in history. Every PR and Marketing person that joins the company discovers the truth about Tesla Motors soon after and, unless they too are scumbags, heads for the door.

Martin Eberhard still privately refers to Elon Musk as a “sick thieving sociopath” if you bump into him at tech events.

Stay tuned.. more coming…
Viewed graphically, Elon Musk’s personal timeline (tongue-in-cheek) looks a bit like this:
Born To Racist Abusive Father And Self Centered Trophy Wife

Acted Like He Was The Center Of His Own Bubble World

Family Implodes, Divorce, Father Says Wife "Bitch"

Becomes Racist and Enjoys Apartheid

Reads Porn All Day

School Mates Say Musk Was "..An Absolute Self Centered Prick"

Musk Lies With BS Story About Instantly Learning Programming

Sells Video Game For $500 Bucks That He Should Have Sold For Much More..IDIOT!
top exec of bank responds and offers an internship

Get’s In Trouble At Work With Others. Abuses The Coffee Machine And Other Employees

sells computers out of dorm room Pre-loaded With Porn

1994

Is Again Called A “Prick” By His Classmates at Wharton

1992

Creates A College Corruption Scheme Illegally Selling Booze In Dorms

Demonstrates Unstable Aptitude By Always Jumping From One Thing To Another Without Completion Say Girls

Nobody Wants To Hire Him So He Has To Do Numbskull Intern Gigs

[Kimbal]

Elon Musk And His Brother Come Up With Self Dealing Scams Where One Buys The Other’s Stuff As With Solar City & Exploits Scam For Free Govt. $$

Quits Stanford University After TWO DAYS Because All Of The Kids “Were Smarter Than Him” ..and said he was “A Prck!”
1995

- sleeps in office first 3 months
  And Pleasures Himself Under A Newspaper

- Musk's Father Gives Him $28K To Stay In America And Not Around Bugging Him

- Starts ZIP2 With His Slimey Brother Who Helps Him With Scams And Transparency Cover-Ups

1996

- Raises Millions In VC Cash After Promising To Be A front For The Silicon Valley Cartel's Campaign Manipulations With The DNC

- gets pushed out from CEO to CTO by his investors

1999

- gets $22 Million from sale of ZIP2
  MUSK SPENDS NEARLY A THIRD OF IT HIRING RUSSIAN TROLLS, BOTS AND THE LARGEST ONLINE SELF-PROMOTION SYSTEM EVER CREATED

- competes for customers with another banking startup Confinity

- buys McLaren F1 for $1 Million - soon crashes it In Arrogant Show-Off Move To Impress Gold-Digger Girlfriend

- Starts X.Com To Try To Help Silicon Valley DNC Control And Spy On Consumer Purchases
  Silicon Valley Cartel Pushes Him To Go For Afghan Lithium and Congo Cobalt Child Labor Mining Corruption Exploitation Via Electric Cars

Mar 1999
Mar 2000
merges with Confinity
forming PayPal
Paypal Begins Domestic Spying On
American Consumers And Creating Psych
Records Based On Purchase Habits. Sells
Data To The DNC.

[Max Levchin]

argsues with CTO over
which operating system
to use (PC or Linux)

2000
marries college
girlfriend Justine

Sep 2000
Suffers From A Number Of
Infection Diseases, Some
Of Them STD's

Pushes To Make PAYPAL More
"Mafia Like"

gets ousted as CEO
from Paypal (while
on honeymoon)
...FOR BEING A "PRICK"

Oct 2001
moves to LA to
be closer to the
space industry
and More Sex Workers

Google Founders & Musk
Establish Covert PR,
Financing & Political
Action Efforts

takes trips to Russia to
Get Russian Gangster Money
And Political SWag
Musk Rumored To Have Experimented With Bisexual Relations, Possibly With Larry Page, Who He Sleeps Over With And Who Got Him A "Sleep Over" Apartment

Musk Starts Staging The Hostile Takeover of Tesla From Founders

Lying Pig Musk Begins Planting His Moles In Tesla

Musk, Steve Jurvetson and Google Bosses prep a DNC Coup

Goldman Sachs And Wells Fargo Partner With Musk For FULL ON Stock Market Rigging

Silicon Valley Cartel Asks Musk To Take Tesla Away From Founders To Exploit Corrupt Lithium & Cobalt Mining Deals

Musk Is artificially overpriced

negotiations fail,
The DNC Helps Musk Begin Full NASA Takeover

- 2004: Twin sons are born through IVF. Musk Must Use IVF Because Dr's Find He Has "Bad Sperm".
- Mar 2006: His first ever rocket launches and explodes. Musk Is Now Fully Aligned With The CIA's In-Q-Tel And Begins Hiring Huge Numbers Of Ex Spies And GPS Fusion-Like Media Assassins.
- Mar 2007: 2nd launch fails.
- Aug 2006: Becomes 1st investor in SolarCity (cousins' company).
- Mar 2008: Triplet sons are born.
- Jun 2008: Musk Arranges For His Friends And Investors To Pretend To Be Tesla Customers In Order To Fake Stock Market Valuations.
- Aug 2008: Divorces wife. 3rd launch fails, destroying 4 satellites aboard including NASA's.
The chart (above) I found on the internet was based on published news stories about Musk and reports from his staff. Musk, who hires Gawker and Gizmodo media to run hit-jobs on ex-employees, politicians and competitors; would certainly appreciate the humor in the send-up. While some of the things in Musk’s back-ground sound ‘nuts’; it is true that Musk’s father had sex with Musk’s sister and got her pregnant. It is true that Musk had to marry one of his wives twice because of ‘issues’. It is true that Musk openly promotes his drug culture, Obama DID shut down part of NASA at the exact same time he gave Elon Musk the same part of NASA - at the same time Musk’s boyfriends at Google got free NASA airfield use and free NASA jet fuel for their private sex party jets, etc, etc, etc….

Tesla reported $84 million in selling, general, and administrative expenses for 2010. It is hard to pinpoint the allocation of these expenses, so you could estimate that their manufacturing employees labor costs accounted for approximately $14 million. How much of that money was shipped off to political PAC organizations, though? Things at Tesla and SpaceX seem to get put in the accounting
records costing way more than they do for anybody else. Many suspect that those mark-ups go right into Dark Money accounts to pay off Harry Reid, Dianne Feinstein and other insiders.

In 2010 Tesla had 686 non-manufacturing labor employees in the US. The connections to China were beginning to show, and not in a good way.

The Dianne Feinstein family investment group held that the UNCTAD World Investment Prospects Survey 2007-09 deemed China to be the top favored FDI destination. China deeply controls the Feinstein family according to Mart Baily (a partner of Dick Blum’s) and Herb Newman, a family member of the Feinstein’s who staffed the Tesla and Solyndra projects. While they helped get Musk’s China ‘factory’ created, bureaucracy and corruption have proven to be problematic while doing business there. Bureaucracy and corruption hinder FDI by increasing costs of doing business, altering the allocating of resources, and wasting valuable time. Regarding bureaucracy, foreign businesses have reported that investment decisions and approvals by Asian government ministries can drag on for long periods of time for no apparent reason. Additionally, over the past few years, many Asian government officials have been condemned under anti-corruption laws. The U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) has outlawed bribes to foreign government officials in order to gain business. Tesla seems to ignore such laws.
HIDING FROM THE TRUTH

On the web, one can find numerous letters and postings to Elon Musk demanding that he publicly respond to the charges of corruption. Musk never appears in public unless he controls all sides of the conversation via covert topic embargo deals with mainstream reporters. One such letter that was delivered to Musk was the following:

AN OPEN LETTER TO TESLA MOTORS:  (Public Response Required!)

Elon Musk, CEO
Tesla Motors
3500 Deer Creek
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(650) 681-5000

Dear Mr. Musk and The Tesla Board of Directors:

Recently; Numerous ex-Tesla staff and contractors, former suppliers, federal investigators, investigative reporters, investors and ex-partners of Tesla Motors have provided facts about Tesla Motors which are disturbing to the public, Congress, and the market. Please provide clarification of the following charges and concerns in order to resolve outstanding issues between the public and Tesla Motors:

- Are Tesla and Google, essentially, the same entity by virtue of the same investors, agenda and stock market manipulations?

- When damaging news about Tesla emerges, do Tesla and Google investors place multiple stock-buy orders from a multi-billion dollar slush fund in order to make it appear that individual outside investors are excited by Tesla when, in fact, it is only a small internal group of investors “pumping the market”? Does Google “bury” any negative stories about Tesla in their searches on orders from Tesla/Google investors? Is that a violation of securities laws?

- It is said that the Tesla Model S has the most surveillance devices to watch, track, listen-to and broadcast the activities of the occupants, built into it than any other car in the world. Elon Musk has personally told reporters that his cars constantly watch the driver and occupants. Why is that? Why are Tesla and Google obsessed with spying on the public?

- In multiple recorded interviews, Elon Musk is on public record telling the news media that, after careful research, the NUMMI plant in Fremont California would be a very bad choice for Tesla? Why did that suddenly change? What participation did Senator Dianne Feinstein and her husband’s real estate Company CBRE have on that decision and the award of the loan to Tesla? Why do Senator Feinsteins staff now work for Tesla? Why did Glenn Greenwald call Feinstein’s actions “suspicious”? What political support or funding did Tesla or Google provide to any related political officials?

- From 2008 to 2010 numerous competing electric car companies have charged that Tesla Motors placed Tesla Motors “moles” inside of their companies to intelligence-gather and cause disruption. Is that true?
- Google and Tesla motors share the same venture capital investor groups and alliances. Numerous expert at Tech-Crunch, Valleywag and other industry journals have published articles about the fact that those VC's actively collude with each other to lock competing technologies and companies out of the market and create business monopolies. Did Tesla investors and associates participate in such activities? If so, would that not be a violation of SEC laws?

- Did Tesla and/or Google reward certain politicians with campaign funding, web promotion, revolving door jobs for staff, and other incentives, in exchange for “hot-tracking” State and Federal taxpayer money for Tesla Motors?

- While other companies built consumer priced electric cars before and during Tesla’s existence, why did Tesla choose to build an unaffordable car and position the marketing of it to “the 1%” when the money for that car came from the 99% taxpayers?

- Numerous cities were told that they would have the Tesla car factory and then they stated, or sued Tesla, saying Tesla acted “in bad faith” and “used false and misleading information” to induce them to provide assurances which were used to pump the stock market. Why did Tesla lead so many cities on?

- The factory that builds your batteries and the U.S. Government states, in their formal technical documents, that when Tesla batteries are on fire they emit lethal, brain-damaging, carcinogenic, liver, lung and DNA damaging fumes and smoke. Why do you not inform the public of this danger in your literature?

- Lithium ion production kills and terminally sickens workers overseas. Multiple Tesla workers have been burned alive at your factory. OSHA has launched an investigation. What have you done to prevent the accidental and long term injuries to your staff and contractors?

- Bernard Tse, and other main Tesla Engineering staff including: electric engineer Doug Bourn, electrical engineer Andrew Ingram, Brian M. Finn, senior manager of interactive electronics and George Blankenship; while investigating battery purchases for Tesla Motors, received numerous white-papers and technical documents from LG Chem, Panasonic and the U.S. D.O.E and vast numbers of other battery-makers which specifically stated that lithium-ion batteries would be “stressed” and “likely to combust” when used in the configuration which Tesla intended. They stated that the batteries were “not intended for use in cars”. Why then, did Tesla still use them? What effect did the monopolistic ownership of lithium ion mining and manufacturing resources by Tesla and Google investors have on the decision to use lithium ion?

- Is it not a fact that a majority of your cars have been sold to your own investors or associates who act as “fluffers” against any bad PR?

- In multiple recorded interviews, You are on public record stating that, at the time of application for the DOE loan Tesla was on the verge of bankruptcy. The DOE loan was mandated under a Federal law known as Section 136. This law stated that no car company could receive money if it was on the verge of bankruptcy. Past accountants of Tesla have stated that Tesla was on the verge of bankruptcy at the time of the loan application. Numerous Tesla staff and contractors have verified this. Did Tesla commit a felony and acquire “unfair advantage” per the GAO?

- Relative to the number of cars sold, why has Tesla had so many Tesla drunk driver related crashes, deaths and homicides. Why are Tesla drivers killing innocent pedestrians simply because the Tesla’s “smell bad”?

- Psychographic, demographic and marketing studies have been published showing that Tesla drivers have a higher-than-average inclination towards drugs, strange sexual behavior and risk. Could this account for the number of Tesla crashes and deaths?

- Is it true that safety testing was done on Tesla cars without fully charged batteries and in a moisture-locked environment because Tesla staff knew that fully charged batteries and moisture in a crash WOULD cause a fiery explosion, as they already have?

- Is it not a fact that Google deletes, or hides any bad PR about Tesla on it’s network? Would this be considered stock market manipulation in violation of SEC laws?
- Numerous periodicals, including Valleywag, document the fact that Elon Musk sends spy emails to his employees, each with a few words changed in order to track them and see who might reveal anything damaging to regulators?

- Who are all of the property holders and lease-owners of the Tesla and Solyndra, past and current, real-estate?

- According to DOE staff, who were at DOE when the Tesla application was submitted, nothing that Tesla submitted was ever built by Tesla. In fact, these staff state that the vehicle that Tesla eventually sold was not even designed or engineered when Tesla was approved for the loan money, contrary to the Section 136 law requirement. They say that Tesla took the money and THEN hired people to figure out what they were going to do with it. As shown in the DOE files, the engineering of the shipping Tesla cars has no element that was submitted to DOE. Is that true?

- Elon Musk’s wives and founders have filed lawsuits and made public statements that he is a fraud and coerced them into participation. Is it proper fiduciary practice to allow Mr. Musk to continue with the company?

- Why did Tesla not have to pay the cash participation fee that the Section 136 law said everybody had to pay? Tesla staff stated, at numerous documented Silicon Valley open meetings that they got a “special applicant participation waiver”. Why did Tesla get that waiver?

- Did Tesla Motors provide falsified information in order to acquire it’s Federal funding?

- Did Tesla Motors provide falsified information in order to acquire it’s Federal waivers, tax deferrals, credits and discounts?

- Kleiner Perkins and certain silicon valley VC’s, all investors in a number of DOE “winners” (including Tesla, Fisker, Solyndra, A123 and others), organized meetings with a Dmitry Medvedev and other men known by the State Department, CIA, FBI and federal investigators to be involved in Russian mobsterism and then Ener1, Severstal and A123, dark-money funded and run by billionaires (many of whom own lithium mining interests) known by the State Department, the CIA and federal investigators to be involved in Russian mobsterism, were awarded taxpayer funds by Steven Chu, who was nominated by Kleiner Perkins. Was any of this a conflict of interest?

- Why is the only company to receive California State real estate exclusives, exclusive tax waivers, credits and stock enhancers and free rides on taxpayer backs also the same company who’s investors were the largest funders of certain State officials?

- Federal communications monitoring of text, voice and email communications of certain highly placed Senators, lobbyists and venture capitalists from 2005 to today should be made available to ALL federal criminal investigators. Have they been? Are one or more Senators blocking this effort because they are compromised?

- Why have so many fraud lawsuits been filed against Elon Musk and Tesla Motors?

- The head of the NHTSA (Strickland) Tesla investigation quit because of increased scrutiny. The facts, such as these, demonstrate that Tesla and Fisker never should have passed any NHTSA safety review. How can the public be assured that ongoing NHTSA investigations regarding Tesla will not be rigged?

- Did Tesla Motors provide falsified information in order to acquire it’s State funding? Did Tesla Motors provide falsified information in order to acquire it’s State waivers, tax deferrals, credits and discounts? Did Tesla investors bribe, or influence Congress people?

- Did Tesla report tax credits as revenue/sales in stock reports in order to trick investors into thinking Tesla was making profit that it was actually not making?

- Did Tesla staff or owners investors bribe, or influence Congress people? Did Tesla staff, owners or investors provider misleading information to investors? Was there a conflict of interest between Department of Energy staff and Tesla owners, investors or staff? Was there a conflict of interest between White House staff and Tesla owners, investors or staff? Was there a conflict of interest between Senate staff and Tesla owners, investors or staff? Did Tesla Motors use taxpayer money to hire off-shore staff?
- Marketing sales staff from the ad agencies for 60 Minutes, Consumer Reports, GQ, Fortune and other mainstream periodicals have stated that Elon Musk purchased “puff piece” stories about himself in those broadcasts and magazines and that none of those stories were internally generated. Is it good fiduciary practice for an executive to use corporate resources for personal glorification?

- Did Tesla Motors use taxpayer money to purchase supplies offshore that could have been purchased in the United States? Did Tesla Motors participate in a market rigging scam to rig lithium ion purchasing for its investors? Did Tesla Motors participate in a market rigging scam to rig the electric car market for its investors? Did Tesla Motors staff, or owners, sabotage competitors?

- Did Tesla Motors staff, owners or investors exchange campaign funding quid pro quo for business financing?

- Did Silicon Valley companies, owned by Tesla investors and campaign financiers, use internet technology to falsify information to the public in order to manipulate stock market perceptions in violation of SEC, RICO, and various other laws?

- Did Tesla Motors lie about the safety metrics of its lithium ion battery system?

- Was Tesla Motors holding safety metric data in its files which differed fully from the safety metrics data it provided to investors and NHTSA?

- Did Tesla Motors violate securities law by using false information to acquire a federal loan which it then used to falsify its stock metrics in order to “pump” it’s stock?

- Did Deloitte accounting firm conspire with Tesla to manipulate market metrics in violation of RICO Statutes and did that firm manipulate Department of Energy review data on Tesla’s behalf?

- A U.S. Senator officiated at the opening of the Tesla NUMMI plant and lobbied for Tesla’s tax waivers, credits, acquisition of NUMMI and discounts and then that U.S. Senator had their staff work in Tesla’s offices. Is it a conflict of interest that this senator received campaign funding and this senator’s family received real estate deals from the Tesla and, (next door to Tesla), Solyndra real estate deals?

- Did Welles Fargo conspire with Tesla to manipulate market metrics in violation of RICO Statutes?

- Did Goldman Sachs conspire with Tesla to manipulate market metrics in violation of RICO Statutes?

- Were Department of Energy staff manipulating Tesla funding data in order to favor Tesla and it’s campaign funding investors in violation of RICO Statutes?

- Were Department of Energy staff manipulating Tesla funding data in order to disfavor Tesla competitors and competitors to it’s campaign funding investors in violation of RICO Statutes?

- Did Tesla owners, staff or investors attempt to delay federal investigations and indictments by asserting influence in violation of RICO Statutes and numerous other laws?

- Documents show there have been more Tesla fires that actually occurred than Tesla has reported in the media. How many actual Tesla factory fires, test car fires and Tesla battery fires have actually occurred?

- Please provide an identification matrix showing campaign backers who were lithium ion investors who had had their contacts exert influence over NHTSA decisions regarding Tesla?

- The Secretary of energy was friends with all of your investors. We have been unable to find the name of even one person from OPM and Congressional nomination file wrapper for Steven Chu’s nomination, who Chu did not later give DOE $$ or perks to. Why is that?

- The U.S. Post Office, The TSA, The DOE, The GAO, Panasonic and over 100 of the leading technical companies in the world say lithium ion batteries can spontaneously explode. Why do you not disclose this to your buyers in your literature?
- The Tesla can blow-up from it's charger and/or it's batteries. Are there other dangers that have also not been disclosed?

- Is Tesla operating in violation of the patents of any other company?

- By Elon Musk's own admission, at the time of the DOE loan application all of the car designs were $100,000.00, PER CAR, over budget and they had no final design for a factory production run DFM. How could Tesla have gotten the loan with the worst debt ratio, the least engineering, the greatest financial risk and the least collateral of any applicant?

- Tesla lobbyists worked with Rahm Emanuel in the White House, to arrange their loan deal. Rahm Emanuel's Senior Finance Aide was recently arrested for bribes, kickbacks, corruption and money Laundering. Steve Rattner, The West Wing “Car Czar”, who Tesla investors worked with to secure the Tesla loan, was also indicted for corruption. Almost everyone at DOE involved in your loan was forced to quit or fired. Does this call your dealings into question?

- Rolls-Royce Holdings said the U.K.'s Serious Fraud Office has opened a formal investigation into bribery and corruption of government officials for cars for the 1%. Does this worry you?

- The NHTSA said that Elon Musk lied about Fire Safety Review approval and who made the request for recall and investigation. Should we trust Elon Musk?

- Tesla got another $34 MILLION of our tax money in exclusive campaign finance kickbacks for billionaires from the State of California. Why did Tesla billionaires need a few million of our tax money in a recession when people have no jobs?

- The German Tesla “Safety Review” was exposed as “Sham” in that they conducted no safety review and were just told to “pass the car” by your bankers at Deutche Bank! Why did you not disclose that the German's conducted no testing of your battery system of any nature?

- In Tesla’s own filed patent applications you state that your batteries WILL explode spontaneously and kill and injure people and burn down their homes. Why did you not disclose this in buyers documentation?

- Tesla is MORE likely to catch on fire than gasoline car” per Bloomberg & MIT. Why did you not disclose this?

- Lithium Ion is “nearly impossible to extinguish, and “acts like solid rocket fuel” say firefighters. Tesla never supplied required battery company CO2 fire extinguishers to car owners. Why not?

- Federal Investigators say you are using “exploding flashlight batteries that were never intended to be used in cars, in an improperly shielded box” to power the car instead of commercial energy storage technology. They say your car has “85% less lithium crash protection on the Tesla than ANY OTHER ELECTRIC CAR”. All other companies had to recall EXCEPT Tesla. Why not? What special leverage did you have?

- Over 150 defects and problems per model about the Tesla have been documented on user-forums and in the press including: “Doors lock you in and out. Bad if car on fire!”; “George Clooney Rips Tesla: ‘Why Am I Always Stuck On The Side Of The F*cking Road?’”; “Tesla “Satisfaction” survey authored by it's own investors/fanboys”; “Tesla seat vibration causes Anal Itching!”; “VAMPIRE POWER DEFECT slams entire Tesla Model S fleet!”; “Numerous defects documented by owners online.” When the NUMMI factory was in use by GM and Toyota only 5 defects per model car produced there occurred. Even after you bought brand new robots, why did the Tesla cars get worse in a pre-configured factory with billions of dollars of past car preparation?

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to your public response to clarify these issues and concerns.

Sincerely,

The American Independent Auto Association

The Friends of Gary Conley
Musk refuses to address any of the charges and has a wall of Senators, Goldman Sachs operatives, VC’s and PR hype-sters that stand between him and exposures of the truth. The ex employees, reporters and whistle-blowers have offered to appear in civil jury trials, Grand Jury hearings and live televised Congressional hearings in order to prove all of the above charges. When this letter first came out, Musk hired an army of trolls and shill bloggers to nay say it, but, over time, Congressional and forensic investigations have proven every assertion in it to be true!
THE CHALLENGE OF CORRUPTION AND THE ELECTIONS

In a crime of historical proportions, White House staff, and Department of Energy leaders (managed by Steven Chu) handed a shockingly large amount of taxpayer money to a private cadre of Silicon Valley campaign financiers. They did it via those financiers green-washing front companies as part of a political kick-back scheme. You have heard of the notorious Solyndra, A123, Fisker, Ener1 and other “Cleantech Crash” failures. This was part of that mess. It was an inside job. If you watch the feature film, called: “Inside Job”, you can see how it worked.

While doing this, they put sabotage and hit-job attacks on the competing applicants for the funding, who were also the competitors of the Silicon Valley campaign financiers. It was the most overt, heinous, and audacious form of crony manipulation Washington had ever conjured.

As of today, you can't find a major law enforcement agency that does not have a big case working on this. You can't find a major news organization that does not have reams of files and reports on this. You can't find a voter who does not think corruption, like this, is destroying Washington, DC.

All of those Silicon Valley oligarchs companies failed. The Silicon Valley oligarchs just wanted to get the federal cash in their bank, skim some for themselves, off the top, and let those front companies die. They didn't care, one iota, about “green energy”, “sustainable power” or anything, even remotely, altruistic. They cared about cash. They cared about the “grab-it-and-go”. The whole “green” thing they spouted was a smoke green to get voter sheep-like support.

The losses, from this criminal corruption scheme, to date, exceed 900 BILLION DOLLARS of the public’s tax money.

This is only one of thousands, and thousands, of cases of massive corruption, with our tax money, by elected officials. You read about a new one, in the news, almost every other day.

How did this corruption become so accelerated and so pervasive?

How did these politicians decide that they could just steal with impunity, like this?

It began in 2007 when the real estate market got interesting. People told Congress that “America might fail” if we don't take drastic steps. It was suggested that all the money, that anybody could find, be put into an emergency pot to save all of the Americans.

As we all now know, while the idea might have been interesting, the execution was criminally corrupt and deviant. Instead of giving the money to American families, it was handed to a small set of bankers
and “financial speculators” who promptly stole it, later got charged with crimes (in most cases), and never did a thing with the money to help anybody but themselves.

TARP was a shambles. The banks did little, or nothing for the public. The other part of the scheme was a hard-wired load of $25 Billion dollars that Steven Chu, at the DOE, was parsing out to his friends.

In historical retrospective, based on overwhelming evidence, it is very clear to even the most naive newspaper reader, that a kick-back scheme went down. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates got the money. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates owned the supplier commodity routes. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates had the stock benefits. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates had the stock benefits. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates were the same campaign financiers who owned the only companies who got the cash and the government contracts. Only the competitors to Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates got sabotaged by Steven Chu and his team while they were, exclusively, funding the asset holdings of Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates. Only Elon Musk, John Doerr and their associates had “gifted” stock to the very elected and appointed officials who were in charge of “helping” Steven Chu hand out the cash to them. The list goes on…

Today, it is VERY clear what happened and how the kick-back scam was perpetrated.

The White House is still the boss of the DOJ, and many other law enforcement agencies. One can assume that they threatened law enforcement bosses with career, pension and stock problems unless they held off the arrests until after the 2016 elections. Is that really a good idea though?

The public is angry. They are angry about corruption and about the inability of anybody in Washington to do anything that doesn't pad their personal bank account and their personal stock portfolio.

Enter the 2016 elections. Not too long ago, the media told us it was already a “done deal”. It was going to be “Hillary Vs. Jeb”. It was resolved, just sit back and watch it happen.

But then...Not so much.

The rise of Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders, from impossible outliers to top tier underdogs, has shocked the people who control what you are supposed to think is happening in politics.

The public wasn't buying the spoon feeding of their “media message”. They were not so keen on getting “mood manipulated” by Facebook and Google into thinking one way, or another.

The public was not seeing any benefit from the so-called benefits they were supposed to get. The Silicon Valley oligarchs were seeing all kinds of benefits. For their 1% crowd, the economy was doing great. They got billions of free dollars, that they didn't have to work for.. wooo hooo!

In the beginning, Trump and Sanders were shunned and derided by the media. They were name called, character assassinated and diminished. That was before they started talking to the voters.

What the voters have heard, from both of these candidates, is the biggest challenge that they, or Washington, have heard, to crony capitalism, in a long time.

Candidates “normally” didn't say such things. These people were discussing the ”forbidden issues”, right out loud. IN FRONT OF EVERYONE!
It resonated with all of the voters. For all of their crazy, no hair, wild hair and “plain speakin’ abrasive slang”; they said things that voters have been waiting a long time to hear.
PAYING BRIBES WITH THE STOCK MARKET

The Silicon Valley crooks use coordinated, criminal stock market manipulations via “Flash Boy Algorithms”, “Buy Bots”, “Pumping via buybacks”, “Valuation fraud via Google ranking manipulation”, “Media cover-ups and news hiding via Google ranking manipulation”, “DOE PR Valuation boost coordination” and direct stock chart fraud as part of their quid pro quo scheme.

The relationship between Tesla and Google owners and Russain ‘Troll Farm’ services (that provide “click-farm”, “meat-puppet”, “sock-puppet”, “fake likes” and automated contrived social media created stock market perception manipulation) is timed to fraudulently manipulate stock values which Tesla and Goldman Sachs skimmed at the peak-points. This was organized in synchronizations with policy and law pushes by U.S. Senators who own stock in those companies.

Tesla owners, and investors, acquired commodity control of Tesla supplies, especially lithium and cobalt mining, via foreign invasion rights exploitation organized by U.S. politicians for Musk.
Day Traders charge Tesla and Solyndra with being an Enron-Type Stock Pumping Swindle

This is how Tesla’s and Google’s investors rigged the stock market results using computerized systems timed with Google information manipulation.

They used federal funding to hype, pump, skim and dump public stocks and manipulate the stock market. Senators and some regulators implicated in running the cover-up? Big players grabbed billions of dollars up front, for their personal pockets, while workers at the Cleantech “bait companies” lost
their jobs and their futures.

Solyndra, Tesla, Fisker and Abound investors bragged about “pulling a scrape”.

Silicon Valley venture capitalists used taxpayer loans to fake stock values and reap massive windfalls off of felony market manipulation violations under Section 9(a)(2) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.”
MONEY MAGAZINE exposed *How Investors May Be Getting Fooled by Buybacks*. It was the Silicon Valley tech oligarchs that were organizing this scam. BERNARD CONDON revealed:

If you’re puzzled why the U.S. stock market has risen so fast in a slow-growing economy, consider one of its star performers: DirecTV.

The satellite TV provider has done a great job slashing expenses and expanding abroad, and that has helped lift its earnings per share dramatically in five years. But don’t be fooled. The main reason for the EPS gain has nothing to do with how well it runs its business. It’s because it has engaged in a massive stock buyback program, halving the number of its shares in circulation by purchasing them from investors.

Spreading earnings over fewer shares translates into higher EPS — a lot higher in DirecTV’s case. Instead of an 88 percent rise to $2.58, EPS nearly quadrupled to $5.22.

Companies have been spending big on buybacks since the 1990s. What’s new is the way buybacks have exaggerated the health of many companies, suggesting through EPS that they are much better at generating profits than they actually are. The distortion is ironic. Critics say the obsessive focus on buybacks has led companies to put off replacing plant and equipment, funding research and development, and generally doing the kind of spending needed to produce rising EPS for the long run.

“It’s boosted the stock market and flattered earnings, but it’s very short term,” says David Rosenberg, former chief economist at Merrill Lynch, now at money manager Gluskin Sheff. He calls buybacks a “sugar high.”

Over the past five years, 216 companies in the S&P 500 are just like DirecTV: They are getting more of a boost in EPS from slashing share count than from running their underlying business, according to a study by consultancy Fortuna Advisors at the request of The Associated Press. The list of companies cuts across industries, and includes retailer Gap, supermarket chain Kohl’s, railroad operator Norfolk Southern and drug distributor AmerisourceBergen.

The stocks of those four have more than tripled, on average, in the past five years.

Companies insist that their buybacks must be judged case by case.

“The vast majority of our shareholders are sophisticated investors who not only use EPS growth but other important measures to determine the success of our company,” says Darris Gringeri, a spokesman for DirecTV.

But Fortuna CEO Gregory Milano says buybacks are a waste of money for most companies.

“It’s game playing — a legitimate, legal form of manufacturing earnings growth,” says Milano, author of several studies on the impact of buybacks. “A lot of people (focus on) earnings per share growth, but they don’t adequately distinguish the quality of the earnings.”

So powerful is the impact, it has turned what would have been basically flat or falling EPS into a gain at some companies over five years. That list includes Lockheed Martin, the military contractor, Cintas, the country’s largest supplier of work uniforms, WellPoint, an insurer, and Dun and Bradstreet, a credit-rating firm.
It’s not clear investors are worried, or even aware, how much buybacks are exaggerating the underlying strength of companies. On Friday, they pushed the Standard and Poor’s 500 stock index to a record close, up 178 percent from a 12-year low in 2009.

“How much credit should a company get earning from share buybacks rather than organic growth?” asks Brian Rauscher, chief portfolio strategist at Robert W. Baird & Co, an investment company. “I think the quality of earnings has been much lower than what the headlines suggest.”

And it could get worse.

Companies in the S&P 500 have earmarked $1 trillion for buybacks over the next several years. That’s on top of $1.7 trillion they spent on them in the previous five years. The figure is staggering. It is enough money to cut a check worth $5,345 for every man, woman and child in the country.

There is nothing necessarily nefarious or wrong about buybacks per se. It doesn’t seem that managements are trying to cover up a poor job of running their businesses. Even without factoring in a drop in share counts, earnings in the S&P 500 would have risen 80 percent since 2009.

The problem is that many investors are pouring money willy-nilly into companies doing buybacks as if they are always a good thing, and at every company.

A fund that tracks companies cutting shares the most, the PowerShares Buyback Achievers Portfolio, attracted $2.2 billion in new investments in the last 12 months. That is nine times what had been invested at the start of that period, according Lipper, which provides data on funds.

For their part, the companies note there are all sorts of reasons to like them besides EPS.

WellPoint points out that it has increased its cash dividend three times since 2011, a big draw for people looking for income. Cintas says that it’s timed its buybacks well, buying at a deep discount to stock price today. And DirecTV says investors judge it also by revenue and cash flow, both of which are up strongly.

What’s more, companies seem to genuinely believe their shares are a bargain and they’d be remiss for not buying, though their record of choosing the right time is poor.

The last time buybacks were running so high was 2007, right before stocks fell by more than half.

There are signs the next $1 trillion in buybacks for S&P 500 companies could also prove ill-timed. Stocks aren’t looking so cheap anymore. After a surge of nearly 30 percent last year, the S&P 500 is trading at 25 times its 10-year average earnings, as calculated by Nobel Prize winning economist Robert Shiller of Yale. That is much more expensive than the long-term average of 16.5.

Many investors assume shrinking shares automatically make remaining shares more valuable. The math is seductive. A company that has $100 in earnings and 100 shares will report $1 in earnings per share. But eliminate half the shares and the same $100 is spread over 50 shares, and EPS doubles to $2. But that doesn’t make the shares more valuable.

Shares aren’t just a claim on short-term earnings. They are an ownership stake in an entire company, including R&D programs and its capital stock — the plants, equipment and other assets needed to
boost productivity long into the future. Critics say the lavish spending on buybacks has “crowded out” spending on such things, which is at its weakest in decades.

“It’s just like your car depreciating or your home depreciating — you have to invest,” says Gluskin Sheff’s Rosenberg, “The corporate sector has barely preventing the capital stock from becoming obsolete.”

One result: U.S. productivity, or output per hour, increased just 0.5 percent last year, a pitiful performance. It has grown by an average 2 percent a year since 1947.

If not reversed, history suggests stocks will suffer. In a 2010 study, Fortuna’s Milano found that stocks of companies that spent the most on buybacks vastly underperformed stocks of those that spent the least on them — at least over five years.

Goldman Sachs runs all of these tech crimes yet they never get prosecuted beyond tiny slaps on the wrist – See:

Goldman Sachs is still the 'giant vampire squid': When ...

Goldman Sachs is still the 'giant vampire squid': When will it decide to change? The new leadership of the poster corporation for capitalist greed and excess is trying to project an atmosphere ...

Goldman Sachs: The Vampire Squid
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Goldman Sachs: The Vampire Squid’s Alum Control Two Fed ...
Goldman Sachs has been variously depicted as "a great vampire squid wrapped around the face of humanity, relentlessly jamming its blood funnel into anything that smells like money," by Matt Taibbi of Rolling Stone; or the amoral investment bank that bundled mortgages it knew would fail and sold them to their clients as good investments so ...

It’s unclear whether the kind of investor who dominates stock trading now cares about the long-term, though. Buybacks are one of the few sure-fire ways to push a stock higher in the short term, and investors these days are very short term.

They “don’t care what happens in three or five years,” laments Rauscher, the Baird strategist. “The market has become less of an investor culture, more of a trading one.”
The *Californian* revealed that crooked credits fueled a Tesla stock sale. Dianne Feinstein had a profit interest in that.

“...Concerning your May 31 editorial (“Some clean energy bets pay off nicely”) on Tesla Motors paying off the government loan:

*In 2010, Tesla was awarded a milestone-based loan, requiring matching private capital obtained via*
public offering, by the Department of Energy as part of the Advanced Technology Vehicle
Manufacturing Loan Program. This program was signed into law by President George W. Bush in
2008, and then awarded under the Obama administration in the years that followed.

The loan payment was made using a portion of the approximately $1 billion in funds raised in the
previous weeks concurrent offerings of common stock and convertible senior notes.

According to a May 8 USA Today report by James R. Healey and Fred Meier, Tesla made a first-
quarter profit of $11 million on revenues of $562 million. But Tesla gets government zero-emission-
vehicle (ZEV) credits for each car it builds, credits that can then be auctioned to other automakers to
offset their non-zero-emission vehicles. The company income from sales of ZEVs came to about $68
million in the quarter, or 12 percent of revenue.

So, if you take away the ZEVs, Tesla lost $57 million. It sounds to me like the first-quarter profit
allowed Tesla to make a stock offering to which the government loan was paid from. The profit was
from government money in the way of ZEVs. Would the stock sale have been as good if Tesla had
shown a $57 million loss?

It’s interesting how you tied Bush to the failed Solyndra loan and President Obama to the Tesla loan,
when in fact the Obama administration made both loans....”

Goldman Sachs was the “coordinating” link in almost every dirty deal under investigation.

An extensive number of recordings, by multiple whistle-blowers, and agencies, now exist, proving the
stock quid pro quo scams.

News media have speculated that the actual reason for “the CleanTech Crash” may have to do with a
massive embezzlement scheme.
(Eric Schmidt can afford to spend more money, per day, on bribes than your entire family will spend in ten lifetimes on basic needs expenses)

Federal and industry investigators have discovered “pump and dump” and “pump and fluff” stock scams in the clean-tech funding program. Google helped scheme up massive anti-trust violating schemes in the whole green energy boondoggle.
The use of the media and the internet by a company, or its investors, to pump that company’s stocks is a felony. The use, by a company of armies of fake bloggers, paid for by that company to post false praise in order to raise that company’s stocks is a felony. In the United States, this falls under market manipulation and is prohibited under Section 9(a)(2) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.”

The CleanTech stocks that crash and then suddenly recover are getting instantly “pumped” with fake investor buys computer “flashed” to make them look like Day-traders.”Pump and dumps are illegal because you are willfully attempting to manipulate the value of a security. And if you are doing this with other people as well, it’s even worse because that implies it is more of a concentrated effort to do that. An example is if you and a few buddies are looking at a stock that only trades a few thousand shares a day. Between the group of you, you trade the stock so the volume is much, much higher than what it usually is. Others will notice this and think that the stock is going up by its own merits, clueless to the fact that you and your buddies are artificially driving up the price and volume. Others start buying and drive the price further based on the artificial demand you’ve created, and then you sell it off and the price probably tanks to where you started or less. In a sense and your buddies would be guilty of collusion and artificially manipulating the value of the security. That’s why it’s not fair, and understandably, that’s why it’s illegal. Furthermore, pump and dumps are also carried out by people that hack into others trading accounts, sell off their assets, and use the money to buy stocks involved in the pump and dump, which has the same effect of artificially driving up the price. Source: Licensed Stock Broker (http://www.sec.gov/answers/pumpdump.htm) (Watch the movie Boiler Room http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0181984/)

“Nothing wrong with buying low and selling high. But willful manipulation of worthless stocks of synthetically created Cleantech facade companies, like Abound, Solyndra, Fisker, Tesla, etc… crosses the legal boundary. When lying hype drives the price of a stock rather than financial performance of the company, the activity becomes criminal. It’s considered fraud because the pumper (AKA: The Tech CEO that just got free federal cash from a kick-back program) is artificially inflating the price of a stock through false and misleading statements.“
Figure 3: Musk’s corporate records prove that Tesla was a payout scam from the first days that Musk stole Tesla from Marty.
“Pump and dump” (P&D) is a form of microcap stock fraud that involves artificially inflating the price of an owned stock through false and misleading positive statements, in order to sell the cheaply purchased stock at a higher price. Tesla, Google, Netflix, Apple and Goldman Sachs are experts at this. Once the operators of the scheme “dump” their overvalued shares, the price falls and investors lose their money. Stocks that are the subject of pump and dump schemes are sometimes called “chop stocks”. While fraudsters in the past relied on cold calls, the Internet now offers a cheaper and easier way of reaching large numbers of potential investors.

Pump and dump scenarios[edit]Pump and dump schemes may take place on the Internet using an e-mail spam campaign, through media channels via a fake press release, or through telemarketing from “boiler room” brokerage houses (for example, see Boiler Room). Often the stock promoter will claim to have “inside” information about impending news. Newsletters may purport to offer unbiased recommendations, then tout a company as a “hot” stock, for their own benefit. Promoters may also post messages in chat rooms or stock message boards urging readers to buy the stock quickly.

If a Tesla promoter’s campaign to “pump” a stock is successful, it will entice unwitting investors to purchase shares of the target company. The increased demand, price, and trading volume of the stock may convince more people to believe the hype, and to buy shares as well. When the promoters behind the scheme sell (dump) their shares and stop promoting the stock, the price plummets, and other investors are left holding stock that is worth significantly less than what they paid for it.
Tesla fraudsters frequently use this ploy with small, thinly traded companies—known as “penny stocks,” generally traded over-the-counter (in the United States, this would mean markets such as the OTC Bulletin Board or the Pink Sheets), rather than markets such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or NASDAQ—because it is easier to manipulate a stock when there is little or no independent information available about the company. The same principle applies in the United Kingdom, where target companies are typically small companies on the AIM or OFEX.

A more modern spin on this attack is known as hack, pump and dump.[4] In this form, a person purchases penny stocks in advance and then uses compromised brokerage accounts to purchase large quantities of that stock. The net result is a price increase, which is often pushed further by day traders seeing a quick advance in a stock. The holder of the stock then sells his stock at a premium.[5]

During the dot-com era, when stock-market fever was at its height and many people spent significant amounts of time on stock Internet message boards, a 15-year-old named Jonathan Lebed showed how easy it was to use the Internet to run a successful pump and dump. Lebed bought penny stocks and then promoted them on message boards, pointing at the price increase. When other investors bought the stock, Lebed sold his for a profit, leaving the other investors holding the bag. He came to the attention of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which filed a civil suit against him alleging security manipulation. Lebed settled the charges by paying a fraction of his total gains. He neither admitted nor denied wrongdoing, but promised not to manipulate securities in the future.

Enron, As late as April 2001, before the company’s collapse, Enron executives participated in an elaborate scheme of pump and dump, in addition to other illegal practices that fooled even the most experienced analysts on Wall Street. Studies of the anonymous messages posted on the Yahoo board dedicated to Enron revealed predictive messages that the company was basically a house of cards, and that investors should bail out while the stock was good. After Enron falsely reported profits which inflated the stock price, they covered the real numbers by using questionable accounting practices. Enron executives sold overvalued stock for more than a billion dollars before the company went bankrupt.

Park Financial Group - In April 2007, the U.S. SEC brought charges against Park Financial Group as a result of an investigation into a pump and dump scheme during 2002-2003 of the Pink Sheet listed stock of Spear & Jackson Inc.

John Babikian got rich, authorities allege, by what is known in the business as pumping-and-dumping stocks. He was operating ‘AwesomePennyStocks’ website and the 700,000 email push hyping America West.

Langbar International - Started as Crown Corporation, Langbar was the biggest pump and dump fraud on the Alternative Investment Market, part of the London Stock Exchange. The company was at one point valued greater than $1 Billion, based on supposed bank deposits in Brazil which did not exist. None of the chief conspirators were convicted, although their whereabouts is known. A Patsy who made a negligent false statement about the assets was convicted and banned from being a director. The investors who lost as much as £100 million sued one of the fraudsters and recovered £30 million.

Pump and dump stock scams are prevalent in spam, accounting for about 15% of spam e-mail
messages. A survey of 75,000 unsolicited emails sent between January 2004 and July 2005 concluded that spammers could make an average return of 4.29% by using this method, while recipients who act on the spam message typically lose close to 5.5% of their investment within two days. A study by Böhme and Holz shows a similar effect. Stocks targeted by spam are almost always penny stocks, selling for less than $5 per share, not traded on major exchanges, are thinly traded, and are difficult or impossible to sell short. Spammers acquire stock before sending the messages, and sell the day the message is sent.

Pump and dump differs from many other forms of spam (such as advance fee fraud emails and lottery scam messages) in that it does not require the recipient to contact the spammer to collect supposed “winnings,” or to transfer money from supposed bank accounts. This makes tracking the source of pump and dump spam difficult, and has also given rise to “minimalist” spam consisting of a small untraceable image file containing a picture of a stock symbol.[citation needed]

Short and distort - variant of the pump and dump scam, the “short and distort” works in the opposite manner. Instead of first buying the stock, and then artificially raising its price before selling, in a “short and distort” the scammer first short-sells the stock, and then artificially lowers the price, using the same techniques as the pump and dump but using criticism or negative predictions regarding the stock. The scammer then covers his short position when he buys back the stock at a lower price.

One method of regulating and restricting pump and dump manipulators is to target the category of stocks most often associated with this scheme. To that end, penny stocks have been the target of heightened enforcement efforts. In the United States, regulators have defined a penny stock as a security that must meet a number of specific standards. The criteria include price, market capitalization, and minimum shareholder equity. Securities traded on a national stock exchange, regardless of price, are exempt from regulatory designation as a penny stock, since it is thought that exchange traded securities are less vulnerable to manipulation. Therefore, CitiGroup (NYSE:C) and other NYSE listed securities which traded below $1.00 during the market downturn of 2008-2009, while properly regarded as “low priced” securities, were not technically “penny stocks”. Although penny stock trading in the United States is now primarily controlled through rules and regulations enforced by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), the genesis of this control is found in State securities law. The State of Georgia was the first state to codify a comprehensive penny stock securities law. Secretary of State Max Cleland, whose office enforced State securities laws was a principal proponent of the legislation. Representative Chesley V. Morton, the only stockbroker in the Georgia General Assembly at the time, was principal sponsor of the bill in the House of Representatives. Georgia’s penny stock law was subsequently challenged in court. However, the law was eventually upheld in U.S. District Court, and the statute became the template for laws enacted in other states. Shortly thereafter, both FINRA and the SEC enacted comprehensive revisions of their penny stock regulations. These regulations proved effective in either closing or greatly restricting broker/dealers, such as Blinder, Robinson & Company, which specialized in the penny stocks sector. Meyer Blinder was jailed for securities fraud in 1992, after the collapse of his firm. However, sanctions under these specific regulations lack an effective means to address pump and dump schemes perpetrated by unregistered groups and individuals.
See more about these stock manipulation quid pro quo political scams at:


Frieder, Laura and Zittrain, Jonathan (March 14, 2007). “Spam Works: Evidence from Stock Touts and Corresponding Market Activity”. Berkman Center Research Publication No. 2006-11. SSRN 920553. Results of this study are also discussed in this article:


Stan Darden (March 20, 1990). “Georgia to OK Tough Law for Penny Stocks”. Los Angeles Times. UPI.


“One should either write ruthlessly what one believes to be the truth, or else shut up.” — Arthur Koestler
SOLYNDRA AND TESLA: PUMP AND DUMP

A Wall Street Journal article quotes an investor in the bankrupt “green energy” boondoggle describing what the half-billion-dollar federal loan guarantee meant: “There was a perceived halo around the loan . . . If we get the loan, then we can definitely go public and cash out.” Ed Lasky at American Thinker explains:

The huge loan would be a selling point in an initial public offering. The company promoters could point out that the loan gave them credibility — that the government had vouched for their viability and prospects. The private investors would cash out and when the loan came due and the company was unable to pay, taxpayers would be the ones left holding the IOUs. Take the money and run.

It was a straight-out scam, in other words, with a major Democratic donor as one of the primary beneficiaries. An environmentally-friendly three-card monte game — burning taxpayers instead of burning CO2.

Solyndra Investor admits: we wanted the loan so we could ‘go public and cash out’

- Get in, pump the stock using the federal handout, skim a profit windfall off the top, kill the company, then take another skim off of the tax loss write-off. This skim scam happened over and over in Steven Chu’s world of crime.

Per Ed Lasky: A clearer picture of the underlying insider scheme at Solyndra is beginning to emerge. Yuliya Chernova of the Wall Street Journal writes a superb column today regarding all the business problems that beset the scandal plagued Solyndra. There were a litany of engineering and business problems that were very apparent to everyone except, apparently, the White House politicos that pressured career officials in the government to extend a 500 million dollar loan guarantee. The crony investors were given an unusually low interest rate for such a venture. Solyndra was first in line to get loan guarantees under the Obama program to promote solar energy ventures. Solyndra private investors were given priority in case of bankruptcy that placed their claims above those of taxpayers — a highly unusual occurrence, according to the Wall Street Journal. So who were the type of people granted such favorable treatment? Yes, Obama donors and bundlers. That has been widely publicized. But beyond that, what type of character did they possess?

One investor behind Solyndra blurted out the truth. The loan was needed and needed urgently to fatten up the company and show a going concern (with a factory, etc). Why? From the column:

There was another motivator — Solyndra’s management and investors had an eye on an initial public offering.

“There was a perceived halo around the loan,” said an investor with knowledge of the company. “If we get the loan, then we can definitely go public and cash out.”

The huge loan would be a selling point in an initial public offering. The company promoters could point out that the loan gave them credibility — that the government had vouched for their viability and prospects.
The private investors would cash out and when the loan came due and the company was unable to pay, taxpayers would be the ones left holding the IOUs.

Take the money and run. (Read more: http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2011)

“Almost every one of the CleanTech “Winners” under the Steven Chu Department Of Energy, engaged in this kind of felony grade stock manipulation and insider exploitation knowing that all of the federal law enforcement players were controlled by the insiders with a “hands-off ” protection directive. Using newly optimized web techniques called “Flash Boy” stock processing and “blog meat puppets” they could totally manipulate the stock market and laugh in the faces of the few regulators who dared to step up. The bet that they have to make is that the Republicans do not win the majority in the 2014 Mid-Term elections….”

Micheal Lewis best-selling book “Flash Boys” reveals how much of what you think is happening, on the stock market, may be contrived false-hoods created by computerized manipulations and fake coordinated shill bloggers. The White House games the stock market to payback Silicon Valley campaign funding VC’s and the GOP blows up those very games, right afterwards, in a secret dance of stock fraud tricks. They made a mistake, this time around, and the tricks became visible to everybody in the stock market world. This, on top of the Goldman Sachs sting operation recordings, shows that something is deeply wrong in Stock Land!

In the coming mid-term elections we are seeing Barbara Streisand and DNC notables bemoan the reduced budgets they have to work with this year. Privately, the DNC is ringing their core finance base (The Silicon Valley Vc’s) telephones off the hook.

One of the most successful tactics by GOP specialists involves Tesla Motors. Called out by Mitt Romney, and other Republican notables, as White House fronts. Tesla gets strange and illogical bumps in the stock market in spite of massive numbers of lawsuits, consumer complaints, the lowest sales volume for the money invested in a car company in history, and other facts which, in a rational world, would say they should not survive.

In fact, what is happening is that the backers of Tesla, the same Silicon Valley investors who pay for the White House and DNC campaigns, “Pump” the stock from their own bank accounts each time more bad news comes out about Tesla. There are now charges that the White House is even “pumping the TSLA stock”, like it may have done on the supposed October 16, 2014 “Pump” on the overall market, in order to protect Obama’s “brand name”.

This makes the stock chart for TSLA go up but it is not from mom and pop day-traders. It is “Pumping Cash” right out of the Vc’s investment bank fronts to artificially inflate the stock.

While a final Tesla bankruptcy might seem like the dream for GOP PR; allowing them to point and say “Ha, look, another Department of Energy Crony-Kickback deal gone south”, Tesla has provided even greater grist for the GOP strategy meat-hooks.

**Elon Musk’s greed and hubris blew the secret.**

By forcing the Silicon Valley VC campaign backers to constantly drain their bank accounts in order to keep Tesla looking like it is still alive, the GOP strategists are also draining the life out of the funding
for mid-term and 2016 Democratic candidates.

The GOP finally figured out that almost all of the cash and web media manipulation was coming from one tiny spot in California: SandHill Road and the area around Standford University. They decided that to take down the GOP they just had to expose Silicon Valley.

Tesla was a test case and it worked well. The investment banks with auto refills on Tesla stock, running the investment funds for Doerr, Thiel, Westly, Draper and all the rest of the DNC VC’s is running overtime trying to keep the stock pumped as one set of bad news after another gets exposed about Tesla.

One GOP operative claims that every Kleiner Perkins investment has been: “Targeted, tracked and media exposed”…”can you hear that giant sucking sound”, he says “…that’s the sound of DNC VC cash sliding into oblivion…not only are they beating a dead horse but we have infected the very horse they are beating..”

The operative claims that Musk’s carve-outs for Solar, Space and batteries is his gift, by the White House for conduit-ing cash, through those, “fronts” back to DNC candidates. Sierra Nevada Corp is suing Musk’s Space X, claiming similar industry rigging. Tesla has been under investigation by many parties.

People don’t like taking it in the ass unexpectedly. In this case the old adage of “You F**ed me in the ass, so now I’m F***ing you guys in the ass tens times more..” Seems to be the rule of the game. This per Thomas Roster of the Palo Alto Review.

In another article, the NY Post proposed that the stock market is rigged by Tesla and Google White House campaign backers. John Crudele wrote about the ‘Plunge protection’ behind market’s sudden recovery:

Mysterious forces were trying their best, but they couldn’t keep the stock market from swooning Wednesday.

They failed in the morning, despite massive purchases of stock index futures contracts. Within minutes of the market’s opening, the Dow Jones industrial average was down 350 points. Later in the day — after a lot of shocking ebb and flow — the Dow bottomed out with a decline of 460 points.

It was only in the last hour of trading that the market saviors managed to trim the Dow loss to just 173 points. And they succeeded only after Janet Yellen’s private, upbeat remarks about the economy were leaked.

Welcome to a new kind of stock market — one that the average investor should refuse to be invested in.

Anyone whose investments tightly track the major indices is now losing money since the beginning of 2014. The Dow is down 1.1 percent on the year, with the S&P and Nasdaq up 3 percent for 2014.

Just for the record, I’ve been telling you for years that the stock market was in a bubble and that you should enjoy it while it lasts because bubbles always pop.
Of course, if you could time the end of the bubble, you’d be doing quite well. Miss the end and you are back to where you started. Or worse off in terms of confidence and finances.

Welcome to a new kind of stock market — one that the average investor should refuse to be invested in.

I obviously don’t know whether we are now seeing the end of the current stock market bubble, during which the S&P index has risen 102 percent since October 2008. But there are people like my friend Peter Grandich of Trinity Financial, who has been excellent at predicting market corrections in the past and who thinks this is the end.

I already brought up the sensitive issue of a market crash in a column on Oct. 9 that began: “Is this the month the stock market will crash?”

October is historically a spooky month for stocks, and in that column I rattled off the crashes and major price corrections of 1929, ’78, ’79, ’87, ’89 and 2008 to prove it.

Will 2014 soon be added to that list? That’ll be the cliffhanger in today’s column.

But let me explain about the unknown forces in the market these days. Call it by a nickname — the Plunge Protection Team. Or call it the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets, the official name given to the group when it was formed by President Ronald Reagan after the market turbulence of 1989.

These forces may be working from a script in the “Doomsday Book,” which the US government recently fought to keep secret when it was brought up last week during the AIG trial in Washington.

Here’s the bottom line: Someone tried to rescue the market last Wednesday. And it’s becoming a regular occurrence.

The details of last Wednesday morning are these: At the same time the Dow was off 350 points, the S&P index was down 43.80 points. That was an enormous decline in just 11 minutes of trading and it was an indication that Wall Street was not having a good day.

Then, someone (or something) started buying S&P futures contracts en masse. Twenty-one minutes later, the S&P index had regained 30 of those lost points and was back at 1,861.

Maybe you’ll believe that there was some manipulation going on if you knew that a guy named Robert Heller, who was a member of the Federal Reserve’s Board of Governors until 1989, proposed just such a rigging as soon as he left the Fed.


“It would be inappropriate for the government or the central bank to buy or sell IBM or General Motors shares,” Heller wrote. “Instead, the Fed could buy the broad market composites in the futures market.”

In case you don’t know the lingo, Heller is proposing that the Fed or government purchase stock futures contracts that track — and can influence — the major indices.
These contracts are cheap and a government could turn the whole stock market around quickly — but probably not permanently.

Wow! Doesn’t that seem a lot like what happened Wednesday at 9:41 a.m., when S&P futures contracts were suddenly and mysteriously scooped up?

Let me allow Heller to finish his thought because it’s important to anyone who believes in free and fair markets.

“The Fed’s stock-market role ought not to be very ambitious. It should seek only to maintain the functioning of the markets — not to prop the Dow Jones or the New York Stock Exchange averages at a particular level,” he continued.

But times change and so does thinking. In recent weeks, we’ve discovered that the CME Group, the exchange in Chicago, has an incentive program under which foreign central banks could buy stock market derivatives like the S&P contracts at a discount.

It’s not that these foreign banks need a break on the price of their trading. But it does show that there is a back-door way — through foreign emissaries — for the Fed and the US government to prop up stocks like Heller suggested, and — maybe — not get caught.

**Bloomberg’s Simon Kennedy disclosed how Stock Markets Need $200 Billion Each Quarter From Central Bankers.** He underscored the reality that the Silicon Valley venture capitalists are pumping the stock market with fake money to keep their fake companies looking like they are functional. The central-bank ‘put’ lives on he says.

Policy makers deny its existence, yet investors still reckon that whenever stocks and other risk assets take a tumble, the authorities will be there with calming words or economic stimulus to ensure the losses are limited.

A put option gives investors the right to sell their asset at a set price so the theory goes that central banks will ultimately provide a floor for falling asset markets to ensure they don’t take economies down with them.

Last week as markets swooned again, it was St. Louis Federal Reserve President James Bullard and Bank of England Chief Economist Andrew Haldane who did the trick. Bullard said the Fed should consider delaying the end of its bond-purchase program to halt a decline in inflation expectations, while Haldane said he’s less likely to vote for a U.K. rate increase than three months ago.

“These comments left markets with the impression that the ‘central-bank put’ is still in place,” Morgan Stanley currency strategists led by London-based Hans Redeker told clients in a report yesterday.

Matt King, global head of credit strategy at Citigroup Inc., and colleagues have put a price on how much liquidity central banks need to provide each quarter to stop markets from sliding.

By estimating that zero stimulus would be consistent with a 10 percent quarterly drop in equities, they calculate it takes around $200 billion from central banks each quarter to keep markets from selling off.

With the Fed and counterparts peeling back their net liquidity injections from almost $1 trillion in 2012
toward that magic marker, King’s team said “a negative reaction in markets was long overdue.”

“We think the markets’ weakness owes more to an almost belated reaction to a temporary lull in central bank stimulus than it does to any reduction in the effect of that stimulus in propping up asset prices,” they said in an Oct. 17 report to clients.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch strategists said in a report today that another 10 percent decline in U.S. stocks might spark speculation of a fourth round of quantitative easing from the Fed. That would mimic how the Fed acted following equity declines of 11 percent in 2010 and 16 percent in 2011.

The good news for investors in the eyes of Citigroup is that although the Fed is still reversing and set to end its bond-buying this month, the European Central Bank and Bank of Japan will more than compensate with more stimulus in coming months.

The reason for the support is the fear that a prolonged sell-off in markets would upend the fragile economic outlook central banks are charged with safeguarding, they said.

“With central banks much more concerned about a return to recession than about asset-price bubbles, they have little choice but to step back in,” said Citigroup.

Yves Smith states that he even found out that Goldman Sachs had made it official that the stock market is manipulated and that coordinated tech buybacks drive valuations. He says: It’s remarkable that this Goldman report, and its writeup on Business Insider, is being treated with a straight face. The short version is current stock price levels are dependent on continued stock buybacks. Key sections of the story:

Goldman Sachs’ David Kostin believes a temporary pullback may explain why the S&P 500 has tumbled from its all-time high of 2,019 on Sept. 19.

“Most companies are precluded from engaging in open-market stock repurchases during the five weeks before releasing earnings,” Kostin notes. “For many firms, the beginning of the blackout period coincided with the S&P 500 peak on September 18. So the sell-off occurred during a time when the single largest source of equity demand was absent. Buybacks dip during earnings reporting months, which have seen 1.2 points higher realized volatility than in other months during the past 25 years.”

“We expect companies will actively repurchase shares in November and December,” he writes. “Since 2007, an average of 25% of annual buybacks has occurred during the last two months of the year.”

Notice how the bulk of buybacks are concentrated in the fourth quarter, with the obvious intent of goosing prices at year end so as to lead to higher executive pay for “increasing shareholder value”? In fact, these companies are being gradually liquidated. Issuing debt, which public companies have done in copious volumes since the crash, and using it to buy shares is dissipating corporate assets. They are over time shrinking their businesses. That is also reflected in aggressive headcount cuts and cost-saving measures. Even though analysts like to tout the cash that companies have sitting on their balance sheets as a source of potential investment, as we’ve discussed in previous posts, public companies are so terrified of even a quarterly blip in earnings due to incurring expenses relating to long-term investments that they’d rather do nothing, or go the inertial path of cutting costs to show higher profits.
But with borrowing the big source of this corporate munificence to the share-owning classes, this is a self-limiting game. But the end game could be a long time in coming. First, you have economists who believe that the stock market directly drives consumer spending, echoing the Fed’s confidence in the wealth effect. For instance, see this argument from Roger Farmer (hat tip Bruegel blog):

There is a close relationship between changes in the value of the stock market and changes in the unemployment rate one quarter later. My research here, and here shows that a persistent 10% drop in the real value of the stock market is followed by a persistent 3% increase in the unemployment rate. The important word here is persistent. If the market drops 10% on Tuesday and recovers again a week later, (not an unusual movement in a volatile market), there will be no impact on the real economy. For a market panic to have real effects on Main Street it must be sustained for at least three months.

Yves here. The problem is that correlation is not causation. Significant and sustained stock market declines are almost always the result of Fed tightening. The usual lag between an interest rate cycle turn and a stock market peak historically was roughly four months, but in our new normal of seemingly permanent heavy-duty central bank meddling, old rules of thumb are to be used with great caution. Nevertheless, Greenspan was obsessed with what drove stock prices, and the Fed is unduly solicitous of asset price levels, no doubt because people like Janet Yellen have to leave their DC bubble in order to meet actual unemployed people.

Mike Whitney reminds those who manage to miss it that the Fed is so concerned about the actual and psychological impact of stock market prices that it immediately talked investors into getting back into the pool when the market started misbehaving badly last week. From Counterpunch:

For those readers who still think that the Fed doesn’t meddle in the markets: Think again. Friday’s stock surge had nothing to do with productivity, price, earnings, growth or any of the other so called fundamentals. It was all about manipulation; telling people what they want to hear, so they do exactly what you want them to do. The pundits calls this jawboning, and the Fed has turned it into an art-form. All [St. Louis Fed President James] Bullard did was assure investors that the Fed “has their back”, and, sure enough, another wild spending spree ensued. One can only imagine the backslapping and high-fives that broke out at the Central Bank following this latest flimflam….

It’s too bad the Fed can’t put in a good word for the real economy while they’re at it. But, oh, I forgot that the real economy is stuffed with working stiffs who don’t warrant the same kind of treatment as the esteemed supermen who trade stocks for a living. Besides, the Fed doesn’t give a rip about the real economy. If it did, it would have loaded up on infrastructure bonds instead of funky mortgage backed securities (MBS). The difference between the two is pretty stark: Infrastructure bonds put people to work, circulate money, boost economic activity, and strengthen growth. In contrast, MBS purchases help to fatten the bank accounts of the fraudsters who created the financial crisis while doing bupkis for the economy. Guess who the Fed chose to help out?

Do you really want to know why the Fed isn’t going to end QE? Here’s how Nomura’s chief economist Bob Janjuah summed it up:

“I want to remind readers of a message that may be buried in the past: When QE1 ended, the S&P 500 fell just under 20% in a roughly three-month period before the QE2 recovery.
When the QE2 ended, the S&P 500 fell about 20% in a three-month period before the next Fed-inspired bounce (aided by the ECB). QE3 is ending this month…”

Is that why the Fed started jawboning QE4, to avoid the inevitable 20 percent correction?

Whitney continues with one of our favorite tropes: that all QE has done is elevate asset prices. That has not led to a recovery in anything much beyond the balance sheets of the top cohorts and the income of the top 1%. Even worse, it has provide cover for the Administration falling in with investor-favoring austerity, in the form of reducing deficit spending when it ought to be increasing it to take up the considerable and costly slack in the economy.

It’s not surprising to see the Fed double down on a failed strategy. The central bank had apparently finally recognized in 2013 that QE was not helping the real economy, and they needed to exit the policy to reduce the resulting economic distortions. But they lost their nerve during last summer’s taper tantrum, and turned cowardly again in response to a mere stock market hissy fit.

The Fed believes that what is good for the wealthy is good for the US, and that when they are in danger of suffering financially, the central bank should break glass and administer monetary relief. Even though the Fed may think it is serious about ending QE and eventually raising rates, as they say in Venezuela, “They have changed their minds, but they have not changed their hearts.”

See more at:

‘Flash Boys’ and the Speed of Lies – Bloomberg View -In the last few months, I have had a strange and interesting experience. In early April, I found myself the main character in Michael Lewis’s book “Flash Boys.” ( bloombergview.com/articles/2014-08-03/flash-boys-and-the-sp…

‘Flash Boys’ and the Speed of Lies: Katsuyama – Businessweek - ( businessweek.com/videos/2014-08-04/flash-boys-and-the-spee…


“Flash Boys” and the Speed of Lies – Proactiveinvestors UK - “Flash Boys” and the Speed of Lies . Here is the opening of this informative column by Brad Katsuyama for Bloomberg: In the last few months, I have had a strange and interesting experience. ( proactiveinvestors.co.uk/columns/fuller-treacy-money/16720/flash-b…

Brad Katsuyama: ‘Flash Boys’ and the speed of lies about my … -In the last few months, I have had a strange and interesting experience. In early April, I found myself the main character in Michael Lewis’s book Flash Boys. It told the story of a quest I’ve been on, with my colleagues, to expose and to prevent a lot of outrageous behaviour in the US stock market ( nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid…) 

WHAT TO TELL A SHILL REPORTER

When you come across a shill-reporter sock-puppet kid working for CNN or SF Gate or one of the bought-and-paid-for propaganda outlets that Musk, Zuckerberg and Schmidt control, tell them this:

Dear Fake News “Reporter:

What an obvious, overt, pandering, fake news shill you have exposed yourself as. You sold yourself and your dignity to Elon Musk. Not only did you did not discuss any of the public media issues with Musk, you ran a cover-up of most of the issues around him. How much did he pay you to whore out your journalistic dignity. We are going to make certain that EVERY past, present and future editor, and publication shareholder, sees this letter and knows that you are a hack that sells themselves for less than even a real hooker charges. Your name, on any byline, is now worth less than a pile of dog crap. Why would you sell your soul to a sociopath liar like Musk?

Even the most minimal research would reveal the following facts about Musk. You chose to hide these facts and participate in Musk’s narcissistic self-gloration agenda. You are covering up his crimes and corruption in order to buy yourself a seat at the table of Silicon Valley assholes. We hope you dine well at that repast as you consume their shit and spew out your own feces-laden copy of it.

Why would you not discuss the fact that Google and the DNC bosses will be monitoring and listening in on everything the public runs across all of Musk’s Starlink SpaceX satellites! Only left wing mainstream messaging news and films will be displayed in order to steer the public into voting the Silicon Valley-approved way. Many are worried the 5G and microwave signal increase from these satellites will cause cell damage, cancer, more NSA spying and political manipulation. Why didn’t you cover those issues?

Shills and liars that work for Elon Musk (and are paid bribes and influence perks by Musk) and pretend to be “reporters” include Johnna Crider and stock market shill facade “Cleantechnica”; The editors of the San Jose Mercury News and the SFGATE.com/SF Chronicle; All the Hearst Publications because Will Hearst is Musk’s bitch; These pandering pathetic lap dogs refuse to allow the true facts about Musk to be covered in the news because they co-profit from his corruption and PR hype. The Motley Fool breaks the SEC laws by taking bribes from Musk and then promoting stock market actions which benefits Musk. Gawker Media, Gizmodo, Jalopnik and the Nick Guido Denton tabloid empire are paid directly directly by Musk and his Draper/Jurvetson hype masters to publish pure PR bullshit For Musk.

The entire Shareblue opposition publishing taskforce is paid to hype up Musk and tear down any of his competitors. The Shareblue troll underlings include:
You can’t forget the stunning pandering of Ashlee Vance who wrote the deeply masturbatory pitch book about Musk. Hyper political propaganda networks such as CBS News, NBC News, CNBC, Rolling Stone, Buzzfeed, Huffington Post, Mother Jones, The New Yorker, The Nation, Boston Globe, etc. are widely known to be simply political propaganda outlets for Musk’s political manipulators. You can expect them to never supply the truth about Musk. Jim Dunstan at Tech Freedom loves to promote BS about Musk and his boyfriends at Google.

These sites are known to have accepted bribes and perks for pretending that Musk PR was “News”:

https://gigaom.com/
www.khoslaventures.com
https://www.greenbiz.com
www.slate.com/
www.greentechmedia.com/
www.siliconbeat.com/
www.triplepundit.com/
fortune.com/
www.windpowerengineering.com
www.energytrendsinsider.com
www.geekwire.com
mediamatters.org
www.gizmodo.com
breakingenergy.com/
blogs.marketwatch.com
thinkprogress.org/
www.gawker.com
solarenergy.net
teslamotorsclub.com
act.forecastthefacts.org
archive.onearth.org
blog.ucsusa.org/
www.theenergycollective.com
www.cleantechblog.com
These writers have no allegiance to anything but bribes!

**THE MOST MIND BOGGLING LIE OF THESE SHILLS** is their pervasive devotion to pitching the idea that Elon Musk’s Cartel did not get taxpayer money. **Musk has gotten billions of dollars of City, State And Federal Cash** and exclusive tax breaks which reduce taxpayer funds for teachers and firemen. He gets taxpayer market space worth hundreds of billions of dollars too. In other words Steven Chu and the Obama White House gave Musk all the stock market valuation perks and cash to monopolize the EV market. They gave this set of perks *exclusively* to Musk while sabotaging his competitors at the same time. Dept of Energy and White House staff were ALSO shareholders in the Musk Cartel. Bloggers a fake “reporters” that “report” that Musk “hardly got any government help” and “paid it all back” are **FULL FLEDGED LYING SHILLS! Musk has harmed the public, democracy, free markets and hundreds of competitors while pocketing billions of dollars that he only got because of taxpayer cash manipulations. He didn’t not earn that money, he took that money from crooked political deals and bribes paid to White House staff, California Senators and Dept of Energy bosses! Tesla spends **$1 million** annually on Washington lobbyists. Its cars are financed by over $280 million in federal tax incentives, including a $7,500 federal tax break and millions more in state rebates and development fees. **SpaceX has also received over $5 billion in government support. It has over promised and under delivered. SpaceX rockets, for example, are far less reliable than many of its competitors. This is outlined in reports from December 2017 and January 2018 in which the **Department of Defense Inspector General** and **NASA’s Aerospace Safety Advisory Council** described a list of security concerns they have with SpaceX, among them 33 significant non-conformities.**

Bloomberg Business News **reported** in November about a Tesla solar factory for which the State of New York paid $750 million based on a commitment to create 1,500 jobs. The factory had been developed for another Musk-run company, SolarCity, which Tesla bought in 2016 in a $2.6 billion deal. SolarCity had been $2.9 billion in debt. Only a relative handful of jobs have been created, and New York officials are expressing dismay. Raymond Walter, a Republican in the New York State Assembly, says he is concerned that the state "has too many eggs in the Tesla basket, which doesn't seem like a very strong basket." John Kaehny, executive director of Reinvent Albany, a nonprofit focused on government accountability, says, "It's a complete hoo-ha! These mega-subsidy deals take place in complete secrecy without scrutiny from the public."

Bloomberg News **declares** that this is "...a familiar playbook for Musk, start with wild promises
followed by product delays, production hell, shareholder anger and finally, hopefully, redemption."

Things, however, may be even worse than they appear. Some are even speculating that Elon Musk, SpaceX and Tesla may be on their way to becoming the new Enron. Enron, the energy giant, employed approximately 20,000 people and claimed revenues of $111 billion at its peak by 2000. As it turned out, Enron used shady accounting practices to hide its losses and report profits which, in fact, did not exist. Andrew Fastow, the chief financial officer, created the scheme to falsify Enron's real financial status. In April 2001, the fraud began to unravel as analysts began to question Enron's numbers. In the end, Enron was found to have losses of $591 million and debt totaling $628 million. Stock prices declined from $90 in 2000 to less than one dollar when the scandal was exposed. Senior managers, who kept selling their stock while encouraging others to continue buying, were convicted of insider trading. In December 2001, the company declared bankruptcy.

In the view of many, Elon Musk has been engaging in similar behavior. A Bloomberg report in November suggests that SpaceX may be less than honest with its numbers, giving a false illusion of profitability. According to Bloomberg, "While SpaceX is burning through cash, disclosures to potential lenders showed the company had positive earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization of about $270 million for the 12 months through September, people with knowledge of the matter said. But that's because it included amounts that customers had prepaid and because it excluded costs related to non-core research and development...Without those adjustments, earnings were negative, they said."

According to Bloomberg, "This shouldn't come as a shock. A Wall Street Journal report from a few years ago showed that its profit margins were laser-thin. But if Musk is now going to these lengths to pad SpaceX's books to secure a loan, it appears there's a serious problem."

In the case of Tesla, the Wall Street Journal reports that, "Federal investigators are probing whether Tesla's stated information about production of its Model 3 electric sedans had misled investors about the company's business. Under examination is Tesla's public statements about Model 3 productions as compared to the number of vehicles that were actually built."

Elon Musk and his companies have a very questionable record when it comes to truth and honesty. Overstating prices to qualify for higher state tax credits seems to fit a pattern. According to a recent report in The Oregonian/Oregon Live, "The state of Oregon has recovered $13 million it paid to Tesla for solar power projects, after an investigation conclude the company inflated prices to qualify for higher tax credits."

Whatever the potential benefits of such a system, one of the disastrous consequences would be light pollution. As they traveled across the skies, thousands of Starlink satellites would effectively make astronomical images useless by leaving long luminous trails. At the March 9 “Satellite 2020” conference keynote speech, Elon Musk dismissed those worries and claimed that his satellites will do no harm to astronomical research – if need be, they will be painted black. This idea was tested with satellite 1130, “DarkSat”. The results were unconvincing, to say the least. The next generation is supposed to be less luminous than the faintest stars that can be seen with the unaided eye, but this is still far too bright for astronomers’ ultra-sensitive instruments, which can observe stellar objects four billion times fainter than that threshold. Why did you hide, or avoid, these widely covered facts unless
you are a lying shill?

The low Earth orbit region is already heavily used by scientific, remote-sensing and telecom satellites as well as the International Space Station (ISS). A large-scale increase in the number of satellites would increase the risk of space collisions and the ensuing multiplication of debris – in the worst-case scenario, it could render the LEO and near-space environment unusable. The first incident already took place: on September 2, 2019, the European Space Agency was forced to move away one of its Earth observation satellites to avoid a collision after Starlink refused to change the path of its satellite. Elon Musk asserts that all the satellites be equipped with thrusters to make them fall back on Earth once they reach the end of their active life, but that doesn’t reduce the risk while they’re operational. Why would you hide these facts unless you are a Musk tool.

Since the first launch, six Starlink satellites have already failed. If a mere 5% of Starlink’s satellites broke down during their estimated lifespan of five to seven years, they would add many thousands of fragments of space debris to the 20,000 already under surveillance.

Musk initially planned to put a quarter of his constellation at the altitude of 1,110 km (690 miles). Seventy-five percent were due to be placed no higher than 600 km (370 miles). Below this altitude, residual atmospheric drag will eventually cause a failed satellite to fall out of orbit. On April 17, 2020, SpaceX modified its plans and requested permission for all its satellites to orbit lower than 600 km. This reduces the risk of broken-down satellite staying in high-earth orbit for centuries, but increases congestion in the low Earth orbit region.

Beyond the operational risks, building, launching and maintaining such a gigantic network of satellites would require an enormous amount of raw materials and energy. Unlike the geostationary satellites commonly used by telecoms, Starlink satellites will stay in a low Earth orbit and cross the visible sky of a given location for just a few minutes. To follow and connect to them, buyers will have to use purpose-built phased array antennas. To make them affordable, they would have to be mass produced, and SpaceX has asked permission for 1 million of them. For starters. Why did you avoid discussing the obvious megalomania of Musk’s scheme?
On March 9, 2020, Elon Musk claimed that thanks to Starlink, anybody “will be able to watch high-def movies, play video games and do all the things they want to do without noticing speed”. Thus, Musk explicitly underlines his wish to reinforce already massively energy-guzzling digital activities, such as video streaming and online video games. These consume just below the whole electricity consumption of Europe (if you want figures, the world digital energy consumption of 3,834 TWh expected in 2020 is comparable to the 4,077 TWh for European electricity in 2018). Their share of world greenhouse gas emissions is already 4% and could double to 8% by 2025.

Musk’s declaration ends on an ominous note, in essence saying “My clients will be able to do whatever they want, just as I am able to do whatever I want”. Why don’t you discuss Musk’s overt bribery of federal officials that he pays at NHTSA, DOE, FCC, SEC and other agencies, to avoid regulation?

Why do you also ignore the following assertions?

"...Elon Musk (Along with his Silicon Valley Cartel bromance frat boy buddies Eric Schmidt and Larry Page, et al) is a mobster-class criminal sociopath who hired business assassins to attack us and operated anti-trust and RICO law violating competitor "kill programs". He used his windfall of taxpayer funded cash and Goldman Sachs assisted stock market manipulations and intelligence agency staff and tools from In-Q-Tel and Google to engage in these crimes. We have demanded that the FBI arrest him and that the SEC, FTC and NHTSA prosecute him. We will make certain that his legacy, for the rest of time, reveals the true facts about his crimes and political manipulations..."

Per his own staff, ex-wives, partners, ex-founders, suppliers, FBI, SEC, Congress and private investigators. These are all statements from court reports, investigations, FBI submissions and Congressional reports. Each numbered statement is associated with a numbered witness report containing the evidence for the statement. Please pass this report around and post it on Tesla
We demand a hearing, with Musk on-site, on a live Senate televised and webcast investigation hearing in Congress to go over each of these points.

Nobody On Earth Can Launder And Hide Illicit Cash Like Elon Musk. He’s worth an estimated $39 billion, but has repeatedly said he’s poor. He is a scumbag liar and a crook!

In one of a series of wild tweets posted last week, Elon Musk stated he would be “selling almost all physical possessions” and that he would “own no house.” He appears to be actually following through with that promise, as chronicled in a great story in The Wall Street Journal about Musk’s personal finances that you should go read.

According to the WSJ, despite being worth an estimated $39 billion on paper:

...he has to borrow, sometimes a lot, to pay for his lifestyle and business investments without liquidating shares that help him maintain control of the companies he runs. About half his Tesla stock is pledged as collateral for personal loans, an April 28 financial filing shows. Maintaining his equity stake—about 20%, or around $29 billion at its current valuation—is important for him to keep control over the Silicon Valley auto maker.

Musk also doesn’t take a salary at Tesla, but he apparently became eligible for stock options worth more than $1 billion this week. To get that money, he will need an eye-watering $592 million to exercise the option, according to the WSJ. It’s not clear if Musk has the money on hand to exercise that option or if the money raised from the house sales will be used to help pay for the sum. “Mr. Musk said he wasn’t selling his possessions because he needs the money,” the WSJ reported.

The article also lists a few times Musk has said he’s cash poor. Here’s one example:

Before Tesla went public, Mr. Musk told a judge during a contentious divorce with his first wife that he had run out of cash and had taken on emergency loans from friends to support his family and pay living expenses.

Here’s another:

Last year, Mr. Musk’s ability to access cash came up again during a defamation lawsuit over comments he made about a man involved in the rescue of a Thai soccer team from a flooded cave in 2018. A lawyer in the case said in a filing that Mr. Musk had described himself as “financially illiquid.”

The whole article has a lot of history about Musk, interesting information about his finances backed up by regulatory filings, and numerous quotes from Musk himself, and I sincerely recommend taking 10 minutes to read it in full.

Musk has Goldman Sachs, Welles Fargo and Wilson Sonsini Mobster-Class executive bankers hide his money in a rabbit warren of HUNDREDS of trusts, shell corporations and fake charities from South Dakota, to Switzerland to the Cayman Islands to Russia.

A federal investigation to show the tentacular diagram of scams has been demanded!

FBI, SEC, FTC and citizen forensic investigators are hot on his trail, though!
These are the illicit things that sociopath narcissist Musk has engaged in with the taxpayer cash he mooched from government treasuries:

1. PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS HAVE PRODUCED REPORTS ON THE ELON MUSK AND TESLA MOTORS FRAUD, STOCK RIGGING, BRIBERY AND SAFETY INVESTIGATIONS that Musk's Silicon Valley Sandhill Road venture capitalists cover-up.
2. Musk hides his money in illicit and false-front real-estate scams to avoid taxes and to launder money.
3. "His corrupt cobalt mines promote genocide in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth Rising".
4. "His corrupt cobalt mines promote mass rape in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth Rising".
5. "His corrupt cobalt mines promote child slave labor in the Congo as seen in NETFLIX Black Earth Rising".
6. "He tries to bury his ill-gotten money from the taxpayers in gobs of real estate acquisitions and houses including his notorious purchase of the Vaughn DeGuigne Court mansion at 891 Crystal Springs Road, in Burlingame, California which is staged for his kinky sex parties and Illuminati-like cartel get-togethers..."
7. "His is not faithful to his girlfriends. Some of them are Ghislane Maxwell-type enablers, too, just to hang around his money and promote his sex schemes like Maxwell did for Epstein"
8. "The workers that build his batteries die or sicken from toxic poisoning and Musk tries to hide his dirty factories overseas"
9. "Tesla bribes U.S. Senators with cash and stock in order to get free taxpayer funds"
10."He is addicted to drugs and booze"
11."He has 'sociopath-class' mental issues and he is a narcissist..."
12."Tesla has had more recalls for safety defects, per volume, than any other car maker. Musk refuses to allow the use of the word RECALL but the facts are the facts."
13."It is so easy to hack any Tesla and crash it, break into it or give it bad braking orders that it is criminally negligent to allow Tesla's on the street. Even the Chinese have hacked Tesla's from the other side of the world! Tesla's have been hacked and remotely crashed, the drivers killed and Tesla covers this up..."
14."His partner: Steve Jurvetson, has been charged with sex and corruption issues"
15."He arranged government kick-backs with the White House"
16.His entire current existence is based on stock market scams created with taxpayer dollars and Goldman Sachs securities manipulations
17."He is the world's biggest government mooch and has taken more taxpayer cash than anyone in U.S. History as a billionaire who does not need a hand-out"
18."He is a member of the Palo Alto Tech Mafia operated by Stanford University gay frat house guys"
19."Google (who is a major Tesla investor) hides all negative Musk/Tesla news in digital media
globally and hypes TSLA stock in order to profiteer with Tesla stock. This is a violation of federal SEC laws

20. "More drivers have been caught driving drunk, in Tesla's, than any other car Per Capita produced"

21. "Google boss Larry Page is Musk's 'bromance' boyfriend buddy and he uses Google to cover-up Musk's scandals"

22. "His so-called 'foundation' is just a payola and tax evasion scam for his family. It is a charity scam"

23. "His batteries are the most dangerous use of lithium ion storage ever conceived"

24. "His partner: Panasonic, has been charged with multiple corruption, dumping, price rigging and manipulation crimes around the globe"

25. "Almost all of the internet 'Tesla Fanboys' are Russian troll farms and hired bloggers that Musk pays vast amounts of money to in order to hype up a fake image for him. Musk has over 1000 click-farm and Russian troll bloggers under his employ via various false-front cover organization contractors.

26. "The drug and murder-for-hire website: Silk Road, was built at drug-enthusiast Musk's company SpaceX by Musk's programmer and Musk hires many people from a group called: In-Q-Tel, who were caught with tons of cocaine on their airplanes in a DEA raid"

27. "His SpaceX is nothing more than a domestic spy satellite company"

28. In-Q-Tel supplies a number of Musk's staff, yet In-Q-Tel has been accused of numerous criminal ventures and abuses of the public.

29. You never hear about these crimes because Musk's buddies in Silicon Valley control 90% of the global media these days and they censor any bad news about Musk in order to protect their Cartel.

30. "Musk's brain chip company tortures monkey's and other small animals in bad science experiments"

31. "His father screwed his daughter and got her pregnant. His father seems to be a pedophile and incest participant"

32. "Dianne Feinstein and her family covertly own many Musk interests and arranged for him to get his funds from the taxpayers. She helped sabotage his competitors in her district"

33. "You can't put out the fires when his batteries explode say fireman because Lithium fires are military class thermo-dynamics"

34. "The fumes from his lithium ion thermal battery vapors give you cancer, lung and brain damage"

35. Psychologists say that Musk is a self promoting, narcissistic, multi-billion dollar, self-aggrandizing PR hype addict.

36. Many of us know these facts from personal interaction with Musk, his companies and his politicians.

37. Everything in these reports can be proven in a jury trial, Congressional hearings or live TV debates but Musk would rather die than face uncontrolled public scrutiny.

38. Musk will do anything to keep this information from getting out, including hiring attack services like his Fusion GPS, Black Cube, Gawker and Gizmodo Kill services.
39. While Musk's dirty deeds sound like a bad Hollywood movie script. It all really happened and there is now massive hard copy evidence to prove it.
40. Elon Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians including Obama, Clinton and Senators Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Spier and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government resources from the Department of Energy and the California political tax pool.
41. When you follow-the-money and the insider trading, stock ownership and crony payola kickbacks. The payola between Musk, his scummy cronies and the politicians is proven.
42. The Musk empire pays bribes in billions of dollars of Google (Where Musk's boy buddy Larry Page works), Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock warrants which is never reported to the FEC.
43. The Musk empire pays bribes in billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never reported to the FEC.
44. The Musk empire pays bribes in free rent.
45. The Musk empire pays bribes in Male and female prostitutes.
46. The Musk empire pays bribes in cars.
47. The Musk empire pays bribes in dinners at fancy restaurants.
48. The Musk empire pays bribes in socialite party financing.
49. The Musk empire pays bribes in Sports Event Tickets.
50. The Musk empire pays bribes in Political campaign printing and mailing services "Donations".
51. The Musk empire pays bribes in Secret PAC Financing. Musk's empire is a massive political financing conduit for the DNC politicians via a tentacular array of covert shell corporations, trusts, 501C's and stock bribes.
52. The Musk empire pays bribes in Jobs in Corporations in Silicon Valley For The Family Members of Those Who Take Bribes And Those Manage Bribes.
54. The Musk empire pays bribes in Overpriced "Speaking Engagements" which are really just pay-offs conduited for donors.
55. The Musk empire pays bribes in Private jet rides and use of Government fuel depots (ie: Google handed out NASA jet fuel to staff).
56. The Musk empire pays bribes in commercial Real Estate.
57. The Musk empire pays bribes in Fake mortgages.
59. The Musk empire pays bribes in Free spam and bulk mailing services owned by Silicon Valley corporations.
60. The Musk empire pays bribes in the use of high tech law firms such as Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington & Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to officials.
61. The U.S. Energy Dept (DOE) has been covering-up organized political crime activities in which government funds are being used as a slush-fund to pay off political campaign financiers and to
pay for CIA/GPS Fusion-Class attacks on Silicon Valley business competitors via Musk political conduits.

62. Political campaign financiers and government agency staff share stock market holdings with each other under family trusts, shell corporations and layered Goldman Sachs accounts.

63. The basic Musk scam-deal goes like this: "Obama funds Tesla, Musk conduits campaign funds to Obama, top Obama staff profit off of insider Musk stocks..."

64. Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a balding fake-hair wearing, plastic surgery-addicted, bi-sexual douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader. We can put this in writing because all of those identifications regarding Musk can be proven in court and are documented in existing lawsuits and news stories.

65. Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and Cobalt. Look up this phrase on the top search engines: "child labor electric car batteries".

66. Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake news self-glory look-at-me articles about himself.

67. Musk thinks he is the 'Jesus' of Silicon Valley and he will do anything to make the public think so.

68. Musk is insecure because his father was abusive and his “trophy wife” Mother is overbearing so he developed sociopath-like mental issues.

69. Musk has been professionally diagnosed as a 'psychotic narcissist.

70. He public stated on an investor call that he uses drugs and alcohol to get through the night. We have the tapes.

71. Musk relies on Google and the DNC Main Stream News (MSN) to hide bad news about him.

72. Fake News manipulator Google is run by Larry Page. Larry is Musk's investor and bromance 'Butt buddy'. They share an apartment.

73. Musk uses massive numbers of shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and hide his bribes and stock market insider trading.

74. His brother ran Solar City and is now under federal investigation for securities fraud.

75. A huge number of Tesla drivers have been killed; pedestrians and oncoming drivers have also been killed, and Musk covers it up.

76. Extremist politicians and their controlled news outlets refuse to allow any articles about Musk's crimes to be printed because they benefit from Musk's crimes.

77. Investor oligarch's Tim Draper and Steve Jurvetson are so fanatical about not being embarrassed from a Tesla bankruptcy that they will pump the TSLA stock and threaten anybody who might disclose the Musk misdeeds.

78. Peter Thiel, a Musk ‘boyfriend” also protects Musk. Musk, and his cronies, use Palantir, Google and related software to scan the entire internet every few minutes for any occurrence of the words: “Musk”, “Tesla” or “Tesla Fire”. They send trolls and fake bloggers (Many of them Russian) to put pro-Musk comments on the comments section of any blogs or articles discussing those topics and try to flood out the truth about Musk.

79. In EVERY blog that you read that mentions 'Musk', at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed their by Musk's paid shills.

80. There are no “Tesla Fan Boys”. All of the fanatic Tesla comments on the internet are Musk’s,
Thiel’s, Jurvetson’s and Draper’s fake fanboy trolls. Musk, himself, stays up late at night pretending to be a ‘Tesla Fan Boy’on blogs.

81. The 'Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of frat boy sociopath venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson, Tim Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten those who do not support the cult of Tesla or their political candidates.

82. Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders.

83. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-CIA and In-Q-Tel staff and assign them to "dirty tricks teams" to attack his competitors and elected officials who Musk hates.

84. Musk never founded his companies. He took Tesla away from the founder: Marty, in a hostile take-over!

85. Musk's "Starlink" satellites are domestic spy and political manipulation tools - never get your internet from one. SpaceX is entirely a spy satellite operation.

86. The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause cancer from cell phones exists in massive amounts in a Tesla.

87. Musk can't fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills he can't build or work on any of the things he made himself famous for.

88. If you pull a report of every VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance, repair and lawsuit records you will find that the "per volume" fire, crash, death and defect rate is THE WORST of any car maker in history!

89. Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has a dedicated team of 18+ men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk.

90. Over 1000 witnesses can prove every one of those claims in any live televised Congressional hearing!

91. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies. That is why they criminally help cover-up investigations of Tesla!

92. All of this was reported, in writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David Johnson at the FBI by those who supplied this information but Musk has yet to be arrested because crooked California politicians, who own his stock, protect him from arrest.

93. Why aren’t all of those parties in prison if it is so easy to prove the crime? Think back to recent history: the heads of the Department of Energy, the FBI, The DOJ and the U.S. Attorney General were kicked out of their jobs for corruption. THIS was the corruption they were doing. They all knew about this crime but they were covering it up.

94. Musk took over Tesla Motors in a hostile take-over in order to exploit lithium, cobalt and other mining corruption deals for his business partners.

95. When you take a look at the ‘lithium’ in Musk’s horrifically miss-engineered lithium ion batteries you will uncover horrible crimes engaged in to acquire it.

96. His batteries cause wars in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia from the corrupt mining deals involved with mining lithium and cobalt.

97. Lithium ion batteries are insider trading-owned by ex-CIA boss Woolsey and DOE Boss Chu.

98. Lithium ion batteries excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they burn and destroy your
99. Musk's batteries kill the factory workers who make them
100. Musk's batteries cause Panasonic to be one of the most corrupt companies in the world
101. Musk's batteries poison the Earth when disposed of
102. Musk's batteries can't be extinguished by firemen
103. Musk's batteries poison firemen when they burn
104. Musk's batteries are based on criminally corrupt mining schemes like URANIUM ONE
105. Musk's batteries have over 61 toxic chemicals in them
106. Musk's batteries come from an industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls used to
    nay say all other forms of energy
107. Musk's batteries and are insider-trading owned by corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a
    SAFETY COVER-UP about their dangers.
108. Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding and setting people on fire.
109. Over time the chemical dendrites, or deposits, inside each Musk battery grow worse and
    increase the chances of explosion as they age -
110. Musk's LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE
    AS TIME GOES ON AND AS THEY AGE. This is not a theory. This is a scientific fact. That is
    why you hear about more and more lithium batteries catching fire and blowing up.
111. Additionally, scientists also speculate that the increasing presence of low energy nuclear
    background energy and wifi energy in the environment is making lithium ion batteries explode
    more often lately. This theory is upheld by the increasing number of FAA reports about
    commercial airline cabins suddenly “filling up with toxic smoke” as some lithium ion battery
    explodes in someones overhead luggage. As commercial jets go higher they lose the protection
    of the atmosphere and are subjected to more gamma (and other) radiation from overhead. This
    makes the already unstable lithium ion batteries on board blow up.
112. "Bad Guys" have figured out how to make them explode remotely in devices by making the
    device electronics cause the batteries to overload.
113. The dangers of lithium ion batteries are hidden by CNN and Main Stream News (MSN)
    because pretty much only the DNC people profit from them and the DNC folks control CNN
    and the MSN.
114. The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium
    ion batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search
    engine rigging
115. United States Senators that are supposed to protect us from these deadly products own the
    stock market assets of them so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA
    from outlawing them.
116. Tom Steyer is a notorious DNC financier. His partner, Margaret Sullivan ran, the federal
    USAID agency, USAID sent all of the DNC campaign financiers in Silicon Valley a federal
    ‘report’ from USAID that said there was “A TRILLION DOLLARS OF LITHIUM IN
    AFGHANISTAN” and promised to give those lithium mines, EXCLUSIVELY, to the Silicon
    Valley venture capitalists if they funded and web search manipulated the election for Obama to
    take over the White House. We have the documents proving this. In other words, a re-up of the
Afghan War was caused by Elon Musk and it killed American soldiers so that Musk could buy more mansions and trophy wives.

117. Alkaline, NiCAD and hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT have all of these problems but Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider trading ownerships.

118. Tesla Motors has caused far more deaths and injuries than the world generally knows about.

119. A recent fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive and killed him.

120. In Florida two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony.

121. A man died in agony in a Tesla crash in Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire.

122. A young woman, at the start of life, and her boyfriend were burned alive in their crashed Tesla.

123. There are many more deaths and crashes than you have seen in the Main Stream News (MSN). The deaths and the cover-ups are endless.

124. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies and they cover-up and halt investigations and laws designed to save the public. They, and their cronies, spend over $1B a year to shill and troll hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers.

125. Lithium ion EVs are more prone to battery fires. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can fuel hotter fires that release toxic fumes and are more difficult to put out.

126. Lithium ion fires keep reigniting which explains why it takes so long and requires copious amounts of water or foam (it is an electric fire, after all) to smother the flames.

127. Tesla employee Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and they got fired and/or warned to "say nothing" by Musk.

128. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane crash next to Tesla offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers.

129. The DNC bosses, Congress people and federal executives own the stock in lithium, Solar and EV markets and use kickbacks from those markets (Especially via convoluted campaign finance laundering via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC.

130. The DNC bosses and Musk use character assassination as their main political tool against any member of the public who speaks out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. The Harvey Weinstein reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that they pay to destroy people's lives. They use Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Media Matters, David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook servers, Podesta Group, Perkins Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of "media assassins".

131. Musk's "cabin boy": Jared Birchell, runs around covering up Musk crimes all day

132. Gawker and Gizmodo Media set-up the attack stories and, in paid partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8 Billion people, forever. Google locks the attack articles of its enemies on the front top search results of Google search results forever, on purpose! Google and Musk are partners-in-crime.

133. Larry Page steals technology for Google and Musk meets with Larry Page to advise him on which technologies to steal and how to bypass FEC laws.

We saw Elon Musk commit crimes and we saw the Obama White House cover-up those crimes. We, and our associates, worked for Bright Automotive, Zap Electric, APTERA, Eco Motors, XPV, The United States Department of Energy and the federal Office of Management and Budget and Tesla Motors itself. Americans have an expectation that their tax dollars will be used in a fair and legal manner and not to pay off crony campaign financiers like Elon Musk.

Americans have an expectation that fair market competition will decide which companies get to live or die and that no campaign financiers gets to order the White House to produce the death or success decision about any American business. Elon Musk’s operation exists entirely because of criminal corruption and all of his companies must be shut down by federal law enforcement.

For nearly a decade, the U.S. Department of Energy has refused to comply with Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for copies of Tesla Motors entire D.O.E. funding application
documents. Former D.O.E. employees have shredded copies of those documents in order to keep them from being exposed to the public and the media. Why would they do that? Because those documents reveal felony criminal fraud by Tesla Motors, federal violations of the Section 136 law requirements and manipulations of the “hard-wiring” of the entire D.O.E. program. Those documents, which we have seen (and some Senate staff have private copies of) prove that, in a side-by-side comparison with all other applicants, the Tesla application was manipulation, rigged, false-reviewed and crony-advanced in order to pay-off certain campaign financiers and damage their competitors.

154. Demand that the U.S. Department of Energy stop breaking the law and comply with the FOIA requests to stop hiding the incriminating evidence in the Tesla files. Demand that the public be shown the original paper and not the later, “doctored” versions.

155. We saw Elon Musk operate an entirely illegal and unethical program based on State and Federal corruption. We told this, in writing and in person to the U.S. Attorney General: Eric Holder, who then quit his job after we reported these facts to him.

156. We reported that Elon Musk lied about vast number of dangers of the lithium ion chemistry he was using. Nothing was done.

157. We reported that our associates at the Department of Energy were having their safety reports on lithium ion danger suppressed. Nothing was done.

158. We reported that Elon Musk’s credit rating and financial records were fraudulent and amounted to “cooking the books”. Nothing was done.

159. We reported bribes paid by Musk’s lobbyists and associated to government officials in order to grease the skids for his crony payola. Nothing was done.

160. We reported that Goldman Sachs and Tesla Motors were operating a stock fraud pump-and-dump scam to manipulate Elon Musk’s stock holdings. Nothing was done.

161. We reported over a hundred illegal and corrupt actions by Elon Musk and his mob of Silicon Valley gangsters. Nothing was done.

162. If you have an ounce of morality, then you will not want to help Musk & Tesla profit from the crony political corruption that created them. Musk exists because he bribes politicians & acts as an illegal campaign financing conduit.

163. DOT/NHTSA has covered up years of reports about an acceleration surge issue that can suddenly crash your Tesla into walls and drive it off cliffs. It is either a known hacking attack or the effect of WiFi on Tesla electronics. Either can kill you.

164. Musk & Tesla are pure evil & exist because of hyper-corruption. You don’t want to contribute to their evil or be part of it in any way. You are funding evil & supporting criminal corruption by buying a Tesla or any Elon Musk owned product like Solar City, Tesla, Space X, Hyperloop, etc.!

165. Elon Musk spent more money, than any other car company in history, to do the exact same things that any other car has done, or could do, for 20 times less money. Musk’s Tesla was $100,000.00 over budget, per car, at the time that Musk was handed his crony Dept. of Energy froms by Steven Chu. Musk has no clue how to operate a car company.

166. In one lawsuit it is noted that: “...Plaintiff and Tesla both applied for funds at the same time, in the same funding cycle in the same program. Tesla had the historically epic number of horrific
issues listed below, which were known to DOE at the time of application, and Plaintiffs had NONE of these issues. How can any court, or rational person, believe that Plaintiffs were not intentionally bypassed, targeted and damaged for political reasons while Tesla was simultaneously approved for political reasons, when the comparative metrics between the two applicants prove the largest merit disparity in the entire recorded history of the U.S. Department of Energy….the singular, and only, review criteria used by Department of Energy officials was: WHICH ONE BRIBED THE CAMPAIGN FINANCE GROUP FOR BARACK OBAMA?!"; Thus proving that Tesla exists because of organized-crime level political corruption.

167. Elon Musk’s self-driving “autopilot” feature, which keeps crashing and failing, is his attempt to scam taxpayer cash from Dept. of Transportation and Dept. of Energy public funds. He is only trying to do it to get more free federal cash.

168. The inventor of lithium ion batteries has confessed that lithium ion batteries blow up eventually. He says that deadly dendrites plague lithium-ion battery technology. The dendrites accumulate as part of the standard charging and recharging cycle and eventually cause a short circuit that often results in a smoldering or burning battery. These dendrites are destined to eventually blow up most Tesla cars and many electronic devices using lithium ion!

169. The CIA’s software designed to take over any Tesla on Earth and kill the driver, passengers and bystanders has been released in the wild and every hacker on Earth can now easily get a copy of it and kill you in your Tesla!

170. Ex-employees have leaked faked financial records, evidence of massive click-farm fake social media manipulation and evidence of unreported deaths and accidents. They say that most Tesla’s have one kind of defect or another.

171. If you read about the dirty deeds and cocaine dealings with the In-Q-Tel airplanes called “Cocaine 1” & “Cocaine 2”, & the corruption behind the company called In-Q-Tel & Musk’s software programmer who ran “The Silk Road” drug & murder service then you must be concerned that many In-Q-Tel people work for Musk. Why does Musk need dirty druggies & spies on his payroll unless he is running covert drug and business spying activities?

172. Ex-employees, Gawker writers and gay lawyers from Covington & Burling have leaked stories that Elon Musk, Reid Hoffman, Larry Page are “butt buddies”.

173. Musk is anti-American and Anti-Worker Rights and has been caught flying in H1-B cheap offshore labor and exploiting immigrants for his deadly profits. Musk hates unions and worker rights efforts.

174. Elon Musk gets the Cobalt chemical to make his lithium ion batteries from slave trade and blood-money corruption in the Congo!

175. The lithium ion batteries that Musk uses also blow up when they naturally encounter Low Energy Nuclear (LENR) effects in the ambient environment. Millions of chemicals don’t blow up from LENR’d but lithium ion does!

176. If you are a Democrat then know that Elon Musk cost you the Hillary Clinton campaign because of his payola schemes. If you are a Republican, know that Elon Musk is the epitome of the worst form of DNC crony corruption you ever saw!

177. Musk bribed California politicians to give him hundreds of millions of dollars of taxpayer dollars & resources he never earned or worked for. He only got those crony payola perks
handed to him because he operated as an illicit front for corrupt campaign financing for Dianne Feinstein, Jerry Brown, Harry Reid, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.

178. Multiple parties have filed “Demands For The Arrest of Elon Musk” with the FBI, DOJ, AG, FTC, SEC and other law enforcement agencies. It is not likely that Musk, or his companies will survive a full investigation.

179. Tesla and Solyndra sit on the same land in Fremont, CA. Solyndra was raided by the FBI for corruption. Tesla SHOULD be raided by the FBI for corruption. Both companies had kick-back crony payola schemes with Senator Dianne Feinstein. She owned the land, lease, HR, construction company and supplier interests and stock for both companies in one of the most massive conflict-of-interest crony financing schemes in U.S. history. Elon Musk and the Feinsteins are corruption partners.


181. Elon Musk is one of the main financiers behind Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton, both of whom have been charged with corruption. Musk endlessly tweets lies & “...No I didn’t do those bad things” BS but nobody else supports him.

182. Tesla financial records are “cooked” in a fraudulent manner to make the stock market valuation of Tesla a falsely manipulated factor. Musk uses “pre-orders”, by his own investors, to fake sales and wrote emails to customers asking them to put small deposits down so he could book them as fully paid sales in one of a large number of stock and loan valuation frauds. Musk and his investors practice stock market skims, pump-and-dumps and Flash Boy manipulations.

183. Lithium ion batteries are blowing up, starting fires & generally, destroying people’s homes, cars, electronics & physical health. Boeing was ordered to stop flying the 787 Dreamliner because it’s Lithium ion batteries are catching fire spontaneously. A group of silicon valley venture capitalists forced/leveraged the government to buy & pay for these specific batteries, that they have stock in, in order to benefit their profit margins. Other batteries don’t have these problems. They knew about the dangers from day one, but put greed ahead of safety. There are thousands & thousands of reports of spontaneous lithium ion fires but the VC’s who back lithium ion pay to keep this information hushed up. Millions of these batteries have been recalled for fire risk. The VC’s tried to push as many as they could before they got caught. Now they are caught. These VC’s & the Senators they bribed own stock in lithium mining companies too.

184. Tesla Motors has filed a patent which states the following, THESE ARE TESLA MOTORS WORDS warning about a crisis, the level of which they never disclosed to the consumer:

“Thermal runaway is of major concern since a single incident can lead to significant property damage &, in some circumstances, bodily harm or loss of life. When a battery undergoes thermal runaway, it typically emits a large quantity of smoke, jets of flaming liquid electrolyte, & sufficient heat to lead to the combustion & destruction of materials in close proximity to the cell. If the cell undergoing thermal runaway is surrounded by one or more additional cells as is typical in a battery pack, then a single thermal runaway event
can quickly lead to the thermal runaway of multiple cells which, in turn, can lead to much more extensive collateral damage. Regardless of whether a single cell or multiple cells are undergoing this phenomenon, if the initial fire is not extinguished immediately, subsequent fires may be caused that dramatically expand the degree of property damage. For example, the thermal runaway of a battery within an unattended laptop will likely result in not only the destruction of the laptop, but also at least partial destruction of its surroundings, e.g., home, office, car, laboratory, etc. If the laptop is on-board an aircraft, for example within the cargo hold or a luggage compartment, the ensuing smoke & fire may lead to an emergency landing or, under more dire conditions, a crash landing. Similarly, the thermal runaway of one or more batteries within the battery pack of a hybrid or electric vehicle may destroy not only the car, but may lead to a car wreck if the car is being driven or the destruction of its surroundings if the car is parked”. See http://whoiselonmusk.com for more...

185. Tesla’s own staff, & every fire department, have now admitted that once a lithium ion fire gets started in a Tesla, that it is impossible to extinguish burning lithium ion material. This is Tesla’s own words in THEIR patent filing, (You can look it up online) saying that the risk is monumental. Tesla has 6800 lithium ion batteries, any one of which can “go thermal”, start a chain reaction and blow up all of the rest of the 6800+ deadly batteries! Tesla drivers have been burned alive in thermal globs of flaming lithium ion, plastics & metal. Bystanders have heard their horrific screams of unutterable pain & terror as they were burned alive! Tesla fires can’t be extinguished & the bodies are burned into “unrecognizable lumps of charred flesh”, according to fireman.

186. Lithium Ion batteries “go thermal” in peoples pockets, in your notebook, especially in a Tesla & Fisker car. There are tens of thousands of articles documenting this & there is a cover-up by the VC’s that fund these things to keep this fact out-of-sight. Making Lithium Ion batteries poisons the workers who make them. It is a dangerous product that is covered-up by the Obama Administration. Panasonic knows that these batteries are deadly.

187. Tesla only exists to exploit Elon Musk’s briberies. The lithium ion batteries blow up when they get: wet, hot, bumped, over-charged, struck by energy fields, exposed to air or squashed. Lithium ion batteries poison the Earth & that they poison & kill the workers that make them. Lithium ion batteries come from war profiteering in Afghan & Bolivian corruption

188. Panasonic is Elon Musk’s partner. Panasonic is one of the most corrupt companies in the world. Panasonic has been charged, on multiple continents with: Product dumping, bribery, collusion, price fixing, anti-trust law violations, racketeering, worker abuse, toxic poisoning of workers, & other crimes. It is no wonder that Elon Musk & Panasonic are partners. Tata Motors executive Karl Slym was killed for exposing this fact.

189. Your tax dollars were stolen in order to make Tesla Motors, as part of a political financing kick-back scam. In other words, part of your paycheck was taken away from you in order to buy hookers, rent-boys & private jets for Musk & company.

190. Tesla’s are forged in criminal corruption, so anybody who drives a Tesla must be either ignorant, a weasel or one of the corrupt. The whole world now knows all of the facts in this list so you can never plead ignorance to these crimes.
191. Tesla’s have a huge amount of highly documented defects. The defects are so extensive that Tesla made buyers sign confidentiality agreements to try to hide how messed up their cars are.

192. Tesla’s have killed more people than the main-stream news has reported. The full Tesla death-list is covered up.

193. Musk lied about why he wanted to make electric cars, when, in fact, he actually poisons the environment because Tesla investors wanted to exploit toxic minerals & materials which can’t be recycled in a clean manner.

194. No other electric car has been so mundane, & yet had so many problems with it, since the electric car was first sold in the 1800’s. There is nothing “novel” or “amazing” about the Tesla aside from dime store parlor tricks for PR hype.

195. More drunks have crashed Tesla’s, than any other per capita car in the world, per volume of cars made.

196. Elon Musk’s co-founders, investors, partners, wives, investors, suppliers & employees have sued him for being a fraud &, essentially, called him an ”asshole” in court records.

197. Elon Musk lied on this Department of Energy funding application and the Obama Administration refuses to allow any federal employees or witnesses to testify to these facts in public due to the devastating potential results of these facts.

198. More owners of Tesla’s have been found to cheat on their taxes, & be involved in abuse-based divorces, than almost any other car brand owner. Tesla owners are bad people who rationalize their poor life choices. Owning a Tesla is a red-flag for a tax audit!

199. Elon Musk will lie, cheat & steal in order to self-aggrandize & glorify his egotistical mania. Musk has been documented engaging in over 100 lies which were later proven to be false. He has spent tens of millions of dollars to buy fake news about himself on Twitter, Facebook & Google because he is such a mentally disturbed ego-maniac.

200. None of Elon Musk’s companies would exist if not for taxpayer funded handouts given to him by corrupt politicians in exchange for illegal campaign finance deals with him & his investors.

201. Google, & Tesla, who are financial & political partners, have both been caught spying on consumers & manipulating Internet data in order to cover-up their complicity in huge political corruption & kick-back deals.

202. Musk took U.S. taxpayer dollars from the government & then hired cheap off-shore labor & fired U.S. Union workers & domestic workers. He lied to & screwed the NUMMI workers that were working at the Fremont plant.

203. Musk has put over 18 surveillance devices in the Tesla. Anybody can hack those devices & monitor you. WORSE YET, foreign agents have hacked the Tesla & taken over the controls & driven Tesla’s into bystanders & over cliffs.

204. When Erick Strickland was head of the NHTSA he was confronted about DOT safety cover-ups of the Tesla to protect Obama. He quit 48 hours later. The DOT safety cover-ups to protect the Obama campaign finance payola scheme continue to this day. Obama’s Gibbs, Emanuel, Plouffe, Axelrod and Carney quit within a week of being threatened with exposure.

205. Elon Musk paid some of the largest bribes in the history of China, facilitated by Dianne Feinstein and her Chinese spy connections, in order to get his China factory opened.

206. Tesla’s have had a large number of recalls but Elon Musk refuses to call them “recalls”. Tesla’s
have had multiple recalls for SEVERE safety dangers. DOT has been told this, in writing, for years, but wont take action in order to protect Obama.

207. Elon Musk is a bullshit artist who has no original ideas & wears black-turtle neck shirts (like Elizabeth Homes) to try to create a “cult” around himself & convince the world that he is a “Jesus-like” figure when, in fact, he is a clinical sociopath.

208. Tesla is a severe public safety hazard that has been systematically covered up by corrupt politicians.

209. Large numbers of Ex-CIA staff and In-Q-Tel spy staff work for Musk. Why does he need spies to build cars?

210. Tesla Motors batteries were promoted by those who wished to exploit the Afghanistan War for personal profit by controlling the Afghan lithium mining fields. Kleiner Perkins and Draper Fisher hyped the “…trillions of $ of lithium in Afghanistan.”

211. Tesla Motors batteries blow up on their own because their chemistry causes them to be naturally defective.

212. Tesla Motors batteries blow up when they get wet because their chemistry is activated by water to make them explode.

213. Tesla Motors batteries fires cannot be put out by any common fire-fighting resources.

214. Tesla Motors batteries set themselves on fire.

215. Per Federal MSDS disclosure documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit cancer-causing vapors when they burn.

216. Tesla Motors Vehicles toxicity poison bystanders, nearby vehicular passengers, airline passengers in planes carrying said batteries in their holds, & environments where such incidents occur.

217. Tesla Motors batteries blow up when bumped by the same level of car incident that would, otherwise, only dent a normal car bumper.

218. In an accident, when a Tesla rolls over, molten metal & plastic can drip on & burn the occupants alive.

219. Tesla has multiple sexual harassment and unsafe work-place lawsuits against the company.

220. Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit brain damaging chemicals when they burn.

221. Tesla is a stock pumping scam to profiteering on stock market peak manipulation at the expense of taxpayers.

222. Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals, burning, or not, that can damage an unborn fetus within the mother.

223. Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals that can cause lung damage.

224. Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals that can cause liver damage.

225. Per published lawsuits & news reports, the factories that make Tesla Motors batteries have been charged with the deaths, & potentially fatal illness, of over 1000 workers & the poisoning of nearby towns.

226. Tesla Motors batteries become even more dangerous over time, particularly when tasked by electric transportation systems like Hover-boards & Tesla's. The chemistry in a lithium ion battery changes to become more unstable over time.

227. Tesla Motors batteries were never designed to be used in automobiles. Tesla used non-
automotive batteries in one of the most dangerous configurations possible.

228. Tesla Motors occupants experience higher EMF radiation exposure than gasoline vehicle occupants.

229. Elon Musk’s Space X vehicles & Tesla Motors vehicles have both had a higher-than-average number of explosions. This has caused outside experts to doubt Musk’s ability to place safety considerations over his need for hyped-up PR.

230. Leaked Sandia National Labs & FAA research videos dramatically demonstrate the unstoppable, horrific, “re-percussive accelerating domino-effect” explosive fire effect of the Tesla Motors batteries.

231. Tesla’s own “Superchargers” & home 3-prong chargers have set Tesla’s, homes & businesses on fire.

232. Consumer rights groups contacted Erick Strickland, the head of the NHTSA, & charged him with a cover-up. He quit days later. The NHTSA then issued a safety investigation request to Tesla Motors, which would have more publicly exposed these dangers, but the safety investigation was never under-taken due to White House requests & lobbyist bribes, from Tesla, which got the investigation shut down.

233. NEPA regulations for the Tesla NUMMI factory in California & the Nevada Tesla “Gigafactory” have been violated relative to environmental safety standards.

234. Tesla Motors vehicles are not “Factory Built” “like Ford” builds cars, as Tesla professes. They are hand built in small volumes & subjected to numerous defects. Blogs have documented hundreds of defects, as listed by Tesla owners. Tesla has lost at least one LEMON CAR LAWSUIT for defective manufacturing.

235. Tesla’s “showrooms” are often “pop-up” retail storefronts that are in tight-proximity retail centers, putting it’s neighbors at risk of total loss from fire damage.

236. Tesla Motors vehicles have been hacked & taken over. Their doors, steering, listening devices & navigation have been taken over by outside parties. Multiple Tesla have suddenly swerved off the road, over cliffs & into other vehicles, killing bystanders & Tesla drivers.

237. Three Tesla top engineers & two competing senior executives, all of whom had whistle-blown on Tesla, who were in perfect health one day, suddenly died mysteriously the next day.

238. Multiple employees, founders, investors, marital partners, suppliers & others have sued Tesla Motors, &/or it’s senior executives for fraud. Musk had nothing to do with creating Tesla. He ran a hostile take-over of Tesla from the founders.

239. In addition to suing him, many of his former staff & partners have described Musk as an “Arrogant Prick”.

240. Main-Stream Media (MSM) have agreed not to provide news coverage of the deadly defects of the Tesla because the MSM are owned by the same politicians who own Tesla Motors. It is now legal to sue The New York Times for hiding these deadly defects, though, particularly if your family member was injured or killed because they covered-up the danger for political reasons.

241. If you think the above bullet-points are bad there are over a 1000 more. Find the book “Is Elon Musk A Fraud” online or visit https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com/ or thousands of other sites that expose the truth about Musk & Tesla!
242. BANKRUPT MUSK – NO CASH FOR CRONY CORRUPTION. Print this out & freely re-post it on blogs & social media. Post this on bulletin boards. Put this on the windshield of every Tesla you find. Print this out & hand these out in front of every Tesla dealership: Nobody can stop you from handing these out, it is your U.S. Constitutional First Amendment Right! Pass the word! We are prepared to back up every single fact on here at any public meeting with the FBI, Congress, FTC, GAO, SEC or before a Federal Special Prosecutor.

243. The crash of a Tesla Model X through the home of South Korean singer and actor Ji Chang Son. The crash ended with the nose of the vehicle in Ji Chang Son's living room after the Tesla malfunctioned. Hundreds of such Tesla crashes have occurred, resulting in the deaths and injuries of Tesla owners, passengers, bystanders, oncoming drivers and others.

244. Following accusations by a Korean celebrity that a Tesla car spontaneously drove through a wall, the carmaker has replied that the crash was “entirely due to the man’s horrible driving” in an ongoing effort, by Tesla, to steer the blame away from Tesla faulty engineering. Actor and singer Son Ji-chang (identified as Ji Chang Son in court documents) claimed he was parking his Tesla Model X SUV when the vehicle suddenly lurched forward into his living room.

245. In a lawsuit filed last week in California, Son claimed that the crash was due to “sudden unintended acceleration” and sought class-action status with other Model X owners. In a nod to the car’s ability to sense and avoid crashes, the lawsuit also hinted that the Model X should not be allowed take actions that the car “knows will result in the collision with a fixed object.”

246. In June, another California-based Model X owner, Puzant Ozbag, similarly claimed that his Model X spontaneously accelerated through a parking lot and into a wall. A special prosecutor is needed to investigate Tesla due to the huge number of cover-ups, by Tesla and the Obama Administration, to protect campaign financier Elon Musk. Jeff Sessions needs to hire a lawyer from outside the government appointed by Sessions as attorney general or, in the United States, by Congress to investigate a government official for misconduct while in office. A reasoning for such an appointment is that the governmental branch or agency may have political connections to those it might be asked to investigate. Inherently, this creates a conflict of interest and a solution is to have someone from outside the department lead the investigation. The term "special prosecutor" may have a variety of meanings from one country to the next, from one government branch to the next within the same country, and within different agencies within each government branch. Critics of the use of special prosecutors argue that these investigators act as a "fourth branch" to the government because they are not subject to limitations in spending, nor do they have deadlines to meet.

247. Attorneys carrying out special prosecutor functions in either federal or state courts of the United States are typically appointed ad hoc with representation limited to one case or a delineated series of cases that implicate compelling governmental interests, such as: Fraud (SEC, Complex, Cybercrime, Mortgages), Public Corruption, Money Laundering & Asset Forfeiture, Civil Rights, Racketeering Across State lines, Environmental Protection, National Security, Tax & Bankruptcy, Organized Crime, or International cases where the US is a party). [1] Special prosecutors in courts of the United States may either be appointed formally by one of the three branches of government in a criminal proceeding, or when dictated by federal law or regulation, or informally in civil proceedings, and also by one of the three branches of
government, or by a non-governmental entity to prosecute alleged unlawful conduct by
government agents. When appointed by the judicial branch to investigate and, if justified, seek
indictments in a particular judicial branch case, the attorney is called special prosecutor.[2]
When appointed/hired particularly by a governmental branch or agency to investigate alleged
misconduct within that branch or agency, the attorney is called independent counsel.[3] When
appointed/hired by the state or political subdivision to assist in a particular judicial branch case
when the public interest so requires, the attorney is called special counsel.[3] When
appointed/hired by an organization, corporation, person or other non-governmental entity to
investigate and, if justified, seek indictments against one or more government officials for acts
committed under color of law, the attorney may be called special counsel or special prosecutor.
The term is sometimes used as a synonym for independent counsel, but under the former law
authorizing the independent counsel, the appointment was made by a special panel of the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. The Ethics in Government Act
expired in 1999, and was effectively replaced by Department of Justice regulation 28 CFR Part
600, under which Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald was appointed to look into the Plame
affair. The Tesla Motors and Elon Musk Case requires a Special Prosecutor.

248. ELON MUSK AND TESLA FACE CRIMINAL FRAUD CHARGES BY FEDS! MUSK
FINALLY EXPOSED!

249. SEC subpoenas TESLA over Musk tweets...

250. Whistleblower posts 'flawed cars' details...

251. Elon Musk's Incredible Smoke And Mirrors Dance. Elon Musk's untraceable money
laundering and political bribery scam has now been exposed. It is called an "Invisible Bridge".
It is the way that covert funds move through a secret conduit of close associates and family
members. Elon Musk is at the head of the conduit and his mother, brother and associates Tim
Draper, Steve Jurvetson, and George Soros round out the other tentacles. With operational links
through Wells Fargo Bank, Silicon Valley Bank and Goldman Sachs, the scheme is perfected
corruption. The "bridge" uses a combination of fake tax evasion charities and business assets,
passes through Senator's pockets and is never visible to the FBI, the FEC and the SEC unless
they have very good agents assigned to the matter.

252. NTSB, DOJ, SEC and FEC have been blocked from action by DNC lobbyists.

253. The overt and arrogant Musk misdeeds have now become "obvious and RICO-violating..."

254. He is protected by Senators Reid, Harris, Pelosi and Feinstein. They are beneficiaries of the
scam. Musk’s self promoting, narcissistic, multi-billion dollar, self-aggrandizing PR hype. Elon
Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians including Obama, Clinton and Senators
Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Spier and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government
resources from the Department of Energy and the California political tax pool. This is proven
when you follow-the-money and the insider trading, stock ownership and crony payola kick-
backs.

255. He is protected by the Clinton and Obama organizations along with most of the DNC. He
finances these politicians via this scheme.

256. The U.S. Dept of Energy (DOE) has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in
which DOE funds are being used as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to
pay for Fusion-GPS attacks on Silicon Valley business competitors.

257. DNC campaign financiers and DOE staff share stock market holdings with each other under family trusts, shell corporations and layered Goldman Sachs accounts. The deal was: Obama funds Tesla, Musk conduits campaign funds to Obama, top Obama staff profit off of insider Musk stocks.

258. Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a balding fake-hair wearing, plastic surgery-addicted, bi-sexual douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader.

259. Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and Cobalt. Look up this phrase on the top search engines: “child labor electric car batteries”

260. Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake news self-glory look-at-me articles about himself. Musk thinks he is the 'Jesus' of Silicon Valley and he will do anything to make the public think so. Musk is insecure because his father was abusive and his “trophy wife” Mother is overbearing so he developed sociopath-like mental issues.

261. Musk has been professionally diagnosed as a 'psychotic narcissist.'

262. Musk uses shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and hide his bribes and stock market insider trading. His brother ran Solar City and is now under federal investigation for securities fraud.

263. A huge number of Tesla drivers, per capita, have been killed; pedestrians and oncoming drivers have also been killed, and Musk covers it up.

264. The DNC and the MSM refuse to allow any articles about Musk's crimes to be printed because they benefit from Musk's crimes.

265. VC's Tim Draper and Steve Jurvetson are so fanatical about not being embarrassed from a Tesla bankruptcy that they will pump the TSLA stock and threaten anybody who might disclose the Musk misdeeds.

266. Peter Thiel, a Musk 'boyfriend' also protects Musk. Musk, and his cronies, use Palantir, Google and related software to scan the entire internet every few minutes for any occurrence of the words: “Musk”, “Tesla” or “Tesla Fire”. They send trolls and fake bloggers (Many of them Russian) to put pro-Musk comments on the comments section of any blogs or articles discussing those topics and try to flood out the truth about Musk. In EVERY blog that you read that mentions 'Musk', at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed their by Musk's paid shills.

267. There are no “Tesla Fan Boys”. All of the fanatic Tesla comments on the internet are Musk's, Thiel’s, Jurvetson’s and Draper’s fake fanboy trolls. Musk, himself, stays up late at night pretending to be a ‘Tesla Fan Boy’ on blogs.

268. Main Stream DNC-biased News organizations who refuse to cover the story reveal themselves as shills for Musk

269. The Silicon Valley Mafia promotes Musk as a "Tech God" leader but, in reality Musk is the same kind of "Leader" as Charles Manson, Jim Jones, David Koresh, Swami Rajneesh and Al Capone.

270. His own people have sued him for fraud and lies once they realized that Musk-ism and Scientology had so much in common.

271. The 'Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of frat boy sociopath venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson,
Tim Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten those who do not support the cult of Tesla or their political candidates.

272. Musk holds the Silicon Valley record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders.

273. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-CIA and In-Q-Tel staff and assign them to "dirty tricks teams" to attack his competitors and elected officials who Musk hates.

274. Musk and his culture are being sued for abuse to women and blacks and the Unions hate him for lying to them.


276. Musk never founded his companies. He took Tesla away from the founder: Marty, in a hostile take-over!

277. Musk's "Starlink" satellites are domestic spy and political manipulation tools - never get your internet from anything SpaceX has launched. SpaceX is entirely a domestic spy operation.

278. Musk's "Mars" scheme is just a PR distraction to keep the news from looking too close at SpaceX domestic spying satellites.

279. The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause cancer from cell phones exists in massive amounts in a Tesla.

280. Musk can't fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills.

281. If you pull a report of every VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance, repair and lawsuit records you will find that the "per volume" fire, crash, death and defect rate is THE WORST of any car maker in history! Musk's lobbyists have bribed DOT and NHTSA to stall safety inspections.

282. NO COMPLETE UNCOMPROMISING SAFETY REPORT ON TESLA CARS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED but we have a copy of a hushed up report that would put Tesla out of business.

283. Musk's 'Autopilot' system is a scam to get government cash BUT IT NEVER WORKS. The Tesla 'Autopilot' has crashed into police cars, pedestrians, swamps and driven owners over cliffs.

284. Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has a dedicated team of 18 men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk.

285. The "Silk Road" Cocaine and Murder-For-Hire website was created at Musk's SpaceX.

286. Musk's In-Q-Tel staff ran two transport planes filled with drugs; listed as "Cocaine 1" on FAA records.

287. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies. That is why they criminally help cover-up investigations of Tesla!

288. All of this was reported, in writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David Johnson at the FBI.

289. Tesla and Solyndra sit on the same land and share staff, contracts and lobbying. California politicians own parts of both companies.

290. Musk took over Tesla Motors in a hostile take-over in order to exploit lithium, cobalt and other mining corruption deals for his business partners.
291. The ‘lithium’ in Musk’s horrifically miss-engineered lithium ion batteries cause wars in the Congo over mining corruption.

292. Afghanistan and Bolivian mobsters benefit from the corrupt mining deals involved with mining lithium and cobalt for Elon Musk's batteries.

293. Elon Musk opened a factory in China to try to avoid American worker safety laws because all of the labor cheats and safety violations he had engaged in, in America, were catching up to him. He neglected to provide adequate worker safety to quarantine for the coronavirus, though.

294. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries are insider trading-owned by ex-CIA boss Woolsey and DOE Boss Chu and they engaged in extreme conflict-of-interest to help Musk.

295. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they burn.

296. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries destroy your brain, lungs and nervous system when they burn.

297. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries kill the factory workers who make them.

298. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries cause Panasonic to be one of the most corrupt companies in the world.

299. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries poison the Earth when disposed of.

300. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries can't be extinguished by firemen because water makes them explode even more and then explode again hours later.

301. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries have chemical dendrites and deposition massing issues (revealed by X-Ray analysis) which makes them more and more likely to explode as they age.

302. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries poison firemen when they burn.

303. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries are based on criminally corrupt mining schemes like URANIUM ONE.

304. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries have over 61 toxic chemicals in them.

305. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries come from an industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls that they hire to nay say all other forms of energy.

306. Elon Musk’s Lithium ion batteries are insider-trading owned by corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a SAFETY COVER-UP about their dangers.

307. Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding and setting people on fire.

308. Over time the chemical dendrites, or deposits, inside each battery grow worse and increase the chances of explosion as they age - LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE AS TIME GOES ON AND AS THEY AGE. This is not a theory. This is a scientific fact. That is why you hear about more and more lithium batteries catching fire and blowing up. Additionally, scientists also speculate that the increasing presence of low energy nuclear background energy and wifi energy in the environment is making lithium ion batteries explode more often lately. This is upheld by the increasing number of FAA reports about commercial airline cabins suddenly “filling up with toxic smoke” as some lithium ion battery explodes in someone’s overhead luggage. As commercial jets go higher they lose the protection of the atmosphere and are subjected to more gamma (and other) radiation from overhead. This makes the already unstable lithium ion batteries on board blow up.

309. Tesla owner’s had had more DUI’s, abuse filings in divorce proceedings and crashes than any other car maker PER VOLUME. This makes Tesla the #1 car for douche bags and scummy
people.

310. Tesla's own federal patent filing records confirm that Tesla batteries are as dangerous as this document reports.

311. Political activist George Soros owns part of Tesla Motors so that Soros can help conduit DNC cash.

312. The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium ion batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search engine rigging.

313. United States Senators that are supposed to protect us from these deadly products own the stock market assets of them so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA from outlawing them.

314. There have been thousands of defect reports filed on Tesla cars.

315. Tom Steyer is a notorious DNC financier. His partner, Margaret Sullivan ran, the federal USAID agency, USAID sent all of the DNC campaign financiers in Silicon Valley a federal ‘report’ from USAID that said there was “A TRILLION DOLLARS OF LITHIUM IN AFGHANISTAN” and promised to give those lithium mines, EXCLUSIVELY, to the Silicon Valley venture capitalists if they funded and web search manipulated the election for Obama to take over the White House. We have the documents proving this. In other words, a re-up of the Afghan War was caused by Elon Musk and it killed American soldiers so that Musk could buy more mansions and trophy wives.

316. If a Tesla battery gets wet it will explode and cause all of the other batteries to explode in a "cascade of explosions".

317. Water makes Tesla batteries explode.

318. In an accident, when a Tesla rolls over, molten metal & plastic can drip on & burn the occupants alive and seal them in molten metal.

319. Alkaline, NiCAD and hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT have all of these problems but Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider trading ownerships.

320. Tesla Motors has caused far more deaths and injuries than the world generally knows about.

321. A recent fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive and killed him.

322. In Florida two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony.

323. A man died in agony in a Tesla crash in Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire.

324. A young woman, at the start of life, and her boyfriend were burned alive in their crashed Tesla.

325. There are many more deaths and crashes than you have seen in the Main Stream News (MSN) The deaths and the cover-ups are endless.

326. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it's suppliers and mining companies and they cover-up and halt investigations and laws designed to save the public.

327. Elon Musk's Lithium ion battery partners spend over $1B a year to shill and troll hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers.

328. Lithium ion EVs are more prone to battery fires.
329. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can fuel hotter fires that release toxic fumes and are more difficult to put out. Lithium ion fires keep reigniting which explains why it takes so long and requires copious amounts of water or foam (it is an electric fire, after all) to smother the flames.

330. Tesla employee Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and they got fired and/or warned to "say nothing" by Musk.

331. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane crash next to Tesla offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers. Another whistle-blower has suggested they were killed in a "Boston Brakes" hit-job.

332. The DNC bosses, Congress people and federal executives own the stock in lithium, Solar and EV markets and use kickbacks from those markets (Especially via convoluted campaign finance laundering via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC.

333. The DNC bosses and Musk use character assassination as their main political tool against any member of the public who speaks out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. The Harvey Weinstein reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that they pay to destroy people's lives.

334. Musk uses Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Media Matters, David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook servers, Podesta Group, Perkins Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of "media assassins".

335. Musk buddies: Gawker and Gizmodo Media set-up the attack stories and, in paid partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8 Billion people, forever. Google locks the attack articles of its enemies on the front top search results of Google search results forever, on purpose! Google and Musk are partners-in-crime.

336. Larry Page steals technology for Google and Musk meets with Larry Page to advise him on which technologies to steal and how to bypass FEC laws.

337. Musk has exceeded FEC campaign finance limits by billions of dollars via “in-kind” services.

338. Had the full scope of these facts been acted on during the Obama Administration, Barack Obama would have become the first modern sitting President to have been arrested in the White House. Barack Obama was fully aware of these schemes, crony payola deals and corruption crimes and discussed the implementation of these crimes, daily, with Rahm Emanuel, David Plouffe, Steven Rattner, Robert Gibbs, John Podesta, David Axelrod, Eric Holder and Jay Carney in the Oval Office.

339. THIS corruption involves TRILLIONS of dollars of corrupt mining deals, automotive and energy monopolies!

340. THIS is why the federal budget analysis reports are showing TRILLIONS of dollars of 'untraceable' losses from the United States Treasury from 2006 up to today!

341. THIS is why a large number of reporters, whistle-blowers and prosecutors suddenly, and mysteriously turned up dead!

342. The company that Elon Musk built to usher in the electric-car future might not have enough cash to make it through the calendar year without stock markets scams being used to keep it alive.

343. Tesla again fell far short of its own production targets for the mass-market Model 3 sedan
Another person died in a crash involving its assisted-driving feature.

Musk entered into a public dispute with federal safety regulators.

Tesla’s once high-flying stock, buffeted by a downgrade from credit analysts, has dropped 24 percent from its peak in September but Silicon Valley Vc’s will pump it up to save face.

No one has raised or spent money the way Elon Musk has; Nor has any other chief executive officer of a public company made a bankruptcy joke on Twitter at a time when so much seemed to be unraveling.

Tesla is going through money so fast that, without additional financing, there is now a genuine risk that the 15-year-old company could run out of cash in 2018. The company burns through more than $6,500 every minute, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. Free cash flow—the amount of cash a company generates after accounting for capital expenditures—has been negative for five consecutive quarters. That will be a key figure to watch when Tesla reports earnings May 2. Read the full story here: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-tesla-burns-cash/

In years to come, we will all look back and wonder how so many people were taken in by this shyster, who makes Enron look honest.

One of Tesla’s greatest strengths is its ability to monetize the patience and goodwill of its customers and loyal fans. The company is sitting on a staggering $854 million in customer deposits as of the end of 2017.

Since Tesla sells its products direct to consumers, without relying on a dealer network, customer deposits are cash payments that essentially serve as interest-free loans—and these loans can stretch on for years. If Tesla were to go bankrupt, those deposit holders would likely be wiped out.

Tesla is holding customer deposits for two vehicles that aren’t even in production yet: an electric Tesla Semi ($20,000 deposit) and a next-generation Roadster (either $50,000 down or the $250,000 retail price paid up front to reserve a limited edition). Even customers interested in installing an array of solar roof panels or the company’s Powerwall home battery must hand over $1,000 to place an order.

Tesla doesn’t break out deposit numbers by car, but the vast majority comes from $1,000 reservations for the Model 3. When Musk first introduced the lower-priced sedan in March 2016, fans stood in long lines at Tesla stores. Two years later, the slower-than-expected pace of production means that most of the more than 400,000 reservation holders are still waiting. And new people appear to be joining the queue: As of April, the company reported “net Model 3 reservations remained stable.”

There’s an additional source of free money from loyal believers: An unknown number of customers have paid up for vehicle features—$3,000 for “Full Self Driving” capability, for example—that Tesla thus far hasn’t figured out or released to anyone.

Elon Musk cooked the books by emailing interested sales prospects and asked them to put a deposit down before each quarter ended so he could book their tiny deposits as fully transacted $60K+ "sales" before each quarter closed.

Elon Musk and SpaceX are being sued by multiple employees for "lying about safety standards, safety records" and deadly safety defects.
The Elon Musk Tesla Money Laundering Board Of Directors is as full of fraud and corruption as Musk. Birds of a feather stick together and the Jurvetson, Draper, Musk, et al; clan of corruption runs deep. The Board of Directors can't operate their scam without the whole pack of thieves and liars in place. An outsider will break their swamp of tax evasion, Dark Money political bribes, off-shore cash, self-dealing, book-cooking, real estate fraud, expense padding and other nefarious deeds.

Dianne Feinstein's family member: Herb Newman of Sausalito, California's HR firm: Newman Search (415 332-8425) has a company as of 1972 with the sole purpose of setting up investment bank deals with the People's Republic of China. Feinstein arranged for Newman to provide the staffing for Tesla and Solyndra. Dianne Feinstein has been under investigation for spy activities with China and her senior aide was arrested as a Chinese top spy. In 1973 Mr. Newman arrived in Canton at the invitation of the Chinese Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT). He and his company MVTC were one of fifty businesses to be invited to the Canton Trade Fair held in Kwangchow China. In 1978 Mr. Newman founded China Investments and in partnership with California Trade Delegations both companies as members of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce began taking US Corporations to China. Mr. Newman along with one of his associates at the time Mr. Darryl Schoon helped organize Senator Dianne Feinstein's first trip to China in conjunction with the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce. Herb Newman, Mart Bailey and Feinstein's Husband; Dick Blum are on intelligence agency watch-lists, and under electronic surveillance, for potentially corrupt deals with China, Tesla and Solyndra.

Dianne Feinstein's husband owns CBRE which owns the real estate contracts for both Tesla and Solyndra.

Dianne Feinstein's family owns interests in the construction companies hired by both Tesla and Solyndra.

Dianne Feinstein had her staff warn other California businesses away from using the NUMMI car factory in order to protect the real estate deal for both Tesla ans CBRE, which is owned by her husband.

Tesla began real estate deals in multiple states and then cancelled them at the last minute, which got them sued for fraud and charged with "lying" to different communities. They started, and then pulled out of these different building (San Jose, Southern California, New Mexico, Etc.) deals, because CBRE and Feinstein were trying to leverage real estate profit exploitation using taxpayer funding.

Panasonic and Tesla have known for decades that the Panasonic 18650 batteries used in the Tesla suffer from multiple chemistry degradation defects which will almost always make them eventually explode or "go thermal". The defects include: 1.) LENR activation, 2.) Dendrite lengthening, 3.) Particle congealing, 4.) Chemistry evolution and other defects. The Tesla projects is, essentially, a failed product product dumping effort of a failed and dangerous battery product.

Elon Musk has demanded that his employees sign "loyalty pledges", "vows" and engage in Omerta's in order to keep the corruption details of Tesla from being exposed to the public.

Tesla insider Antonio Gracias is the mob boss insider at Tesla who arranges media hit-jobs on those who displease Musk.
The NHTSB has issued requests to Tesla for safety tests and data that Tesla never complied with. Instead, Tesla paid bribes, which were referred to as "fees" to avoid having to complete those tests. An independent group of outside investigators issued a damning safety report to the NHTSB demanding that Tesla be compelled to produce the safety tests in 2010 but Obama appointed NHTSB executives buried the report and protected Tesla in order to keep the connection between Obama's funding and Tesla protected. NHTSB boss: Strickland, an Obama insider, was confronted with this in Washington, DC and resigned from his job 48 hours later. NHTSB has still not acted on the severe Tesla safety defects that have been reported since 2009.

An SEC investigation of Musk uncovered horrific evidence of Musk corruption but the SEC could not report or act on it because Obama congressional bosses and lobbyists got the SEC investigation "limited" to only examine a single Twitter "Tweet" from Musk.

Elon Musk is protected by top DOJ, SEC, CFTC, FEC and other Obama left-over staff as well as 45 U.S. Senators and top Federal Reserve members and Goldman Sachs, who live in terror that exposure of the entire Elon Musk financial food-chain will topple the entire DNC Dark Money payola scam. This is the reason that Tesla can get away with so much obvious and overt corruption and still continue operations. Tesla Motors book-cooking, financial frauds and political payola conduits, if fully revealed, would change the course of political influence in America.

Elon Musk has been sued by a man that Musk called a "Pedo", yet Musk's own father has been accused of child sex abuse, racism and, indeed, got his own daughter pregnant!

Elon Musk's mother has been accused of being a "self-indulgent trophy wife" who Musk was trained by to be an arrogant elitist. Her hatred of black people was imbued on Musk who has been sued by black people at his company for "running a racist culture".

Elon Musk divorced the same woman twice because she knew his dirty little secret and threatened to out him if he did not keep the deal going. She was hired to "act" as his wife.

Musical artist Iggy Azalea was at a Musk Party, with other friends, who captured Elon Musk on video on drugs and in weird sex acts. Musk had Iggy's camera stolen at the party to hie the evidence but he did not get the other cameras and did not realize that some of those cameras placed their images and videos directly on the Cloud, where hackers acquired them.

With cover-up help from Eric Holder, Steven Chu, Obama, Valarie Jarret, DNC FBI agents, Perkins Coie, Covington and Burling, Wilson Sonsini, etc; sociopath Musk actually believes he is "untouchable" and that he can get away with anything. His downfall will be the same downfall of every narcissist sociopath oligarch throughout all of recorded history.

Elon Musk is a drug addict. A simple urine and blood test proves it. Musk's downfall and the downfall of John DeLorean are seeming to align.

Dianne Feinstein and Nancy Pelosi are violating the law protecting Tesla by withholding investigations and prosecutions? Why are they allowing American citizens to continue to die from the 1.) "sudden acceleration electronics defect”; 2.) "The failed Auto-pilot electronics defect"3.) "The deteriorating and deadly lithium ion batteries" and 4.) numerous other defects widely documented in the news media and filed lawsuits?

Elon Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians including Obama, Clinton and Senators Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Spier and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government
resources. This is proven when you follow-the-money and the insider trading, stock ownership and crony payola kick-backs.

377. The Energy Dept (DOE) has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in which DOE funds are being used as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to pay for CIA/GPS Fusion-Class attacks on Silicon Valley business competitors.

378. DNC campaign financiers and DOE staff share stock market holdings with each other under family trusts, shell corporations and layered Goldman Sachs accounts. The deal was: Obama funds Tesla, Musk conduits campaign funds to Obama, top Obama staff profit off of insider Musk stocks.

379. Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and Cobalt. Look up this phrase on the top search engines: “child labor electric car batteries”.

380. The Silicon Valley Paypal Mafia promotes Musk as a "Tech God" leader but, in reality Musk is the same kind of "Leader" as Charles Manson, Jim Jones, David Koresh, Swami Rajneesh and Al Capone. His own people have sued him for fraud and lies once they realized that Musk-ism and Scientology had so much in common.

381. Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-CIA and In-Q-Tel staff and assign them to "dirty tricks teams" to attack his competitors and elected officials who Musk hates.

382. Musk and his culture are being sued for abuse to women and blacks and the Unions hate him for lying to them. [https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com](https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com) reveals even more Musk lies.

383. THIS corruption is what all of the big political scandals are about today!

384. THIS corruption involves TRILLIONS of dollars of corrupt mining deals, automotive and energy monopolies!

385. THIS is why the federal budget analysis reports are showing TRILLIONS of dollars of 'untraceable' losses from the United States Treasury from 2006 up to today!

386. THIS is why a large number of reporters, whistle-blowers and prosecutors suddenly, and mysteriously turned up dead!

387. THIS can all be proven in jury trial and in live televised Congressional hearings!

388. This is all being covered up because top State and Federal officials are in on it, own the stock in it and are so deeply involved in it that they could go to Federal prison when this all comes out.

389. The anxieties that lurk beneath the tremendous ambition of Tesla Inc. moved into the forefront in recent weeks. The company again fell far short of its own production targets for the mass-market Model 3 sedan, another person died in a crash involving its assisted-driving feature and Musk entered into a public dispute with federal safety regulators. Tesla’s once high-flying stock, buffeted by a downgrade from credit analysts, has dropped 24 percent from its peak in September.

390. There’s a good reason to worry: No one has raised or spent money the way Elon Musk has. Nor has any other chief executive officer of a public company made a bankruptcy joke on Twitter at a time when so much seemed to be unraveling.

391. Tesla is going through money so fast that, without additional financing, there is now a genuine
risk that the 15-year-old company could run out of cash in 2018. The company burns through more than $6,500 every minute, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. Free cash flow—the amount of cash a company generates after accounting for capital expenditures—has been negative for five consecutive quarters. That will be a key figure to watch when Tesla reports earnings May 2. Read the full story here: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-tesla-burns-cash/

In years to come, we will all look back and wonder how so many people were taken in by this shyster, who makes Enron look honest. A lot of Musk’s money has been extracted from suckers, who think he is God’s gift, as Bloomberg reports: One of Tesla’s greatest strengths is its ability to monetize the patience and goodwill of its customers and loyal fans. The company is sitting on a staggering $854 million in customer deposits as of the end of 2017.

Since Tesla sells its products direct to consumers, without relying on a dealer network, customer deposits are cash payments that essentially serve as interest-free loans—and these loans can stretch on for years. If Tesla were to go bankrupt, those deposit holders would likely be wiped out.

Tesla is holding customer deposits for two vehicles that aren’t even in production yet: an electric Tesla Semi ($20,000 deposit) and a next-generation Roadster (either $50,000 down or the $250,000 retail price paid up front to reserve a limited edition). Even customers interested in installing an array of solar roof panels or the company’s Powerwall home battery must hand over $1,000 to place an order.

Tesla doesn’t break out deposit numbers by car, but the vast majority comes from $1,000 reservations for the Model 3. When Musk first introduced the lower-priced sedan in March 2016, fans stood in long lines at Tesla stores. Two years later, the slower-than-expected pace of production means that most of the more than 400,000 reservation holders are still waiting. And new people appear to be joining the queue: As of April, the company reported “net Model 3 reservations remained stable.”

There’s an additional source of free money from loyal believers: An unknown number of customers have paid up for vehicle features—$3,000 for “Full Self Driving” capability, for example—that Tesla thus far hasn’t figured out or released to anyone.

The consumer psychology that sees hundreds of thousands of people essentially extending an interest-free loan to a public company is unusual, to say the least. I think the phrase “more money than sense” rather sums it up.

Apple and Google also named in US lawsuit over Congolese child cobalt mining deaths for Elon Musk's Tesla Cars. Dell, Microsoft and Tesla also among tech firms named in case brought by families of children killed or injured while mining in DRC. ‘I saw the unbearable grief inflicted on families by cobalt mining. I pray for chan’ Elon Musk’s cobalt extraction in DRC has been linked to child labour.

A landmark legal case has been launched against the world’s largest tech companies by Congolese families who say their children were killed or maimed while mining for cobalt used to power smartphones, laptops and electric cars, the Guardian can reveal.

Apple, Google, Dell, Microsoft and Tesla have been named as defendants in a lawsuit filed in
Washington DC by human rights firm International Rights Advocates on behalf of 14 parents and children from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). The lawsuit accuses the companies of aiding and abetting in the death and serious injury of children who they claim were working in cobalt mines in their supply chain.

402. The lawsuit argues that Apple, Google, Dell, Microsoft and Tesla all aided and abetted the mining companies that profited from the labour of children who were forced to work in dangerous conditions – conditions that ultimately led to death and serious injury. The families argue in the claim that their children were working illegally at mines owned by UK mining company Glencore. The court papers allege that cobalt from the Glencore-owned mines is sold to Umicore, a Brussels-based metal and mining trader, which then sells battery-grade cobalt to Apple, Google, Tesla, Microsoft and Dell.

403. Other plaintiffs in the court documents say they worked at mines owned by Zhejiang Huayou Cobalt, a major Chinese cobalt firm, which the lawsuit claims supplies Apple, Dell, and Microsoft and is likely to supply the other defendants.

404. Another child, referred to as John Doe 1, says that he started working in the mines when he was nine. The lawsuit claims that earlier this year, he was working as a human mule for Kamoto Copper Company, carrying bags of cobalt rocks for $0.75 a day, when he fell into a tunnel. After he was dragged out of the tunnel by fellow workers, he says he was left alone on the ground at the mining site until his parents heard about the accident and arrived to help him. He is now paralysed from the chest down and will never walk again.

405. Other families included in the claim say that their children were killed in tunnel collapses or suffered serious injuries such as smashed limbs and broken spines while crawling through tunnels or carrying heavy loads. The families say that none were paid any compensation for the deaths and injuries.

406. One of the central allegations in the lawsuit is that Apple, Google, Dell, Microsoft and Tesla were aware and had “specific knowledge” that the cobalt they use in their products is linked to child labour performed in hazardous conditions, and were complicit in the forced labour of the children.

407. It is charged that the Musk empire is an organized crime program that exists between Silicon Valley tech oligarchs, investment banks, U.S. Senators, government agency staff and White House staff who engage in these crimes.

408. That public officials knowingly participate in these crimes by failing to report their associates who engage in these illicit actions and by hiring suppliers who operate these illicit activities.

409. That the Musk empire suspects manipulate government funds for their personal profiteering at the expense of domestic citizen taxpayers like us.

410. That the Musk empire suspects operate a vast stock market manipulation program, as a core function of their operations, and those illicit deeds function at the expense of the public to render unjust gain to public officials.

411. That the Musk empire suspects contract a known group of lobbyists, corrupt law firms, unethical CPA’s, corrupt investment banks and specialized corruption services providers to attack, defame, physically harm, character assassinate, black-list and/or kill those they
dislike and they harmed many persons with those acts.

412. That the Musk empire suspects operate an Epstein-like sex-trafficking network of prostitutes and sexual extortion activities and locations for the engagement of said activities and for the bribery of cohorts via sex workers and that Musk was a personal associate of Jeffrey Epstein.

413. That the Musk empire suspects engage in electronic attacks and manipulations including hacking, election manipulation, media censorship and internet search results manipulation in order to mask their schemes.

414. That the Musk empire suspects engage in Lois Lerner-like, SPYGATE-like, VA whistleblower-like reprisal and retribution attacks using government agencies like SSA, DOJ, FBI, LSC, HUD, HHS, DOE, Etc.

415. It is demanded that Elon Musk be arrested on RICO Racketeering, Anti-Trust, Tax Evasion, Bribery, and related charges!

416. Elon Musk had sex with a young non-age-appropriate rock and roll girl and got her pregnant.

417. Elon Musk dated anal sex advocate Gwenyth Paltrow who later told her friends that he was full of shit.

418. Elon Musk divorced one actress, then had to remarry her because she had the goods on him.

419. Video exists of Elon Musk at various sex parties.

420. Elon Musk dated Johnny Depp’s girlfriend Amber Heard who thought that Musk was even more controlling than Johnny Depp.

421. The NUMMI car factory that Musk took over was first called, by Musk, in the media "non-functional". Even the two major car makers that were using it had abandoned it. Feinstein make Musk take it because her husband’s company: CBRE Realty, managed the property around it.

422. Musk never made good on his promises to NUMMI workers or the Unions representing the NUMMI factory.

423. After getting an insane amount of exclusive free cash from the taxpayers, Musk flew workers in from overseas.

424. Multiple women have charged Musk for sexual abuse and factory misogyny.

425. Musk couldn't make it in college and bailed out.

426. Far more SpaceX rockets have exploded and fully failed than the public is aware of.

427. Musk said he would already have sent his buddies around the moon but many potential passengers have bailed out after they saw the due diligence on SpaceX lack of experience.

428. Musk, Draper, Page, Westly, Schmidt, Brin and other famous tech asshole billionaires have formally agreed to run a "cartel" to control news, information and industries.

429. Inside the Tesla that Elon Musk had SpaceX put in orbit is a ”confession folder” that would destroy Musk if anyone went up and got it.

430. Elon Musk believes he could kill someone and not get in trouble because he has so many California Senator's, Tier one law firms and former White House staff protecting him.

431. Elon Musk is the Citizen Kane of the modern world. He thinks he is the Al Capone of Technology. He uses things that appear to be all "crunchy granola" on the surface to steal taxpayer subsidies with the help of corrupt politicians.

432. Aside from Musk's own personal dirty operations and orders, the largest facilitator of his
crimes is the large group of men inside Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan dedicated to supporting his crimes and corruptions.

433. Through covert conduits, Elon Musk pays blogger James Ayre to shill is schemes online.

434. Musk's entire media plan is self-promotional aggrandizing and fake virtue-signaling to keep the news off his case.

435. The SEC made him quit but he just changed one letterhead graphic and nothing else. Musk still runs Tesla and the rest of the empire just like he always did.

436. Musk covertly funds abortion projects because he gets so many girls pregnant and refuses to use a condom.

437. Deutsche Bank is the other biggest player in the Musk Empire money laundering, political payola and corruption crimes.

438. Musk stole most of his designs from others, as proven by the U.S. Patent office and previous publications.

439. When Elon Musk's Hyper-loop crashes, it will turn all of the passengers into a bloody applesauce like nightmare.

440. Musk's 5G SpaceX Starlink Satellites could destroy the environment, will add to the cancer-causing radiation of the Earth and are to be used to spy on consumer's uses of the internet.

441. In lawsuits, Musk always pleads that he "has no money".

442. X-Ray analysis by over 40 major laboratories prove that Elon Musk's lithium ion batteries have severe and constantly degrading defects inherent in their construction. Musk has known about these dangers for decades but chose to work with Panasonic to cover it up.

443. Elon Musk lost a LEMON CAR lawsuit proving that his cars are poorly designed and manufactured.

444. Elon Musk's union negotiating tactics are: "delay, deny, defer and claim to be conducting a fake study..."

445. Elon Musk's take-over of Tesla from Martin Eberhardt, the actual founder, was based on an Obama Administration scheme to exploit Lithium mines in Afghanistan and Cobalt mines in the Congo, which Obama financiers had bought the rights to. Frank Guistra and Goldman Sachs helped come up with this scheme.

446. A famous article about SpaceX quotes a top Musk staff staffer saying Musk is a "liar".

447. A top SpaceX engineer has sued SpaceX for lying about rocket safety and says that Musk does not care about science, he cares about publicity.

448. Most of the "famous" people Musk hired, quit after seeing what a sham his operations are.

449. Jared Birchell, of Burlingame, is terrified that Musk will have him killed because he knows "where the bodies are buried", but he has to act demure and "stay-off-the-press-radar" for now to keep Musk from paying too much attention to him.

450. Every property that Musk owned has been bugged by government, news or competitor specialists.

451. Musk takes a number of drugs for mental issues yet he runs companies with products that can easily kill their users. Many think that he should be under closer federal supervision.

452. The U.S. Department of Energy PR Department has been ordered by Obama officials (who, shockingly, are still there even during the Trump Administration) to always hype up Musk
because, WHEN Musk fully fails, it will prove that the Department of Energy funded him because 
Obama ordered them to and not based on any merits. Most every Applicant for DOE 
funds beat Musk on every merit EXCEPT CRONYISM!

453. Trump-hating Elon Musk wanted to nay say Trump by subjecting Tesla workers to COVID 
death by refusing to close plant

454. Musk uses his own workers to play deadly politics with their lives in COVID closure he 
refused

455. Musk totally lied about his capacity, ability and knowledge to make COVID ventilators in 
order to scam political funding

456. Musk sent snoring devices instead of ventilators and lied about those products in order to 
Virtue Signal for his own hype

457. Musk has had babies with many women in an Epstein-like master plan to seed the world with 
his DNA so that mini-Musk's will live on forever. Each ex-baby momma has been paid massive 
sums to keep quiet about his misdeeds.

458. Musk uses his many mansions to hide money and operate tax manipulation efforts.

459. The "Mainstream Media" is controlled by Democrat bosses who refuse to allow any negative 
news to be printed about Musk because Musk conduits funds to the DNC.

460. One of Musk's 'baby ovens' known as "Grimes" has been revealed to have been used as a "sex 
toy for Musk" by Grimes friends.

461. The U.S. Department of Energy has a federal policy of promoting Musk's hype because they 
are liable for criminal prosecution because Secretary of Energy Steven Chu and his staff helped 
organize Musk's embezzlement of taxpayer funded monies and insider-traded on that 
profiteering.

462. Failing Elon Musk tries to make Alameda County pay for his failed NUMMI factory by using 
COVID as an excuse!

**Why do you ignore, or cover-up, the fact that Musk is an organizer of the Malignant Narcissism 
And Cartel of the Silicon Valley Billionaire Frat Boy Club?**

At almost every juncture, Elon Musk has made egotistical decisions that lead to more failures. His 
behavior is that of a person who has no care or concern for the health, safety and welfare of the 
American people. Nothing could epitomize that more perfectly than his grotesque suggestions that we 
should shoot nuclear bombs off on Mars or that nobody will care that his Starlink Satellites are 
designed to spy on the public. This would seem comical, and entirely unbelievable, if it had not 
actually happened.

In 2006 the many scientists told Elon Musk and his advisers of the high likelihood that a pandemic of 
lithium ion battery explosions would strike the nation and advised the incoming administration to take 
appropriate steps to reduce its impact. Obama officials hid the dangers because they owned stock in 
lithium and cobalt mines for those batteries, particularly in Afghanistan.

In November of 2007, the experts warned Obama that the country was likely to be afflicted with a 
devastating pandemic of lithium ion originating from Asian and Russian oligarchs.

In January 2009, the Obama administration was told by its own experts, Bernard Tse and his team who
knew Tesla bosses, Sandia and others that the lithium ion batteries in Tesla cars had degrading chemistry which become a global pandemic of auto danger. Again, Obama chose inaction.

Obama and Musk have deprived Democratic-led regions of the country from receiving needed safety reviews of Tesla cars.

Over the year's since 2006, Americans working with the DOE, NHTSA, SEC and other groups accelerated warnings to Obama officials. These engineers and other science professionals were intentionally ignored in order to protect politicians stock market profits.

In these, and any other examples, Musk and his inner circle of White House and Senate insiders ignored or purged experts and other truth-tellers, and lied about, misrepresented, deflected or denied the dire threat to the American people posed by the lithium ion battery scam.

Considered in total, Musk and his regime have shown themselves to be incompetent, callous, malevolent and deeply cruel in their response to the Tesla safety issue crisis (as well as to a plethora of other issues).

But to merely document the Musk regime’s deadly failures in response to the dangers of his companies is to ignore the most important question: What are Musk's and his advisers’ underlying motivations?

This forensic question must be answered if we are ever to have a full accounting of the Musk Corruption, and see justice done for the voters, the dead tesla victims and those who will die in the future as well as the damage done to the broader American community.

The coordinated 'main-stream' media’s preferred storyline that suggests Musk is simply incompetent doesn’t add up because Musk has made the wrong decision every single time in terms of how crises like this are supposed to be dealt with. (i.e. Be consistent, transparent, factual, and credible.) It’s increasingly not believable for the left-wing press to suggest that Musk has been distracted or inept during this crisis, in part because of the level of his uselessness has become so staggering.

Maybe Musk is vengeful. Maybe he wants to wreck the economy to create investment opportunities? He’s under the thumb of a foreign entity? He wants to cause panic and cancel the November elections? He’s a fatalist? Who knows. And honestly, the specific “why” isn’t what matters now. What matters is asking the difficult questions and pondering what the Musk oligarchy is truly about, no matter what lurks in the shadows...

Now the press needs to shift some of its focus and ask the truly alarming questions about Musk and his motives. Because we still don’t know why he essentially ordered his companies to embark on such sinister ventures involving slicing up brains; over-priced deadly cars for rich douche-bags; digging holes for billionaire hide-outs, launching domestic spy satellites and manipulating elections along with his boyfriend: Larry Page, etc...

Psychologist and psychotherapists have an answer: Elon Musk is a "malignant narcissist". Musk's mental pathologies inexorably compel him to hurt and defraud large numbers of people — including his own supporters.

Exports have looked at Musk's borderline personality disorders. They explais that sadism and violence
are central to Musk’s malignant narcissism and his decision-making about his self-promotion. They warn that Musk is abuser locked into a deeply dysfunctional relationship with the American people and that, like other sadists, Musk enjoys causing harm and suffering to any that do not recognize his "tech Jesus" self-proclaimed superiority.

Ultimately, all psychologists generally concludes that Musk is engaging in “democidal behavior” in partnership with Obama and Pelosi and cautions that the many dead and injured (so far) from the Tesla fires and crashes are not simply collateral damage from the Musk madness, but rather the logical outcome of Musk’s apparent mental pathologies and the poor decisions that flow from them.

Musk is both denying responsibility by saying things such as, “I take no responsibility. We’ve done everything right.” But at the same time, Musk is also sabotaging the efforts to stop the corruption in his empire. This is a very important aspect of Musk’s behavior. Musk is not just deflecting blame onto others, he is actively interfering with the politicians’ ability to do their job by controlled Senators with bribes. Musk is not just incompetent. He is actively engaging in sabotage against competitors and reporters who speak the truth about him.

You might wonder: How does someone with his type of mind reconcile claims like “I have total power” with “I take no responsibility”? He has said both things within a few days of each other. Well; That is a function of how the psychology of a malignant narcissist is structured. When Musk says things such as, “I have total power,” that’s the grandiosity. “I’m in total control” is a function of Musk’s paranoia, where everything bad is projected outward. Therefore, anything negative or bad is someone else’s fault. Bad things are 'other people' in Musk ‘s mind. The grandiosity and “greatness” are all him. Musk’s mind runs on a formula which bends and twists facts, ideas and memories to suit his malignant narcissism. This is why Musk contradicts himself so easily. He lies and makes things up. His fantasies all serve his malignant narcissism and the world he has created in his own mind about his greatness.

Another component of Musk’s malignant narcissism is sadism. That part of Musk’s mind is more hidden. People such as Musk are malignant-narcissist sadists because they, at some deep level, are driven to cause harm to other people. Musk’s life is proof of this. His pedo father and trophy wife narcissist mother demonstrate his roots. He enjoys ripping people off and humiliating people. He does this manically and gleefully. He has lied thousands of times. He threatens people online and elsewhere. Most psychologists believe that Elon Musk is also a sexual sadist, who on some basic level enjoys and is aroused by watching people be afraid of him. In his mind, Musk is creating chaos and instability so that he can feel powerful.

Professor of psychiatry and psychoanalyst Otto Kernberg called that phenomenon “omnipotent destructiveness.” The bullying, the violence, the destruction, frightening people, humiliating people, getting revenge and the like — such behavior is what Elon Musk has done his whole life. It is who Elon Musk really is. Unfortunately, too many people are still in denial of that fact.

Musk has to create and control a field of negative corrupting energy around himself. For example, he pressures the scientific experts to bend the truth to his dreamworld during his press conferences. The scientists are basically Musk’s hostages. The American people are hostages as well to Elon Musk’s lies. We are being abused by him. We know that Musk is lying. We know that he’s doing nothing to help us.
We feel helpless to do anything to stop him. It is causing collective mental despair. It is not that all Americans are suckers or dupes, it is that Musk is a master at such cruel and manipulative behavior.

Elon Musk is a master at getting negative attention, and the more people he can shock and upset, the better.

Malignant narcissists like Elon Musk view other human beings as kindling wood to be burned for their own personal enrichment, media enlargement and hype expansion.

Follow the facts to the obvious and true conclusion. If all the facts show that Elon Musk (and his little boy buddies Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, John Doerr, Reid Hoffman, Steve Westly, etc.) is a malignant narcissist with these powerful sadistic tendencies, this omnipotent destructiveness, where he’s getting pleasure and a sense of power from dominating people and degrading people and destroying people and plundering people and laying waste to people, both psychologically and physically, then to deny such obvious facts is willful ignorance.

When Musk is finally exposed, like Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos or ENRON, it will be glorious.

Rather than making a prediction as to Musk's specific actions when the emperor has no clothes, it is more helpful to describe the type of actions he will take. Rather than trying to say, “This is the move he’ll make.” Like in a relationship, Elon Musk is the abuser. He is the husband or father who is abusing his partner or children or other relatives. The American people are like a woman who is leaving her abuser. She tells her abuser, “That’s it! I am done with you!” She has her keys in hand and is opening the door of the house or apartment to finally leave. What happens? The democidal maniac Elon Musk will attack us, badly. Make no mistake. Elon Musk is going to find a way to attack and cause great harm to the American people if he believes that he will be fully exposed. He will use his spy satellites, his media controls, his remote controlled cars, his stock market manipulation tools, his Goldman Sachs economic destruction team and more. Musk will continue his crimes and shills like you will cover for him, unless the FBI finally arrests him.. and hopefully, you too.

Elon Musk's Hyperloop predicted to turn human beings into “bloody applesauce”. Musk's latest taxpayer hand-out scam!

Put a crowd of human beings in a can and connect that can to the ground in a line that never varies. Shoot that can down the line at speeds so high that any error, even the tiniest one, could turn the people inside, instantly, into what one investigator calls “bloody human applesauce”.

An earthquake, ISIS, a way-ward pick-up truck, a flood, a tornado, a cow on the tracks, a computer error, a driver mis-calculation, a confused self-diving car, a hacker attack, a solar flare, a fallen tree and hundreds of other possibilities could kill every passenger, at once, in the most horrible manner possible. It is a disaster nightmare guaranteed to happen. The ambulance drivers will be picking up the victims with a sponge.

For those who wish to do harm to others, now increasing in the new world, the Hyperloop gives them a perfectly timed opportunity to create a small anomaly which will cause an epic amount of death. The Hyperloop could not be a worse-timed, more ill-conceived operation.
Musk insists: “Oh we will have the latest technology. Nothing will happen.” But that is what the other CEO's of the companies that had terrible disasters said. The many filed lawsuits against Musk, for fraud; demonstrate that he has a loose relationship with the truth and a close relationship with “Hype”.

Regular trains have been suffering horrible human disasters, now featured in full color on You Tube, in increasing numbers. What kind of naiveté is making the Hyperloop people believe that they are immune to reality?

It is the open-eyed naiveté of Greed!

You see, Elon Musk has long been associated with railroad baron: Richard Blum. Richard “Dick” Blum of the railroad property of the FBI-raided Solyndra and next door property Tesla; Richard Blum of the high speed rail project so corrupt that a law had to be made to try to slow him down; Richard Blum who has a wife named Dianne Feinstein, who keeps routing state and federal tax dollar kick-backs to all of Elon Musk's companies. Many think that the “Hyperloop” is an attempt to bypass the curtailment of the Feinstein/Blum's other railroad project. “THAT” Richard Blum is also under investigation for profiteering, Chinese contractors, Post Office real estate scams, University regent rigging, and more.

Musk uses hype to baffle Senators into giving him billions of taxpayer dollars for all of his companies so that he can turn around and fund their campaigns with the very same money. It is called a “kick-back” scheme.

Musk's billions and his Tesla, Solar City and Space X could not possibly still be alive without tens of billions of dollars of tax credits, free real estate, fee waivers and cash that state and federal agency heads just handed him in exchange for some “perks”. The Hyperloop is the same story. Hyperloop can't exist without government kick-backs. Nobody in the consumer market asked for a “Hyperloop”. As usual, all of the media stories and blogs expressing excitement about the Hyperloop have been traced back to Elon Musk, and his Troll Farms. It is nearly a joke that Musk's latest hype-scam actually has the word “Hype” in it! It is, as if, he is taunting the authorities. He believes that corrupt Senators protect him from prosecution. That bet may be running out.

Musk, and his Google investment partners, have been handed, as a kick-back, most of NASA, free NASA jet fuel for their private jets, free NASA airfields, Free NASA buildings, Free financing for their car, solar and spy satellite factories, Free H1-B overseas labor, and more..on the backs of the public.

While the inevitable disaster of “human sausage” is horrific, the disaster of allowing Elon Musk to engage in another corrupt hype-scam, on the pain of the taxpayer, is the biggest, most horrific, disaster of all.

The Bottom Line: You and Musk are equally dishonorable crooks. You are helping Musk use our tax money to conduct crimes and you are protecting him with your PR hype lies.

We urge you to send this letter to Elon Musk and each of the “executive” front people at his companies. We urge Musk and his front operators to respond in writing to each of the charges in this letter, in writing, as well as in a Jury Trial and a public Congressional hearing.
THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY

Current best evidence, and witness testimony, appears to confirm that 6 Senior Obama White House staff (Gibbs, Axelrod, Plouffe, Rattner, Emanuel, etc.) and 3 Agency heads (Chu, Holder, etc.) colluded in an organized crime operation, within The White House, which ended up defrauding the U.S. Government, and Taxpayers, of over $200 Billion. Their scheme involved acquiring campaign funds from UAW (Over-seen by Rattner with the Detroit gang) and related unions.

Is the DOJ being ordered not to file anti-trust actions on the Silicon Valley BIG 6? because they are the biggest campaign donors?"

Silicon Valley billionaires in exchange for give-away taxpayer money for their personal investments. At least 3 Senators (Feinstein, Reid, Pelosi, etc.) participated in the scam. Most of the persons of interest also had insider trading stock profit schemes running through all of the deals. This is the manner in which Tesla, Solyndra, Ener1, Abound and the bulk of the Clean-Tech deals were done. Skims as "finders fees" and "transaction fees" went into each of their pockets via stealthed routes and took place at each transaction point in the process, assisted by Goldman Sachs. To date; thousands of points of evidence have been documented by Press and Civic investigations. Financial records, emails, phone calls, staff testimony, stock records, trust filings, SEC documents, GAO records and NSA archives confirm everything beyond a shadow of a doubt. The FBI and DOJ have been ordered, by Senior White House officials, not to investigate, nor to respond to witnesses or interview any subjects which would reveal information that would require them to fully engage in the prosecution. NSA has complete records of all illicit actions but cannot supply the recordings, or data, without a subpoena from a Special Prosecutor. The impunity and arrogance that the Billionaires and fixers have strutted their "nobody is going to come after us as long as our guy is in office" attitude has subsided as they see that the end is nigh. Some reporters have significant evidential files and are awaiting other legal developments in order to coincide information release.
THE COVERED-UP DEATHS AND SAFETY DEFECTS

How does a company bypass the oversight that citizens pay for to get away with murder?

![Tesla spontaneous battery fire and cancer-causing smoke]

By Susan Johnlo For Web Times *(Based on actual events)*

The sun glistened off the sleek futuristic body of the six figure Tesla sports car as it careened around the next curve of the beautiful Malibu coastal highway.

Below, the Pacific Ocean spread out to the horizon in an endless carpet of blue, undulating waves and sparkling wonder.

Nickleback was blaring from the speakers of the car, the driver’s hair was tossed in the wind, his popped collar was flapping in the high speed rush of air and his Ray Bans barely hid his I-own-the-world feeling of delight in the moment.

Then the gates of hell opened up…

The car suddenly swerved, it dived straight off the cliff. Did the driver smell the smoke, or see the flames first? We may never be sure.

Was the, notoriously, hackable Tesla suddenly taken over by Chinese hackers, who had found his car IP address on the internet? That is another question that has yet to be resolved.

What is certain, is the horrific death that then followed. As investigators, safety engineers and fire officials detail the sequence of events, the results require a warning to readers: Do not read further if
you have a weak stomach –

First, lithium ion battery number 862, in the floor pan of the car, experienced the collapsing housing of the lightweight aluminum box housing that surrounded it. The collapsing metal pierced the skin of the first battery. This was caused by the first rock that the lower corner of the Tesla floor pan slammed into.

The rapid compression, and distortion of the 3 inch long Tesla battery caused that battery to buckle and forced the metal compounds inside, the lithium ion core battery chemicals, to experience the force as a pyrotechnic trigger. This, then caused that battery to release vapors, while at the same time, igniting those vapors like a little hand-grenade.

This battery had just been struck, ignited and exploded, and in that fire and explosion it was releasing gases which the driver was inhaling in his last moments of life. Those gases have been publicly documented by The FDA, OSHA, Panasonic, and hundreds of other laboratory-grade facilities, to be the cause of cancer, liver damage, neurological damage, fetal damage and other deadly health issues.

If this driver had not been killed by the fire and explosions, he would have had a longer, slower set of lethal issues to contend with.

Back to battery number 862; a few milliseconds after battery number 862 experienced the catastrophic explosion, battery number 863, right next to it, experienced the same devastating failure. This was followed by battery number 864, then number 865, then number 866, milliseconds apart. A chain reaction of self-igniting thermal hell was underway and no fireman could stop it now, nor, could they stop it after the crash.

The unstoppable nature of this lithium ion battery fire, set Malibu Canyon, itself, on fire.

So these flashlight-type batteries, that every Tesla driver is sitting on top of, are going off like military grade incendiary devices, during this crash, one-after-the-other.

These flashlight batteries were never made to be used in cars. Safety engineers say that Elon Musk’s decision to use these batteries, in this way, was based on rapid profit exploitation, and not on proper engineering.

Be that as it may, we are now mid-way through the slow motion movie of this crash. The batteries are exploding, one after the other, the car is plowing through the rocks and debris as it dives off the cliff. But the horror has only begun. How many batteries do we have to watch explode in this single vehicle? NEARLY 8000 EXPLODING BATTERIES.

Let us stop and consider this fact.

Where only one in 40 gasoline tanks, in each regular car accident, ever explodes. Here, in one car, you have nearly 8000 possibilities of an explosion AND each battery, that explodes, has an extremely high likelihood of setting off, all the rest, in a chain reaction. Do you like those odds? You have a 400% better chance of winning the lottery.

In our slow motion analysis, we have only crossed the half-way point in the accident. The front of the car is crumpling, the heavy batteries are being thrown upwards, through the floor of the car, to cover the driver in exploding lithium metal particles, and the cockpit of the car is filling up with some of the
most toxic fumes you can legally produce.

Still, the worst is yet to come.

The special alloys, which Tesla decided to make its car out of, turn out to interact with the exploding batteries to cause an effect called alloy conflagration. The very metal of the Tesla car has now been set on fire by the massive heat from these exploding batteries. The car has turned into the public version of a military phosphorous bomb, one of the most hideous military weapons of all time. This burning metal composition is worse than napalm, it can burn all the way through your face, your skull, and any bones in your body. It is a fire that almost nothing can extinguish.

Molten, flaming metal is dripping on the driver and it is coming from every side of the car, surrounding him in a fireball of deadly metal lava.

The car has finally come to a rest in a fireball. The driver is consumed in a nightmare of fire, dripping molten metal and deadly toxic smoke. The pain is beyond comprehension.

He is, in the same moment, burned to death, asphyxiated and entombed in red hot liquid metal.

The resulting fire, in the Canyon, is, at first, unstoppable and threatens the entire community of homes.
The first responder’s attempts to douse the car fire, only make it worse! Water, it turns out, makes lithium ion batteries explode all over again. The car has been filled with a type of battery that mere bumps, and water, can cause to explode. Let me repeat this for emphasis: WATER MAKES LITHIUM ION BATTERIES EXPLODE. Not only does water not put out lithium ion fires, IT MAKES THEM WORSE!

Hours later, after the car has burned itself out, the first responders try to recover the body. The problem is, they can’t recognize a body. The driver has been burned into an unrecognizable lump of melted plastic, molten metal and human flesh.

His lovely drive down the coast ended in a horror as awful as any nightmare midnight movie.

So this use, of this battery, in this way, was decided by the very Senators and billionaire campaign investors who owned the stock in this battery. If you wonder why a deadly choice, like this, was made about a battery that already had all of these dangers fully documented, on federal record; the answer can be found in one word: Corruption.

This massive oversight, putting the public at such risk, took place because a kick-back scheme was created by Mr. Musk, and his campaign finance partners. They chose greed, over scientific facts. Those chose mining commodity deals, and expediency, over proper engineering. They chose corruption, over anything else.

So, when you buy a Tesla, you need to think about your own safety and the safety of the American political system. Consider not supporting corruption and consider supporting the safety of yourself and
your family: Buy an Audi!

Figure 7: Typical Tesla spontaneous battery fire and cancer-causing smoke
Dear Tesla Car Owners:

People think you support corruption when they see you drive it. Give it back to the dealer with this note and get your money back:

- Tesla said they were going to BUILD a Factory in San Jose. They had no intention of building a factory and just wanted to trick state and city officials into signing their appeal letters. The factory was never built. Tesla investors sought to get real estate profits from the land deal. Tesla said they were going to BUILD a Factory in New Mexico. They are being sued in New Mexico for is lie. They had no intention of building a factory and just wanted to trick state and city officials into signing their appeal letters. The factory was never built. Tesla investors sought to get real state profits from the land deal. Tesla said they were going to BUILD a Factory in Downey, CA. They had no intention of building a factory and just wanted to trick state and city officials into signing their appeal letters. The factory was never built. Tesla investors sought to get real estate profits from the land deal.

- Tesla fired multiple workers without notice. They have been sued by those workers and lost those lawsuits. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption? Tesla had no factory but DOE rejected other applicants for not having a factory. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla was $100,000.00 off on their BOM calculations per car. When this got other applicants
declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption? Deloitte was both the accountant for Tesla and the accounting reviewer for DOE. With Tesla’s at-application-time credit and numbers actually so bad, one has to wonder what was up. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla and DOE staff were supplied by McKinsey. Mckinsey wrote all of the green energy plans and white papers for David Axelrod to give to the White House. Mckinsey staff have now gone to jail. Tesla and Fisker investors are best friends with McKinsey senior executives. One Mckinsey executive, associated with a jailed McKinsey senior executive, is now dead from “natural causes”. The heads of the DOE loan Program: Matt Rogers and Steve Spinner, were working for McKinsey while also working at the DOE loan program as “deciders” for Steven Chu. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla made a deal with DOE staff to spiff the loan announcement in order to hype the stock market in order to fake up stock sales. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption? DOE had IBM consulting, in Virginia, do Tesla’s “due diligence”. IBM consulting was a contractor to Tesla. IBM Consulting supplied the DOE loan staff that McKinsey did not supply. IBM consulting only gave Tesla their top score. The reviews by IBM consulting, which operating under a variety of names from a fake office, now seem to have been manipulated in favor of Tesla. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla investors emailed and phone called the White House and Senior DOE staff to make quid-pro-quo deals which are now documented. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla got their inside Senator to give them only-for-Tesla factory tax reductions, green tax credits and other special finance perks that allowed Tesla to book profit that did not actually exist. When this got other applicants in trouble, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- At the time of application, Tesla had no prototype of the car that was to be factory produced (The roadster was not at all the car produced), no design CAD, no factory production files and no engineering for factory machine automation. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla was caught sending out letters to customers telling them to close deposits so they could fake orders before the earnings call. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through?Corruption?

- Tesla engaged in a conflict-of-interest with a Senator and her real-estate family for Tesla and Solyndra land, and adjacent land, in Fremont, Ca. How did Tesla get this through? Corruption?

- Tesla had one of the worst credit ratings at the time of application. Even today, to pay back all of Tesla’s investors is nearly impossible. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Tesla had one of the worst debt ratios at the time of application. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- The cost, BOM, time-to-market, range and domestic jobs metrics was lower in Tesla’s
application than most other applicants. When better ratings got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? DOE staff made a deal with Tesla to swap Detroit stock to cook up the books for the application. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla made a deal to hire union workers for the NUMMI plant then fired most of them and hired H1B foreign workers with taxpayer money. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla provided no collateral for their loan application and had no assets of value. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla buys the majority of its parts from non-American suppliers. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?

- Tesla hired multiple “famous auto people” who then quit when they say what Tesla was up to. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption? - Tesla said they were going to build and sell over 500,000 cars as of today’s date. They have missed every milestone and sold less than 5000 cars. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption? - Tesla could not make their payments and got their deal custom-changed multiple times. When this got other applicants declined, how did Tesla get through? Corruption?
WHO DO THEY HIRE TO PRODUCE THEIR FAKE TESLA ‘FAN-BOY’ POSTINGS?

Tesla, and Elon Musk, working with their financial partners at Google, are famous for flooding blogs with meat puppets, shills, sock puppets and a variety of fake Tesla troll shill comments in order to make it look like Elon Musk, and his stock assets, are popular. Doug Bock Clark has exposed one of the many services the Silicon Valley oligarchs, Musk in particular, use to fake their media facades:

Every morning, Kim Casipong strolls past barbed wire, six dogs, and a watchman in order to get to her job in a pink apartment building decorated with ornate stonework in Lapu-Lapu City. The building towers above the slums surrounding it—houses made of scrap wood with muddy goat pens in place of yards. She is a pretty, milk-skinned, 17-year-old girl who loves the movie Frozen and whose favorite pastime is singing karaoke. She is on her way to do her part in bringing down Facebook.

Casipong huffs to the third floor of the apartment building, opens a door decorated with a crucifix, and greets her co-workers. The curtains are drawn, and the artificial moonlight of computer screens illuminates the room. Eight workers sit in two rows, their tools arranged on their desks: a computer, a minaret of cell phone SIM cards, and an old cell phone. Tens of thousands of additional SIM cards are taped into bricks and stored under chairs, on top of computers, and in old instant noodle boxes around the room.

Richard Braggs, Casipong’s boss, sits at a desk positioned behind his employees, occasionally glancing up from his double monitor to survey their screens. Even in the gloom, he wears Ray-Ban sunglasses to shield his eyes from the glare of his computer. (Richard Braggs is the alias he uses for business purposes; he uses a number of pseudonyms for various online activities.)

Casipong inserts earbuds, queues up dance music—Paramore and Avicii—and checks her clients
instructions. Their specifications are often quite pointed. A São Paulo gym might request 75 female Brazilian fitness fanatics, or a Castro-district bar might want 1,000 gay men living in San Francisco. Her current order is the most common: Facebook profiles of beautiful American women between the ages of 20 and 30. Once they've received the accounts, the client will probably use them to sell Facebook likes to customers looking for an illicit social media boost.

Most of the accounts Casipong creates are sold to these digital middlemen—click farms as they have come to be known. Just as fast as Silicon Valley conjures something valuable from digital ephemera, click farms seek ways to create counterfeits. Google buy Facebook likes and you'll see how easy it is to purchase black-market influence on the Internet: 1,000 Facebook likes for $29.99; 1,000 Twitter followers for $12; or any other type of fake social media credential, from YouTube views to Pinterest followers to SoundCloud plays. Social media is now the engine of the Internet, but that engine is running on some pretty suspect fuel.

Casipong plays her role in hijacking the currencies of social media—Facebook likes, Twitter followers—by performing the same routine over and over again. She starts by entering the clients specifications into the website Fake Name Generator, which returns a sociologically realistic identity: Ashley Nivens, 21, from Nashville, Tennessee, now a student at New York University who works part time at American Apparel. (Ashley Nivens is a composite based on Casipong's standard procedures, not the name of an actual person or account.) She then creates an email account. The email address forms the foundation of Ashley Nivens's Facebook account, which is fleshed out with a profile picture from a photo library that Bragg's workers have compiled by scraping dating sites. The whole time, a proxy server makes it seem as though she is accessing the Internet from Manhattan, and software disables the cookies that Facebook uses to track suspicious activity.

Next, she inserts a SIM card into a Nokia cell phone, a pre-touch-screen antique that's been used so much the digits on its keypad have worn away. Once the phone is live, she types its number into Nivens's Facebook profile and waits for a verification code to arrive via text message. She enters the code into Facebook and—voilà!—Ashley Nivens is, according to Facebook's security algorithms, a real person. The whole process takes about three minutes.

Casipong sometimes wonders what happens to profiles like these once she turns them over to the clients. In fact, her whole job seems strange to her and the purpose of all these accounts somewhat mysterious. Still, she forgets this for long stretches of time: She's young, she can do an almost perfect karaoke rendition of Mariah Carey's We Belong Together, and she dreams of finishing college at the University of Cebu City after she's saved enough money from working for Braggs. Once she earns a degree in Web design, she'll join the Philippine diaspora and find a job in Australia, New Zealand, or the United States. And during weekends, maybe she can lead a life similar to Nivens's.

When Casipong stands up a little after 6 p.m., a nightshift worker is waiting to take her chair.

Once, if you wanted to make money scamming people on the Internet, you used email. For two years, Braggs made his living spamming half a billion email addresses, hawking blueprints for a mythical perpetual energy machine or e-books that explained the secret to winning the lottery. Filipinos even invented a term for this kind of work, onlining, and, for about a decade, email spamming was a semi-
honorable career path in Cebu City, the metropolitan area that encompasses Lapu-Lapu City and is one of the foremost business-outsource processing centers in the world. (Ring JPMorgan Chase or Microsoft customer support, and there's a good chance you'll be connected to a Filipino in Cebu City whose excellent English is part of the legacy of the American colonization of the Philippines.) Successful onliners became the nouveau riche of Cebu City. A notorious set of six brothers formed a spamming cooperative and built a row of mansions amid the slums. They threw all-night parties with roving guitarists serenading scores of guests, while they drank beer and devoured lechón, Philippine whole-roasted pig.

But between 2010 and 2012, teams of Internet security researchers and law enforcement officials dismantled several spambot networks across the world. These efforts, combined with the improved defenses of email hosts, effectively disabled many onliners in Cebu City. They had to look for new ways to make money.

Social media's takeover of the Internet has been swift and dramatic. From 2005 to 2012, the percentage of Internet-using, American adults on a social media platform mushroomed from 8 to 70 percent. In 2005, Facebook had 5.5 million users; at the end of 2014, Facebook claimed 1.39 billion active monthly users—about one for every five people in the world and a little less than half of all people with Internet access.

In 2009, Facebook introduced the like button, which quickly became a way for people to celebrate an engagement or the birth of a baby, but also for brands to get people to endorse their products. Companies loved social media for the ostensible humanity it lent them; and sales leads that came through social media, studies showed, had a much higher chance of converting into actual purchases. Google and Bing's algorithms take social media into account, so large followings could also improve a company's position in search-engine rankings, where appearing even one slot higher can mean significant additional revenue. Researchers have also found that having lots of followers attracts even more followers, continually amplifying a company's or individuals' reach. And while the impact of traditional advertising is difficult to quantify, social media counters are much more transparent.

Celebrities—and more minor personalities, like bloggers trying to get endorsement deals—have increasingly found their value measured in Facebook fans and Twitter followers, the payments they receive proportionate to their social media clout. Khloé Kardashian reportedly earns around $13,000 every time she tweets things like, Want to know how Old Navy makes your butt look scary good? to her 13.6 million followers. Politicians desire large followings for obvious reasons. Even ordinary people have discovered perks to having an extensive social media presence. Some employers, for instance, now require social media savvy for jobs in marketing, PR, or tech. All these logical incentives aside, the imperatives are not always rational. A growing body of research has begun to unpack the envy and insecurity that social media can generate—the pernicious sense that your friends are gaining Twitter followers much faster than you.

To help companies, celebrities, and everyday people boost their social media standing, onliners set up Internet stores—click farms—where customers can buy social media influence. Click farms can be found across the globe, but are most commonly based in the developing world. They exist in India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and the Philippines, and may also exist in Eastern Europe, Mexico, and Iraq. A
small number of click farms employ manual labor, a dozen or so people who manipulate Facebook accounts individually to create the likes that they sell. But most click farms are run by smaller teams that manage software to give digital life to accounts like Ashley Nivens. What Braggs runs is actually referred to as an account farm—he makes the accounts and software that click farms use.

In terms of their professionalism, click farms range widely. Some maintain promotional newsletters, subscription packages, and 24/7 customer service. One of the more polished, We Sell Likes, was founded by a former Silicon Valley SEO professional. Others are much less formal: a freelancer sitting in front of his computer all day and selling the services of hundreds of social media accounts through websites like SEO Clerks. Last November, The New York Times reported that teenagers were licensing Twitter click-farm software to supplement their allowances.

Richards account farm feels more like a startup than a developing-world sweatshop.

But the stakes are much larger than pocket money. Researchers estimate that the market for fake Twitter followers was worth between $40 million and $360 million in 2013, and that the market for Facebook spam was worth $87 million to $390 million. Italian Internet security researcher Andrea Stroppa has suggested that the market for fake Facebook likes could exceed even that. International corporations like Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Mercedes-Benz, and Louis Vuitton have all been accused of employing click farms, and celebrities such as 50 Cent, Paris Hilton, and LeAnn Rimes, have been implicated in buying fake followers. During his 2012 presidential campaign, Mitt Romney gained more than 100,000 Twitter followers in a single weekend, despite averaging only 4,000 new followers a day previously. (His campaign denied having bought any fakes.) One Indonesian click farmer told me that he had funneled two million Facebook likes to a candidate in his nations hotly contested July 2014 presidential election.

Two of the most crucial rules of Facebooks terms of service are: You will not provide any false personal information on Facebook, or create an account for anyone other than yourself without permission, and You will not create more than one personal account. The law of one person, one account is meant to guarantee that Facebook is the most real place on the Internet: The roughly six billion likes the company processes every day are supposed to be a quantification of homo sapien emotion. Other social media platforms, like Twitter, allow for more than one account per user, but, ultimately, the medium is predicated on the idea that its digital world is an accurate extension of the physical world.

Click farms jeopardize the existential foundation of social media: the idea that the interactions on it are between real people. Just as importantly, they undermine the assumption that advertisers can use the medium to efficiently reach real people who will shell out real money. More than $16 billion was spent worldwide on social media advertising in 2014; this money is the primary revenue for social media companies. If social media is no longer made up of people, what is it?

It was never Braggs intention to make a career of onlining. He dreamed of becoming a pilot and even went to flight school. (He still recalls the Leonardo da Vinci quote: Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.) Financial problems forced him to give up on his plan when he was in his early
thirties, and, for nearly a decade, he survived on menial jobs: running a coffee stall at the bazaar, working construction, and chauffeuring tourists. One day, when he was driving a group of Koreans to a brothel—the destination for most of his customers—they offered him a turn with the high-class prostitute they were planning to employ. Braggs began searching for a way out.

Braggs got into onlining in 2011 after a friend who had struck it rich spamming gave him the software to start his own operation. When Braggs email spam business failed in 2012, he opened his own click farm, manually forging thousands of Facebook accounts and selling likes from them, incrementally hiring workers as his business grew. When he realized that he could make more money by supplying click farms with the products they needed—i.e., profiles and software to animate those profiles—he reorganized his business.

By July 2013, he was making phone verified accounts—or PVAs—full time. He hired 17 employees, including Casipong, and established round-the-clock shifts so his farm never went dark. Casipong guesses that she makes over 100 Facebook PVAs a day. Other employees average more than 150. Braggs sells PVAs for 70 cents; premium PVAs—accounts that are fleshed out with more than bare-bones biographical details—can be bought for $1.50.

Since his business began, Braggs has expanded into Yahoo, Gmail, and Twitter PVAs, and his customers have used the fake accounts in all sorts of scams: On the dating site Tinder, for example, Braggs said he believes seductive women solicited male users for pay-to-access porn sites. His biggest order, he told me, was for Chinese hackers trying to fleece the digital payment exchange Stellar; he hired every freelance worker he could find, but he was still only able to fulfill a small portion of it.

In many ways, Braggs account farm operates similarly to the outsourcing and industrial businesses that Cebu City is famous for. He relies on the infrastructure that carries the call center and technical support data to Cebu City from around the globe in order to pipe his forged profiles to his clients. He even benefits from cheap local resources—though instead of exploiting the Philippines old-growth rainforest timber, he processes SIM cards dropped off by men on motorcycles, paying a few cents for a card that would sell for $5 to $10 in the United States. Workers willing to do repetitive manual labor are not in short supply, either.

But Braggs account farm feels more like a startup than a developing-world sweatshop. Most of his employees are young IT university graduates infused with the excitement of beating the system. There is an office puppy named Hacker, and Braggs pays for a cook to prepare lunch for the employees every day. Casipong earns about $215 a month, significantly more than the minimum wage for a domestic helper, which is as low as $34 a month. Braggs pays his nightshift workers extra, and some of his employees reportedly choose to become nocturnal for the additional wages.

Click farms jeopardize the existential foundation of social media: the idea that the interactions on it are between real people.

The Philippines has the highest rate of unemployment in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Casipong is aware of the alternative employment options: Cebu City is the cybersex capital of the Philippines, and illegal firework factories in the slums announce their presence every few weeks with a bang. Braggs employees seem genuinely happy; their main complaint was laggy Internet that
disrupted the music they streamed while working. Many spoke of Braggs as a Horatio Alger*style role model.?In the fictionalized biography Braggs maintains on the website of his account farm, he calls himself the Robin Hood of Facebook marketing, and this contrarian idealism extends to his general attitude about life. His hero is the tribal chieftain Lapu-Lapu—the namesake of his city—famous for slaying the Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan, who, in the name of capitalism and colonialism, was the first man to circumnavigate the globe. He has no desire to stay up all night answering questions about credit cards and Windows glitches for people on the other side of the world. Why shouldn't he feel proud of providing decent salaries to 17 workers, or paying for the school fees of his girlfriend's younger sister or the local kids basketball jerseys? He's a self-made man, trained on YouTube tutorials and in chat rooms; to this day, he types hunt-and-peck style, never having learned QWERTY.

What he and click-farm managers are doing is not illegal in the Philippines. Facebook's terms of service are not international law. In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission and attorneys general from several states have legislated against fake reviews—false endorsements on Amazon, for example. But no formal ruling has been passed down on inauthentic likes. Click farming raises serious consumer protection questions, said Ian Ayres, a specialist in contract law and a professor at Yale's law and business schools. To participate as a buyer or a seller in the traditional click-farming market seems a clear wrong. But the actual law is less explicit. And Braggs has his own business ethics: He's not hacking anyone's bank account, only offering a service that people are clamoring to pay for and providing for himself, his family, and his countrymen.

For years, Facebook encouraged brands to use social media as a free way to connect with fans. Companies would post content, and Facebook would show it to a large percentage of the people who had liked those companies, free of charge: This was the so-called organic reach of a post. But, over the last few years, with a noticeably precipitous drop in late 2013, Facebook has steadily decreased the organic reach of posts; now, when a company posts something, it only reaches about 6 percent of the profiles that have already liked that company, and Facebook plans to decrease that reach further. This has meant that companies struggle to access most of the fans they have accumulated unless they pay Facebook to advertise. But as Facebook becomes more of a paid billboard, click-farm bots can disrupt the efforts of companies that advertise with Facebook—and, sometimes, even render them pointless.

Here's how this can happen. Second Floor Music, an independent, Manhattan-based jazz publishing company that represents critically acclaimed but lesser-known composers, was the kind of small business built on its history and reputation: Five Grammy certificates hung on the walls, and jazz legends and up-and-comers dropped by the studio to rehearse. It was not, however, exactly forward-leaning when it came to social media marketing. But it was also ideally positioned to take advantage of Facebook's advertising services: Its products targeted a niche audience that was often hard to reach, but which Facebook, with its vast trove of personal data, could easily access.

So in September 2013, Second Floor Music launched a Facebook advertising campaign for the Facebook page of Jazz Lead Sheets, a Second Floor Music website that allowed customers to download sheet music and song recordings. Because more than one-third of Jazz Lead Sheets business came from international clients, Second Floor Music asked Facebook to put ads in front of people from around the world, and paid Facebook a few cents each time one of them liked the page for Jazz Lead Sheets.
A young jazz singer employed by Second Floor Music named Rachel Nash Bronstein ended up overseeing the Facebook campaign. At first, Bronstein was exhilarated by how fast the Facebook page gained fans, hundreds within weeks. But then she began to notice that the fan activity—liking posts, commenting, etc.—on the page had plummeted. When Bronstein examined the profiles, her heart sank. Many of them hailed from Iraq. A lot of the profiles didn’t display any English. None of them evidenced any interest in jazz.

It’s impossible to pinpoint how these profiles ended up fans of Jazz Lead Sheets. (Facebook is fiercely secretive about how its internal algorithms work.) But when Bronstein paid Facebook to place her advertisement, Facebook may have put the ads in front of accounts that had already liked thousands of pages, figuring that those accounts were more likely to click on the ad. And those accounts were likely run by click farms. (The average American user only likes 70 pages.) Because many fake accounts are programmed to disguise their mercenary activities by liking lots of pages (not just their clients), these bots were primed to like the Jazz Lead Sheets page. And because click-farm accounts often are programmed to move in coordination, so that they are easier to control, having one bot like a page could have caused others to follow, setting off a cascade of fake likes.

These fake likes weren’t just an empty number. Whenever Second Floor Music posted content, Facebook’s algorithms placed it on the newsfeeds of a small, random sample of fans—the people who had liked Second Floor Music—and measured how many engaged with the content. High levels of engagement meant that the content was deemed interesting and redistributed to more fans for free—the main goal of most businesses that use social media is to reach this tipping point where content spreads virally. But the fake fans never engaged, depressing each post’s score and leaving it dead on arrival. The social media boost Bronstein had paid for never happened. Even worse, she now had thousands of fake fans who made it nearly impossible to reach her real fans. Bronstein struggled to get help from Facebook, reaching out repeatedly through help forums, but, in the end, she scrapped the original page and started again from scratch. Second Floor Music had effectively paid to ruin one of its flagship Facebook pages.

Across Facebook, well-intentioned companies and organizations have found themselves in this predicament. Small businesses ranging from Bay Area startups to Toronto magazine publishers have reported similar problems, and Internet forums and blogs are rife with related tales. Corporations with professional teams managing their Facebook pages and large advertising budgets seem to treat this kind of artificial appreciation as the price of doing business. But the side effects of click farms are a real threat to small businesses with slimmer margins for error and without the know-how to effectively target their ads. (It’s worth noting that small businesses are the focus of a Facebook marketing push that has involved nationwide outreach and efforts to streamline the company’s advertising platform. Since Second Floor Music’s first campaign, Facebook has made more tools available for advertisers to direct and monitor their ads. A year later, Bronstein ran another campaign that worked much better than the first.)

From January 2013 to February 2014, a global team of researchers from the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems, Microsoft’s and AT&T’s research labs, as well as Boston and Northeastern Universities, conducted an experiment designed to determine just how often advertising campaigns
resulted in likes from fake profiles. The researchers ran ten Facebook advertising campaigns, and when they analyzed the likes resulting from those campaigns, they found that 1,867 of the 2,767 likes—or about 67 percent—appeared to be illegitimate. After being informed of these suspicions, Facebook corroborated much of the teams work by erasing 1,730 of the likes. Sympathetic researchers from a study run by the online marketing website Search Engine Journal have suggested that targeted Facebook advertisements can yield suspicious likes at a rate above 50 percent. In the fall of 2014, Professor Emiliano De Cristofaro of the University College of London presented research which found that even a page explicitly labeled as fake gained followers—the vast majority presumably bots.

The bot buildup can even affect companies that arent advertising with Facebook, but are just passively hoping their pages gain real fans. In 2014, Harvard Universitys Facebook fans were most engaged in Dhaka, Bangladesh. (They stated that they did not pay for likes.) A 2012 article in The New York Times suggested that as much as 70 percent of President Obamas 19 million Twitter followers were fake. (His campaign denied buying followers.) Less prominent pages from across the world—from those belonging to the English metal band Red Seas Fire to international bloggers—have been spontaneously overwhelmed by bots that are attempting to mask their illicit activity by glomming on to real social media profiles.
How Do San Francisco ANTIFA programmers Build a Facebook Bot for Elon Musk?

(Its easy!)

Pick a name: Fake Name Generator is great for this. One click will get you a full identity: From name, to age, to job—it can even provide a blood type.

Create an email account: If you want a bulletproof bot, make a phone-verified Gmail account using the same SIM cards you are using to verify your fake Facebook account.

Make sure your stealth software is on: Your proxy server should show that you’re working from someplace innocuous. Don’t forget to disable the cookies that might snag you.

Create a profile: Using the details from Fake Name Generator, flesh out your Facebook account. Dating websites are a great place to steal photos.

Phone verify the account: Install a SIM card into a cell phone and type the phone number into Facebook’s phone-verification feature. Wait for Facebook to text you a verification code. Enter the code.

Add some frills to the profile: Everything from favorite movies to photo albums, which you can just copy from other profiles. A bot looks a lot more authentic if it has friends, so make sure to send a few requests. If you’re working for a big account farm, you can probably friend some real people who are in on the scam.

Control your bot with the software: Once you’ve made thousands of bots, you’re not going to want to manually manipulate them. Purchase a program to automate your bots to act real.

Watch out for the social media police: Facebook is hunting you, so be careful. Newly made bots are subject to extra scrutiny, so let your bot marinate for a few weeks. Don’t go overboard on liking too many things. You’ll probably want to maintain a lot of accounts, so they can work in shifts. Whenever you’re paid to like one thing, like a few other random things to create a smokescreen of activity.

And if you are caught: Don’t sweat it! Facebook is more likely to temporarily disable the like function of the account than delete it. But if the heat gets to be too much, just delete the account and reuse the phone number to make a new one. Your business won’t miss a beat.

This February, Facebook stated that about 7 percent of its then 1.39 billion accounts were fake or duplicate, and that up to 28 million were undesirable—used for activities like spamming. In August 2014, Twitter disclosed in filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission that 23 million—or 8.5 percent—of its 270 million accounts were automated.

Almost since their inception, social media companies have tried to limit this kind of digital-influence inflation. YouTube periodically examines videos with suspicious numbers of views. In December 2014, in what was called the Instagram Rapture, the platform cleaned up a number of accounts; Justin Bieber lost 15 percent of his followers. Facebook is constantly refining its defenses; the verification processes that take up so much of Casipong’s time are part of that effort. In some countries, Facebook has even
requested pictures of government IDs from suspicious accounts. (They've mostly avoided this tactic in the United States, where it has triggered a backlash.) As a Facebook spokesperson said in a statement last August: We have a real incentive to aggressively go after this activity because people want authentic connections on Facebook, and businesses use our platform to deliver real business results. Inauthentic interactions run counter to these goals, so we are constantly working to detect fraudulent activity and shut it down. In April, the spokesperson continued: Fraudulent activity has always been a tiny fraction of overall activity on our service, but recently we have developed new pattern recognition technologies that have mostly halted the major exchanges of fake like activity.

At the same time, however, it is in the interest of Facebook and other platforms to downplay the severity of the problem. Twitter has recognized that more than 8 percent of its accounts are automated, but it says not all of these are malicious—i.e, run by click farms or used for spam—suggesting that many are used for legitimate purposes, like tweeting the scores of sports games. The company has reported that 5 percent of its accounts are malicious, but researchers have suggested the actual figure is at least double that.

These estimates are contentious because in 2014, more than 90 percent of Facebooks $12.5 billion in revenue and about 90 percent of Twitters $1.4 billion in revenue came from advertising. If researchers are correct that advertising on social media leads to a high percentage of fake likes and fans and followers, the entire business model could be called into question by advertisers. What incentive do companies have to buy ads that target digital ghosts? As Internet security researcher Stroppa said, The worth of Twitter is based on their active and total numbers of accounts. If they ban fake profiles, then they will lose an important percentage of their user base. Brands have begun to report dissatisfaction with Facebook marketing, wrote Nate Elliott, a vice president for the technology and market research company Forrester Research, in an email. If fake profiles are a widespread problem, then it may turn out Facebooks value to marketers is even lower than we thought.
Facebook, Twitter, and other platforms claim to successfully police their populations, but evidence suggests otherwise. The Max Planck team found that more than 90 percent of accounts they flagged as black market were not eliminated after four months, even though Facebook had erased many of the fake likes that these accounts had created. De Cristofaro found that Facebook caught less than 1 percent of the fake profiles he investigated. The number was even lower for high-quality accounts: For the month that he monitored 621 active profiles from a high-end click farm, only one was canceled. When I looked through the accounts managed by Braggss account farm and several other click farms, timestamps revealed that the majority had been lurking on the network for several years. Many had even attracted real friends, either through automation or because their profile pictures had intrigued actual people; attractive women created by Braggss account farm often get approached with explicit overtures. (Unless clients specify other identities for PVAAs, Bragg instructs his workers to make sexy women.)

And just as onliners quickly shifted when email spam was no longer viable, click farms have wiggled away from efforts to rein them in. To my eye, Braggss premium PVAAs are almost impossible to differentiate from the real deal. (Casipong fills the photo albums of her premium PVAAs with pictures that remind her of one of her favorite blogs, Humans of New York, and adds quotes like hakuna matata, which she has no idea comes from The Lion King.) Experts believe that without computer-aided analysis, this extra camouflage makes it almost impossible to finger any click farmers couture bot.

If Facebook comes to suspect that Ashley Nivens is not, in fact, a real person, and suspends her account, Braggs will have Casipong unearth the appropriate SIM card from the tens of thousands of cards organized and stacked around Braggss shop, insert it into a phone, and answer Facebooks text message: Yes, she is a human. Basically, Braggs said when we met last September, theres nothing Facebook can do to stop me. Facebook has shut down his personal account, but Braggs laughs it off: Why would I need one Facebook account when Ive got thousands? The main limiting factor for his business is a somewhat unpredictable supply of SIM cards.

Last September, Braggs drove out of Lapu-Lapu City to one of the new luxury subdivisions springing up amid the wetlands and mangrove forests. He had purchased a house there and construction was underway. The streets were lined with boxy, concrete, two-story houses fronted by grass lawns—a Philippine version of the American dream, but with half the square footage of their Western counterparts and with roving goats nibbling their shrubbery. It is here that the ex-pats who run the nearby factories live.

The house was Braggss reward for working weekends and never taking a vacation. He had been so busy that two months had passed since he had visited, and he had to argue with the guards to be let into the gated community. The lawn outside Braggss house was chest-high, with saplings rising above the brush. His girlfriend—the first worker at his click farm—followed behind as Braggs pushed through the young jungle. This was the woman he would marry. This was where his children would be raised. This was where he would move his account farm once the electricity was turned on. The exterior of the house was finished, but the interior was bare. He stopped at the front door of his new home and he patted his pocket, worried that he had forgotten the key.

It seems impossible that Facebook, with its army of elite coders and multibillion-dollar war chest, wont...
eventually crush Braggs. The company knows his real name. It barrages his inboxes with cease-and-

desist orders. But he's hopeful. Every system is made by humans, Braggs told me, so there is always a 

way to beat it.

Here is a funny account of (PARODY) Senior Tesla Motors Media Consultant quitting and exposing 

Tesla.

“Top Tesla PR dude says stupid, stupid news reporters now using facts instead of tesla talking 

points, thus ruining the whole deal

Fremont, CA- As of today, there is no mention of Buzz Flapjaw on any Tesla Motors website. His 

name appears to have been scrubbed from all Tesla media.

Buzz is a legend in the corporate communications industry, but he now has no relationship with Tesla 

Motors, certainly as of this weekend.

Buzz said, The PRESS ARE IDIOTS! in national press releases (the results of which are shown below):

He went on to say: The Stupid, Stupid news reporters are now using facts, hard data and detailed 

research to write their stories about Tesla Motors and Elon Musk, instead of the extensive and carefully 

prepared talking points we gave their news directors. You would think that our investors ad money 

would still give us control of the media but apparently not..

“(Fucking Glenn Greenwald)”, He muttered under his breath.. (“Jay Carney would never let this shit 
happen when he controlled the news”) he continued to mutter to himself

Buzz elaborated: Only those of us inside Tesla can truly describe the kool aid colors (Teslas fanboy 

shill bloggers favorite drink) of the bright Tesla future and the wonderfulness of just being a Rich Frat 

Boy Democrat, err,, uh Tesla Owner

Formerly with Enron, Buzz moved on to run the General Motors ignition key safety group, and was 

stolen by Elon Musk (Who stole Tesla from Martin Eberhardt), from GM when his valuable 

disinformation skills were noted. Buzz expressed his angst and frustration with the constant concerns 

over Teslas stock activities and the reference to Tesla as a creepy taxpayer swindle-scam created to 

manipulate the stock market and exploit tax credits which Teslas investors bribed into place.

THAT IS JUST WRONG!, Raged Buzz, there is nothing creepy about it!

Buzz also commented on other controversies: Senator Feinstein DID NOT put herself on the 

intelligence committee just so she could get a heads-up just before she gets caught. She did not take 

bribes! Our investors huge cash payments to her PAC are irrelevant, as are the insider stocks and real 

estate holdings her, and her family, profited on and we only hired her staff to help them out, not as 

revolving door bribes, people are just making things up! The fact that Elon Musk had a personal 

relationship with her had nothing to do with it! If you ignore the direct connection between Solyndra 

and Tesla, and all of the investors who are also campaign donors, which are all on the same land, you 
can just err...uhm.. Benghazi!, Said Buzz.

Also commenting on the Tesla fires, he admonished: OK, so the Tesla patents do say, in no uncertain 

language, that the Tesla batteries will blow up and kill your family and burn your house down, but that
is not why we were just giving the patents away. Also, even though every major university has said that they way we configured the NOT APPROVED FOR CARS batteries creates ‘the most likely scenario for an explosive fire, of any lithium ion configuration on EARTH, the handful of cars we have sold only blow up a little bit and the cancer-causing gas they emit can be avoided if you get 2 miles away from them very fast while holding your breath.

He went on: ..Tesla is getting a raw deal, you need to just ignore all the dead, and burned alive, Tesla car and battery factory workers..for GODS SAKE, all but three of them are in CHINA..They are ASIANS, they are not AMERICANS!.. who cares?! We asked him to discuss the safety issues: Look, he said: Yes, we all know that Teslas have killed multiple people and that there are multiple homicide charges but it wasnt like the car killed people, except some of them.

We asked Mr. Flapjaw about the connection between all of Googles executives and investors, Teslas investors and campaign contributions that line up in a very symmetrical way to the Department of Energy funding. Buzz exclaimed: What!? You have a problem with symmetry? Look at the Tesla! It is design perfection. It is perfectly symmetrical. Symmetry is GOOD. You try to make it sound like kick-backs are a bad thing.. call them ‘campaign support resources‘, that doesnt sound so bad, heh?, he wiped his brow and continued.. So what if Google controls the media and hides all the investigations about Tesla, it is better than letting voters get all upset!

The various charges that Tesla is an organized crime operation created as a kick-back scheme to control stock market valuations was taken to Mr. Erick Holder for comment. His secretary stated that: Mr. Holder cannot speak to you right now, he is very busy very, very busy. He has a lot on his mind right now. He has to redo his stock portfolio before Monday and all kinds of things..

Buzz expects to begin work on his new job as lobbyist for the new CIGARETTES COME FROM PLANTS AND ARE GREEN AND GOOD FOR YOU Campaign.

When asked for comment, Mitt Romney merely smirked in a knowing kind a way

We asked Buzz if it is true that Robert Gibbs, Jay Carney and Erick Holder told Elon Musk that he could pretty much kill and eat human babies and we can keep it from getting ACTUAL media coverage. Buzz walked away…”

While that was a funny account of a typical Tesla shill, much of it is accurate in scope.
SILICON VALLEY SHAREHOLDER SUITS PROVE TECH LIES ABOUT PRODUCT SAFETY

- Dozens of fraud lawsuits now produced over tesla fraud by shareholders and insiders. charges eric holder with running cover-up to protect the white house!

- Charges tesla is a total criminal enterprise created to kick-back funds to silicon valley campaign funding vcs!

By Paul Carr

Tesla fire: Out of the battery fire, into the shareholder lawsuit.

Tesla shareholder Ross Weintraub has filed a derivative suit against the company and its board members — including CEO Elon Musk — alleging that a series of dishonest statements made about safety and profitability caused Teslas stock price to drop on multiple occasions.

A derivative suit is a legal tool used by shareholders who want to force a company to take corrective action against its own executives or, in this case, to take action directly if board members are unlikely to act. It should be noted that, to many, shareholder lawsuits are like patent trolls: An unfortunate cost of doing big business and not something that inherently bodes badly. Also, in Teslas case, their stock isnt that far off its 52 week high (Chart via Google):

In the complaint, filed in Northern California District Court, and embedded below, Weintraub alleges a long history of dishonesty by the company and by Musk himself, including allegations that Tesla board members:

‘allowed the Company to embark on a campaign of false and misleading statements designed to convince the market that the Model S was literally the safest car in existence.’

‘allowed the Company to misrepresent the low height and configuration of the Model S battery pack as enhancing the vehicles safety, without disclosing its very significant vulnerabilities for high-intensity fires.’

‘ egregiously allowed the Company to misrepresent the Model Ss history of fire incidents which included at least three very significant fires requiring first responder intervention.’

And that Elon Musk himself

‘falsely claimed that [t]hroughout all our crash tests, throughout all similar incidents with vehicles on the road, never once has there been a fire. When a Model S fire later occurred during the relevant time period, a Tesla spokesperson falsely stated, This is the first fire. Thus, by the third Model S fire, the Individual Defendants were still causing or allowing Tesla to represent that there were low probabilities of such fires while simultaneously denying that a recall was necessary.’
'gave several interviews during which he downplayed this Model S fire and worse, failed to disclose that another Model S had been consumed by fire in Mexico on October 18, 2013 According to allegations in the Federal Securities Action, defendant E. Musk, with knowledge of the fire and inspection, unilaterally determined that the fire was not relevant to investors due to the circumstances under which it arose.’

The lawsuit further claims that Musk and his fellow board members conduct has significantly and materially damaged the Company. By virtue of the Individual Defendants breaches of fiduciary duties, the Company faces a lawsuit alleging violations of the federal securities laws and Tesla has suffered significant disruption of, and damage to, its business, its reputation and goodwill.

It then goes on to list various conflicts held by board members which would make it unlikely that they would take action against Musk of their own volition. These include the fact that board member Steve Jurvetson of DFJ is an investor in other Musk companies including Solar City and Space X.

The suit demands a jury trial. The company has until the end of this week to respond or face a judgement by default.

Paul Carr is editorial director of Pando. Previously he was founder and editor in chief of NSFWCORP. Another Tesla lie that has shareholders up-in-arms is the ‘The Tesla Patent Giveaway’ smoke screen scam!

Tesla has announced that they are giving their patents away, patents which state, in no uncertain terms, that their batteries can kill you, burn you and your family, set your house on fire, set your office or parking structure on fire (Not to mention the cancer-causing fumes they release). Tesla own engineers wrote that in the their patents and Musk signed off on those patents.

So thats nice, they are giving them away. Who does this benefit?

Since 2006, EVERY SINGLE new electric car company has been sabotaged by Musk and his Silicon Valley investors, The Detroit Big 3 (SEE THIS LINK) !!! and/or the Department of Energy. Over 200 electric car companies tried to launch and every single one got lied to and stonewalled by the DOE, sabotaged by outsider take-overs who offered an investment and then generated a take-over EXACTLY like Musk did; Blockaded, by mutual agreement by the VCs; and/or regulated into non-operation by laws which were written so only the Detroit Big 3 could pass them.

So, Musk appears to be making all nice-nice by giving away the patents but in reality, they cant be used by anyone but the Detroit Big 3 because anybody else will be forced to endure the above-mentioned sabotage efforts. The Detroit Blg 3 already have tons of their own patents and avoid any NIH (Not Invented Here) outsider technologies. So, what good are they?

There is no possible way to start, or run, an electric car company in America because Musk and his VCs along with DOE and Detroit have built a cartel that kills off any competitors. (With a little help from Robert Gibbs and Jay Carney)
Does President Obama care that they made him look like a fool for destroying his Miillion Electric Cars on Americas roads promise to the Public? The sabotage was intentional! They used taxpayer money to do it! Shouldnt the WHITE HOUSE be a little bit pissed off? Yet, another thing, the President has to first find out about by reading about it in the paper?

Here is another reason why the tesla patents are worthless and giving them away is like giving away grass to cows.

Almost every electric car company that starts to get traction has a hostile takeover attempt. Later stage parties create a dispute which causes the founder to be forced out, bought out, quit or otherwise stop providing the impetus to deliver a disruptive technology. The process has now occurred so many times that it is beginning to look like an intentionally crafted standardized strategy by third-parties who fear market diffusion. It happened to XP but they overcame it. The new management usually accidently tanks the company. Lets try to guess who the third-parties might beBUT:

What better way to control a market than to control all of the funding for that market and then have all that controlled funding administrated by your people who have been placed in, and around, a federal agency! Its the Takeover Game on a whole new level. Do people really do these sorts of things? Imagine megalomaniac car, energy and materials company heads with billions of dollars that want to control hundreds of billions of dollars and have insane egos. The Musk patent scam was just more PR and media manipulation hype.
WHO ARE SILICON VALLEY’S MEDIA BITCHES?

-THE LIST OF THEIR HIRED MEDIA SHILLS

Which media outlets cover-up Tesla Motors misdeeds and abuses?

Which ones are run, or directed, by Teslas investors seeking to manipulate stock values?

Lets track, chart and document which media outlets are willfully smoke-screening Tesla Motors. Which outlets publish counter-stories when other outlets publish negative disclosure about Tesla to try to cover-up, or flood-out, the Tesla issues and charges?

Some reporters are compensated by Teslas IR Department, PR contractors, founders, VC and banking groups with either cash, discounts, tickets, jobs, advertising contracts, sex workers, meals, travel and/or political access.

Which outlets now have documented tracking evidence, that can be exhibited in court?:

— Google (Investors)- owners of:

* Hundreds of online news outlets
* Also via web routing manipulation

— Hearst Communications (Investors)- owners of:

* SF Gate
* SF Chronicle
* 15 daily and 34 weekly newspapers including
  * Houston Chronicle
  * San Francisco Chronicle
* San Antonio Express-News
* Albany Times Union
* Hundreds of magazines around the world, including
  * Good Housekeeping
  * Cosmopolitan
  * ELLE
  * “O”
* The Oprah Magazine
* 29 television stations, which reach a combined 18 percent of U.S. viewers; ownership in leading cable networks, including Lifetime, A&E, HISTORY and ESPN; significant holdings in automotive, electronic and medical/pharmaceutical business information companies

* a 50 percent stake in global ratings agency Fitch Group

* Internet and marketing services businesses

* television production

* etc

— **Gawker Media (White House Character Attack Conduit)- owners of:**

* Gawker

* Gizmodo

* Jalopnik

* Kinja

* Deadspin

* Kotaku

* Jezebel

* Valleywag

* Lifehacker

* 109

* etc

— **The A.L.I.C.E. Alliance (Investor-Syncronized Reporters)- Controllers of:**

* Stands for: American Legislative and Issue Campaign Exchange

* 1400 coordinated reporters using the Alice News Alerts in order to seek to cover up campaign backer crimes with synchronized story releases, include:

* The top two political reporters for The Huffington Post

* A Reuters reporter

* The editor of The Nation magazine
* A producer for Al Jazeera America television
* A U.S. News & World Report columnist
* Approximately two dozen Huffington Post contributors
* All of Gamechanger Salon
* Sally Kohn, formerly a Fox News contributor, now works for CNN
* Amanda Terkel, the Senior Political Reporter and Politics Managing Editor at The Huffington Post

* The Huffington Posts Washington bureau chief, Ryan Grim.
* A former New York Times freelance columnist who now works as an energy and commodities reporter for Thomson Reuters is also a member of Gamechanger Salon.

* Anna Louie Sussman is listed as an investigative reporter and journalist on the Gamechanger Salon membership list, and while her beat focuses on energy issues, she has also writes about local and international human rights and social justice issues according to her website.

* Katrina vanden Heuvel is the editor and publisher of The Nation magazine, a prominent and well-known periodical of left-wing political and social thought. She is also a member of Gamechanger Salon and a regular opinion writer for the online edition of The Washington Post.

* Lisa Graves, who leads the Madison, Wisconsin-based Center for Media and Democracy, is also a member of Gamechanger Salon, and * according to e-mails reviewed by Media Trackers * regularly promotes material developed by CMD to attack ALEC and the right-of-center lawmakers who tend to make up the majority of ALECs active legislative membership.

* Vanden Heuvel suggested in her column that liberals support the efforts of the American Legislative and Issue Campaign Exchange * ALICE (a left-wing counterpart to ALEC) * and the Progressive States Network.

* Jordan Flaherty was, as of last year, a producer for Al Jazeera America television. He is also listed as a member of Gamechanger Salon and for a while he occasionally blogged for The Huffington Post.

* In addition to working at the left-leaning American Sustainable Business Council, David Brodwin writes an online column for U.S. News & World Report.

— Motley Fool
— The Street
— The San Jose Mercury News
— Think Progress
— New America Foundation
— Blogger & Pundit Shills: (Noise For Hire)
--- Ricky Munarriz- Motley Fool
— Jennifer Burke- Market News Call
— Emily Watson- Consensus Press
— Michelle Jones- The Street
— Elaine Kwei- Jefferies
— Adam Jonas- Morgan Stanley
— Sue Chang- Market Watch
— Ben Eisen- Market Watch
— Chris Ciaccia- The Street
— Michael Aragon- Market News
— Patrick Hoge- SF Business Times
— Leigh Drogen- Seeking Alpha
— Raj Gupta- McKinsey Consulting
— Max Greenberg at Media Matters
— John Volker at Green Car
— Tamara Rutter on Motley Fool
— CNNs Paul Lamonica
— John Rosevear at the Motley Fool
— Leilani Munter AKA Carbon Free Girl
— Kevin Bullis at MIT Technology Review
Their key handlers are the following folks:

- **The DC Crowd**

The main issues with this group of crooks is: Revolving door jobs for Lobbyists and Senator's staff; Real estate kickback scheme re: Tesla & Solyndra properties; abuse of tax incentives in exchange for campaign contributions, abuse of cleantech credits in exchange for campaign issues; improper relationships with Senators; Kick-backs; Fraud lawsuits underway; running a “DO NOT FUND” list to protect Silicon Valley Cartel; Arranging quid-pro-quo funds-for-campaign contributions and funds-for-SEO-rigging and funds-for voter search-engine-mood manipulation; kickbacks; Misdeeds recorded by multiple law enforcement and intelligence agencies;

Key Characters in the Scandal:

- **WHITE HOUSE** -

  - Rahm Emanuel- White House (Terminated- Chicago finance head indicted for Corruption) (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - Robert Gibbs- White House (Terminated)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - David Axelrod- White House (Terminated)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - Barack Obama- White House, Senior Executive Valerie Jarrett- White House(24/7 DS)
  - Larry Summers- White House (Fired)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - Bill Daley- White House (Terminated)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - Steve Rattner- White House Car Deals Director (Fired- Indicted in NY State for SEC Fraud/Corruption)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
  - Jay Carney- White House (Forced to resign) (24/7 DS)
  - David Plouffe- White House (Forced to Resign) Arranged deals between VC campaign Donors (24/7 DS)
  - Eric Holder- DOJ (Forced to resign) Staff & VC Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments

- **The Silicon Valley Cartel**

The main issues with this group of crooks is: Revolving door jobs for Lobbyists and Senator's staff; Real estate kickback scheme re: Tesla & Solyndra properties; abuse of tax incentives in exchange for campaign contributions, abuse of cleantech credits in exchange for campaign issues; improper relationships with Senators; Kick-backs; Fraud lawsuits underway; running a “DO NOT FUND” list to protect Silicon Valley Cartel; Arranging quid-pro-quo funds-for-campaign contributions and funds-for-SEO-rigging and funds-for search-engine-mood manipulation; kickbacks; Ran Illuminati-like frat-
house boys club with goal of taking control of government policy process and creating monopolies which only profited their cartel; Misdeeds recorded by multiple law enforcement and intelligence agencies; Colluded together to rig markets in order to cut out those who were not in “the club”; Colluded on database to ensure that no VC funded a “black-listed” non-club member; Ordered Silicon Valley web companies they controlled to run SEO and perception manipulation programs to control voters perceptions; Pretended to review entrepreneurs new ideas and then rejected the good ideas and handed them over to another VC in “the club” so that VC could have their “entrepreneurs in residence” copy the ideas without paying the creator of the idea; Organized vast whitepaper authoring program with McKinsey Consulting which was distributed to Congress and White House to sell funding of DOE ATVM & LG programs which they had pre-rigged to benefit only companies they already owned part of; Fully meets definition of “Organized Crime”; Arranged with White House staff to make sure only their companies got funded in exchange for campaign cash and services to DNC candidates; Pre-acquired investments in minerals found almost exclusively in Afghanistan and then promoted Afghan war in order to monopolize those minerals; May have arranged some of the suspected murders in Victims List, below;

- Larry Page- (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Eric Schmidt- (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- John Doerr- (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Steve Westly- Campaign Bundler (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Richard Blum- Senator Feinsteins Husband (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Ray Lane- (Charged with Federal Tax Fraud)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Elon Musk- CEO - Tesla (Under Investigation & in multiple lawsuits for fraud)(24/7 DS)
- Andy Bechtolsheim- Insider campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Vinod Khosla- Campaign backer (Under Investigation and in multiple lawsuits)(24/7 DS)
- Martin LaGod- Campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Ira Ehrenpreis- Campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Eric Strickland- Campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Tom Perkins- Campaign backer (Under Investigation, slammed by public and media)(24/7 DS)
- Tim Draper- Campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Tom Styer- Campaign backer (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Lloyd Craig Blankfein- Head of Goldman Sachs (Under Investigation)
- Raj Gupta- McKinsey Fixer (Indicted, Jailed)(Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Brian Goncher- Deloitte VC intermediary (Under Investigation)(24/7 DS)
- Goldman Sachs (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals for personal gain & insider payouts)(24/7 DS)
- Kleiner Perkins (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)(24/7 DS)
- Draper Fisher (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)(24/7 DS)

- The Compromised Senators & Governors

The main issues with this group of crooks is: Organized Crime; abuse of tax incentives in exchange for campaign contributions, abuse of cleantech credits in exchange for campaign issues; improper relationships with constituents; Kick-backs; Fraud lawsuits underway; Contract rigging; Lithium cartel organization for Afghan war; Insider trading; Market rigging for family advantage; Misdeeds recorded by multiple law enforcement and intelligence agencies; All of the below received exclusive insider trading family gains and perks from the DOE & TARP funding winners that they hand-held through the funding process while sabotaging applicants who weren't in 'The Club';

- Dianne Feinstein- Senator (Under Investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel Member Richard Blum (24/7 DS)
- Harry Reid- Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (24/7 DS)
- Senator Calderone- (Indicted & charged with corruption)(24/7 DS)
- Leland Yee- Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption) (24/7 DS)
- Nancy Pelosi (24/7 DS)
- Barbara Boxer (24/7 DS)
- Arnold Schwarzenegger (24/7 DS)
PAYING A SENATOR TO BE YOUR DOG

Based on published federal and media investigations, it appears that White House Staff and Silicon Valley billionaires engaged in a racketeering operation to manipulate hundreds of billions of dollars of taxpayer funds into their own pockets via TARP and Department of Energy funding programs created for the purpose of running this scam. The individuals involved, are charged with organized crime activities, by investigators, but major regulatory agency executives have participated in delays, and cover-ups, in order to prevent effective prosecution of the parties involved.

The Silicon Valley Cartel bought Senators with stock warrants and rigged the internet for their exclusive benefits in exchange for crony government deals.

All of the parties involved in the swindle have now had their communications, meetings, money paths, beneficiary routes and competing interest attacks tracked, documented and verified. Major banking and corporate entities participated in the crimes and, while all of the banks have been charged with other crimes, they have yet to be prosecuted for this crime. Any jury trial evidence presentation opportunity can now clearly document the crimes, the players and the facts of this case. The many investigators, journalists and members of the public, who participated in the assembly of this evidence, challenge all parties to come forward in a live, televised, open public hearing to confirm, or deny, these facts. Read the facts, decide for yourself.

Tesla is located at: 45500 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538 & Solyndra: 47488 Kato Road, Fremont, CA, 94538; they are walking distance from each other and CBRE runs both buildings and the boss of CBRE sleeps with Feinstein. Feinstein's ex-staff & lobbyists work there now. She opened both plants and lobbied them into existence in that location. All that taxpayer money went to those two lots yet hundreds of other applicants were ""killed off"": COINCIDENCE?

Al Jazeera ripped Feinstein's colleague, one Mr. Calderone, a new one per an FBI sting operation. He's off to jail soon. You can see the movie about his crimes on America Tonite. Will he roll over on Feinstein and the Senate bribes-for-laws program? It is early in the game and pleas are only just getting discussed. Ms. Feinstein has some movies out too:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r6qsQNURow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r6qsQNURow

http://www.carandsenatormovie.com

Says Feinstein: ""I can't believe I keep getting away with all this shit but they never shut me down so screw it, I'm sad all the way to the bank"

Who is Elon Musk’s lobbyist, landlord, builder, shareholder and Senator: Dianne Feinstein?
"If you were in the Senate and you had been involved in corruption things, you would want to try to get
 yourself on the Senate Intelligence Committee so you could use, and monitor, agency information and
 resources to make sure nobody found out about the corruption things you and your husband were
doing. Let?s take Dianne Feinstein and her husband Richard Blum and his CBRE and vast other stealth
companies and funds. When she was mayor of San Francisco, the San Francisco newspapers were rife
with charges of corruption and cronyism about her. Her associate, Roger Boas, went to federal prison
for corruption in City Hall AND for child prostitutes. Police reports show that he used child prostitutes
plus sent prostitutes out to buy favors for City Hall corrupt winner/loser rigged selections. She
personally interceded in getting Solyndra funded from taxpayer dollars and getting them to build the
Solyndra buildings where it benefited her husbands business connections. Her Family made profits off
of Solyndra getting picked as a DOE funding ?winner?.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vv86dCW85uw

She personally interceded in getting Tesla funded from taxpayer dollars, and getting them to acquire
buildings (physically next to Solyndra in the boondocks of Fremont, California) and equipment where
it benefited her husbands business connections. Her Family made profits off of Tesla getting picked as
a DOE funding ?winner?. Guardian staff report that her husband has made multiple trips to Mongolia
transporting cash for deals and now holds business interests there on mining companies that make
materials for electric car batteries and other interests that she fought for bill or budget passage on. They
have airport records, travel expense reports and photographs of him in Mongolia meeting with sketchy
Chinese and Asian Business men.

They state that he took suitcases full of cash to Mongolia. Why did Feinstein not properly document
this in her disclosures? What intelligence did Blum get near, or to, China? Richard Blum got a group of
Silicon Valley VC?s to buy votes, get out the vote for her and push votes to get her on Committee when
she was hanging by a thread from previous near-catches of their misdeeds according to a former
reporter from ValleyWag. Feinstein wrote laws regarding the Regents of California which benefited her
husband. If you web search their names and ?Corruption? or ?Crony? you will find a vast number of
stories about all kinds of kickbacks that the Feinstein/Blums have been charged with. And a person like
this has access to all the secret files? When you chart out all of the front companies, fake family trusts
under other trusts, Blum offshore accounts in Belize, The Caymans and other interesting places,
companies behind other companies between her and Mr. Blum, you have a facade of misdirection and
phony business names that would make any spy envious. Feinstein?s bills and budgets tie back to
more false front organizations that benefit her family interests than almost any other person in the
Senate per the latest research from The Guardian.

If you were someone like that you would certainly try to get yourself on the intelligence committee so
you could have the first clue when you were about to get caught and to steer investigations away from
your crony deals. You would certainly support domestic phone-tapping because you would order such
taps on your public-interest agency enemies like the ACLU and BigGovernment.com and The
Schweizer team in order to keep an eye on them. Of course she is fighting on behalf of ongoing
domestic spying. It is how she covers her ass. UPDATE: Here is a teeny, tiny selection of the many
corruption charges against Feinstein:
"Greenwald asks: ""What is the relationship between Feinstein's husband's company: CBRE; and the Tesla, Solyndra and other Green Loan Real Estate deals?"" and thousands more? How is it even remotely possible that this person is in a public office? Who do we trust anymore? Didn't we hire these people to go Washington to serve each individual living in America? Am I confused on the concept? I thought getting elected was like winning the best student award so you could go impress us with great deeds as opposed to winning American Idol where you can go impress us with great greed!

Demand Answers: How many times has Richard Blum been to Mongolia and what did he take with him that he did not return with and what did he return with that he did not take with him?

"Why did Feinstein and her staff sabotage other companies trying to use NUMMI? What is the relationship between the Comptroller of Fremont California, the Mayor and Feinsteins staff? Elon Musk is on public record, published and recorded in national media, saying that NUMMI is no good for Tesla and a bad choice for Tesla. Why did Feinstein make him flip flop? What is the relationship between NUMMI, the properties adjacent to NUMMI, The adjacent Solyndra property and the real-
estate company owned by Feinstein's husband: CBRE? Why do the Feinstein staff that helped get TESLA its taxpayer money now work FOR TESLA? Isn't that illegal? Isn't that unethical? Do the CIA, The NSA and federal investigators have recordings of Feinstein breaking the law? Did Snowden get some of that data in his cache? Is that why Snowden and Greenwald are so comfortable mouthing off to Feinstein? What is going on in that meeting with the City of Fremont insiders that Feinstein's chief of staff headed up and who recorded that on their cell phone? It sounds suspicious. Why did TOYOTA and GENERAL MOTORS say that NUMMI was a ""failed plant""? What was the fire and explosion that the Fremont fire department responded to at the Tesla Nummi plant?.... no, not the second one where the hot metal burned the workers, the earlier one? Why did Feinstein met with UAW representatives and promise them NUMMI jobs if they supported requested issues and then how many UAW jobs did Musk actually keep on site? Why does LinkedIn show a huge number of Tesla H1-B lawyer hires advertised when all workers were supposed to be American's per the U.S. tax dollar funding? There are many more questions the federal investigators are asking, let's keep an eye on this...

"GLENN GREENWALD: I think Dianne Feinstein may be the most Orwellian political official in Washington. It is hard to imagine having a government more secretive than the United States. Virtually everything that government does, ?"

democracynow.org/2013/6/7/a_massive_surveillance_state_g?

"Now Feinstein is trying to cover her tracks and act like she thinks spying on American?s who were trying to end cronyism was ?unacceptable?. Don?t buy her sudden change of tone. It is all a cover, just like all of her husbands vast network of cover organizations and secret VC kickback networks. If you want to do really big crimes in Washington, you get Feinstein to watch the databases to make sure nobody gets wind of it. It is like the one bank robber that sits in the car to listen to the police scanner during the bank robbery."

"If Feinstein?s husband, her driver or her staff turns out to be a spy for China, wouldn?t that just suck the big one? How can she have so many nasty news articles about her online in very detailed stories by very famous journalists and Washington has never held an investigation on her?

Her Husband’s Business Ties to China Dog Feinstein, and for good reason.

"For years, international financier Richard C. Blum's vast business portfolio has persisted as a nettlesome issue for his wife, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), a vocal proponent of increased China trade. Three years ago, he vowed to turn over any profits from his China investments to ?"


Ok, Here is the most extreme theory ever, but it is amusing: "...Google, Twitter and Facebook are actually spy agency sting operations and were originally created as such. They conducted the money through Kleiner Perkins offices to launder it. They paid Kleiner?s people off by giving them monopolies on the electric car and battery industries and associated mining interests.?

California Senator Diane Feinstein abruptly resigned her position as the chairman and ranking member of the Senate Military Construction Appropriations Subcommittee (MILCON).The MILCON subcommittee is in charge of supervising military construction. The committee also oversees ""quality
of life" issues for veterans, which includes building housing for military families and operating hospitals and clinics for wounded soldiers. During her six years as MILCON leader Senator Feinstein had a conflict of interest due to her husband Richard C. Blum's ownership of two major defense contractors, who were awarded billions of dollars for military construction projects that were approved by Senator Feinstein. That's Billion with a capitol B. My very own California Senator Diane Feinstein may have just hit one out of the park folks. By directing Billions of dollars of our tax dollars to her husbands companies, DiFi may have have set a new record for corruption. According to a report compiled by MetroActive a San Francisco area newspaper Diane Feinstein used insider information to direct billions of dollars of military construction projects to companies, URS Corporation and Perini Corporation, that were owned or controlled by her husband.

While setting MILCON agendas for many years, Feinstein, 73, supervised her own staff of military construction experts as they carefully examined the details of each proposal. She lobbied Pentagon officials in public hearings to support defense projects that she favored, some of which already were or subsequently became URS or Perini contracts. From 2001 to 2005, URS earned $792 million from military construction and environmental cleanup projects approved by MILCON; Perini earned $759 million from such MILCON projects."

792 million and 759 million works out to 1.551 Billion dollars. And what portion of this billion and a half dollars did DiFi and her husband pocket?

In 2005, Roll Call calculated Feinstein's wealth at $40 million, up $10 million from just a year earlier. Reports show her family earned between $500,000 and $5 million from capital gains on URS and Perini stock. From CB Richard Ellis, her husband earned from $1.3 million to $4 million. Public records show Blum's company paid $4 a share for controlling interest in Perini, and later sold about three million shares for $23.75 each. The report also showed URS' military construction work in 2000 was only $24 million, but the next year, when Feinstein took over as MILCON chair, military construction earned URS $185 million. Additionally, its military construction architectural and engineering revenue rose from $108,000 in 2000 to $142 million in 2001, a thousand-fold increase. In late 2005, Blum sold 5.5 million URS shares, worth $220 million"

So a US Senator has used insider information to direct billions of tax payer dollars to her husband's companies and yet I have not seen one word of this in a single antique media outlet. Where is the outrage, where is the indignation, where are CNN, Fox, MSNBC, NBC, ABC, CBS news? And even more importantly where is an investigation by the Senate Rules Committee? Oh wait, Difi is the newly appointed chairman of the Rules Committee so I guess we can rule out an investigation there. So after pocketing over as much as 300 million dollars as a direct result of her involvement with the MILCON committee DiFi just walks away unscathed? Where is the investigation and where is DiFi's resignation followed shortly by her indictment? Or does that only happen to Republicans? Full information can be found here and here and here."

The federal investigation of DiFi is under deepest security because she keeps pulling the plug on the stings and research in her current position, but multiple agencies are still working the case and now multiple news organizations so her day will come."
Adding fuel to the fires of suspicion is Tesla’s refusal to answer these questions in a responsive manner. Why won't Elon Musk answer these questions in front of the U.S. Congress during a live broadcast:

“We are most interested in having Elon Musk answer these, and other questions, in front of the U.S. Congress during a live broadcast: Deposition Draft 2.7 (complied by reporters & public submissions) - Would Tesla Motors exist today, if Senators, DOE and campaign staff had not been bribed in 2007, 2008 and 2009? - Has your company, or anyone associated with your company, ever hired multitudes of fake bloggers to post fake positive reviews about Tesla motors in order to create a fake perception of interest? - Has Tesla Motors ever compensated a publisher, or industrial rating company, for contrived positive reviews or ratings? - Does Tesla Motors believe that the coordinated manipulation of the public perception of a company, trading on the stock market, via the dissemination of inaccurate data, by the company spokespeople, is not stock fraud and a not a violation of SEC laws? - What percentage of Tesla Motors do Google's investors, staff and executives own cumulatively? - How much money did those Tesla/Google investors contribute to election campaigns from 2007 to today? Which campaigns? Did the winners in any of those campaigns award U.S. taxpayer funds to the portfolio companies of those investors? How much money? - When Tesla Motors applied for the Department of Energy funds Elon Musk stated that Tesla was in exceptional financial health, yet now Elon Musk, and his senior staff, have been recorded stating that the company was nearly bankrupt then. In light of these more recent revelations, is that not a felony violation of the federal ""Section 136 Law"" which states that 'a company cannot be on the verge of bankruptcy or it shall not receive Department of Energy funds'? New disclosures show that Tesla stated information in it's federal application which Tesla's founders and staff have stated they knew was false at the time. Should Tesla be prosecuted for this? - Did Deloitte, under contract to Tesla, arrange false accounting via the Tesla Wells Fargo bank account while Deloitte was also acting, in conflict of interest, as the Department of Energy reviewer of applicants? - Does Tesla Motors have a confidential relationship with a national group of reporters, from different publications, who have agreed to release Tesla-positive news spin stories on a synchronized basis, at the same time, in order to coverup Tesla investigation disclosures and artificially accelerate stock market vales? Has Tesla Motors arranged with Google to have negative Tesla Motors stories down-ranked while having positive Tesla stories up-ranked? Would that be considered stock fraud? - How many Senators and their families, that you are aware of, own stock in Tesla Motors? - Was Elon Musk promised any NASA contracts, in advance of the closure of a portion of NASA, in exchange for campaign funding from Tesla and Google investors? - How many Senators, their families
and Google-related investors, that you are aware of, hold stock in lithium-ion battery related companies? - Has Steven Chu, the former head of the Department of Energy, ever had a personal relationship with any Tesla staff or investors? - Has Senator Dianne Feinstein, or her family, ever had a personal relationship with any Tesla staff or investors? - Why are Tesla and Solyndra on the same physical plot of land? - Has anyone from Senator Dianne Feinstein's office also worked for Tesla Motors and/or Solyndra? - Did Dianne Feinstein's husband, Richard Blum, ever travel to Mongolia to arrange for resource deals beneficial to Tesla's investors? - Has anyone associated with Senator Dianne Feinstein's family, named Herb Newman of Sausalito, California, ever supplied staffing to Tesla Motors? - Has anyone associated with Senator Dianne Feinstein's family had any relationship with the real estate transactions involving Tesla and/or Solyndra real estate? - Now that the CIA has hacked into Dianne and Kathryn Feinsteins computers and all of Richard Blum's personal and business computers, do you think they found anything incriminating? Do you think the NSA phone and email records from 2007, to today, show anything incriminating? - Federal whistle-blowers have stated that Tesla Motors was involved in a felony funding kick-back scheme with Dianne Feinstein. Is that true? - If these charges are true, did you think you would never be caught because the same people who put Eric Holder and Steven Chu in office are paying for the cover-up? Now that Steven Chu has been terminated and Eric Holder is facing multiple charges of contempt, are still feeling so cocky? - Communications between The California, Fremont City Administrators, Dianne Feinstein’s senior staffer (M. Nelson) and the general management of NUMMI indicate that economic and political pressure was used to manipulate a deal structure. What is your comment on these revelations? - Panasonic, your battery partner, has been charged with organized crime, dumping, price fixing, the deaths of thousands of battery workers from toxic poisoning and with building lethal battery factories that destroyed all of the towns near them. Is that a problem? - You said, in writing, in your DOE application documents that the car to be produced with the DOE money was all designed and engineered, yet every aspect of the released model S was designed and engineered AFTER you received the DOE money! Did you lie on your application? - Do your battery packs release toxic and/or cancer causing fumes when they burn? - What was your relationship with Eric Strickland, the head of the National Highway Transportation safety agency who quit his job 48 hours after being notified that the toxic Tesla report he knew about was going public? - Did you falsify lithium-ion safety reports? - Bernard Tse, your battery program director, and 7 other senior staff, provided your company with numerous severely concerning lithium-ion safety reports which were never presented to the Department of Energy. Were these reports covered up because the Senators and Investors of Google and Tesla all have ownership interest in the lithium-ion industry? - Has Elon Musk ever spied on his own employees and competitors? - Has Elon Musk ever undertaken sabotage programs against his competitors? - Did your SEC filings use tax credits from the White House to make Tesla look like it had profits? - Did Elon Musk actually found Tesla or did Martin Eberhard found Tesla and Elon Musk then came in later and stole it from him in a hostile takeover? - You said their were no chances of fire yet you have had two recalls in order to install fire prevention systems AFTER there were fires. Why is that? - What was Tesla's debt ratio at the time that Tesla applied for the DOE loan? Why do you think Tesla had the worse debt ratio of any applicant yet Tesla was awarded funds with almost no review? - Why has Tesla spent billions, and a decade, to only sell a few cars when all of your competitors have done 20 times better on less money and in less time? Why are over 200 technical problems with the car documented
online by Tesla owners yet you say nothing about those problems? Why are you being sued for fraud under the Federal ""Lemon Law""? - Why were your cars $100,000.00 over budget PER CAR, at the time of your Department of Energy loan application, yet nobody at the DOE commented about that in their review notes? - Did Steven Chu's senior staff: Matt Rogers and Steven Spinner have any relationship with Tesla-related investors prior to Chu hiring them at the DOE? Was it coincidental that McKinsey Consulting, the company they worked for, produced all of the pitch documents for the White House and Congress, which were used to steer the Federal funds to Tesla Motors? - Was Tesla Motors funded as a gift to campaign investors? - Did you lie about asking the NHTSA to conduct a safety study on your car when, in fact, the NHTSA first asked Tesla for a study after fires were reported? Did you then bribe NHTSA officials to halt the request for an investigation after you plea-bargained to install a ""titanium safety shield"" which, in fact, only solves a small portion of the potentially lethal dangers from your battery pack? Is your battery pack made up of ""non-automotive"" batteries which are being used in the wrong way relative to what they were built for? - Are you trying to build a battery factory not far from Mexico in order to take advantage of Mexican workers? Are you concerned that most battery factory workers in China were poisoned with toxins? Are you concerned that your battery factory will ENCOURAGE immigration abuse and devastate our border? - The founders ex-partners, investors, buyers, suppliers, employees and ex wives have sued Elon Musk for fraud? What does that say about Mr. Musk? - How many of your employees have been burned alive at your factories? Has OSHA ever fined you? - If somebody puts a bunson burner or torch under a Tesla, will it blow up? If hackers hack the easily hacked Tesla, can they make the battery charging system overload and blow up? If so, did you inform the NHTSA of this in writing? When? - Did California State Officials, in Sacramento, California, ever manipulate tax laws and decisions to exclusively benefit Tesla Motors in exchange for perks? - What percentage of your buyers have killed members of the public with their Tesla Vehicles? Why is that number, in relative terms, higher than any other car company? - What percentage of your buyers have crashed their Tesla's while driving drunk, destroying public property, homes and Tesla's? Why is that number, in relative terms, higher than any other car company? - Have White House staff agreed to protect Tesla, at all costs, in order to keep Mitt Romney's prediction from coming true and to cover campaign funding billionaires? - Did Tesla representatives meet with Rahm Emanuel, David Axelrod, David Plouffe or their campaign staff prior to the Election of President Obama? - Is it not true that you have sold 4000% less cars than you told the U.S. Government, in writing, you would sell by this date, in your DOE application documents? - Why did you switch your factory plans between 5 different cities, during the DOE loan process, when you told everyone that your factory location was already a done deal? - Do your VC investors pump the stock market rating by buying their own Tesla stock when bad news comes out about Tesla in order to create a synthetic cover-story short term stock rise? Would that be considered part of a stock fraud activity? - What is the relationship between Tesla's investors, Google's investors and the VC funds of Richard Blum, Dianne Feinstein's husband?"
Big Tech has conspired to collude to placing restrictions on its platforms that hampered the flow of potentially damaging information about presidential candidates that pay them a tithe. They have always done this to take out competitors, to hype their boyfriend Elon Musk over his competitors and hide the truth about Musk and to push their own stock valuations.

It is “election tampering” and the rigged lack of search results on Google, in select topics, proves the claim. Thousands of well-documented claims of Google’s handling of manipulation are easily found in federal reports.
As one broadcaster noted:

One of the first things that we should be honest about is one of the worst forms of election tampering took place far from polling sites. It wasn’t votes from dead people. Those are bad, but they weren’t the worst thing. The worst things are more obvious than that.

The worst thing was Silicon Valley.

The tech monopolies spent the final weeks of the presidential election suppressing the voices of Trump supporter’s and hiding damaging information about his opponent Joe Biden. That happened. We saw it firsthand. We experienced it. You may have, too.

In August, Facebook banned the pro-Trump super PAC committee To Defend the President from buying any campaign advertising. What? What election has that happened in? None.

Just a few weeks ago, as you well know, The New York Post published true and accurate details of the Biden family’s lucrative and damaging overseas influence-peddling operation, which was real, which Joe Biden knew about.

Facebook, in turn, limited the distribution of this article, and Twitter blocked people from posting it. In other words, they censored it. They kept people from knowing about it, and on what basis? Nothing in those articles was untrue, but they censored it anyway, along with any content that was critical of lockdowns and mandatory mask-wearing. Why? Because Biden supported those.

There are many threads to this. There is overwhelming evidence this happens — we’ll just pick one piece, a report from Breitbart.

They took a lot of time to look into what Google was doing to them. They found that Google suppressed its stories about Joe Biden in the middle of 2020 through Election Day, suppressed them.

Quote, “Clicks and impressions to Breitbart News from ‘Joe Biden’ Google searches displayed a healthy pattern of activity in the middle of 2020 when they suddenly flatlined … the plunge first occurred after a major update to Google’s search algorithm in May 2020.”

Ask anybody in digital news, do searches for the names of candidates decline as we get closer to the election? No, probably not. In fact, they accelerate, but not if Google is censoring you, which is what they were doing.

None of this is normal. It doesn’t matter how often or how emphatically CNN encourages it, tells you it’s fine, tells you it is necessary to suppress disinformation, is totally wrong, and it’s crazy.

Democracy cannot survive tampering like that. The Biden campaign knows exactly what happened. They know exactly the degree to which they benefited from it, and that’s why they are rewarding their co-conspirators in Big Tech with even more power.
Biden apparently has already hired Jessica Hertz, that’s Facebook’s former associate general counsel, as well as Cynthia Hogan, the former Apple vice president for government affairs. Oh, kind of an inside game. Yeah.

Reportedly Biden is also considering naming Eric Schmidt, the former top executive in Google and a big Biden donor to his technology industry task force in the White House. This is not a matter of rewarding your supporters. It’s much bigger than that, and it’s of deep concern to every American.

If we are going to have real and fair elections going forward, then we have to end Silicon Valley’s total control of information. It’s the first thing we must do. We can’t have free and fair elections without that. If voters aren’t allowed to learn critical facts about political candidates before they vote, you can’t have a democracy.

And of course, that’s why they are doing it.

Just to be clear, Crooked insiders from every political party participated in the crime. It cost taxpayers over six trillion dollars in losses. The most notorious Senators in the country are trying to keep it covered up. The main part of the scam is called 'Dark Money Trickle Laundering'. It works via corrupt Senators, criminally illicit law firms, dirty lobbyists, fake charities, sociopath tech billionaires, mobster CPA's and covert dynastic family trust funds. The taxpayers of the USA are the helpless victims of this crime and the SEC, FEC, DOJ, DOE, and other agencies, refuse to help them because the agency bosses get paid by the crooks! America was created as a 'one person = one vote' nation but 320 elitist billionaires bribed their way to get 500,000+ votes for each one of themselves! In other words: you get one vote but they use criminally illicit schemes to steal millions of votes for a few hundred corrupt guys. That's just not fair and it is time for some payback!

The Silicon Valley Mafia (PayPal Mafia) is The Sandhill Road Venture Capital frat boy company bosses in Palo Alto, their National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) partners (Greylock Capital; Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Draper, Khosla Ventures, etc.) and the tech companies (Google, Tesla, Facebook, Amazon, Twitter, Linkedin, etc.) they control. They are sometimes referred to as "The Deep State". They have purchased California, New York and Washington, DC politicians (mostly Senators) who they also control. The names of the worst-200 most horrific and sociopath-like members are listed in these reports. They hire dirty law firms like MoFo, Wilson Sonsini, Covington, Perkins, etc. and dirty lobbyists like McBee, Podesta, Blumenthal, etc. to do their dirty deeds.

They hire rogue ex-intelligence agents to operate Fusion GPS, Gawker/Gizmodo, Black Cube, ShareBlue, New America, In-Q-Tel, Podesta Group, Media Matters, etc. massive media attack programs against competitors, reporters and outsiders. They collude on black-lists, valuation controls, election manipulation, search engine rigging, domestic spying for political manipulation, stock rigging, insider trading, Jeffrey Epstein-like executive prostitute sex-trafficking clubs, trophy wife assignments, the bribery of politicians and worse. They are felons who bribe politicians to halt investigations and interdiction efforts.

They have quid-pro-quo stock market bribe deals with Senators Reid, Feinstein, Harris, Boxer, Spier, etc. For example, in the CleanTech Crash: Every single Dept of Energy executive, and related Senator,
owns stock market assets in Tesla, Fisker, Solyndra, Ener1, etc. so they blockaded and sabotaged every applicant who competed with their holdings in a RICO-violating, felony organized crime, using taxpayer funds, in order to profit at the expense of taxpayers.

They are widely covered in news media articles as: 'sex abusers, cult enthusiasts, elitists, rapists, woman beaters, probiosis abusers, sexual work extortion operators, extremists, arrogant clones of each other, tone deaf, echo-chamber reinforcing, misogynist, racist, manipulative, insecure, covertly gay, corrupt, thieves' and other anti-social revelations. The divorce court and lawsuit federal court records on them prove that they are sex-abusing sociopaths.

They use their monopolistic control of the internet to massively and exclusively scale services that only they control and use to abuse the public's privacy, human rights, invention rights and information. They run their cartel like the old Italian Mafia once did.

Google's Larry Page, his boyfriend Elon Musk; Google's Eric Schmidt, Andy Rubin, David Drummond, Kent Walker, Jared Cohen and Sergey Brin; Political manipulators David Plouffe, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner and Vinod Khosla; Sociopath billionaires Reid Hoffman, Richard Blum, Jeff Epstein, Tim Draper, Steve Jurvetson, etc. all order their staff and associates to: bribe politicians; operate sex trafficking for them; manipulate stock market valuations; launder money; run off-shore tax evasion schemes; black-list employees and competitors; hide, down-rank, DNS dead-hole, shadow-ban, censor and server obfuscate enemies on the entire web; rig the U.S. Patent Office; help them cheat on their wives; and engage in massive volumes of insider, illicit, RICO and anti-trust violating crimes while bribing public officials to avoid prosecution.

We demand that the FBI arrest them for RICO, Anti-Trust and related organized crime operations!

We have placed more software sensors on more server networks globally than anyone else has ever announced. When Google-Alphabet-YouTube Shadow Bans, DNS re-routes, Hides, Demonetizes, Search Manipulates, Server Table Edits, Censors, Election Rigs, SEO limits, etc; our links, we record it, document it technically and report it to every regulatory and publishing group in the world. We also compile the data into evidence for lawsuits against Google and each Google executive. Our insiders work at the deepest levels of their operation. It isn't nice to mess with Mother Nature or Freedom Of Speech. It's worse to run tax evasion, sex trafficking, dark money funds, real estate fraud and other crimes from inside Google!

My associates have placed autonomous monitoring applications on a vast number of co-location servers, shared hosting ISP's, stand-alone servers and sites around the world that have been operating for over ten years. We log: 1.) Google's search results compared to other search engines, 2.) Google's DNS and spoofing activities, 3.) Google's results on 100 key search terms including search terms of assets, candidates and business associates connected to Google (ie: "Obama", "Elon Musk", "Election Results", etc.), 4.) Where Google sends data from users clicking on Google supplied links, 5.) Where fabricated "mole" data that was injected as user data ultimately ended up later, 6.) Google's election manipulation attempts, and other metrics. The results prove that Google abuses the market, the public, privacy rights, politics and human rights.

So Google, every time you do it, you are just digging your own grave and giving us all the proof we
need to wipe you out, process anti-trust filings and expose your monopolist, sex trafficking, sociopath owners!

There is massive corruption & bribery in California and Washington DC today and it is financed and organized by the oligarchs of Palo Alto. Eric Schmidt may think he is safe hiding away in his mountain top mansion in the mid-west but a 6-person strike team can penetrate that building in 5 minutes and have him face-down on the ground in handcuffs with ease.

Originally, PayPal was a money-transfer service offered by a company called Confinity which was acquired by X.com in 1999. Later X.com was renamed PayPal and purchased by eBay in 2002. The original PayPal employees had difficulty adjusting to eBay's more traditional corporate culture and within four years all but 12 of the first 50 employees had left. They remained connected as social and business acquaintances and a number of them worked together to form new companies in subsequent years. This group of PayPal alumni became so prolific that the term PayPal Mafia was coined. The term gained even wider exposure when a 2007 article in Fortune magazine used the phrase in its headline and featured a photo of former PayPal employees in gangster attire.

Individuals whom the media refers to as members of the PayPal Mafia include:

- [Peter Thiel](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Thiel), PayPal founder and former chief executive officer who is sometimes referred to as the "don" of the PayPal Mafia
- [Max Levchin](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Levchin), Founder and chief technology officer at PayPal sometimes called the "consigliere" of the PayPal Mafia
- [Elon Musk](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elon_Musk), is founder of X.com which acquired the company Confinity, Musk later became a co-founder of Tesla Inc, he then founded SpaceX, Neuralink, OpenAI, The Boring Company, and is the Chairman of SolarCity
- [David O. Sacks](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Sacks), former PayPal COO who later founded Geni.com and Yammer
- [Scott Banister](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Banister), former Ironport CTO and PayPal board member
- [Roelof Botha](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roelof_Botha), former PayPal CFO who later became a partner of venture capital firm Sequoia Capital
- [Steve Chen](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Chen), former PayPal engineer who co-founded YouTube
- [Reid Hoffman](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reid_Hoffman), former executive vice president who later founded LinkedIn and was an early investor in Facebook, Aviary, Friendster, Six Apart, Zynga, IronPort, Flickr, Digg, Grokkit, Ping.fm, Nanosolar, Care.com, Knewton, Kongregate, Last.fm, Ning, and Technorati
- [Ken Howery](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ken_Howery), former PayPal CFO who became a partner at Founders Fund
- [Chad Hurley](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chad_Hurley), former PayPal web designer who co-founded YouTube
- [Eric M. Jackson](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_M._Jackson), who wrote the book The PayPal Wars and became chief executive officer of WND Books and co-founded CapLinked
- Jared Kopf, former PayPal (executive assistant to Peter Thiel) who co-founded Slide, HomeRun
Eric, Elon and Mark bribe California & DC politicians. Crony politicians are being paid bribes with Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock warrants which is never reported to the FEC; Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never reported to the FEC; Free rent; Rare-Earth mining rights; Male and female prostitutes; Cars; Dinners; Party Financing; Sports Event Tickets; Political campaign printing and mailing services "Donations"; Secret PAC Financing; Jobs in Corporations in Silicon Valley For The Family Members of Those Who Take Bribes And Those Who Take Bribes; "Consulting" contracts from McKinsey as fronted pay-off gigs; Overpriced "Speaking Engagements" which are really just pay-offs conduited for donors; Gallery art; Private jet rides and the use of Government fuel depots (ie: Google handed out NASA jet fuel to staff); Recreational drugs; Real Estate; Fake mortgages; The use of Cayman, Boca Des Tores, Swiss and related money-laundering accounts; The use of HSBC, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs and Deustche Bank money laundering accounts and covert stock accounts; Free spam and bulk mailing services owned by Silicon Valley corporations; Use of high tech law firms such as Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington & Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to officials; and other means now documented by us, The FBI, the FTC, The SEC, The FEC and journalists.

Hired assassins John Hermann, David Plouffe, Joe Rhode, Adrian Covert, John Cook, David Brock, Gabrial Darbyshire, Ian Fette, and the rest, should know: We hired the greatest intelligence and law
enforcement, investigative experts in the world to track you down and place you under a lifetime of surveillance. Every illegal drug and sex worker you buy is reported. Every tax evasion and money laundering scheme you engage in is reported. Everything you will ever do will be monitored and reported to the authorities. Every contact you have with a political operative, anywhere, is monitored. You accepted compensation to try to kill us, slander us, libel us and defame us. You chose your fate when you accepted the "kill orders". Never, ever, go to sleep at night thinking you will ever get away with it. Our contractors will always be watching you, forever! I, and my associates, are the victims of these crimes and the witnesses that saw these crimes and suffered the attacks. Every independent journalist, investigator, public citizen sleuth and forensic expert we can find, in every nation on Earth that wants to end corruption, is coming for you. We are the people that will never let up until we get justice. We are the people that are terminating (using 100% legal tactics) every oligarch and politician that engaged in these crimes and the cover-ups.

To get billions of dollars of campaign cash from Silicon Valley, David Plouffe and John Podesta went around the valley and promised the oligarchs and exclusive on trillions of dollars of rare earth mining deals. They said” The future of Silicon Valley may lie in the mountains of Afghanistan. They pitched a war.

Richard Byrne Reilly of VENTUREBEAT describes it all:

The future of Silicon Valley’s technological prowess may well lie in the war-scarred mountains and salt flats of Western Afghanistan.

United States Geological Survey teams discovered one of the world’s largest untapped reserves of lithium there six years ago. (Editorial Team Note: Right about the time the DOE started rounding up the key ATVM and LG program insiders) The USGS was scouting the volatile country at the behest of the U.S. Department of Defense’s Task Force for Business and Stability Operations. Lithium is a soft metal used to make the lithium-ion and lithium-polymer batteries essential for powering desktop computers, laptops, smartphones, and tablets. And increasingly, electric cars like Tesla’s.

The vast discovery could very well propel Afghanistan — a war-ravaged land with a population of 31 million largely uneducated Pashtuns and Tajiks, and whose primary exports today are opium, hashish, and marijuana — into becoming the world’s next “Saudi Arabia of lithium,” according to an internal Pentagon memo cited by the New York Times.

The USGS survey report on Afghanistan that detailed the findings also noted that, in addition to lithium, the country also contains huge deposits of iron ore, gold, cobalt, copper, and potash, among many other valuable minerals.

“The mineral wealth there is astonishing,” said professor Michel Chossudovsky of the Montreal-based Center for Research and Globalization, who has written extensively on Afghanistan.

A conservative estimate of the riches is $1 trillion. In some circles, it’s as high as $5 trillion.

In Silicon Valley and beyond, tech companies like Apple, Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Samsung, Sony, and Tesla rely on continual, and uninterrupted, access to lithium, as lithium-based batteries are the primary power storage devices in their mobile hardware.
Without these batteries, MacBooks, iPads, iPhones, Kindles, Nooks, Galaxy IIIs, Chromebooks, and, yes, Tesla Model S cars would be largely worthless. If forced to use older, nonlithium batteries, their battery lives would certainly be much shorter.

The world’s current lithium heavyweight is Bolivia, the biggest exporter of the element. There, in the swamps and marshlands of the southern region of the country near where the borders of Chile and Argentina meet, are the biggest deposits.

Canada, China, Australia, and Serbia also have varying amounts of lithium, but not as much as Bolivia. **Or apparently, Afghanistan.**

**Enough to last a lifetime?**

Depending on who you talk to, the current lithium global reserves are adequate for at least another generation of lithium-ion battery manufacturers to produce them.

But not everybody thinks so, and some say the light metal compound may someday run dry. That could in turn spell trouble for any company whose business depends on light and portable mobile electronics — unless someone comes up with an alternative to lithium batteries before then.

The experts VentureBeat interviewed pointed to sharp year-on-year increases in the demand for lithium. That’s putting heavy pressure on existing stockpiles.

According to Lithium Americas, a Canadian lithium-mining company with significant business interests in Argentina, [lithium demand will more than double in the next 10 years](https://venturebeat.com/2015/12/10/lithium-demand-will-more-than-double-in-the-next-10-years/), while lithium prices have nearly quadrupled during the same timeframe.

Tesla, for its part, is in the process of investing up to $5 billion to build its own lithium-ion Gigafactory in Texas, a plant capable of churning out 500,000 expensive battery packs a year by 2020 for its line of zero-emission, all-electric cars.

A Tesla spokeswoman did not return calls seeking comment.

As a potential source to feed that demand, enter Afghanistan.

“At some point, if present trends continue, demand [for lithium] will outstrip the supply. And again, at some point, the market for lithium-ion could get so big that it actually affects the supply chain,” said Donald R. Sadoway, a professor of the Materials Chemistry Department of Materials Science and Engineering at MIT.

Looking at Afghanistan, Sadoway says the war-ravaged nation, which has no effective mining infrastructure in place, may well be attractive to the world’s mining outfits.

“In this regard,” Sadoway, one of the world’s foremost experts on energy sources, says, “the deposits in Afghanistan could be important.”

Andrew Chung, a venture capitalist with [Khosla Ventures](https://www.khoslaventures.com) in Silicon Valley who has invested in multiple startups producing alternative batteries, says lithium-ion batteries are limited in their lifetime cycles, scalability, and cost. Despite this, Chung says, he can understand how the untapped reserves of
Afghan lithium are now an increasing focus.

“It is an issue of the supply chain, whether it’s Afghanistan or other [countries]. There is a finite supply, and lithium-ion will continue to be the [power] choice for the next decade,” Chung said.

Some of the Valley’s biggest and most powerful tech companies either declined to comment for this story or never returned calls. But they didn’t deny the importance of lithium-ion batteries.

For instance, an Apple spokesperson declined to comment for this story but provided VentureBeat with a 2014 “Suppliers List” of the 200-plus vendors it uses to produce its products. A related post made the Cupertino, Calif.-based company’s commitment to lithium batteries clear, at least in the short term.

“Rechargeable, lithium-based technology currently provides the best performance for your Apple notebook computer, iPod, iPhone, or iPad,” [the Apple post says](https://www.venturebeat.com/2014/03/25/rechargeable-lithium-based-technology-currently-provides-the-best-performance-for-your-apple-notebook-computer-ipod-iphone-or-ipad/).

Sony Energy Devices Corp. invented the lithium-ion battery in 1994. It was hailed as a breakthrough, providing longer battery life and without the “memory effect” that gradually reduced the effective capacity of previous types of batteries.

Since then, companies have gradually refined lithium battery technology but have not succeeded in moving beyond it. Indeed, early Tesla cars are actually powered by large packs of industry-standard lithium-ion battery cells — the same type of cells found in many laptop batteries.

And here is where it gets interesting.

**Sharply increasing demand**

If electric car manufacturers begin ramping up production of lithium-ion battery-powered cars, the global demand for lithium will skyrocket. This could potentially come about at the same time for increasing demand for handheld consumer goods like tablets and laptops, Chung said, thus creating a perfect storm.

“So you want to start looking at other sources producing it with current supplies being called into question, if we move more toward production of electric cars,” Chung said.

Which is why, increasingly, eyes are turning to Afghanistan and its new purported lithium reserves, a country long referred to as the “graveyard of empires.” The U.S. invaded Afghanistan after the terror attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, and according to iCasualties, 2,315 American servicemen and women have been killed there.

Analyst Jay Jacobs of [Global X Funds](https://www.globalxfunds.com/) in New York, which has interests in lithium mining, said demand for the compound is growing, and that “there are two regions that have been revealed to contain huge lithium reserves: Afghanistan and Bolivia.”

William Tahil, a respected lithium expert who lives in France and is the general director for Material International Research, argues that lithium deposits in Bolivia will at some point be depleted.

Jacobs was sanguine about safely extracting lithium from Afghanistan. He said political risks there were considerable.
“With that being said, should there be a substantial and sustained increase in demand for lithium, lithium miners may become increasingly interested in the country as it has an abundance of the resource,” Jacobs said.

It was the Soviets who first discovered the country’s deposits when they invaded in 1979. Soviet geologists began mapping Afghanistan’s lithium, gold, and potash fields but abandoned their efforts after the former communist superpower pulled out of the country in 1989.

But with a weak and corruption-plagued “central government,” Afghanistan is now ripe for the picking, Chossudovsky said. Indeed, the country is still very much divided into fiefdoms, with the Muslim fundamentalist Taliban, warlords, and drug traffickers controlling large swaths of the country — and using violence to advance their interests.

“There’s no question the mining companies will go in there. No question. There’s no real functioning government there to reap the foreign investment of the mineral deposits. This makes it all the more enticing to the mining companies because nobody in the government of [President] Hamid Karzai will be regulating the bonanza of lithium, so they can do what they want,” he said.

Jockeying for position

For its part, the U.S. government, which helped locate the lithium deposits using flyovers with a sensor-filled Lockheed P-3 Orion and teams of geologists fielding soil samples, knows a potential gold rush when it sees one. And it has no intention of being left on the sidelines. Especially since the Chinese are now — and quickly — making deals with Afghan pols for mineral rights to copper deposits.

The USGS did return multiple calls seeking comment. Nor did the Pentagon.

Despite what some say are the shortcomings of lithium-ion batteries, venture capitalists and investors continue pouring money into them. Amprius, a lithium battery maker based in Sunnyvale, Calif., snared a $30 million infusion round of investor cash in January.

Over at the Afghan embassy in Washington, D.C., the Afghans are licking their lips at the potential lithium and mineral windfall despite the country’s continued conflict with a resurgent Taliban. What this may portend for the impoverished and war-torn nation is anybody’s guess. But the Afghans are playing up the finds — or they were, until recently.

“In recent years, headlines from the Afghan mineral sector have competed to outdo each other in scale: from the landmark $3 billion Chinese investment in the Aynak copper concession to the astounding survey work of the U.S., Afghan, and British Geological Services estimating anywhere between $1 trillion and $3 trillion in mineral potential, to the historic $11 billion deal now being finalized with an Indian consortium for the Hajigak iron ore concession,” said a posting on the Afghani Washington DC website.

The post has since been removed.

Afghanistan’s ambassador to the U.S., Eklil Hakimi, presided over a press conference at the Afghan embassy in Washington, D.C., on March 10, where he talked about the untapped deposits, along with
reps from the USGS and other U.S. politicians.

But Hakimi, through a spokesman, told me he simply didn’t have the time to talk.

Solyndra, Abound and Tesla need these chemicals. The investors and the campaign backers and the product owners are all the same people. Tesla doesn’t care about selling cars, they care about selling LITHIUM. The car is like the handle for the razor blade, they want to sell the razor blades, not the shaver. But the idiots backing the scheme rushed into it, without checking into things, because they saw all the free Department of Energy and TARP cash. They did not realize that Lithium blows up all the time and, when mixed, becomes a “Cancer Cocktail”, gives off toxic smoke, kills factory workers and is just kinda’ bad stuff… oops

**The Audacity of Scope**

If you think that the size and audaciousness of the crime being examined is almost inconceivable, think again. The greatest crimes are committed in plain sight.

Who would have imagined, at the time, that regular people would try to kill all of the Jews in Germany?

We rarely even consider the fact that a group of people captured, dragged half way around the planet, and raped and beat the black people of Africa.

You see the great piles of skulls from Southeast Asian genocides; how did that happen?

Big crazy crimes DO happen.

While a trillion dollar lithium scam may sound like a wild proposition, so did other things until you later realized: "OMG, these awful things actually happened!".

Even though conventional wisdom may push against the concept, history has shown that assumption to be the fools errand.

Over 185 people that complained about the PayPal Mafia guys suddenly turned up dead under strange and unexpected circumstances.
Figure 10: The players in the crimes are well known but there are almost no federal cops with the will to act
Figure 11: Lithium, Cobalt and rare earth overseas mining scams were what the "green energy" schemes were all about.
Figure 12: Over 300 lobbyists, investment bankers, CBRE staff and CPA’s keep the Feinstein scam humming along every day.
### Figure 13: The scams happened in plain sight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Utilities Service, Department of Agriculture</td>
<td>$25,391,164</td>
<td>$22,693,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Postal Service</td>
<td>$16,000,000</td>
<td>$16,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Utilities Service, Department of Agriculture</td>
<td>$3,047,025</td>
<td>$3,632,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Services Administration</td>
<td>$2,037,215</td>
<td>$2,097,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
<td>$907,880</td>
<td>$781,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Housing and Urban Development</td>
<td>$586,600</td>
<td>$891,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Military Sales, Department of Defense</td>
<td>$545,576</td>
<td>$681,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historically Black Colleges and Universities, Department of Education</td>
<td>$453,298</td>
<td>$338,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship Leasing, Department of Defense, Navy</td>
<td>$16,623</td>
<td>$16,623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business Administration</td>
<td>$10,046</td>
<td>$10,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Administration Transitional Housing Program</td>
<td>$4,889</td>
<td>$4,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Railroad Administration, Department of Transportation</td>
<td>$1,786</td>
<td>$2,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total loans receivable</strong></td>
<td>$61,564,851</td>
<td>$38,476,888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+**$17b**

### Figure 14: Does anybody actually believe nobody knew?

**GOVERNMENT-GUARANTEED LOANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1,634,715.00</td>
<td>$5,735,723.00</td>
<td>$34,975,308.00</td>
<td>$341,300,000.00</td>
<td>$64,600,000.00</td>
<td>$1,369,012.00</td>
<td>$8,330,349.00</td>
<td>$9,265,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$9/16/19</td>
<td>$9/15/22</td>
<td>3/15/18</td>
<td>6/15/22</td>
<td>6/15/22</td>
<td>9/16/19</td>
<td>$9/15/22</td>
<td>4/24/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.385% Qtr.</td>
<td>2.860% Qtr.</td>
<td>1.932% Qtr.</td>
<td>2.581% Qtr.</td>
<td>2.581% Qtr.</td>
<td>2.139% Qtr.</td>
<td>2.629% Qtr.</td>
<td>1.786% Qtr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Who’s VPG? Nice rate on 35 mil!**

**$400mm for F, in a month!**
Figure 15: Multiple federal investigations have exposed the corruption but "someone" keeps stopping the FBI from making the arrests
Figure 16: The Feinstein family has the most political and financial conflicts-of-interests of any politician.
Figure 17: The "PayPal Mafia", The "Silicon Valley Mafia", The "Deep State" and The "Sandhill Mob" are all the same people
Figure 18: Every law enforcement and regulatory agency knows about this but cover-ups keep arrests from being made.
Figure 19: 90% of the Dept of Energy money went to "DARK MONEY" conduits to pay quid pro quo
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BBC News * Tesla head Elon Musk’s ‘high-risk patent gamble’ - Jun 13, 2014 Elon Musk sets his electric car patents free, Canadas of Fifa partner firm Match as part of #WorldCup ticket scam probe http://t.co/B26Ou0f - www.bbc.com/news/blogs-echochambers-27823166

Tesla CEO Elon Musk expects ‘hundreds of battery gigafactories’ -May 15, 2014 Tesla CEO Elon Musk says that 200 gigafactories will need to be built As such it seems quite plausible and does not sound like a scam to me. -green.autoblog.com/2014/05/15/tesla-ceo-elon*musk-expects-hundreds-battery-gigafactories/

Tesla entangled in delivery, trademark disputes in China|Economy - Jun 29, 2014 Elon Musk, Teslas CEO, said the delay was caused by the construction of related facilities in China, which were made to ensure the best user - www.wantchinatimes.com/news-subclass-cnt.aspx?id=20140629000004&cid=1102

Elon Musk’s SolarCity Sues Government For More Subsidies | Zero - May 8, 2013 Second, the chairman of SolarCity is Elon Musk, who is also a large owner the US attorney and asking them to

**Tesla * Capitalism and Carmageddon * **Death by Car - Jan 14, 2014  Musk: In other news, George Clooney reports that his iPhone 1 had a bug  A few weeks ago, the publicly maintained scam artist Elon Musk -  www.deathbycar.info/tag/tesla/

**Elon Musk — Obamas Triple Dipper [Reader Post] | Flopping Aces - Dec 23, 2012**  Its Chairman, Elon Musk, is an Obama supporter who has used taxpayer on Elon Musk as I am on many others in the Green Scam Economy. - www.floppingaces.net/ 2012/ 12/ 23/ elon*musk-obamas-triple-dipper-reader-post/

**Loopy Ideas Are Fine, If Youre an Entrepreneur | Pedestrian - Aug 13, 2013**  a loopy intercity rail transit idea proposed by Tesla Motors Elon Musk, . which suggests either reckless disregard for the research or fraud. - pedestrianobservations.wordpress.com/ 2013/ 08/ 13/ loopy-ideas-are-fine-if-youre-an-entrepreneur/

**RIGHT TO BUILD Campaign against ELON MUSK and Tesla - Apr 30, 2014**  RIGHT TO BUILD Campaign against ELON MUSK Launches! (This is a re-write of Musk’s Press Release, wherein he turns the tables on what he did in the DOE scandal) This is not THE AFGHANI-SCAM INVESTIGATION. - somosnark.wordpress.com/ 2014/ 04/ 30/ right-to-build-campaign-against-elon*musk-and-tesla-launches/

**What is Stock Fraud? | Visual Capitalist - Jun 3, 2014**  However, these instances of stock fraud and ponzi schemes also this # infographic about @elonmusks Hyperloop!  http://t.co/u8RpiqwCkP. - www.visualcapitalist.com/stock-fraud/

**Romance and Reality for SpaceX * Satellite Spotlight * TMCnet - Nov 22, 2011**  African PayPal (News * Alert) founder Elon Musk shops around for a is a sham and a fraud and is A) hiding technical problems with rockets - satellite.tmcnet.com/ topics/ satellite/ articles/ 239395-romance-reality-spacex.htm

**CALIFORNIA: Elon and Justine Musk Divorce at a glance | Divorce - May 7, 2010**  Who they are: Elon and Justine Musk are a married couple who are in The case has to do with fraud, basically — what was disclosed, what - www.divorcesaloon.com/ 2010/ 05/ 07/ california-elon-and-justine-musk-divorce-at-a-glance/

**If Tesla Would Stop Selling Cars, Wed All Save Some Money * Forbes - 27 May 2013**  The public is still on the hook for Tesla, and will be for the we can break down this industry wide scam easily and early for our kids. -www.forbes.com/ sites/ patrickmichaels/ 2013/ 05/ 27/ if-tesla-would-stop-selling-cars-wed-all-save-some-money/

**Sen. Paul Amendment Bars Revolving-Door Corruption in Federal -31 Jan 2012**  This corrupt relationship has led to billions in wasted taxpayer dollars-money board, an Obama campaign bundler and a major investor in Tesla Motors boasted of his proximity to the Administrations interest in green energy. - www.paul.senate.gov/?id=437&p=press_release
The resignation of Jonathan Silver, the U.S Energy Departments top loan officer, over the Solyndra scandal may be the tip of the iceberg. - www.pjmedia.com/blog/green*tesla-motors-another-day-another-solyndra/

Tesla Buys $17M Mansion  Green energy scamufacturer Tesla Motors is the latest case-in-point. The recipient Corruption at its finest!!!!!!!!!!!!!! - www.minutemennews.com/ 2012/ 12/ socialism-for-the-rich-ceo-of-bailed-out-green-energy-co-tesla-buys-1 7m-mansion/  

Musk's Partners Google: They Spy On You * Privacy Abuse and Corruption | IS - For todays Google, evil isnt tied to malevolence or moral corruption, the customary senses Silicon Valley Vcs want total control of Green Energy, but only their version! Your Tesla can spy on you and drive you off the road on command. - googlespiesonu.wordpress.com

The story extends well beyond Solyndra to a string of other green told Marc Tarpenning, founder of Westly Group investment Tesla Motors. - www.breitbart.com/ Big-Government/ 2012/ 07/ 19/ Markay-On-Venture-Corporatism

Microsoft has expanded its anti-Google Scroogled campaign with the launch of a .. 9 questions for Elon Musk; Reporters embrace the jump Musk tactic to Publicly states the kickback scheme that got him his Stanford job as part of his - boycotttesla.wordpress.com/ reporters-and-editors-group/ directory-of-articles/ topic-1-doetarp-manipulations/ the-tesla-investigation/ tesla-investorcampaign-donors-paid-back-with-free-nasa-private-jet-fu el-and-nasa-contracts/  

Is Elon Musk the Prima Donna poster boy of the 1%? Did he fund Tesla via campaign kickbacks? DOE Documents show he lied on DOE funds application. - teslainvestigation.wordpress.com

What California says about zero-emission vehicles, and why Tesla is committing fraud Guest essay by Alberto Zaragoza Comendador I didn’t - www.wattsupwiththat.com/ 2013/ 12/ 21/ the-tesla-battery-swap-is-the-hoax-of-the-year/  


Tesla isnt actually making money selling cars. things that are used for the ‘ carbon credits scam * everyone who thinks theres’ a meal for free - www.frontpagemag.com/ 2013/ dgreenfield/ how-tesla-motors-really-makes-money-from-taxpayers/  

Tesla shareholders can learn about pending securities fraud class action here. - www.classactionsnews.com/ investments/ tesla-tsla-securities-fraud-class-action-lawsuit

Tesla is Overrated * Debunking the Cult of Tesla | Metabunk - Angier finishes deciphering Bordens diary to discover it was a fraud supplied by Olivia, but an angry confrontation with Tesla reveals that his - https://www.metabunk.org/threads/tesla-is-overrated-debunking-the-cult-of-tesla.894/

White Collar Fraud: Did Tesla violate S.E.C. rules by failing to -23 Nov 2013 This blog investigates white-collar crime, securities fraud, accounting When Tesla finally gets around to filing an 8-K report, will it claim that - whitecollarfraud.blogspot.com/2013/11/did-tesla-violate-sec-rules-by-failing.html

Tesla CEO Elon Musk Visits China Amid Customer Complaint - 21 Apr 2014 Tesla is accused of consumer fraud or false advertising for changing the shipment order of the preordered automobiles without noticing the - www.technode.com/2014/04/21/tesla-ceo-elon-musk-visits-china-amid-customer-complaint-turmoil/

Siry Departed Tesla On Deposit Fraud Fears | The Truth About Cars - 26 Feb 2009 Gawker reports that Tesla spinmeister Daryl Siry left the Silicon Valley startup because CEO Elon Musk (above) was pushing to accept deposits - www.thetruthaboutcars.com/2009/02/siry-departed-tesla-on-deposit-fraud-fears/


NYT reviewer fires back at Tesla * Blogs at SFGate.com - 14 Feb 2013 The spat between Tesla and the Times has been simmering ever since immediately slammed the review as fraudulent, going on CNBC and - blog.sfgate.com/energy/2013/02/14/nyt-reviewer-fires-back-at-tesla/

Are There Cockroaches Under Tesla's Hood? * Bloomberg View - 14 Nov 2013 Tesla Motors Inc. shareholders have had much to fret about lately, from a nosebleed valuation and sagging stock price to periodic YouTube - www.bloombergview.com/articles/2013-11-14/are-there-cockroaches-under-tesla-s-hood-


A Peek Beneath Tesla’s Non-GAAP - 18 Nov 2013 That TESLA’s earnings were an epic non-GAAP adjustment joke was only . to merge with GM they got the same accounting (fraud) going on. - www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-11-18/peek-beneath-teslas-non-gaap-hood-reveals-nothing-cockroaches

Why Im Thinking About Shorting Tesla (TSLA) * The Motley Fool - 15 Aug 2013 Tesla has
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**Elon Musk on 60 Minutes**: I didn’t really think Tesla would be a success so I made stock skim packages for all of my buddies -30 Mar 2014 Musk says he never thought Tesla would be successful, but that we at .. Michael Lewiss expose on Fraud Street, and the magical musician, - www.siliconbeat.com/ 2014/ 03/ 30/ elon-musk-on-60-minutes-i-didnt-really-think-tesla-would-be-successful/ 

**In lawsuit, FDIC accuses 16 big banks of fraud, conspiracy** * The - 14 Mar 2014 FDIC accuses banks of fraud, conspiracy Tesla is studying judicial remedies to fight the ruling, chief executive Elon Musk said in a sharply -www.washingtonpost.com/ business/ economy/ in-lawsuit-fdic-accuses-16-big-banks-of-fraud-conspiracy/ 2014/ 03/ 14/ d976d7d2-abb0-11e3-adbc-888c8010c799_story.html

**Truth About Tesla Exposed** | Motrolix -2 May 2014 Tesla has multiple lawsuits currently filed against it for multiple deaths of bystanders, fraud, lemon law violations, and stock fraud Google, the - www.motrolix.com/2014/05/strange-tesla-happenings-in-san-francisco/ 

**New Mexico developer suing Tesla over lost electric car factory** -31 Jul 2012 Remember back in 2008 when Tesla decided to move the production to build the facility — theyre suing Tesla for breach of contract and fraud. -www.gigaom.com/ 2012/ 07/ 31/ new-mexico-developer-suing-tesla-over-lost-electric-car-factory/ 


**Tesla banned from New Jersey | Tech Always** - Mar 12, 2014 Elon Musk is on public record telling the news media that, after . money in exclusive campaign finance kickbacks for billionaires from the State - techalways.wordpress.com/2014/03/12/tesla-banned-from-new-jersey/ 

**More Green Energy Equals More Green-Car Buying** * The Great -Jul 17, 2013 Elon Musk is on public record telling the news media that, after . money in exclusive campaign finance kickbacks for billionaires from the State - energyblog.nationalgeographic.com/ 2013/ 07/ 17/ more-green-energy-equals-more-green-car-buying/ 

**If Tesla Would Stop Selling Cars, Wed All Save Some Money** * Forbes - May 27, 2013 The public is still on the hook for Tesla, and will be for the we can break down this industry wide scam easily and early for our kids. Permalink -www.forbes.com/ sites/ patrickmichaels/ 2013/ 05/ 27/ if-tesla-would-stop-selling-cars-wed-all-save-some-money/ 

**The Tesla battery swap is the hoax of the year** | Watts Up With That? - Dec 21, 2013 What California says about zero-emission vehicles, and why Tesla is committing fraud Guest essay by Alberto Zaragoza Comendador I didn’t - www.wattsupwiththat.com/ 2013/ 12/ 21/ the-tesla-battery-swaps-is-the-hoax-of-the-year/
Elon Musk’s sanity - When you read all of the filings and charges against him, he seems to sound insane. Pretty much everything you ever read about Elon Musk is said to be a bought and paid for PR sham that he gave cash to some publication for. I worked at one of those publications and saw him do it. Lets discuss Emperor Musk’s new clothes. You should know how Tesla Motors Really Makes Money From Taxpayers. Tesla isn’t actually making money selling cars. things that are used for the ‘carbon credits scam * everyone who thinks there’s a meal for free - www.frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/how-tesla-motors-really-makes-money-from-taxpayers/

Battery Swapping a Fraud? | Forums | Tesla Motors - Dec 22, 2013 saw with their own eyes. You know, just like the live moon landing hoax? He said kinda make the battery swap disappear from their website. - www.teslamotors.com/en_EU/forum/forums/battery-swapping-fraud


California Car Dealers Say Tesla Is Misleading Consumers - Sep 19, 2013 (Tesla Store in Santa Monica) Tesla is disrupting the conventional auto dealership Dealerships are a pyramid scam and are unnecessary. - www.plugincars.com/california-car-dealers-say-tesla-misleading-consumers-128346.html


Is Elon Musk a sociopath - Link: http://wp.me/p4y3uU-2j4

Elon Musk Has A History of Mismanaging Money And Why Tesla - 29 Sep 2013 When we first heard about Elon Musk, we were told that he was a . bid off the fraud that occurred at that election he was promised a campaign - www.wizardofstocks.com/elon*musk-has-a-history-of-mismanaging-money-and-why-tesla-shares-are *at-a-major-top/

Elon Musk on 60 Minutes: I didnt really think Tesla would be - 30 Mar 2014 1 Elon Musk is worth more to the world than a thousand Donald Trumps. ... Michael Lewiss expose on Fraud Street, and the magical musician, - www.siliconbeat.com/2014/03/30/elon*musk-on-60-minutes-i-didnt-really-think-tesla-would-be-successful/

Video: Elon Musk Tells Fox Business That Tsunami of Hurt Coming - 13 Sep 2012 Elon Musk of Tesla, never one to pull punches, really let loose on this interview that Fox Business just How is he getting away with this scam? n- www.siliconbeat.com/2012/09/13/video-elon*musk-tells-fox-
Elon Musk’s SolarCity Sues Government For More Subsidies | Zero - 8 May 2013  Second, the chairman of SolarCity is Elon Musk, who is also a large owner the US attorney and asking them to review your evidence of fraud. - www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-05-08/elon-musks-solarcity-sues-government-more-subsidies


The Character Assassination of Martin Eberhard by Elon Musk - Silicon Valley VCs arranged for the take-over of Tesla, using Elon Musk as .. Have FACTS proving EPIC FRAUD and TAXPAYER MONEY SCAM by TESLA! - somosnark.wordpress.com/investigations/the-tesla-investigation/the-character-assassination-of-martin-eberhard-by-elon-musk/


Elon Musk Companies, are they are just scams? | Wall Street Oasis - I have been interested in some of the ideas that Elon Musk has, so I have been looking into his companies. I have come to the conclusion that -www.wallstreetoasis.com/forums/elon-musk-companies-are-they-are-just-scams

Elon Musk Loves This Tesla Ad, Even Though Its Fake * Mashable - 20 Mar 2014  How do you capture the attention of billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk and catapult your budding advertising agency into the spotlight? - www.mashable.com/2014/03/20/elon-musk-tesla-ad-fake/

Tesla CEO Elon Musk Visits China Amid Customer Complaint - 21 Apr 2014  Tesla Founder & CEO Elon Musk at a Beijing Event Today  Tesla is accused of consumer fraud or false advertising for changing the shipment - www.technode.com/2014/04/21/tesla-ceo-elon-musk-visits-china-amid-customer-complaint-turmoil/


Obama turns to Silicon Valley for fund-raising for Democrats … -San Jose, California: President Barack Obama warned tech leaders on Thursday to dig deep in their wallets to fund Democratic candidates and feel a sense of urgency about congressional elections in November or risk further gridlock in Washington and a failure to move on their priorities. Obama was -firstpost.com/world/obama-turns-to-silicon-valley-for-f…
How Silicon Valley Could Destabilize The Democratic Party … In the 1970s and 1980s the politics of Silicon Valley’s leaders tended more to … They also tend to have progressive views on gay marriage and climate change that align with the gospel of the Obama Democratic Party. In the … The Democrats are the party of the rich and have …forbes.com/sites/joelkotkin/2014/01/09/how-silicon-v…

Can Silicon Valley disrupt the Democratic Party? – CNN.com -… an upstart candidate backed by some of tech’s biggest names, is looking to take Silicon Valley’s transformational vision to Washington. SET … The financial muscle of Silicon Valley Democrats, … An advocacy group backed by hedge fund tycoon Tom Steyer is set to unleash a … -cnn.com/2014/03/12/politics/silicon-valley-democr…

Silicon Valley funds group aiming to register five million …Silicon Valley funds group aiming to register five million new conservative Christians for 2012 election. … Democratic organizers also attest to the potential, which has prompted religious advocates on the left to expand their organizing efforts. sanfranciscosentinel.com/?p=157992

How does the Democrat party have a chance in raising … -Answer 1 of 1: The democratic party does accept funds from corporations. Suggest you look here: … Silicon Valley: What does Silicon Valley get from support for the Democratic party? How do political parties raise funds for campaigning and to pay staff? - quora.com/Political-Fundraising/How-does-the-Democr…

A guide to Silicon Valley’s top political donors - Silicon Valley may be 3,000 miles away from Washington, … If there is a Democratic bent in Silicon Valley, … which has disbursed funds to candidates in both parties. Zuckerberg was friendly with Obama on the campaign trail, … - dailydot.com/politics/guide-silicon-valley-political-d…

Silicon Valley Democrats Neck and Neck After Massive …- Silicon Valley Democrats Neck and Neck After Massive Fundraising Haul for House Primary. Print article Send a Tip. … now that he and Singh have roughly the same amount of funds to spend on advertising and outreach. …breitbart.com/Breitbart-California/2014/05/23/Silicon-V…

Campaign Special Report: Silicon Valley Democrats At … - One of the most closely watched Congressional races in the nation is happening right here in Silicon Valley. … Silicon Valley Democrats At Odds Over … “People know the kinds of results I brought in. Things that brought in funds that created jobs like the BART to … - sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2014/05/30/campaign-2014-special-report-s…

The Republican Budget Cut that Would Crush Silicon Valley … - The GOP Plan to Crush Silicon Valley What will become … House Republicans are seeking far greater cuts in non-defense spending than Senate Democrats, … to happen when Congress reconvenes is that Democrats and Republicans will agree on a continuing resolution that will fund the government … -newrepublic.com/article/114329/republican-budget-cut-woul…

The Political Leanings of Silicon Valley — NYMag - Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg surprised everyone today by agreeing to host a fund-raiser for New Jersey governor Chris Christie, … People often assume that because Silicon Valley tech companies are filled with hip, … Both Democrats and
Republicans Are Trying to Politicize Ebola. - nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2013/01/political-lea…

**If Republicans Are So Great For Business, Why Does Silicon …** - If Republicans Are So Great For Business, Why Does Silicon Valley Support Democrats? By Henry Blodget February 16, … A partner at Silicon Valley venture capital firm Greylock, Reid has invested in Facebook, Zynga, and many other companies. - finance.yahoo.com/blogs/daily-ticker/republicans-great-busi…

**Silicon Valley Democrat tops in fundraising, even though he’s …** - Former Obama official already amassing funds, … Longtime Silicon Valley Democrat wrangler Wade Randlett, … House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi was at one of Khanna’s fundraisers but “supports Pete Stark,” said Jennifer Crider, … - mercurynews.com/ci_19922331

**President Obama meets with Apple’s Steve Jobs, heads to Palo …** - … President Barack Obama on Thursday stopped in Silicon Valley for the one thing this high … he sought funds for the Democratic National Committee. Advertisement “It’s an extraordinary honor to host the … Obama’s stop in the Bay Area scored big money for the Democrats, … - siliconvalley.com/ci_16402906

**The Amazing Money Machine – Joshua Green – The Atlantic** - How Silicon Valley made Barack Obama this year’s hottest start-up. … The Amazing Money Machine. … By November, North and Gorenberg were among the top Democratic fund-raisers nationwide. On election night, … - theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2008/06/the-amazing-mone…

**Silicon Valley entrepreneurs envision mutual funds for …** - The term of choice in political giving these days is straight out of the world of finance: donors have become “investors.” Now, liberal California venture capitalists have come up with the natural corollary: political “mutual funds.” The new venture, being launched Monday, is the work of Andy and - ndu.com/news/nationworldnews/headlines/11578266.html

**Pressing Fwd.us: How Silicon Valley’s $50 Million Bet on …** - … How Silicon Valley’s $50 Million Bet on Immigration … who helped bankroll the project and personally helped convince an elite mix of Silicon Valley CEOs and investors to fund the … But after mulling how taking action might affect the prospects for Democrats in … - recode.net/2014/10/15/pressing-fwd-us-how-silicon-va…

**12,000 missing Tesla electric cars! waning demand, tesla pumping stock, cooking the books?** - Many have charged that Tesla’s own shareholders are the buyers of Tesla’s in order to make demand look better.– Bad reputation from Tesla and fraud lawsuits against Elon Musk taking their toll - – Senator: “If we find out the White House is helping Tesla “pump stock” in order to protect Tesla’s, and the White House’s, mutual cross-investment, then that could mean felony jail time for somebody..” - The bottom line: Elon Musk, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, Eric Schmidt are lying pieces of shit - http://www.cantechletter.com/2014/11/geeks-reading-list-week-november-21st-2014/

I have to be very careful what I say here, however, as a general rule, declining demand in the early adopter market is not a promising development for a technology company, or, in the case of Tesla, an automobile manufacturer. As with other remarkable observations regarding Tesla (fires, Trabant level reliability, etc.) no doubt a positive spin will be placed on this or, alternatively, aspersions will be cast on the data themselves. Nonetheless, as I said, declining demand in your early adopter market, especially when it is the US, is never a good sign. Never, ever, ever, a good sign.
“Tesla Motors (TSLA) is slowly ramping up production. Demand for its electric sedans allegedly remains high. Yet far fewer of the vehicles are making their way onto U.S. roads this year. In the first nine months of 2014, the number of U.S. registrations of Tesla vehicles fell by one-third to 9,331, according to an analysis of public records by Hedges & Co., an Ohio-based market-research firm. In the same period, however, Tesla said it delivered 21,821 cars—a 40 percent increase from a year earlier. What happened to the other 12,490 cars?” Brian said this. He is a Partner at J Capital Partners, a new breed of investment bank focused on non resource growth companies with special emphasis on technology companies. He has been part of the technology industry for a third of a century. For 13 years he was an electronics designer and software developer. He designed early generation PCs, mobile phones (including cell phones) and a number of embedded systems which are still in use today. He then became a sell-side research analyst for the next 20 years, where he was ranked the #1 tech analyst in Canada for six consecutive years, named one of the best in the world, and won a number of awards for stock-picking and estimating. For more on this see: TESLA MOTORS – ANOTHER WALL STREET SCAM – James Quinn … -There’s one story in cleantech today: Tesla Motors’ public sale. The electric car maker just raised the bar on its IPO, slated for tomorrow, increasing the number of shares for sale from 11.1 million to 13.3 million. (seekingalpha.com/instablog/239719-james-quinn/80801-tesla-…)

Even FORBES admits Tesla is a Scam! | PUBLIC CRIME INVESTIGATIONS - Tesla Motors another big scam? – Stormfront - The Fine Print in Tesla’s IPO: No Profit, No Product, No Problem By SAM GUSTIN Posted 5:00 PM 02/03/10 So what if Tesla Motors, the luxury electric-car maker, lost $31 million in the first nine months of last year and $236 million since its inception. (stormfront.org/forum/t724957/)

Is Tesla Motors’ Revived Competitor a Legitimate Threat? (TSLA) - Tesla Motors (NASDAQ: TSLA) has been on a stock price roller-coaster ride over the last year, … Tesla is building out its Supercharger station infrastructure in order to provide convenient power for its electric vehicles. - fool.com/investing/general/2014/06/08/is-tesla-mot…”

Top Complaints and Reviews about Tesla Motors - Tesla Motors. Home > Automotive > Auto Manufacturers. Are you this business? Learn about … On May 15, 2008, I received an email from Tesla stating that Tesla had established a comprehensive warranty of 3 years/36,000 miles, … consumeraffairs.com/automotive/tesla_motors.html

Complaints | Forums | Tesla Motors - … the public forum is flooded with all caps complaints about the car, while there is little such action in the private forum…Odd, at best. michael1800 … Copyright © 2014 Tesla Motors, Inc. All rights reserved. Legal & Privacy; First Responders; Choose Region; MY TESLA | Contact | Sign In; - teslamotors.com/forum/forums/complaints

Is tesla a scam | IEDEI - Posts about is tesla a scam written by Syed … Tesla Motors has never been a company which has been able to back up their rhetoric with a product as advertised, market or sell anything other than a rebodied Lotus Elise with a bunch of batteries in it, OR bring anything to the market as they … - iedeiblog.com/tag/is-tesla-a-scam/

Tesla’s Elon Musk & NY Times: Disturbing Discrepancies On … -Musk promised a blog post from
Tesla Motors, with further details from the car’s data log, would be “coming soon.” Data logging, he noted, has to be approved by customers, but it’s always turned on for journalists.

greencarreports.com/news/1082296_teslas-elon-musk-ny-times-di…

**Tesla Motors Scam** | iiciimlucknow.com  -Tesla Motors Scam Related Information; Model S Reviews | Tesla Motors. Consumer Reports is calling the Tesla Model S the best car it has ever tested. - iiciimlucknow.com/?p=Tesla+Motors+Scam

**Tesla Motors Reviews** | Glassdoor  -Tesla doesn’t actually have management training like most other corporations. Control spending habits of store managers and service managers. … Glassdoor has 165 Tesla Motors reviews submitted anonymously by Tesla Motors employees. - glassdoor.com/Reviews/Tesla-Motors-Reviews-E43129.htm

**Tesla Motors and the ‘Great American Jobs Scam’** | JSTOR Daily  - Earlier this month, electric car maker Tesla Motors announced it would build a huge battery factory in Nevada. In return, the state will give it $1.25 billion in tax breaks, electricity discounts, and other perks over the next 20 years. n-daily.jstor.org/tesla-motors-and-the-great-american-jobs-…

**Consumer complaints for Tesla Motors – Serving the Silicon …** - BBB’s Consumer Complaints for Tesla Motors. … Scam Source; Programs & Services. … Tesla Motors has reached an agreement with *** ***** and we believe this matter is now closed. 01/01/2014: Delivery Issues | Read Complaint Details. X. Complaint - bbb.org/losangelessiliconvalley/business-reviews/…

**Tesla Motors (TSLA): ZEV Carbon Credits, Subsidies and the …** - An article posted on InsiderMonkey about just how Tesla Motors Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) … such modeling would be much harder to do because there is no way of knowing how many one percenters would not buy a Tesla roadster or whatever if it weren’t for a generous subsidy or tax break of … - smallcapnetwork.com/Tesla-Motors-TSLA-ZEV-Carbon-Credits-Subs…

**California Car Dealers File Complaint Over Tesla Motors …** - And that’s a fact that I am sure Tesla Motors has already figured out. Image of Tesla Model Scourtesy of Tesla Motors … Global Oil Scam.” California is a victim of this scam. To avoid the gasoline price, rip-off, plug your Tesla S, electric car into your household, … - triplepundit.com/2013/10/california-car-dealers-file-compl…

**Future Feeder » Blog Archive » Tesla Motors**  - Is Tesla Motors considering licensing their proprietary technology to other manufacturers such as Honda or Toyota? … Ramirez’s foes claimed they were trying to protect the public from a “scam artist” who didn’t have a viable business. And by the time they were done, … futurefeeder.com/2006/07/tesla-motors/

**How Tesla Motors Really Makes Money… From Taxpayers …** - how Tesla Motors Really Makes Money… From Taxpayers. … Tesla didn’t generate a profit by selling sexy cars, … yes, unicorn beams, which are the same things that are used for the ‘carbon credits’ scam – everyone who thinks there’s a meal for free is either eating on someone else’s … frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/how-tesla-motors-really-…

**JB Straubel – Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia**  - … 1975) is part of the founding team and the Chief Technical Officer of Tesla Motors, an electric car company based in Palo Alto, California At Tesla,
Straubel oversees the technical and engineering design of the vehicles. - en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JB_Straubel

**Tesla Motors | Government Waste, Fraud and Abuse** - Tag Archives: Tesla Motors. Don’t Let The Sun Go Down On Me. Posted on May 4, 2012 by Richard Billies. With sincere apologies to Sir Elton John, this must be the song that Barack Obama is singing. - wastefraudandabuse.org/tag/tesla-motors/

**U.S. Dealer Group Seeks Tesla Meeting on Retail Plans** - …, said it’s seeking to meet with electric-car maker Tesla Motors Inc. about its retail network plans. Sign in with Facebook Or use your Businessweek account. … Tesla, which is using using … ‘Outright Scam’ - businessweek.com/news/2012-10-23/dealer-group-leaving-tesl…

**Even FORBES admits Tesla is a Scam!** – DAILY NEWS GLOBAL… - App Authentication Flaw Creates Tesla Motors Hack Concern. Your Tesla can spy on you and drive you off the road on command. NATIONAL REVIEW AND OTHERS, say: “Khorasan is A Scam“. - thenewsdaily.org/even-forbes-admits-tesla-is-a-scama scrap

**Tesla is worse than Solyndra:** How the U.S. government bungled its - May 29, 2013 In 2009, as the financial crisis raged and General Motors and Chrysler plunged toward bankruptcy, Tesla Motors faced a seemingly impossible - www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2013/05/tesla_is_worse_than_solyndra_how_the_u_s_government_bungled_its_investment.html

**Tesla Motors expects first profit; Fisker Automotive eyes bankruptcy** - Apr 1, 2013 Tesla Motors announced late Sunday it exceeded its sales target for its Model S competitor, Fisker Automotive, is exploring filing for bankruptcy. - www.csmonitor.com/Environment/Energy-Voices/2013/0401/Tesla-Motors-expects-first-profit-Fisker-Automotive-eyes-bankruptcy

**Elon Musk: Tesla Almost Gave Me a Nervous Breakdown** | Daily - Nov 13, 2013 Both Tesla and SpaceX were losing cash and Musk had to make a tough decision: try to rescue both of his projects from bankruptcy or devote - finance.yahoo.com/blogs/daily-ticker/elon-musk-tesla-almost-gave-nervous-breakdown-182711842.html

**Electric Car Maker Files for Bankruptcy Protection** * NYTimes.com - May 1, 2013 The filing with the federal Bankruptcy Court in Delaware will allow Coda Automotive and Tesla Motors, seeking to build emission-free electric - www.nytimes.com/2013/05/02/business/global/02iht-coda02.html

**Fiskers Billionaire Chinese Owner Will Go Bankrupt To Beat Tesla** - May 19, 2014 The billionaire that waged a bankruptcy bidding war and scooped up Fisker Automotive has pledged to beat Elon Musk at his own game: -www.jalopnik.com/fiskers-billionaire-chinese-owner-will-go-bankrupt-to-1578341600


Lawsuit - F&I and Showroom - Wisconsin Attorney Vince Megna filed a lawsuit against Tesla Motors this ? site was suing for posting fraudulent reviews on behalf of 25 car dealers nationwide. - http://www.fi-magazine.com/news/list/tag/lawsuit.aspx

Tesla Co-Founder Eberhard Sues Elon Musk, Tesla. Did Tesla Motors participate in a market rigging scam to rig lithium ion - https://somosnark.wordpress.com/tag/tesla-motors/


Wisconsin Attorney Vince Megna filed a lawsuit against Tesla Motors this site was suing for posting fraudulent reviews on behalf of 25 car dealers nationwide. - http://www.autodealermonthly.com/news/list/tag/lawsuit.aspx


Dianne Feinstein and the NSA vs James Madison | Tenth … -"Oct 25, 2013 ... But, I will give you some tools to resist these criminals? without relying on people like Dianne Feinstein to do the right thing. Which, by the way, ... www.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2013/10/25/dianne-feinstein-and-the-nsa-vs-james-madison/
An Open Letter to Dianne Feinstein, Head of the Senate Intelligence ..." - Jun 8, 2013 ...
Matthew Aikins on war crimes in Afghanistan ... An Open Letter to Dianne Feinstein, Head of the Senate Intelligence Committee. by Norman original.antiwar.com/ solomon/ 2013/ 06/ 07/ an-open-letter-to-dianne-feinstein-head-of-the-senate-intelligence-committee/
snopes.com: Senator Dianne Feinstein: 'All Vets Are Mentally Ill'? - Apr 9, 2013 ... Did Dianne Feinstein say that 'All vets are mentally ill and the ... covered by the National Instant Criminal Background Check System or NICS. www.snopes.com/politics/guns/feinstein.asp
A Comment about the history of dual citizen, Dianne Feinstein ..." - ations subcommittee because of her criminal acts but is still head of ... jhaines6.wordpress.com/ 2013/ 08/ 05/ a-comment-about-the-history-of-dual-citizen-dianne-feinstein-thanks-to-n/
Senator Dianne Feinstein continues blatantly lying about ... - Dec 1, 2013 ... California Senator Dianne Feinstein simply can't help herself, and ... Real criminals aren't affected by background checks that are done by ... www.bearingarms.com/ senator-dianne-feinstein-continues-blatantly-lying-about-background-c-checks/
Sen. Dianne Feinstein's Gun Control Alchemy | Online Library of ... -Jan 6, 2013 ... If you check Open Secrets, you will see that Dianne Feinstein took over ... Violent crime in the U.S. is currently at near historic low levels. www.libertylawsite.org/ 2013/ 01/ 06/ sen-dianne-feinsteins-gun-control-alchemy/
Wicked Witch of the West Dianne Feinstein - Government Propaganda -The petition to Charge the Wicked Witch Dianne Feinstein with treason is gaining ground. I would not hold your breath on this as the criminal that occupies the ... www.government-propaganda.com/wicked_witch-of-the-west-feinstein.html
Senator Dianne Feinstein - That's My Congress - Dianne Feinstein [D, CA] for the 112th Congress of 2011-2012, including a recent ... for years without the need of arbitrary imprisonment without criminal charge. www.thatsmycongress.com/senate/senFeinsteinCA112.html"
White House To Stop Spying on Allies, Dianne Feinstein Promises ...-Oct 28, 2013... to Dianne Feinstein, chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee and an NSA supporter, ... It's a War Criminal policy supported by both parties. www.zerohedge.com/ news/ 2013-10-28/ white-house-stop-spying-allies-dianne-feinstein-promises
Question: Will Dianne Feinstein Investigate Her Own Leak Of ... -Sep 27, 2013 ... Question: Will Dianne Feinstein Investigate Her Own Leak Of Classified Info? ... It does not seem to matter what crimes supporters commit. www.techdirt.com/articles/20130927/16020924681/
Dianne Feinstein's gun control theater - Conservative News - Jan 24, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein (D-
Calif.) unveiled her assault ... Have there been a lot of criminal assaults with belt-fed firearms lately? Enter email for alerts ... www.humanevents.com/2013/01/24/dianne-feinsteins-gun-control-theater/

**Sen. Dianne Feinstein says Snowden guilty of treason** ... "Jun 10, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein Monday called self-professed National Security Agency ... and absolute pardon for any crimes he has committed or may have ... www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2013/06/10/Feinstein-calls-Snowden-a-traitor/UPI-86781370845139/

**Sen. Dianne Feinstein blasts Afghanistan's Karzai over refusal to ...** - Dec 1, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein had strong words Sunday for Afghanistan's ... It's because she is a part of the leftist, criminal, anti-American, socialist, arrogant ... www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/dec/1/sen-dianne-feinstein-blasts-afghanistans-karzai-ov/

**Dianne Feinstein Hates You And Everyone You Care About** | Redstate - "I don't know what I did to make Dianne Feinstein hate me, but she really does. .... pool shock, red chemicals-that-are-apparently-war-crimes-when-white, and, ... archive.redstate.com/stories/policy/dianne_feinstein_hates_you_and_everyone_you_care_about

**Dianne Feinstein Gun Control Hypocrite** – YouTube - "Jan 3, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein wants to take our guns ahead of the financial ... disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes. www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_8fkyJC6mw

**Dianne Feinstein to make 1 BILLION DOLLARS off US Postal ...** - "He just happens to be Dianne Feinstein's husband. The criminals are in control of the world, they make and run the world. They keep getting ... www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread980653/pg1


**Sen. Dianne Feinstein Says 'It's Legal to Hunt Humans'** - "Mar 9, 2013 ... The latest Democrat misstatement was made by Dianne Feinstein: ... Are we to believe that criminals care about laws against hunting humans? www.politicaloutcast.com/2013/03/sen-dianne-feinstein-says-its-legal-to-hunt-humans/

Articles about Dianne Feinstein - Los Angeles Times - Re "'Hero or criminal?,"" Editorial, June 11, and "'Analyst admits to cyber-spying leaks,'" June 10 Senate Intelligence Committee head Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) ... articles.latimes.com/keyword/dianne-feinstein

**Sen. Dianne Feinstein - NRA-ILA | Search** - "The nation's total violent crime rate hit an all-time high in 1991. ... Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said that she and other gun control advocates are considering a law ... www.nraila.org/search.aspx?s=%22Sen.%20Dianne%20Feinstein%22

**Sen. Feinstein wants Glenn Greenwald prosecuted** - Lawyers, Guns ..." - "Jun 9, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein, chairwoman of the Senate intelligence ... who appeared earlier on the program, was asked about the criminal report ... www.lawyersgunsmoneyblog.com/2013/06/sen-feinstein-wants-glenn-greenwald-prosecuted

189
Dianne Feinstein Delivers Postal Profits to Hubby - Townhall Finance - Nov 4, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein Delivers Postal Profits to Hubby - Bill Tatro ... Federal law exempting elected federal officials from civil and criminal liability for ... finance.townhall.com/ columnists/ billtatro/ 2013/ 11/ 04/ dianne-feinstein-delivers-postal-profits-to-hubby-n1735565

Daily Kos: NSA spying scandal: Even Dianne Feinstein finally is ...-Oct 28, 2013 ... When the surveillance state has lost Dianne Feinstein . ..... committee, and then putting a documented perjurer and known criminal to head it. www.dailykos.com/ story/ 2013/ 10/ 28/ 1251371/ -NSA-spying-scandal-Even-Dianne-Feinstein-finally-is-outraged-and-demanding-answers

U.S Senator Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to ... -It called the public relations office at the Postal Service to learn that Feinstein did not secure ?a sweet deal? for CBRE. And FactCheck talked to Feinstein's press ... www.projectcensored.org/ u-s-senator-dianne-feinsteins-husband-selling-post-offices-friends/


EXCLUSIVE: Senator's husband's firm cashes in on crisis ...-Apr 21, 2009 ... Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation earlier this year to route $25 billion ... The shares were purchased for the going price of $3.77; CBRE's ... www.washingtonpost.com/ news/ 2009/ apr/ 21/ senate-husbands-firm-cashes-in-on-crisis/ ?page=all

How Dianne Feinstein's Husband Sells Post Office Real Estate to ... -"Sep 25, 2013 ... CBRE is also charged with appraising the fair market value of these properties ... Dianne Feinstein is one of the most shameless, authoritarian, ... www.libertyblitzkrieg.com/ 2013/ 09/ 25/ how-dianne-feinsteins-husband-sells-post-office-real-estate-to-his-friends-on-the-cheap/

Dianne Feinstein Still Dogged by Allegations of Conflicts of Interest - Jun 6, 2012 ... Specifically, for at least 15 years, Feinstein has appeared to support ... stock, and another $1.3M-$4M from CB Richard Ellis, a global real estate ... www.breitbart.com/ Big-Government/ 2012/ 06/ 06/ Dianne-Feinstein-Still-Dogged-by-Allegations-of-Conflicts-of-Interest -

Letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein | The Nader PageThe Nader Page - "Oct 10, 2013 ... Letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein ... Dear Senator Feinstein, ... C.B. Richard Ellis Group, Inc. (CBRE), the company chaired by your husband, ... www.nader.org/2013/10/10/letter-senator-dianne-feinstein/ -

Sen. Diane Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to Cronies on ... - Sep 25, 2013 ... Diane Feinstein, Richard Blum, is feeding at the Postal Service privatization trough. Blum is the chairman of C.B. Richard Ellis (CBRE) which ... www.truth-out.org/ news/ item/ 19042-senator-diane-feinsteins-husband-selling-post-offices-to-cronies-on-the-cheap -

Sen. Dianne Feinstein Caught in a Conflict of Interest? - Yahoo Voices -"Jan 13, 2013 ... Most of the citizens served by those four thousand post offices soon to be for sale think Dianne Feinstein's wifely relationship to CBRE's ... voices.yahoo.com/ sen-dianne-feinstein-caught-conflict-interest-11970899.html
Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s Husband Selling Post Offices to His Friends … - Nov 8, 2013 … Dianne Feinstein has never been a favorite Senator of mine. ... CBRE appears to have repeatedly violated its contractual duty to sell postal ... leisureguy.wordpress.com/ 2013/ 11/ 08/ sen-dianne-feinsteins-husband-selling-post-offices-to-his-friends-che ap/

Privatization Nightmare: Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s Husband Selling … - Oct 30, 2013 … Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to His Friends, Cheap ... CBRE has sold valuable postal properties to developers at prices that ... www.alternet.org/economy/post-office-and-privatization -

Ralph Nader writes Senator Feinstein on potential conflict of interest … - Oct 2, 2013... Ralph Nader has written to Senator Dianne Feinstein to express his ... of the contact between CBRE and the USPS to sell postal properties. www.savethepostoffice.com/ ralph-nader-writes-senator-feinstein-potential-conflict-interest-cbre-s-sale-post-offices -

Feinstein routes government money to firm doing business with ... - Apr 21, 2009 ... The Washington Times reports that Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) ... The shares were purchased for the going price of $3.77; CBRE's stock ... www.hotair.com/ archives/ 2009/ 04/ 21/ feinstein-routes-government-money-to-firm-doing-business-with-husband /

Did Feinstein really land her husband billions? - WorldNetDaily - Nov 11, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., stands to reap a windfall from an exclusive ... But CBRE, the world's largest commercial real estate firm, is not owned ... www.wnd.com/2013/11/did-feinstein-really-land-her-husband-billions/ -

Oh joy Diane Feinstein's husband behind selling off of Historic Post ... - The California connection is that CBRE is headquartered in Los ... He also happens to be the husband of California Senator Dianne Feinstein. www.democraticunderground.com/10022326804

Nader to Feinstein: Stop the USPS Sell Off - Corporate Crime Reporter-"Oct 5, 2013 ... Investigative journalist Richard Byrne has dug into CBRE's and ... titled: Going Postal: U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein's Husband Sells Post …

Senator Feinstein’s Husband Stands to Make Millions from USPS (AND CONTROL MAIL-IN ELECTIONS) … - "Jun 4, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein has long been accused of corruption and ... 2011 when the Post Office awarded the CBRE Group Inc. a contract to be ... www.blacklistednews.com/ Senator_Feinstein %E2%80%99s_Husband_Stands_to_Make_Millions_from_USPS _Contract/ 26454/ 0/ 38/ 38/ Y/ M.html

Daily Kos: Selling off the Post Office: Berkeley calls out Richard Blum - "Dec 1, 2012 ... CBRE advises the USPS on what properties to sell. ... Montgomery Street to One Post Street, the office of California Senator Dianne Feinstein. www.dailykos.com/ story/ 2012/ 12/ 01/ 1165912/ -Selling-off-the-Post-Office-Berkeley-calls-out-Richard-Blum

Activist Post: Keeping It In the Family: Senator Feinstein’s Husband … - "Jun 4, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein has long been accused of corruption and ... 2011 when the Post Office
Anatomy of A Civic Corruption Case- San Francisco- The Bridge To Sin. The cold case that is now very hot! investigators now have the final pieces of the puzzle! Link to story: http://wp.me/p4e1uX-2LV Draft 6.3 - Part 1- The Golden Days - "See how the Golden Gate Bridge and a little bridge between two buildings at Embarcadero Center connected to an organized crime and child sex abuse ring for billionaires in A billion dollar real estate political kickback scam, by San Francisco '""elites""', to create an owned and controlled Senator. Interesting that one has posted pictures of them-self dancing and hugging very young girls on Facebook, one was arrested and indicted for running an underage prostitution ring for billionaire campaign backers and San Francisco '""elites""', One (A senior public official) had their daughter removed from their home by the police because she was sexually abused (Police reports available) and one was charged with hiring underage prostitutes. " "You would think it would be hard to be indicted for BOTH running a child prostitution ring for Pacific Heights billionaires AND helping to embezzle government funds for Moscone Convention Center AND Embarcadero Center but one managed to do both, on behalf of the others. James Bronkema was known as David Rockefeller's '""Bag Man"" on the West Coast. He looked exactly like the greedy little '""Monopoly Man"" Billionaire on the game-board and even sported the same mustache and vest just to make the point that he was not only corrupt, he was BAD ASS CORRUPT and he would get the Rockefellers on your ass if you messed with him! When a real estate or political policy action needed to be greased, Bronkema or Coblentz showed up with the cash for the Supervisors, inspectors and public policy-types. Bronkema was one of the creators of '""Flower"" and ran the cash into John Molinari's Mayoral campaign. He put his girl-friends in executive city jobs as payoff for services rendered. Their hope was to move Molinari from Mayor, to Senator to Governor and on up... but that didn't work out....... when the FBI showed up on some doorsteps. Bronkema ran the Business Bureau, The Golden Gate Bridge, Embarcadero Center and Rockre, a '""private business operations group"" for the Rockefellers. He funneled kickbacks, crony deals and special favors from San Rafael to Oakland to City Hall. When his manipulations went international, he cooked his own goose. John Molinari '""Old School""They got a different party to play Senator and Molinari was forgotten but not forgiven for his false campaign district address, tax form creativity and family police incidents. A bug was placed in Molinari's Classic Jaguar and feds got quite a bit of dirt on old-school San Francisco corruption off of Molinari's North Beach idle chatter. Molinari then turned State's evidence. Once Molinari ate it in the elections, they plowed all of the cash into Feinstein. A key associate (Goudie, aligned with Molinari) was a top Presidential appointee and campaign funder who was arrested and indicted for federal funds fraud in the Christopher Columbus Scandal which emulated the Golden Gate Bridge Scandal with the same consultants. (Check out his old Facebook page)."

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS AND THE MOBSTERS: In a special event scam, that Molionari and Bronkema schemed up, (that was a bigger Disaster than the recent SF America's Cup), quite a bit of taxpayer cash went sideways. Said Marin County activist, Gene Pratt: '""The Golden Gate Bridge District is a bunch of Crooks"" TERRY SELLARDS: The PitchMan. The new Silicon Valley Prostitution cases have opened up the Old San Francisco child prostitution cases, as girls reveal decades of abuse and finally tell reporters what really happened back then. Which Silicon Valley and
SF Venture Capitalists, who you see quoted in the news lately, were founders of ""Flower"" the top secret San Francisco underage sex ring for billionaires, held in the billionaires hotels so surveillance security could be totally controlled, (With SF, NYC and Silicon Valley Branches), which is, apparently, still operating? Why are they so excited about all of the underage girls coming over the border in the Mexican child border crisis? Why are Silicon Valley CEO's and VC's so supportive of ""child Immigrants""? Paying a bribe for real estate exclusives was often done with cash and hookers, known as ""pink cash"" in SF. Why was NAMBLA allowed to thrive in San Francisco at the time, including being given San Francisco Public Libraries, On Potrero hill and in other locations, to hold their secret ""how to abuse children"" meetings? (See FBI reports on NAMBLA) Which San Francisco billionaire VC, in the news lately for other reasons, has a regular weekly appointment to have six nude girls come over and read him books from his library while he pleasures himself? Which one is under investigation regarding a murder and an attempted murder? Which one ordered a ""hit"" on someone? Part of Kubrick's film: ""Eyes Wide Shut"" was based on ""Flower"". The cost for a young virgin started at $50,000.00. Taking her virginity was called: ""picking a flower"". Run all of the names on your database and draw the financial, business and personal connections and see how interesting this case REALLY is! Who was the bigger real estate guru: Blum, Rockefeller or Shorenstein? What do Dianne Feinstein, Richard Blum, James Bronkema, Roger Boas, John Molinari and David Rockefeller all have in common? All them reported to WHO? Nobody can now say they ""didn't know what was going on!"" The evidence overtly implicates all of the players. Was there a different reason, than we were told, that Mayor George Moscone was killed? Dan White said he was ""drugged up on Twinkies"", was he drugged up on something else so he could carry out his ""kill orders"" from on high? Who went to federal prison and who didn't? Who ordered the case shut down, but who kept working on it because they thought there was a major cover-up going on? Who took the fall while the others kept on keeping on? Who paid for who's political campaign and still does? Who pulls who's strings? Who is under 24 hour digital device surveillance by 5 different agencies? (Answer: EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM, THEIR FAMILIES AND ASSOCIATES) What is a RICO? What did federal investigators find when they set-up an office in one of the suspects condo buildings across from his office above Chevy's Restaurant? How bad is running a child prostitution ring for the San Francisco elite and Silicon Valley founders? How much, in bribes and corruption, did the exclusive little bridge from one Embarcadero Center to another, over the public road, really cost Boas, Rockefeller, Molinari, Bronkema and Feinstein? Who is still operating as a front for whom? Let's discuss. Send in your links. Watch for the YOUTUBE VIDEO: Anatomy of A Civic Corruption Case and please ask PBS Frontline to pick up the full length version! Please ask City, State and Federal agencies to OFFICIALLY RE-OPEN THIS CASE! TA- Former FB*, Associate Producer/ D- SF Chron, FG, J- Worked with Bruce Brugman, GG, HJK, R- Latimes, Wspo-G, bSpecial thanks to D at Regional Federal Office"

**SAN FRANCISCO'S COLDEST CASE** / A coverup is still suspected ... - 6 Feb 2003 ... ... chief administrative officer under mayors George Moscone and Dianne Feinstein. ... Campaign posters of Boas dotted the city, and a prostitute ... on the brothel operators, Roger Boas and seven other customers, including ... www.sfgate.com/ magazine/ article/ SAN-FRANCISCO-S-COLDEST-CASE-A-coverup-is-still-2669756.php

**This bridge broke the camels back and connects**, politically and financially, to The Golden Gate
Bridge District which was, at the time, operated as a private government for personal profit by the suspects. These is the only real estate project in the City that got this deal...bribes DO work!... until you get caught! Notice the "bunker-like" Compound construction of Embarcadero Center shaped like the Bohemian Club "Owl Books". To protect the identity of the abused girl, we will not show the un-blurred form but it, and associated files, can be seen at SFPD, FBI and WIKILEAKS via FOIA. The complexities of sex party and secret meeting hiding. When you make a chart of all of these people and their political, personal and business connections, almost everything is revealed. Says David: "The greatest fun you will ever have, in your life, is dropping these names into a Federal Cross-Checker, like XKEYSCORE, FCCPS, or NCVS, and watching the results! Afterwards, add "Feinstein", or "Saxeena", and try it again. Wow! Epic!" David T. is a Federal Special Investigator. Says David: "The greatest fun you will ever have, in your life, is dropping these names into a Federal Cross-Checker, like XKEYSCORE, FCCPS, or NCVS, and watching the results! Afterwards, add "Feinstein", or "Saxeena", and try it again. Wow! Epic!" David also stated that: "John Goudie's (Of Christopher Columbus Anniversary Fame) stand-alone case files, by themselves, are a week of Ludlum-class reading. He was so old-school". The most interesting lines of connection in the organized crime databases go from David Rockefeller to Tony Blair To Rakesh Saxeena (Tony Blair interceded in Saxeena's trial in England over Blackwater gun running, a case that ties back to Senator Leland Yee's arrest) to Wendy Deng to Rupert Murdoch. Said David: "Sierra Leone is the most out of the way, tiny, sad little country but the mega-billionaires will do anything to get the raw gemstones and mineral ore buried under it..... Rakesh Saxeena is the most dashing, undercover, mysterious, amazing spooky guy you will ever meet in your life. Rockefeller may think he is bad-ass but he is in kindergarten compared to Rakesh. Is he evil, Is he secretly saving countries or secretly destroying them?...hard to say..... Oh, and by the way, The Illuminati never, ever, call themselves "The Illuminati"..... There are five groups of "businessmen s clubs" who get together to plan laws, purchases and contracts that will increase their stock value and profits. They do share common beliefs but not all five share the same beliefs so they are always in a subtle war. From time-to-time some jump ship from one group to another. It's as simple as that..... They love the myth of the "Illuminati" because it creates confusion and disinformation. The "Illuminati" are a bullshit myth. The businessmen's clubs are the real deal and you can see them at work in the headlines every week. The 'ceremonies' at the Grove and the Masons and the other outfits are simple psychological reinforcement tactics to make them all feel more bonded and "above it all". It works." Goudie was trying to copy the financial skimming scam that the Golden Gate Bridge directors were using for their Golden Gate Bridge Anniversary scheme to fund campaigns and personal hobbies. Goudie's business partners ratted him out, though, first claiming he killed his wife, by bludgeoning, to get the attention of the feds. Goudie went to prison but various murder claims never stuck."

"Now that key players are either dead, indicted, arrested or otherwise interdicted, the rest of the story can be revealed. Rockefeller and Bronkema came up with a plan to build the downtown version of The Bohemian Grove; A financial district compound which was totally under their control and that could cut off the "little people" of the outside world unless they were needed to deliver sandwiches or run errands. All of the Bohemian Grovers and cartel planners could be in the same buildings, keep their girls in the adjacent condo's and it would be one big happy, corrupt, family. You will find, in records searches, that almost everyone from the spooky Bohemian Grove sex and monopoly planning club, also
had offices in the Embarcadero Center compound.

"James Bronkema[/caption] A walk around San Francisco's Embarcadero Center reveals a Q-Sensitive militaristic facade of concrete bunker-like structures where you can never walk without 3 cameras on you at all times. Metal sign-plates in the ground remind you that you are not in the outside world and that you better watch your P's and Q's. An ideal configuration for a modern version of the Speak-Easy, ready to hide dirty deeds upon a ""Cheese it, The Cops"" internal announcement signal. There is only one way in and one way out for the entries, all carefully guarded and monitored. Bronk, a builder, was trained by the Rockefellers in ""private governments"". He honed his skills running the Golden Gate Bridge, it's own private government suspended in a no-mans land between San Francisco and Marin Counties, but accountable to no one. It was supposed to stop charging tolls once the bridge was paid for but the cash flow from taxpayer to bridge director pockets was so good, they figured, ""why kill the golden cow"". Many bridge directors have now faced the law over ""accounting discrepancies. Bridge Directors are now pretty much under permanent 24 hour digital law enforcement surveillance because they tend to be so naughty. The entire foundation of the house circled on the right was built from stolen Golden Gate Bridge steel, paid for by taxpayers money, and looks right in the window of another Golden Gate Bridge executives home (the house circled on the left). Then the operation moved up. Big Office complexes with their own bridges between buildings (So you never had to interact with the commoners) and fancy hotel chains that were hidden behind layers of trusts, assumed names, holding companies, corporate facades and inter-level contracts were the new private government. This was the perfect layout to evade law enforcement. Not only could you trot parades of hookers in, and out and ditch the video, you could have all kinds of secret sketchy meetings. The Pacific Union Club, (The Original Bohemian Grove Urban Compound) on top of Nob Hill, has a little Victorian house across the street. (next to the parking garage) from it on California Street. That house has a tunnel under the street to the Pacific Union Club for bringing the Hookers in; according to Tommy, the former car lot attendant. That pales in comparison to the Bronkema/Rockefeller scheme. After each sex party, or sketchy meeting, they would order all of the security cameras to have a Lois Lerner-like hard drive crash. They believed this destroyed all of the evidence. They controlled all of the buildings and all of the security, they could do as they please...they thought. Some former security guards saw the profit potential in hanging onto some of those tapes and hard-drives before they got wiped. The Girlfriend The recent death-by-hooker of the ultra high tech Google executive shows that even the most savvy ultra-rich geeks can't hide from surveillance camera interdiction. The cool thing about cameras is that they turn all audio and video into a signal, the interesting thing about that is that any signal can be intercepted, even before it reaches the security office. Let's repeat: Somebody else can ALWAYS get the signal before it gets to where the bad guys think it is going to go! Private activists now have Bohemian Grove under personal drone surveillance, camera interdiction and, the wilder ones, have pre-climbed Redwood trees, in advance of the retreat, and placed hidden micro-tiny chip cameras high up in the bark of the redwoods... this will be interesting. But, this was part of the downfall. Those who believe they are immune from the law finally make pretty big mistakes. Their ego and power mania's always bring them down. When Bronk and his Rockre associates started meeting with NGO's, Nigerian Oilfield barons, The notorious Rakesh Saxeena (Look him up) and middle east mining heads; Interpol, GCHQ and all kinds of law enforcement people became interested. To his dying day, James Bronkema denied that he was ""A Bohemian Grove Grand Wizard"", or ""West Coast Grand Master of the
"Illuminati" or anything ""creepy or mysterious"". ""I am merely a humble servant to the world's needs"", he said in one of his last communications with a reporter... To be continued... TT- Brugman Team, df- Arn- LATIMES 4, df, FOIA data. Thanks to The Washington Post!! Special thanks to the staff of Mother Jones and SALON.COM (NOTE: This collaborative Wiki Article may be freely reprinted) SEE ALSO: BAY AREA CORRUPTION SEE ALSO: THE FEINSTEIN INVESTIGATION SEE ALSO: THE CALIFORNIA CONNECTION" "NOTE: SOMO STAFF Interviewed one of the suspects daughters, now adult, who was sexually abused by one of the very powerful suspects. For her protection, we have all agreed to confidentiality. We have placed a recording of that interview in multiple secure repositories for safety."

Dianne Feinstein - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein, born Dianne Emiel Goldman .... Richard Ramirez, and in so doing angered detectives by giving away details of his crimes." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dianne_Feinstein

Dianne Feinstein's espionage - Salon.com -"24 Jul 2012 ... In sum, leaks of classified information are a heinous crime when done to ... But what makes the case of Dianne Feinstein extra egregious is that, …" www.salon.com/2012/07/24/dianne_feinsteins_espionage/

Dianne Feinstein on Crime - On The Issues - Voted YES on reinstating $1.15 billion funding for the COPS Program. Amendment would increase funding for the COPS Program to $1.15 billion for FY 2008 to … www.ontheissues.org/domestic/Dianne_Feinstein_Crime.htm

Dianne Feinstein - News, Articles, Biography, Photos - WSJ.com - As California's senior Senator, Dianne Feinstein has built a reputation as an independent voice, working with both Democrats and Republicans to find …” topics.wsj.com/person/F/dianne-feinstein/5519

Janet Rivas Boessenecker Tonnemacher is the best friend of Kathryn Feinstein, Dianne Feinstein's Daughter. Janet and Kathryn knew how to party and Kathryn would really rag on her mom, back in the day. Janet married a judge in Sonoma. Dianne Feinstein was elected San Francisco's first female mayor in 1979 and ... was employed by a public affairs group that was interested in criminal justice. www.notablebiographies.com/Du-Fi/Feinstein-Dianne.html

"Now some people might read this and say to themselves: ""This is all too creepy, I don't live in this world, I don't want to know about this. I just want to drive my Escalade and pick up the eggs at the store each morning"" But the fact is, You DO live in this world. IF you choose to ignore the facts that create the world you live in, then you make yourself like a farm animal, a cow, breeding stock to be harvested for revenue. Do you really want to be that dumb and used? You really might want to think about helping law enforcement to bust the bad guys and helping politicians to make laws that help the public and not the campaign billionaires.” Sandy Martin

Alex Shoumatoff on the Bohemian Club | Vanity Fair - May 2009 ... An undated photograph from inside the Bohemian Grove; John 'Jock' ... Aside from the prostitutes who are rumored to be visited by randy ...www.vanityfair.com/style/features/2009/05/bohemian-grove200905

Bohemian Grove - "They are the Bohemians, formally known as the Bohemian Club. ... have come
out of the Grove about wild homosexual orgies, male and female prostitutes being … -
www.bohemiangroveexposed.com

HPI/CVP Chased Out of the Bohemian Grove (with pictures ... "21 Feb 2013 ... I met up with my team, they were the Bohemian Grove Full ... they will bring in prostitutes and the prostitutes will hang out at their golf club."- www.beforeitsnews.com/paranormal/2013/02/hpicvp-chased-out-of-the-bohemian-grove-with-pictures-2448076.html


Bohemian Grove - Government Propaganda -17 Jan 2006 ... New footage obtained from a Bohemian Grove employee offers us ... of drunken frivolity, homosexual prostitution, and satanic deity worship."www.government-propaganda.com/bohemian-grove.html

Committee Assignments - Senator Dianne Feinstein - The following are Senator Feinstein's current committee assignments: ... in the Senate, ranging from criminal justice to antitrust and intellectual property law." - www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/committee-assignments

"Bohemian Grove ""Planning Meeting"". Some of the most powerful old white men on Earth are in this photograph. These ARE the kinds of people that have Mayor's assassinated so they can put their Senator's in power... as one theory goes (!)[caption] www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/15579-snopes-misses-larger-story-on-sales-of-post-offices-by-california-sen-feinstein-s-husband-s-company

Bohemian Grove Employee Blows the Whistle on Inside Events - 29 Sep 2005 ... There are many offshoots of the Bohemian Club, The most famous US ... of the grove have both male and female prostitutes and even gay porn ..." - www.prisonplanet.com/Pages/Sept05/290905Grove.htm

THE DARK SECRETS OF BOHEMIAN GROVE - Nstarzone.com - The Bohemian Club has an Annual Summer Encampment, a two-week ... members often leave at night to enjoy the company of many prostitutes and mind ..."www.nstarzone.com/BOGROVE.html

Masters of the Universe Go to Camp: Inside the Bohemian Grove - In the first 50 years of the club's existence the Bohemian Grove was comparatively ..... Hookers came to a certain bar in Monte Rio at ten each night, he said." www2.ucsc.edu/whorulesamerica/power/bohemian_grove_spy.html

The Deep State is REALLY Deep: FBI’s Mueller Attended Elite Prep School With John Kerry: “The plutocracy that has been running the country for generations’ - May 13, 2018 - Politics Plus

Alex Jones reveals gay rituals of Bohemian Grove - RT USA -15 Jul 2011 ... Alex Jones reveals gay rituals of Bohemian Grove ... Also, says Jones, male prostitutes are shipped in internationally to service the party goers." - www.rt.com/usa/jones-bohemian-grove-party/
Bohemian Grove - The Grand Facade of 9/11 | 9/11 Was An Inside ... - "elitist Luciferian secret societies, one of which is called the Bohemian Grove .... the Bohemian Grove have admitted that young boys and homosexual prostitutes …" 911truthseeker.webs.com/bohemiangrove.htm

Alex Shoumatoff on the Bohemian Club | Vanity Fair - 1 May 2009 ... An undated photograph from inside the Bohemian Grove; John 'Jock' ... Aside from the prostitutes who are rumored to be visited by randy ... - www.vanityfair.com/style/features/2009/05/bohemian-grove200905

Bohemian Grove (Vinod Khosla to make Martins Beach into secret Bohemian Grove 2.0 ) -"They are the Bohemians, formally known as the Bohemian Club. ... have come out of the Grove about wild homosexual orgies, male and female prostitutes being ...” www.bohemiangroveexposed.com - -

Bohemian Grove Members Confronted About Gay Prostitutes & 9/11 ... - "14 Jul 2012 ... This footage is from 2007, it's old but still great confrontations. Please help support Luke and We Are Change by donating at wearechange.org." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxelRMkNR0E - -

HPI/CVP Chased Out of the Bohemian Grove (with pictures ... - "21 Feb 2013 ... I met up with my team, they were the Bohemian Grove Full ... they will bring in prostitutes and the prostitutes will hang out at their golf club."- www.beforeitsnews.com/ paranormal/ 2013/ 02/ hpicvp-chased-out-of-the-bohemian-grove-with-pictures-2448076.html

Bohemian Grove Exposes Itself! | OC Weekly - "31 Aug 2006 ... For more than a century, the Bohemian Grove, a 2700-acre forest retreat in ... Also, they have hotels nearby where hookers stay, and members ...” www.ocweekly.com/2006-08-31/news/bohemian-grove-exposes-itself/

"Worst case scenario: Egomaniac billionaires, who loved sex with children, controlled the real estate deals in San Francisco, because they needed to feel powerful. They had George Moscone killed because he wasn't cool with their sex ring/real estate shenanigans and to put their own person in the top post in Government, aimed for the Presidency. The investigation needs to be re-opened and all cover-up actions overturned. DG" - Dianne Feinstein launches scathing attack on CIA over alleged ... - "11 Mar 2014 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein speaks to reporters after accusing the CIA of cover-up and criminal activity in a speech on the Senate floor. CIA says: "'Feinstein, you fucked with the wrong people, we have ALL of the dirt on you, did you forget who we are!'''"www.theguardian.com/ world/ 2014/ mar/ 11/ feinstein-accuses-cia-intimidation-torture-report - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5-QTrLYN-k

Meet CISA - Dianne Feinstein’s Latest Attack on Privacy, Civil ... ". Unsurprisingly, the only ? distinctly native American criminal class,? as ... Cisa is what Senator Dianne Feinstein, the bill's chief backer and the ..." www.infowars.com/ meet-cisa-dianne-feinsteins-latest-attack-on-privacy-civil-liberties- and-the-internet/ -

Dianne Feinstein Articles, Photos, and Videos - Los Angeles Times ". The Justice Department has announced that it won't pursue a criminal ... Dianne Feinstein: Here's how to deal with the desperate children at the border. Dianne ... - www.latimes.com/ topic/ politics/ government/ dianne-feinstein-PEPLT002021-topic.html -
Testimony and reports from Jofi Joseph, Brent Petterson, Daniel Cohen, Eye On Washington, Kathryn Feinstein, Roger Boas, James Bronkema, Jonathan Silver, Mary Beth Guff and thousands of other whistle-blowers, tipsters and insiders.

Feuding CIA, Senate avoid criminal charges from Justice ... - KPCC "... Senate Intelligence Committee Chairwoman Dianne Feinstein alleged in ... On Thursday, the Justice Department declined to bring criminal ..." - www.scpr.org/ news/ 2014/ 07/ 10/ 45264/ feuding-cia-senate-avoid-criminal-charges-from-jus/

Dianne Feinstein Calls Out the C.I.A. for Spying on the Senate : The ... - The C.I.A. spied on the Senate, Dianne Feinstein said on Tuesday. ... the Panetta review to the Department of Justice as a possible criminal act." www.newyorker.com/ online/ blogs/ closeread/ 2014/ 03/ dianne-feinstein-calls-out-the-cia-for-spying-on-the-senate.html -

Dianne Feinstein - Huffington Post - Former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D) has spurred plenty of Internet buzz as of late over some comments he made about Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Cali.- www.huffingtonpost.com/news/dianne-feinstein/

The San Francisco Bay Guardian newspaper came under direct, and personal, attack for attempting to expose these indiscretions. Senior Bay Gaurdian and EX SF Weekly and FIST staff know the whole story. No Criminal Charges In Senate-CIA Spat, Justice Department Says ... "- Senate Intelligence Committee Chairwoman Dianne Feinstein alleged in ... On Thursday, the Justice Department declined to bring criminal ..." - www.npr.org/ blogs/ thetwo-way/ 2014/ 07/ 10/ 330465260/ no-criminal-charges-in-senate-cia-spat-justice-department-says

Moscone-Milk assassinations gave Feinstein the edge she needed - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia " - The Moscone?Milk assassinations were the killings of San Francisco Mayor George ... as it meant Moscone could tip the balance of power on the Board as well as ... White fled the scene as Feinstein entered the office where Milk lay dead. - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moscone%E2%80%93Milk_assassinations -

Dianne Feinstein - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia " - "Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein, born Dianne Emiel Goldman (?fa?nsta?n/ ... ""As president of the board of supervisors, it's my duty to make this announcement. Both Mayor Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk have been shot and killed." - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dianne_Feinstein

Testimony of Diane Feinstein in the trial of Dan White for the killing … - "Q Now, Mayor Feinstein, George Moscone, who was the actually elected Mayor of ... had the power, did he not, to appoint persons to the Board of Supervisors, ... a problem from taking place, because Dan Horanzey was to be sworn at 11:30, ..." - law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/milk/feinsteintestimony.html

Dianne Feinstein Gun Laws Wouldn't Have Stopped Harvey Milk ... - "19 Mar 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein gun laws would not have stopped the murders of Harvey Milk, ... body, and I was the one to put a finger in a bullet hole, trying to get a pulse. ... The same month that Harvey Milk and George Moscone were murdered, ... I believe that she realized that it is the …" - www.politicaloutcast.com/ 2013/ 03/ dianne-feinstein-gun-laws-stoppedmurders-harvey-milk-george-moscone-jonestown/
Dianne Feinstein On Moscone, Milk Deaths - YouTube "19 Jul 2010 ... Dianne Feinstein reflects on the tragic deaths of George Moscone and Harvey Milk. ... election fraud and the people who got him in went on a child killing spree? ... where she understands the power a gun can give to a person, both as ... change the fact that regulating guns will ..." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4051pdMlnQ

Just learned Diane Feinstein replaced a Mayor back in 70's who was ... -After he was killed Dianne Feinstein was sworn in as mayor as she was then ... and thus could tip the Board's balance of power in Moscone's favor. ... City Hall to meet with Moscone and make a final plea for appointment. - www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2099147/pg1

CITY HALL SLAYINGS / 25 Years Later / Revisiting the horror of that ... 26 Nov 2003 ... Dianne Feinstein was president of the Board of Supervisors. ... "I put my finger to see if there was any pulse, and it went in a bullet hole in his ... Ten days before Moscone and Milk were killed, a mad San ... The mayor had the power to name a supervisor to replace White, and ..." - www.sfgate.com/news/article/CITY-HALL-SLAYINGS-25-Years-Later-Revisiting-2510798.php

Tales from Colma - The Martydom of Mayor Moscone - Part 3/4 "He slipped the gun into his shoulder holster and put on his suit jacket to hide it. ... White, who'd learned how to kill during basic training, straddled Moscone, leaned ... Dianne Feinstein found Milk only moments after White left. ... stories about the electric chair charred the public into second ..." - www.notfrisco.com/colmatales/moscone/mosc3.html

George Moscone's murder explored in new play directed by his son ... "9 Jan 2012 ... It's a hard-hitting memory play that harnesses the power of myth, history ... the rise of (Dianne) Feinstein have clouded the event of Moscone's death. ... that had fallen away from a bullet wound and tried to put it back in place." - www.mercurynews.com/ci_19707104

All the President's Women (Part 3): Diane Feinstein | Dave Hodges ... "4 Jan 2013 ... In 2009, Senator Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation which ... liberal democrat please explain to America how Feinstein's crimes are not as ..." - www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2013/01/04/all-the-presidents-women-part-3-diane-feinstein/


Columbus Day - Offnews.info | Inteligencia y Seguridad, Terrorismo ... "12 Oct 2009 ... The grandiloquently named Christopher Columbus Quincentenary ... Miami developer and Republican fund raiser John Goudie, resigned last ..."www.offnews.info/verArticulo.php?contenidoID=18022

Stephen J. Summerhill and John Alexander Williams, *Sinking Columbus: Contested History* ... Appalachian State University, headed the Christopher Columbus ... sponsors. Goudie could not even attract support from Hispanic American." -

www.learner.org/courses/worldhistory/support/reading_2_3.pdf - Highlight

**Articles citations with the tag: COLUMBUS, Christopher, 1451-1506**

Describes the presumed landing place of Christopher Columbus in the New .... Columbus Quinten centenary Jubilee Commission, John Goudie." - connection.ebscohost.com/ tag/ COLUMBUS %252C%2BChristopher%252C%2B1451-1506


**U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein publicly accuses CIA of criminal** ... -11 Mar 2014 ... WASHINGTON ? The head of the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee accused the CIA Tuesday of criminal activity in improperly searching a ... - news.nationalpost.com/ 2014/ 03/ 11/ u-s-senator-dianne-feinstein-publicly-accuses-cia-of-criminal-activit y-airing-intense-dispute-with-spy-agency/

**Meet CISA - Dianne Feinstein's Latest Attack** on ... - Prison Planet.com - Unsurprisingly, the only ?distinctly native American criminal class,? as ... Cisa is what Senator Dianne Feinstein, the bill's chief backer and the ..." - www.prisonplanet.com/ meet-cisa-dianne-feinstein's-latest-attack-on-privacy-civil-liberties-and-the-internet.html - Highlight http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blssXVvoQOE


**David Axelrod was stunned when Bill O'Reilly** ... - Crooks and Liars -"Sep 11, 2009 ... After Wednesday night's speech, Bill O was running with McCain's original idea to ""fix"" health care by opening up all insurance ..." - www.crooksandliars.com/ john-amato/ david-axelrod-was-stunned-when-bill-ore

"**David Axelrod Got It All Wrong:** How He, The ... - Crooks and Liars ""Jun 10, 2012 ... One of our objectives at The Winning Words Project is to help our elected officials , including (and especially!) the president, articulate the ..." - www.crooksandliars.com/ jill-w-klausen/ how-president-obama-democrats-shoul -

**David Axelrod: Mitt Romney's Motto Is 'The Buck** ... - Crooks and Liars -"Jul 16, 2012 ... Broadcast media seems to be quite obtuse when it comes to the overall implications of the Bain controversies over the past two weeks. This is ..." - www.crooksandliars.com/ karoli/ david-axelrod-mitt-romneys-motto-buck-stops

201
David Axelrod: Barack Obama’s street fighter | Observer profile - "Aug 4, 2012 ... The president's man: David Axelrod and Barack Obama. ... Clearly, by hook or by crook, Axelrod intends to go out on a winning note. David ..." - www.theguardian.com/theobserver/2012/aug/05/observer-profile-david-axelrod

Michelle Obama, david axelrod, in it up to their ears in criminal ... " -"Jun 19, 2009 ... she is just an angry America hating militant who is a crook like her ... 2006 recommended that the hospital hire the firm of David Axelrod, who a ..." - www.sodahead.com/united-states/michelle-obama-david-axelrod-in-it-up-to-their-ears-in-criminal-activity-of-patient-dumping-in-health/question-443611/

The Crook | THE ROYCROFT REPORT - "Dec 11, 2013 ... The Crook. with one comment ... Merchants Of Despair : Barack Obama, David Axelrod, Harry Reid and Tim Geithner. In ""uncategorized""- www.theroycroftreport.com/2013/12/11/the-crook/

Culture of Corruption: Obama and His Team of Tax Cheats, Crooks ... " -Culture of Corruption: Obama and His Team of Tax Cheats, Crooks, and ..... of Chicago Medical Center, aided by Obama's senior adviser, David Axelrod." - www.barnesandnoble.com/w/culture-of-corruption-michelle-malkin/1102115516?ean=9781596981096

David Axelrod, Lefty Lumberjack | The American Spectator "--Obama's main man will do whatever it takes to fell Republicans and conservatives. Where does his ruthlessness and drive come from?-www.spectator.org/articles/36072/david-axelrod-lefty-lumberjack - -

Coinkadink: one Cain accuser lives in David Axelrod's building - ... Coinkadink: one Cain accuser lives in David Axelrod's building; another serves in ..... Climate Crook James Hansen: on the Government Dole. - directorblue.blogspot.com/2011/11/coinkadink-one-cain-accuser-lives-in.html -


All the president's men go after Romney | The Daily Caller -30 Oct 2011 ... This charge was escalated Sunday when David Axelrod, one of Obama's top ... The messages have not accused him of being a crook." - www.dailycaller.com/2011/10/30/all-the-presidents-men-go-after-romney/

NOTE: Notice that Elon Musk’s boyfriends at Google have hidden most of the links, above from the internet, or buried them from being easily found.
Dr. Robert Epstein on Google's ability to affect the outcome of elections. Senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology Dr. Robert Epstein joins ...
can rig the 2020 election and "make the Russians look like rank amateurs." "President Donald Trump can't win the 2020 election," wrote Dr. Robert Epstein, a senior researcher at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology and former Editor-in-chief of "Psychology ...

Wife of Whistleblower, Who Exposed How Google Rigged ...

https://newspunch.com/wife-whistleblower-google-rig-election-hillary-dies-car-crash/

The wife of a Google whistleblower, who exposed how Big Tech tried to rig the 2016 election in favor of Hillary Clinton, died Friday night following a car crash. Psychology professor, Robert Epstein, 66, announced the passing of his wife, Misti Dawn Vaughn.

Liberal Professor Warns: Google Manipulating Voters 'on a ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNvgl38TLvI

Dr. Robert Epstein told Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) on Tuesday that Google can manipulate votes by using tools that they have at their disposal exclusively, and tha...

'Trump can't win the 2020 election': Dr. Robert Epstein ...

https://www.theblaze.com/glenn-radio/big-tech-threat-to-2020-election

Dr. Robert Epstein, senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology in California, has been researching the impact of online censorship since 2013. He joined the "Glenn Beck Program" on Monday to expose the power that leftist tech giants, such as Google and Facebook, have to sway U.S. elections through

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election - POLITICO Magazine

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. ... Robert Epstein is senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology and the former editor-in-chief of ...

This psychologist claims Google search results unfairly ...


Mar 22, 2019The idea that Google is subtly pushing masses of voters to the left has the ring of conspiracy, and thus the work of Robert Epstein is warmly embraced by conservative lawmakers — as well as a ...

How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election - Robert Epstein ...

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548_Page2.html

2016. How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the wiser. By ROBERT EPSTEIN

Google flipped seats, shifted millions of votes to Dems in ...
Epstein’s study of three 2018 California House races found Google played the deciding role in flipping those Republican-held seats to the Democrats, influencing millions of undecided voters by controlling what they saw when they searched 500 election-related terms. Google’s results showed a "significant liberal bias," unlike Bing's or ...

Dr. Robert Epstein: Google Has the 'Power to Flip ...

May 3, 2018"That's right and of course in most elections, especially close ones, it's the undecided people who determine the outcome of the election, so if you can swing a lot of undecided people — and Google has at least three ways to do that that we're studying," responded Epstein.

Robert Epstein - Wikipedia

After this incident, Epstein offered other criticism of Google's practices. In 2013, he wrote in Time magazine that Google had "a fundamentally deceptive business model". In 2015, he said that Google could rig the 2016 US presidential election and that search engine manipulation was "a serious threat to the democratic system of government".

Wife of Whistleblower, Who Exposed How Google Rigged ...

Source: Sean Adl-Tabatabai The wife of a Google whistleblower, who exposed how Big Tech tried to rig the 2016 election in favor of Hillary Clinton, died Friday night following a car crash. Psychology professor, Robert Epstein, 66, announced the passing of his wife, Misti Dawn Vaughn. The heartbreaking tweet described how Misti died after her vehicle spun...

How Google could rig the 2016 election - POLITICO

How Google could rig the 2016 election Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the wiser. Given that many elections are won by small margins, this gives Google the power, right now, to flip upwards of 25 percent of the national elections worldwide.

Search engine manipulation effect - Wikipedia

The search engine manipulation effect (SEME) is the change in consumer preferences from manipulations of search results by search engine providers. SEME is one of the largest behavioral effects ever discovered. This includes voting preferences. A 2015 study indicated that such manipulations could shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20 percent or more and up to

205
80 percent in ...

**Google could 'rig the 2016 election,' researcher says**

https://money.cnn.com/2015/08/20/technology/google-2016-election/index.html

Aug 20, 2015Google's influence on the 2016 **election** could tip the scales in favor of its own chosen candidate, says behavioral psychologist Robert **Epstein**.

**Liberal professor warns Big Tech will go 'all out' to ...**

https://www.theblaze.com/glenn-radio/robert-epstein-election-

Dr. Robert **Epstein**, a senior research psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology or AIBRT, joined the "Glenn Beck Radio Program" on Monday, to expose the serious threat tech giants such as **Google**, Facebook, and Twitter pose to "free and fair" **elections** by dramatically shifting voting preferences through search-res

**We Can Stop Big Tech NOW!**

https://mygoogleresearch.com

**Google-and-the-Gang probably stole the 2020 election** without people knowing and without leaving a paper trail. No law can stop them, but monitoring systems, like the ones Dr. **Epstein** set up in 2016, 2018, & 2020, can. By exposing their manipulations, we can get them to back off. If we don't monitor, we will be surrendering our democracy to Big Tech - possibly forever.

**Google Critic Killed in "Ironic" Car Accident: Struck by ...**

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/google-critic-killed-in-i_b_5351458

Most recently, he conducted a series of experiments that prompted media coverage worldwide which appear to show that **Google** can determine the outcome of close **elections** by biasing search rankings to favor certain candidates. Based on those experiments, **Epstein** claimed that to protect voters from undue influence, **Google**'s ubiquitous search engine would need to be regulated and monitored, with ...

**Explained: Google Could Manipulate 15 Million Votes in 2020**


Dr. **Epstein** is a Senior Research Psychologist for the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology who is monitoring **Google**'s alleged deceitful marketing practices aimed at swinging the **election** to the Democrat candidates in 2020. His credentials and education are impressive.

**Fact-Checking Trump's Claim That Google 'Manipulated ...**


Aug 19, 2019In a 2017 white paper, Mr. **Epstein** examined how **Google** Search might have influenced undecided voters in the 2016 **election** by providing more positive results for one candidate than the other. He ...
Google could 'rig the 2016 election,' researcher says ...

"Google could easily be flipping elections worldwide as you read this," Epstein said. This story was first published on CNN.com, "Google could 'rig the 2016 election,' researcher says." POST A ...

New Movie Claims Google Handed the Popular Vote to Hillary ...

Epstein made a stir in 2015 by reporting in Politico that Google could "rig" the 2016 election. This story discussed the results of his study, which was published in the Proceedings of the ...

Google's Hypocrisy | HuffPost

Google has spoken. Apparently shaken by my recent article in Politico--"How Google Can Rig the 2016 Election"--Google's head of search, Dr. Amit Singhal, has published a critique--"A Flawed Elections Conspiracy Theory." I encourage you to read it closely.

Dr. Robert Epstein: Hillary Clinton, whom I have strongly ...

Dr. Robert Epstein on Whether Google Can Rig the Presidential Election PoliticKING with Larry KingSep 04 '15. Could the technology behemoth Google actually rig the upcoming presidential election? Larry discusses with distinguished scholar, scientist and award-winning author Dr. Robert Epstein on PoliticKING. Dr. Epstein expands on the ...

Google and Big Tech bias hurts democracy, not just ...

Sep 13, 2018Not just conservatives: Google and Big Tech can shift millions of votes in any direction Donald Trump is more right than he knows. My research suggests Google and Big Tech can manipulate voters in ...

Can Google rig elections? | Election Universe

"How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election" is the title of an article written by Robert Epstein and published by Politico in August.. According to Epstein, Senior Research Psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology, "Google has amassed far more power to control elections than any company in history has ever had."
Dr. Robert Epstein Warns Big Tech Can Rig 2020 Election ...


Prominent liberal Google critic Dr. Robert Epstein wrote an op-ed warning that Big Tech companies can rig the 2020 election and "make the Russians look like rank amateurs." "President Donald Trump can't win the 2020 election," wrote Dr. Robert Epstein, a senior researcher at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology and former Editor-in-chief of "Psychology ..."

Wife of Whistleblower, Who Exposed How Google Rigged ...


Source: Sean Adl-Tabatabai The wife of a Google whistleblower, who exposed how Big Tech tried to rig the 2016 election in favor of Hillary Clinton, died Friday night following a car crash. Psychology professor, Robert Epstein, 66, announced the passing of his wife, Misti Dawn Vaughn. The heartbreaking tweet described how Misti died after her vehicle spun...

Prof who says Google 'gave Hillary almost 3M votes through ...


Epstein inferred this alleged Google interference influenced the popular vote in favor of Clinton. She received 2,864,974 more votes than her opponent Donald Trump in the 2016 election. He alleged as many as 15 million votes could be impacted in the 2020 election and claimed Google's "Go Vote" display gave Dems a leg up of 800,000 vote.

Can Google Rig Elections? | MetaFilter

https://www.metafilter.com/152368/Can-Google-Rig-Elections

Can Google Rig Elections? August 23, 2015 1:40 PM Subscribe A fascinating article by Robert Epstein at Politico.com about Google’s Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME) work, and whether and how they’d be able to influence an election.

Congressional Testimony: Google Gave Hillary Millions Of ...


At a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, "Google and Censorship through Search Engines," Dr. Robert Epstein, who researches the impact of Google, informed the hearing that "upwards of 15 million votes" were in jeopardy in the 2020 election.During his testimony, Epstein told Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) that in 2016, Google gave at least 2.6 million votes to Democratic candidate Hillary ...
Internet Research Psychologist: Google Search Results Can ...

Google helped Democrats in the 2018 election through biased results as well - 14. This number is based on data captured by Epstein's monitoring system, which preserved more than 47,000 election searches on Google, Bing, and Yahoo, along with the nearly 400,000 web pages to which the search results linked.

The Real Election Hacking - Dr. Robert Epstein Testifies ...

Forget Russia! Google actually CHANGED VOTES. This is the real election hacking! Dr. Robert Epstein Senate testimony July, 16, 2019 Dr. Robert Epstein Inte...

Top Psychologist: Google's Algorithm Will Rig the Election ...

In August last year, Politico reported on how "Google could rig the 2016 election" by altering its search algorithms. Epstein also noted that Facebook has the power to shift up to 600,000 voters on election day by simply sending out targeted reminders to Hillary Clinton supporters telling them to vote, while not sending out the same ...

Could Google Actually Rig An Election? - Matter

As a public company, Google is also one of the biggest supporters of the Clinton campaign, spending millions in political lobbying. Google definitely has the motivation needed to rig an election. But we're going to need a bit more contextual evidence than SourceFed and Epstein can offer to believe Google is currently rigging an election.

Could Google influence the presidential election ...

How much could Google influence the 2016 election? By Epstein's calculations, biased Google results could shift the vote in November by up to 2%, or about 2.6 million votes. ... But Epstein ...

VIDEO: Dr. Robert Epstein On Google's 'Very Dramatic Bias ...

Dr. Robert Epstein joined Mark Levin to discuss the results of his study that exposes Google for political bias in favor of Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election. Levin starts by saying this is probably the most important show he's ever done...that's a big deal! Hillary Clinton tried to shut down claims in the
Whistleblower: "Google Planning to Rig Elections and ... 

"Google Snowden moment" Project Veritas has released hundreds of internal Google documents leaked by Vorhies. Among those documents is a file called "news black list site for google now." The document, according to Vorhies, is a "black list," which restricts certain websites from appearing on news feeds for an Android Google product.

Can Google rig elections? - the rebuttal | Election Universe

Can Google rig elections? - the rebuttal △ Back To Homepage. October 08 2015, 14:09 Amit Singhal, senior vice president and software engineer at Google, responded Robert Epstein's article which suggested that Google had the power to shift the voting preferences of undecided voters.

Internet Studies - Robert Epstein

Dr. Epstein's Politico essay, "How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election," can be downloaded here. A related article, "The New Mind Control," published in Aeon magazine - which has been viewed more than 250,000 times - can be downloaded here. To view Dr. Epstein talking about SEME on the Larry King Show, click here.

Search engine manipulation effect - Wikipedia

The search engine manipulation effect (SEME) is the change in consumer preferences from manipulations of search results by search engine providers. SEME is one of the largest behavioral effects ever discovered. This includes voting preferences. A 2015 study indicated that such manipulations could shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20 percent or more and up to 80 percent in some ...

Did a Google Exec Admit to Rigging Search Results Against ... 

A satirical web site published a fictitious article claiming that an exec at Google admitted to rigging search results against President Trump.

Google Whistleblower and Hillary Clinton Critic Dr. Robert ...
Liberal professor Dr. Robert Epstein over the summer blew the whistle and warned Congress during his testimony that Google was manipulating voters 'on a massive scale.' Dr. Epstein stated that last year he briefed a group of state AGs about Google's power to rig elections, and one of them said, "I think you're going to…

Google could 'rig the 2016 election,' researcher says

Though Epstein falls short of saying that Google would rig an election, he points to historical precedent suggesting that Google wouldn't be alone if it tried.

Google Sent a Biased Vote Reminder. Senators Want Answers.

Just a few days before Election Day, Epstein warned Fox News' Tucker Carlson that Google's search engine has a "very substantial pro-liberal bias" and could swing 15 million votes in the ...

Are Google and Facebook really suppressing conservative ...

Dec 4, 2018Images of Barack Obama with Mark Zuckerberg and Eric Schmidt suddenly appear as Epstein describes how Google and Facebook could rig an election in favor of one candidate.

Google likely shifted undecided voters in 2018 election ...


Google Rigs Elections, No Russian Needed (Google = Israeli ...

"Research I have been directing in recent years suggests that Google, Inc., has amassed far more power to control elections — indeed, to control a wide variety of opinions and beliefs — than any company in history has ever had," research psychologist Robert Epstein says.

Google Influenced Midterm Elections: Prevented Republicans ...

211
**Google** deliberately built biases into its search results in order to **rig** the **election** in favor of the Democratic party, according to stunning new research. The study was conducted by Dr. Robert Epstein - founder of the Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies.

**How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election** - Robert Epstein ...

QuickLink: **How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election** - Robert Epstein - POLITICO Magazine - (Image by warrenski) Details DMCAAmerica's next president could be eased into office not just by TV ads ...

**How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election** - Democratic ...

Source: Politico **Google** has the ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the wiser. By ROBERT EPSTEIN August 19, 2015 **Google's** search algorithm can easily shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20 percent or more—up to 80 percent in some demographic groups—with virtually no one knowing they are being manipulated, according to experiments I conducted ...

**Wife of Google Whistleblower Who Claimed Tech Giant Rigs ...**

**Epstein** testified before Congress that **Google** is capable of swinging millions of votes for the Democrats, and suggested they may have already employed some of their tactics in 2018 and 2016. Specifically, **Epstein** claimed that, according to his research, **Google** attempted to give Clinton an advantage in the 2016 presidential **election**.

**How Google Shifts Votes: A 'Go Vote' Reminder Is Not ...**

Commentary. If you accessed the **Google** search engine on **Election** Day in 2018, you were probably amused and delighted to see the words "Go Vote" where the word "**Google**" usually is. Perhaps ...

**Prof who says Google 'gave Hillary almost 3M votes through ...**

**Epstein** claimed **Google** gave’ millions of ... of state AGs about #**Google's** power to **rig elections**. ... could be impacted in the 2020 **election** and claimed **Google's** "Go Vote" display gave Dems a leg ...
Given that many elections are won by small margins, this gives Google the power, right now, to flip upwards of 25 percent of the national elections worldwide. In the United States, half of our presidential elections have been won by margins under 7.6 percent, and the 2012 election was won by a margin of only 3.9 percent—well within Google’s ...

Could Google Rig the 2016 Election? Don't Believe the Hype.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/could-google-rig-the-2016-election-dont-believe-the-hype

The story started when a political science colleague pointed us to an article in Politico headlined, "How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election," which made an astounding claim:

Robert Epstein - Politico
https://www.politico.eu/author/robert-epstein/

A president who once seemed impervious to October surprises is suddenly confronting one big enough to alter the election outcome. 10/2/20, 2:28 PM CEST. ... Archives for ROBERT EPSTEIN. ... How Google could rig the 2016 election. 8/20/15, 10:04 AM CET. Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the wiser ...

Shocking Report That Google Influenced the 2016 Election
https://www.independentsentinel.com/shocking-report-that-google-influenced-the-2016-election/

A shocking report by Tucker Carlson exposed an email obtained from a Google insider that proves they influenced the 2016 election to steer voters to Hillary Clinton. "An email obtained exclusively by this show reveals that a senior Google employee deployed the company's resources to increase voter turnout in ways she believed would help the ...

Google is 'trying to rig the election' in 2020 - Trump ...
https://www.rt.com/usa/462726-google-is-trying-to-rig-election/

"They're trying to rig the election" in 2020, Trump said, seemingly singling out Google in an interview with Fox Business on Wednesday. Trump blasted Twitter and Google for silencing conservative voices and harboring "hatred for the Republicans." "Twitter is just terrible, what they do. Google Whistleblower And Hillary Clinton Critic Dr. Robert ...

Dr. Epstein stated that last year he briefed a group of state AGs about Google's power to rig elections, and one of them said, "I think you're going to die in an accident in a few months." A few months later on December 27, 2019, his young, beautiful wife, Misti died a horrific violent death in a car crash.

Did someone murder the wife of a Google whistleblower ...
Epstein moved to cover his tracks, so to speak. Through extensive research, Epstein, a psychologist by training, discovered that through algorithm manipulation, Google and other social media giants can influence voting patterns. Their control of information flows can influence election outcomes.

Google Attempted to Rig 2016 Election for Hillary Clinton ...

Eliana Murillo, Google's Multicultural Marketing, discussed rigging the election for Hillary Clinton. In the emails, a Google executive describes efforts to pay for free rides for a certain sect of the population to the polls-a get-out-the-vote for Hispanic voters operation-and how these efforts were because she thought it would help Hillary Clinton win the general election in 2016 ...

Trump: Google and Twitter are 'trying to rig the election' ...

Donald Trump said Wednesday that social media and online search companies like Twitter and Google are 'trying to rig the election' in 2020 by skewing ... as family of Epstein's 'madam' launch ...

Did Google Assassinate Wife Of Whistleblower Who Exposed ...

Criticism of Google. In 2013, Epstein wrote in Time magazine that Google had "a fundamentally deceptive business model". In 2015, he said that Google could rig the 2016 US presidential election and that search engine manipulation was "a serious threat to the democratic system of government".

Undercover video shows senior Google executive vowing to ...

A senior Google executive has been caught on an undercover video appearing to suggest the company is trying to stop 'the next Trump situation' in the 2020 presidential election. Secret footage ...

Google Could 'Rig the 2016 Election,' Researchers Claim ...

Research psychologist Robert Epstein conducted a study that shows Google has the power to sway voter opinion and rig the 2016 election.

When will Google defend democracy? - The Conversation

But in 2015, my mentor at the time Robert Epstein published an article in Politico - entitled "How
Google Could Rig the 2016 Election' - and that did the trick.

Did Someone Sabotage Dr. Robert Epstein's Website? - The ...

They have since the 2008 and 2012 election cycle been less obvious in this … maybe trying to cover their tracks a wee bit by loosening up on what they did. I have no doubt that Dr. Robert Epstein is in the cross hairs of Google, Facebook, and Twitter and they will use every subtle tool at their disposal to minimize his research findings.

Experts: Trump Google voter manipulation claims based on …

The 2.6 million Clinton vote number appears to have originally turned up in a 2017 study coauthored by Epstein, which sought to find whether Google introduced bias in search results ahead of the …

Will Google Rig Election for Hillary? Far Fetched: Experts …

Epstein and Robertson conducted five experiments in the US and India, demonstrating that internet search results can and do affect election outcomes - particularly in very tight races. ... To read more on this topic, click How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election Google has the ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the ...

Trump Drops The Hammer On Google For Trying To Rig 2016 ...

In a recently released Senate report, Dr. Robert Epstein, a psychologist, author, and professor, Google manipulated at least 2.6 million votes, 10+ million votes in Clinton's favor. Dr. Epstein, inconveniently for the narrative of the left-wing media outlets trying to claim that Trump is lying about Google's manipulation of the election, is ...

Researchers say, Google can rig presidential polls » Flatimes

Epstein further stated that given that many elections are won by small margins, this gives Google the power to "flip upwards of 25 percent of the national elections worldwide." He said that since half of presidential elections in the United States have been won by margins under 7.6 percent, the ability to decide the final outcome of a …

How Google's Search Rankings Could Manipulate Elections ...
This is exactly what **Google** claimed was the explanation for Barack Obama's consistently high search rankings in the months leading up to the 2008 and 2012 presidential **elections**. Let's play ...

**Google Whistleblower Suspects Wife’s Fatal Car Crash Was ...**

[https://clashdaily.com/2020/01/google-whistleblower-suspects-wifes-fatal-car-crash-was-not-an-accident/](https://clashdaily.com/2020/01/google-whistleblower-suspects-wifes-fatal-car-crash-was-not-an-accident/)

You may remember the Robert **Epstein** stories we covered last year, testifying before Congress exactly **HOW Google** results can swing **elections** by millions or even tens of millions. Robert **Epstein**, 66, said in July the internet giant's methods 'gave' millions of votes to Hillary Clinton during the 2016 presidential **election**.

**Research Shows Google’s Search Manipulations Tried To Rig ...**

[https://documenttruth.com/?p=20073](https://documenttruth.com/?p=20073)

**Google** employees, including at least six high-ranking executives, donated more than $1.3 million to Clinton's 2016 campaign. Call it censorship or manipulation, but the truth is...Google attempted to **rig** the **election** for Hillary Clinton by manipulating searches and suggestions, and therefore, voters minds.

**Sex-and-drug parties are common in Silicon Valley ...**


Drug-fueled sex parties are a common and barely hidden phenomenon in **Silicon Valley's** venture and startup world, according to an explosive excerpt from Bloomberg technology reporter Emily Chang's ... **Indictment of Ayahuasca Kingpin Ties Bronfman and Epstein ...**


**INDICTMENT OF DRUG KINGPIN TIES BRONFMAN AND EPSTEIN SEX CULTS TO SILICON VALLEY'S 'DARK ENLIGHTENMENT'** by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz and Sherri Kane. with excerpts from the authors' latest book, Ayahuasca Death **Cult**: The Psycho-Spiritual Delusion

**How the Tech Sex Cult in New York and Silicon Valley ...**


**silicon valley sex cult**; the jeffrey epstein **silicon valley sex cult** chapter; share on social media ... **How the Tech Sex Cult in New York and Silicon Valley ...**

HOW THE TECH SEX CULT IN NEW YORK AND SILICON VALLEY OPERATES. By Standford_Research_Center55 on - - - SEX TRAFFICKING - Permalink Emily Chang; Emily Chang and Silicon Valley Sex Cults

Inside the End of the NXIVM Sex Cult - Vanity Fair

Raniere began making a pyramid scheme of this sex cult, pushing the first group of women to become "first-line masters" and recruit other women to be their slaves; all slaves were required to ...

Silicon Valley's Strange, Apocalyptic Cult | Mind Matters

Silicon Valley's Strange, Apocalyptic Cult Key Valley figures hope to beat death the transhumanist way. Oh, by the way, YOU are doomed Denyse O'Leary May 27, 2019 Religion, Social Factors, Technocracy

How Silicon Valley's feature creep is ruining sex toys ...

The Silicon Valley approach is bad for sex toys because it's generally bad for consumer products. And as long as companies are designing toys with an eye toward securing VC funding, we'll be ...

Silicon Valley Satanists - IlluminatiWatcher

Part of this movement of the new age of YOLO is the open sexual expressions found with hookup apps such as Tinder. We can also see evidence of this in Silicon Valley when Gilfoyle propositions Dinesh to have sex with his girlfriend. More was to be said on this by LaVey in Satanic Sex:

Beware: Silicon Valley's cultists want to turn you into a ...

Jan 3, 2016Love & sex Home & garden Health & fitness Family Travel ... Silicon Valley's cultists want to turn you into a disruptive deviant ... Like all good cults, such firms tap into our inner quest for ...

Leader of NXIVM sex cult gets 120 years in prison

Keith Raniere was sentenced Tuesday to 120 years in prison after being convicted of running a sex trafficking cult called NXIVM.Raniere founded and ran NXIVM, which he branded as a self-improvement business. But prosecutors say it was a front for Raniere to traffic women and girls and mentally, physically

JaysAnalysis.com Sex Cults, Silicon Valley, CIA Hollywood ...
Sex Cults, Silicon Valley, CIA Hollywood, Technocracy & CFR - Jay Dyer. 1 stars. Register to vote!

Published On August 9, 2018 » 1241 Views» By admin » 80s arcana, Books/Literature, Comedy, Comedy Videos, Conspiracy, Culture, Esoteric Hollywood Episodes, Featured, Film Review/Analysis, Philosophy, Psy Ops, The Jay Show, Video ...

Theranos, Elizabeth Holmes, and the Cult of Silicon Valley ...

Elizabeth Holmes became a Silicon Valley celebrity after she dropped out of Stanford at 19 to start a company called Theranos. We sat down with John Carreyro...

Beware of the Silicon Valley cult - thinkfaster.co

There's a cult calling, and it's located in Northern California. Usually, you get the call from a recruiter, attempting to convince you to join their company because it's Special and Unique. If you accept their offer, here are some of the benefits: For the privilege of being a member of the cult, you get to take half of your market rate in salary in exchange for equity that will most likely be ...

The Silicon Valley Sexual Predator Cult - Eagle Rising

There is a Silicon Valley sexual predator subculture that hides itself under the guise of "setting a new paradigm of behavior." There is a Silicon Valley sexual predator culture that helps explain a lot of sexual harassment and worse allegations. This was exposed recently by Emily Chang in Vanity Fair. These parties claim to be about being ...

The Werewolf Cult of Silicon Valley

The Werewolf Cult of Silicon Valley. Posted on October 25, 2020 October 25, 2020 by blindfieldcollective Posted in Uncategorized. By Lucy Blissett. Epochs throw up the monsters they need. History can be written of monsters, and in them. We experience the conjunctions of certain werewolves and crisis-gnawed feudalism, of Cthulhu and rupturing ...

Convicted sex cult figure says he's innocent

Keith Raniere, who was convicted of sex trafficking, racketeering and possession of child pornography in connection with his role in the alleged sex cult called NXIVM (pronounced "nexium") says he's innocent and wants a new trial, a request that a judge denied Friday. In an interview that aired Friday on "NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt," Raniere acknowledged he was a leader in an ...
Ex-startup staffer: Silicon Valley has cult mentality ...  
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dUwNtZ1dwM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dUwNtZ1dwM)

Dan Lyons talks to CNNMoney's Laurie Segall about the stranger side of working at a startup.

What Silicon Valley company is most cult-like? - Quora  

Cult like.. You mean everyone shares the exact same values, dresses the same way, eats together the same things, has the same interests, and generally do not have any family? Jeezus, that's every company. Google is populated with the most overrefi...

Let's Take the Cult out of Silicon Valley Culture | Kellblog  

But sometimes Silicon Valley cults are not benevolent - Theros being the best recent example. Continuing to work in such environments, prioritizing the needs of the cult over common sense and business ethics can do lasting damage to your personal relationships, to your health, and to your career.

This Oregon tantric sex cult committed the largest ...  

The cult was at its height for the four years between 1981 and 1985. A typical day was a mash-up of work, meditation, drugs, prayer and sex. For Rajneesh and Patel, it was also a money-making scheme.

Silicon Valley Cults? : cults - reddit  
[https://www.reddit.com/r/cults/comments/ajossd/silicon_valley_cults/](https://www.reddit.com/r/cults/comments/ajossd/silicon_valley_cults/)

Silicon Valley Cults? Close. 18. Posted by. u/ChildOfComplexity. 11 months ago. Archived. Silicon Valley Cults? I know there are a number of vague new age gurus feeding on the tech community in San Francisco and just generally where there is money and a spiritual void it's prime for cult activity. Anyone have any insight into the scene there?

Silicon Valley's power cults | Salon.com  
[https://www.salon.com/1997/12/18/cov_18books/](https://www.salon.com/1997/12/18/cov_18books/)

Dec 18, 1997Silicon Valley's power cults: At Intel, Oracle and Apple, you can't escape the grip of a Fearless Leader -- or a paranoid one. Scott Rosenberg reviews three new computer-business books.

Cults - GBFSV SPIRITUAL ABUSE VICTIMS' RECOVERY  
[https://gbfsvchurchabuse.org/tag/cults/](https://gbfsvchurchabuse.org/tag/cults/)

Posts about Cults written by M. Deservebetter. Note: My former pastors/elders at Grace Bible Fellowship of Silicon Valley use undue influence on church members, complete with threats in
meetings that church members are ordered to, demands for "obedience" to a senior pastor (Cliff McManis) with FAKE degrees including a FAKE Ph.D. from a diploma mill, excommunications and shunnings of church ...

**It is time to directly confront the Silicon Valley ...**


Elitist **Cult. Silicon Valley** elitists believe they are better than everyone else. **Silicon Valley**'s Kleiner Perkins founder: VC Tom Perkins, said that poor people must be "Nazi's" for not accepting the "superior intellect" of VC's. **Silicon Valley**'s Kleiner Perkins VC Vinod Khosla, took over California's favorite public beach ...

**Amanda Knox supports NXIVM sex cult leader Keith Raniere ...**


Amanda Knox is demanding answers about NXIVM **cult** leader Keith Raniere's 2019 conviction. Knox signed a petition questioning whether there was "prosecutorial misconduct" in the case, which led to Raniere being found guilty of **sex** trafficking among other crimes. Knox knows a thing or two about sensationalized trials as her 2009 murder conviction was ultimately […]

**Burning Man 2018: Silicon Valley's Cult-Like Desert Festival**


It's the ultimate annual destination for top **Silicon Valley** techies to practice hedonistic pleasure, drugs, eastern spirituality and social engineering. This year could see as many as 100,000 people create a pop-up city in a northern Nevada desert. The Utopia-like Technocrat culture is 'other-worldly'.

**The Gary Null Show -Wikipedia: Silicon Valley's Cult of ...**


Download HereWikipedia: **Silicon Valley's Cult** of Medical Misinformation Richard Gale & Gary Null Progressive Radio Network, June 28, 2019 Americans are spending more money on diagnostic tests, surgeries and other medical procedures than ever before. They are also consuming more pills and medications and will receive more treatments than at any other time in US history.

**Silicon Valley (TV series) - Wikipedia**

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Head

**Silicon Valley** is an American comedy television series created by Mike Judge, John Altschuler and Dave Krinsky. It premiered on HBO on April 6, 2014, running for a total of six seasons of 53 episodes. The series finale aired on December 8, 2019. The series, a parody of **Silicon Valley** culture, focuses on Richard Hendricks (Thomas Middleditch), a programmer who founds a startup company called …

**Silicon Valley's Cult of Nothing - The Baffler**
Like so much Silicon Valley newspeak, the myth of the immaterial is actually a cult of the very, very material. Small consumer tech now matches expensive watches and jewelry as commodity fetishism, and Apple is the undisputed champion, creating a powerful mythology around their pricey products.

"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside Silicon Valley's...

For successful women in Silicon Valley, the drug-and-sex-party scene is a minefield to navigate. This isn't a matter of Bay Area tech women being more prudish than most; I doubt recent history ...

Silicon Valley Cults? : cults - reddit

Silicon Valley Cults? Close. 18. Posted by. u/ChildOfComplexity. 11 months ago. Archived. Silicon Valley Cults? I know there are a number of vague new age gurus feeding on the tech community in San Francisco and just generally where there is money and a spiritual void it's prime for cult activity. Anyone have any insight into the scene there?

The cult of the founder and Silicon Valley's lack of moral ...

Sep 20, 2019The cult of the founder and Silicon Valley's lack of moral authority. Kate Clark Alex Wilhelm 1 year Hello and welcome back to ...

Burning Man 2018: Silicon Valley's Cult-Like Desert Festival

It's the ultimate annual destination for top Silicon Valley techies to practice hedonistic pleasure, drugs, eastern spirituality and social engineering. This year could see as many as 100,000 people create a pop-up city in a northern Nevada desert. The Utopia-like Technocrat culture is 'other-worldly'.

How The Story Of R. Kelly's "Sex Cult" Finally Went Public ...

How The Story Of R. Kelly's "Sex Cult" Finally Went Public — And Quickly Exploded. I spent almost 20 years reporting on R. Kelly, and nine months trying to find an outlet to publish the story of the "sex cult" that would — finally — get the world's attention. (An excerpt from Soulless: The Case Against R. Kelly.)

r/cults - Theranos - Silicon Valley's Greatest Failure ...

r/cults - Theranos - Silicon Valley's Greatest Failure 2019/
Theranos - Silicon Valley's Greatest Failure (2019) - What seemed like one of the most ground breaking companies of the 21st century ended up being one of Silicon Valley's greatest failures. How did Elizabeth Holmes manage to fool the world?

Silicon Valley's Cult of Nothing - The Baffler

https://thebaffler.com/latest/cult-of-nothing

Like so much Silicon Valley newspeak, the myth of the immaterial is actually a cult of the very, very material. Small consumer tech now matches expensive watches and jewelry as commodity fetishism, and Apple is the undisputed champion, creating a powerful mythology around their pricey products.

It is time to directly confront the Silicon Valley ...


Elitist Cult. Silicon Valley elitists believe they are better than everyone else. Silicon Valley's Kleiner Perkins founder: VC Tom Perkins, said that poor people must be "Nazi's" for not accepting the "superior intellect" of VC's. Silicon Valley's Kleiner Perkins VC Vinod Khosla, took over California's favorite public beach ...

Adam Neumann: The cult of the silicon valley founder is ...


By Lloyd Mathias Silicon Valley has long been the iconic inspiration for the world of entrepreneurship. Starting with Bill Hewett and Dave Packard in the thirties to Steve Jobs and Larry Ellison in the seventies, the Valley has thrown up a stream of entrepreneurs who have transformed and reimagined businesses world over.

Silicon Valley's power cults | Salon.com

https://www.salon.com/1997/12/18/cov_18books/

Dec 18, 1997Silicon Valley's power cults: At Intel, Oracle and Apple, you can't escape the grip of a Fearless Leader -- or a paranoid one. Scott Rosenberg reviews three new computer-business books.

Sexual Harassment In Silicon Valley: Still Rampant As Ever


Sep 15, 202035% were propositioned for sex—up 5% from 2017 Despite the recent surge in diversity and inclusion pledges, only 2.7% of VC funding goes to women-led startups; Black women founders receive 0.02% ...

Hollywood and Silicon Valley Executives and Venture ...

https://invent111.com/index.php?post/HOLLYWOOD-AND-SILICON-VALLEY-EXECUTIVES-
Former "Smallville" actress Allison Mack has pleaded guilty in a Brooklyn federal court to her involvement in the NXIVM sex cult case. Mack, who is best known for her role as Chloe Sullivan on...

How Can You Trust Any VC or CEO In Silicon Valley When...

cut off the silicon perversions and the perverts that run them executives from google, facebook, netflix and the sandhill road venture capitalist offices use silicon valley and other regions as their personal hunting grounds for sex abuse, sex trafficking, sex cults and date rape!

Acid trips, black power and computers: how San Francisco's...

Aug 21, 2016You Say You Want a Revolution, the V&A's new exhibition, explores the birth of late-1960s counterculture that helped spawn Silicon Valley. Alex Needham takes a tour of where it all began, guided...

Google book 'Valley of Genius' is latest Silicon Valley...

Jul 12, 2018Sex, ganja goo balls and rock 'n' roll: Google book is just the latest tell-all from Silicon Valley By Patrick May | Bay Area News Group PUBLISHED: July 12, 2018 at 11:02 a.m. | UPDATED: July...

Tag - Silicon Valley Sex Trafficking - OMERTA - THE...
Inside Silicon Valley's cult of youth

Inside Silicon Valley's cult of youth But some older workers defy industry image. Kristen V. Brown. May 3, 2014 Updated: May 4, 2014 2:02 p.m. Facebook Twitter Email. Comments. 5.

Calif. sues Silicon Valley billionaire over blocking beach ...

NXIVM sex cult founder Keith Raniere sentenced to 120 years in prison National / 2 hours ago Blue Ridge Fire: 15,200-acre blaze pushes toward Chino Hills, at least 10 Yorba Linda homes damaged

Cults of Silicon Valley | NotionsCapital

"In 2015, cults are being discovered and rebranded in Silicon Valley as a way of modeling the twenty-first century corporation. 'You should run your startup like a cult,' one of Silicon Valley's most successful investors, Peter Thiel, advises ....

Silicon Valley's cult ride - Mar. 28, 2008

Silicon Valley's cult ride The latest status symbol of the technorati is a seriously old-school bicycle. You can get on Brent Steelman's waiting list- but only if you ace your interview.

Silicon Valley’s Cult of Male Ego by Bardot Smith | Model ...

Sex and Sexuality. Silicon Valley’s Cult of Male Ego . It creates an environment where a woman's sexuality is an item for public consumption, a thing which can be approved of or rejected, valued or denigrated by the community. by Bardot Smith on September 8th, 2014.

Why Silicon Valley CEOs are such raging psychopaths

Sep 26, 2020Sex, drugs & start-ups: Inside Silicon Valley's doomed creative culture. Maëlle Gavet, a 15-year veteran of the tech industry, recalls an unsettling conversation she had at a Silicon Valley ...

Silicon Valley Tech Mobsters

the corruption case - part ten - the sick sex cult and rape culture of silicon valley oligarchs; the attackers - rico racketeering charges against gawker, jalopnik, gizmodo, deadspin investors; the corruption case - part eleven - the oligarch tech sex cults get even more twisted; the deadly tesla motors fire danger cover-up.
Dave Eggers Rips Into *Silicon Valley* Tech Cults — The Bold …

If you've ever worked for a startup you already know some companies operate like cults. The gleaming, amenity-laden offices can quickly become snack-packed handcuffs locking employees to their jobs. ... The Weirdest Shit to Come Out of *Silicon Valley* in August 2020. Zara Stone in The Bold Italic. Why the Fires Feel More Unsettling This Time …

'Silicon Valley' Made Fun of Elizabeth Holmes Before It …

Yet even by *Silicon Valley*'s bitingly funny standards, its Theranos burn is brutal. Elizabeth Holmes' fraud-filled blood testing company is only referenced once outside of the show's opening …

It is time to directly confront the *Silicon Valley* …

Valley because *Silicon Valley* controls the media and the politicians that are usually supposed to check these kinds of things. Millions of pages of news reports, documentaries, interviews and legal transcripts prove the following to be true: Elitist Cult. *Silicon Valley* elitists believe they are better than everyone else. *Silicon Valley*'s Kleiner

*Cult (Video 2000) - IMDb*

Directed by Ralph Parfait. With Halli Ashton, Natasha Blake, Tyce Bune, Charlie. "Cult" a psychological thriller, is a story of a *Silicon Valley* executive, who joins a cult in his quest for meaning in life, but finds revenge and murder instead.

'Cult of founders' is a real problem in *Silicon Valley* …

Oct 5, 2018Roger McNamee, co-founder of tech-focused private equity firm Elevation Partners, told CNBC's "Squawk Alley" that the "cult of founders" has become a problem in *Silicon Valley*.

Review: Mike Judge's funny code in 'Silicon Valley' - Los …

"*Silicon Valley,*" which Judge created with "King of the Hill" writing partners John Altschuler and Dave Krinsky, is his first live-action series. It begins at 10 p.m. Sunday on HBO and, in …

Kate Losse | Cults at Scale «DIS Magazine
In 2015, cults are being discovered and rebranded in Silicon Valley as a way of modeling the twenty-first century corporation. "You should run your startup like a cult," one of Silicon Valley’s most successful investors, Peter Thiel, advises in his recently published book, Zero to One: Notes on Startups, or How to Build the Future. For Thiel it is the very excesses of cultish sociality...

Silicon Valley (TV series) - Infogalactic: the planetary...

Silicon Valley is an American comedy television series created by Mike Judge, John Altschuler and Dave Krinsky. The series focuses on six young men who found a startup company in Silicon Valley. The series premiered on April 6, 2014, on HBO. The first season consisted of eight episodes.
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